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This beautifully illustrated volume offers a rare study of Isan-Thai customs and belief associated with 
pregnancy and birth and how they have changed over almost half a century.  Using a psychological and 
socio-therapeutic framework, Anders Poulsen discusses the function of various birth rites while giving 
an unmatched description of all traditions specifically connected to pregnancy and birth. He includes 
an interesting description of the tradition of confinement by fire (yuu-fai) and documents that it is still 
widely practiced, contrary to what has been reported. He also puts forward a theory of why some tradi-
tions maintain their importance while others fade away.  The findings of this study are supported by the 
transcription in Isan (and translated into English) of the ritual texts that are used in these rites.

‘The distinctive feature and achievement of Anders Poulsen’s study is that it is longitudinal in scope 
spanning some forty years. … For this reason alone it is unique in the social science ethnographic lit-
erature pertaining to Thailand, Laos, Burma (and possibly the rest of Southeast Asia). … It is a tour de 
force, unmatched by any other account pertaining … first to Northeast Thailand and Laos, and then to 
Thailand as a whole.’ (Professor Stanley J. Tambiah, Harvard University)

‘Dr Poulsen’s focus on childbirth in this rural area serves as the most in-depth analysis of this topic that 
ever was or will be attempted. … The information in Childbirth and Tradition is in-depth, different from 
what I read previously on life in Thailand, and written in an engaging style. Thus, I found the reading to 
be fascinating.’ (Dr Thomas Oakland, University of Florida)

‘Anders Poulsen has made a major contribution in bringing his research study … to term. It is a 
unique and very valuable research study … As a Thai researcher, I feel appreciative and indebted to An-
ders Poulsen’s research work because his mission successfully provides very rare information on precious 
customs and rites on which family strength has been built.’ (Professor Chancha Suvannathat, formerly 
Director, Behavioral Science Research Institute, Bangkok)
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About the Author

Anders Poulsen has long worked in the field of child 
psychology, in which he is well known internationally not 
least as founder-president of the International Association 
of School Psychologists. In addition, he worked for two 
decades as director of the Danish Psychological Press until 
his retirement. His many contributions to the field and to 
Thai studies were recognized by an honorary doctorate in 
development education from Srinakharinwirote University, 
conferred by Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn in 1982.

This book derives from the author’s involvement in a 
Unesco-funded project studying social influences on the 
development of Thai children; here in 1961–62 he worked 
in the village of Baan Phraan Muean in northeast Thai-
land. The scope of the study included almost everything 
in the life of the villagers. However, certain issues like the 
rich culture related to pregnancy and childbirth had to be 
excluded.

Nevertheless, Anders Poulsen found the topic par-
ticularly interesting – not only women’s experience of 
pregnancy and childbirth but also the associated rites and 
the role these played in the community. Since 1962, he 
has returned to the village many times on his own – most 
recently in 2005 – to continue his study. As a result, in this 
book, he is able to describe the social and cultural changes 
of almost half a century that have transformed both village 
life and specifically the area of pregnancy and childbirth. 
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This book is dedicated to the village of Baan Phraan Muean 
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Foreword
Anders Poulsen’s study of the traditions and beliefs associated with childbirth and pregnancy is a 
very thought-provoking study, building on the seminal work in the field by Stanley Tambiah.  
Poulsen’s work is particularly important due to the longitudinal methodology used and the 
opportunity it gives to observe the changes and continuities in the Isan region of Northeast Thailand 
in relation to  modern development processes. Especially interesting is Poulsen’s observation that 
there are two distinct and separate traditions, the khwan ceremonies and the mae kamlerd ceremonies, 
which influence local customs and beliefs related to pregnancy and birth. This work illustrates how 
in-depth research can reveal layers of meaning and identities in behaviour and belief that may 
otherwise be ignored.

The documentation and translation of the ritual texts are very strong points of this monograph, 
providing an important contribution to further study of these traditions and their origins, knowledge 
which is in danger of disappearing totally. Recording of the ritual chanting is an especially important 
feature of the monograph. In coming years, further research into these local traditions will provide a 
better understanding of the diversity of Thai cultures and aspirations.  In addition, the elegant 
translation of the ritual texts provides non-Isan speakers a rare impression of the diversity and 
vividness of the oral imagery used in the rituals – imagery which is reproduced visually in design 
details and wall paintings in Buddhist monasteries well-known throughout Northeast Thailand. 
The ritual texts in the various forms as well as the glossary at the back will give this monograph a 
long academic shelf life.

The monograph demonstrates an interesting parallel to the evolution in the area of UNESCO’s and 
other international organizations’ programmes since they were established half a century ago. In the 
1960s, Anders Poulsen was part of a UNESCO team working in Baan Phraan Muean to collect 
information that would form the basis for the development of education institutions and programmes 
in the years to come. At that time, it was commonplace for teams of anthropologists and educators 
to work in many villages like Baan Phraan Muean throughout all the world’s developing countries 
in order to help formulate UN programmes of development assistance. The focus of these inter-
disciplinary studies was to document the living conditions of the target populations and to analyse 
the inter-relationship between a variety of economic, environmental, social and historical factors, 
particularly those that affect children’s well-being and upbringing with emphasis on the improvement 
of health, hygiene, and basic education. In those days cultural programming focused primarily on the 
fine arts and tangible cultural heritage. Since then, UNESCO’s culture programmes have greatly 
extended to emphasize cultural rights and cultural development as inalienable components of 
sustainable development, with notions such as cultural diversity and the importance of oral and 
intangible heritage taking centre stage. 

ix

Foreword
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Oral traditions reflect many aspects of community life, from the spiritual legacy of ancestors through 
to the current politics of local society. However, many of the traditional forms for transmission of 
this knowledge are disappearing, being replaced by increasingly literate lifestyles and institutions. 
Responding to warnings that global cultural diversity is under threat due to the pressures of 
globalization and the promotion of national cultures, and that especially intangible cultural 
e�pressions such as oral traditions and literature, music, visual arts, and performing arts, are fragile 
and easily lost, the General Conference of UNESCO adopted the ‘Convention for the Safeguarding 
of the Intangible Cultural Heritage’ in 2003.
In Thailand, there is also a growing awareness of the value of cultural diversity and wealth that is 
e�pressed in oral traditions and the important role they played – and continue to play – in society 
and culture. The awareness is accompanied with a recognition of the need to ensure that the oral 
traditions are documented and do not slip into oblivion. 

These oral traditions ... come from the hearts, minds, memories, skills, beliefs and performance 
of people in each community from birth to death. In Isan … oral tradition represents a whole 
community life, the daily communication between all villagers and between parents and 
children. … In former days, the disseminators of oral heritage in Thailand were three groups 
of people. They were the monks, elders, and entertainers who taught, performed the ceremonies 
and entertained people. Monks learned religious te�ts, local literature, and some were also 
healers. Buddhist monks spent time studying sacred literature, meditating and preaching. The 
respected elders presided over or performed many of the ceremonies and festivals and lakhon 
(Thai performance actors) entertained people on special occasions. � 

Anders Poulsen’s work is an invaluable contribution to the safeguarding of the oral culture that is so 
determining a component of Isan culture. At the same time, it documents aspects of that culture 
which is seldom the subject of research and documentation. The more private nature of the mae 
kamlerd rites and the graveness of the issues involved have perhaps contributed to the fact that the 
rites have remained widely unknown and undocumented outside the society where they are still very 
much alive. On the basis of  documentation done by Anders Poulsen and his team, future researchers 
now have a chance to study these te�ts and traditions in depth and unveil layers of meaning that 
continue to make these rites so relevant and meaningful today.   

Richard A. Engelhardt

UNESCO Regional Advisor for Culture in Asia and the Pacif ic

� Chaveelak Boonyakarnchana, Surithong Srisa-ard, and Pornpimol Manochai: Preservation of the Thai Oral Heritage in 
Libraries in Thailand, published by the Thai Library Association www.tiac.or.th/thailib/Ifla99_TOC.htm 
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Preface
The material for this book about pregnancy and childbirth in Baan Phraan Muean has been collected 
over a period of more than forty years. Throughout these years, I received invaluable support and 
assistance from innumerable people and institutions.

It began in 1961, when UNESCO entrusted to me a position at the International Institute for Child 
Study in Bangkok, whose directors at the time were the late Professor Hugh Philp and the late 
Professor Lamaimas Saradatta. I am deeply grateful to them both for a great many things including 
life-long friendships; above all I am grateful because it was their wish that I should take part in a 
research programme in a village. This took me to Baan Phraan Muean in Northeast Thailand (also 
known as Isan) in the company of a multidisciplinary team of predominantly Thai professionals. 
During the stimulating working period there, strong bonds were formed both within the group and 
between this group and the village. Although either everybody or nobody should be mentioned, 
Professor S. J. Tambiah must be an exception because his scholarly works have been of inestimable 
importance to what I present here.

My UNESCO employment was finished in 1962 but at the end of 1967 the Danish International 
Development Agency (DANIDA) gave me the opportunity to go back and stay one month in the 
village. On this occasion great practical assistance was given by the Bangkok Institute for Child Study, 
as it was now called, and its Director, Professor Lamaimas Saradatta. The Institute placed the late 
Mr Niyom Kamnuanmasok at my disposal as a highly competent associate and interpreter.

After this, the better part of a decade passed during which I was unable to spare any time for this 
project, which always had to be cultivated after long working days. At the end of 1977 and again in 
late 1988, DANIDA enabled me to make follow-up visits to the village. The Behavioural Science 
Research Institute, as my former place of work is now called, was peerless in its readiness to help and 
give support. Its then director, Professor Chancha Suvannathat, my friend and associate from 1961 
onwards, and her assistants have shown my work a limitless degree of concern and helpfulness over 
the years. 

During all my visits to the village from 1977, Associate Professor Mrs Supranee Khammuang, 
herself from Udorn in the Northeast, was my extremely talented and capable associate and interpreter. 
Her insight in and understanding of the Isan culture and its traditions, combined with her linguistic 
skills, have contributed greatly to the present book. Especially, she is to be given credit for translations 
and notes in the Part 2, which I consider an important part of this book. Mrs Supranee is simply 
unique and she possesses all thinkable abilities needed for obtaining qualified and reliable results in 
research of this type.
The provincial (Changwat) authorities, too, were very supportive and many people there ought to be 
thanked for the good-will they demonstrated towards my project. However, it will hardly be 
misinterpreted if this is personified in a single man, the late Superintendent Khun Satuern Ouppa-
Bongse. In 1961, he was a well-loved headmaster at the Baan Phraan Muean School and very 

Preface
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supportive of our UNESCO team in its relations with the villagers. In his succeeding positions in 
the school administration of the province he was indefatigable in his readiness to help, and so also 
after his retirement.
My gratitude and thanks must be directed, above all others, towards the villagers of Baan Phraan 
Muean. I was met there with nothing but warmth and obliging kindness. Particularly, I must mention 
three people. Phor Tuu Phan, who died in 1970, was in 1968 an extremely helpful, knowledgeable 
and wise source of knowledge of everything related to the local customs and traditions. More than 
anyone else Phor Jampii Naakdong was of importance to me. He was in all respects a fine man with 
exceptional personal qualities: deeply and earnestly involved in the village’s religion, culture and 
tradition, and at the same time a pioneer regarding education, the supply of good water, and hygiene. 
He had the capacity to combine the old and the new ways. In 1980, he died of a liver disease that is 
one of the scourges of the district. The village lost someone vital – I lost a friend and a tutor. He was 
engrossed in my work and keen to ensure that everything was understood correctly and documented 
properly to be preserved for future generations. It was his expressed wish that the knowledge and 
traditions of his culture be published. The old ways were to be preserved. Together with Phor Jampii, 
his son Khun Jan must be mentioned. During all my stays in the village from 1968 and until this day, 
he capably and efficiently organized all details connected with the smooth planning of our work in 
the village. He arranged everything so well that the limited time available to me was used with an 
efficiency which is exceptional for projects of this type.
In the initial phase of preparing my material for publishing I was fortunate that Mrs Pernille Askerud 
by mere chance came across my manuscript. She has been living 15 years in Thailand working as 
international consultant and editor for UNESCO and other agencies. This gave her a particular insight 
in the context of the present study. Mrs Askerud helped me pull together the present manuscript out 
of a very large material collected and drafted over a period of over 40 years. In addition, she and Mrs 
Supranee Khammuang committed themselves to a renewed study and translation of the ritual texts the 
result of which contributed to a more comprehensive understanding of the rites. The readability of the 
text presented here owes considerably to Mrs Askerud’s patient and thorough editing. I am extremely 
grateful for her work and support. 
I owe thanks to many others, among them the Ministry of Education, Bangkok; Thailand’s National 
Research Council; the Danish Embassy, Bangkok; and to my publisher Gerald Jackson of NIAS Press 
who trusted in this manuscript and helped to make it available to a wider audience thereby ensuring 
that the knowledge of these oral traditions may not disappear altogether. For financial support I owe 
thanks to DANIDA (1968, 1978, 1988) and to VELUX FONDEN of 1981 (1998).

 January  2007
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Editor’s Introduction
Over the last decade there has been growing recognition of the need to consider culture seriously as 
an inherent component of sustainable development. In such discussions, the human ability to aspire 
has become a key to understanding the development process. This ability to aspire is inextricably 
linked to culture – or in other words, to our consciousness of past and present, as well as to ideas of 
future possibilities. It has proven very difficult to operationalize this insight and make projects in 
which culture is an integral part of the development process. This is partly because the process of 
cultural change and the role of culture in societal change is very poorly understood. 

In Notes Toward The Definition Of Culture from 1948, T. S. Eliot argues that there are three different 
dimensions or senses of the concept of culture. Hence, ‘the term culture has different associations 
according to whether we have in mind the development of an individual, of a group or class, or of a 
whole society.’ Eliot also points out that though we always will focus on one of these three dimensions 
when we use the term, the other dimensions are always underlying silent references in the statement. 
It is this evasiveness of the concept of culture that can make it difficult to fully determine the factors 
that influence cultural change and indeed to describe such change itself, unless it is done over a longer 
period of time.  

Anders Poulsen’s study of customs and beliefs related to pregnancy and childbirth describes an area 
of life and culture that is central to people’s life no matter what stage of development. He describes 
how these customs and beliefs have changed over almost half a century in a small Isan village, for the 
villagers individually and collectively, and how the wider appreciation of these customs (for example 
in terms of international research) have changed as well. Hence, the study is a rare documentation of 
how the development process affects customs and beliefs in a society, and so manages to capture the 
interdependency between the different aspects of culture and cultural change.  Based on Anders 
Poulsen’s description of customs and beliefs in this Isan village we can identify contours of a more 
complex, general discussion of culture and development.

Longitudinal studies are particularly useful to more accurately map cultural and societal change. 
However, being humans with a limited lifespan, only very few such longitudinal studies have been 
undertaken.  Over and above the specific topic of this study, it is therefore of wider interest because it 
provides a more general opportunity to analyse both the process of cultural change itself and more 
specifically the relationship between cultural and societal change. 

More specifically, Anders Poulsen’s study discusses the Thai belief in a dual soul, the khwan and the 
winyaan, and the widespread belief in good and evil spirits within a psychological and socio-
therapeutical framework that provides the basis for a wider understanding of why some traditions 
maintain their importance while others fade away.  

Editor’s Introduction
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The text is a work of high-quality descriptive ethnography. His descriptions reflect a willingness to 
put himself in the villagers’ place and to be faithful to the villagers’ own voices, without prematurely 
injecting and interposing analytical or theoretical concepts that belong to a different discourse. The 
text portrays the villagers over time and their efforts to find a place and identity in a world increasingly 
dominated by development, globalization, and modernization.

In addition to the descriptions that make up the core of the study, the texts refer to a wide range of 
international research – much of it undertaken when the academic interest in these areas of research 
was more pronounced than it is today. This is of course also a perspective of the longitudinal studies; 
they tend to outlive the focus, preferred methodologies and frame of interpretation characteristic of 
a specific period. The inevitable shifts in scientific discourse and methodology that occur over such 
a long period of time threaten to make the studies appear dated and out of touch with current 
academic approaches and research interest, not to mention the academic jargon. Nevertheless, the 
findings of such studies are still very valuable for the perspective they give.

The concept of culture and its relation to the development has changed since the 1960s when the 
village study that Anders Poulsen was part of, was only one of many such studies aimed at overcoming 
the ‘backwardness’ of these places and achieve better living conditions for children and adults. The 
subject matter of the study is today covered by different areas of research including women’s studies, 
social development studies, oral heritage research, and, not least, Isan studies. Today ethnic minorities 
(in this case a very numerous minority) are increasingly claiming their cultural integrity and rights, 
and efforts are made to preserve and keep alive the oral traditions that are such a fundamental 
characteristic of Isan culture. This must please researchers such as Anders Poulsen who perhaps 
never saw the need to abolish these traditions in the first place and who at least in this respect is as 
modern in his view as anybody.  As he once wrote : ‘By participating in the everyday life of the village 
I realized that one cannot, by force of power or in any other radical way, abolish all the old ways, 
however inexpedient they might be. Were this attempted, progress might well appear to be made in 
this respect, but, at the same time, a process would be started that would contribute to making man 
rootless, and out of harmony with himself and his surroundings.’

The longitudinal approach applied by Anders Poulsen makes his study particularly interesting 
because  it contributes to a more holistic analysis of the subject matter. It also documents that some 
of the assumptions we hold based on short-term studies may be false and that the relationship 
between customs, belief, and the modernization process is more complex than previously described. 
In this way, Anders Poulsen contributes with significant new findings to the anthropological 
literature on Northeast Thailand and the neighbouring regions. 

The most interesting finding of Anders Poulsen’s research is perhaps the documentation of the cult 
of mae kamlerd which appears to be absolutely unknown in other parts of Thailand. In his analysis 
of the rites that are related to pregnancy and childbirth, Anders Poulsen convincingly distinguishes 
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two separate traditions, namely the khwan rites and the mae kamlerd cult that in other research have 
been treated as parts of the same tradition. Anders Poulsen argues that the mae kamlerd cult is not 
part of the khwan rites but a separate cult aimed at protecting the baby from the evil influence of the 
‘old mothers’. His argument is supported by the translation of the ritual texts themselves, which 
clearly refer to different traditions. Hopefully, someone will feel inclined to make a more thorough 
analysis of these texts which here have been preserved for future studies.

The khwan rite suukhwan maemaan was closely related to ease the minds of the mother vis-à-vis the 
perceived dangers of the childbirth. Perhaps not surprisingly, with modernization and better 
healthcare this danger has significantly diminished and Anders Poulsen documents that so has the 
importance and prevalence of this rite among the villagers. Interestingly, the fear of mae kamlerd 
appears to survive despite the changes in society. Other researchers may be able to study the origins 
of this cult and explain why these beliefs are so rooted in the villagers’ world-view. 

Another interesting finding of the study also relates to the pervasiveness of the traditions. Anders 
Poulsen documents how the tradition of yuu fai – a period just after the birth when the mother is 
lying next to a fire – is not only still very much observed in the Northeast but also practised much 
more widely than previously documented. What he found was that the custom of confinement is 
not, as sometimes believed, totally abandoned in modern society; on the contrary, there seems to be 
a re-evaluation of the benefit and importance of this custom. It is interesting to read how this 
tradition – for long referred to as ‘mother roasting’ by international research and much despised – 
may be up for a re-evaluation. 

All in all, what Anders Poulsen has documented is that the ritual practice – then as well as now – 
provides the villagers with a system of social therapy that helps them deal with sorrows and problems 
encountered in their lives in a manner that is often superior to the kind of psychological support 
systems found in our more modern societies.  

Many of the popular traditions and beliefs in Thailand remain unrecorded and research done by 
Thai- or Laotian-speaking researchers has not been translated. In this respect, the situation is very 
different in Asia than it is for example in Europe where great interest and efforts have been devoted 
to the documentation of traditional belief and knowledge. 

Anders Poulsen could still find people in the village who understood and could explain the background 
and meaning of the rites and the texts – albeit they, too, did not understand everything. However, it 
is getting increasingly difficult to find people who have the knowledge and training to continue the 
function as ritual masters – and without that their knowledge will disappear. In spite of the fact that 
there still is an interest for the rites, it is therefore conceivable that the deeper knowledge of the 
belief that lies behind them may disappear as the villages are increasingly integrated in modern Thai 
society through closer contact and the modern media. 

Editor’s Introduction
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Anders Poulsen’s study is therefore a significant contribution to the understanding of these traditions 
and rituals in their social and cultural context and provides a basis for further study of these traditions. 
As such it provides an important key to the aspirations of the Isan people. 

Bangkok February 2007
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Part 1
Customs of Pregnancy and Birth 

 –  Then and Now 
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(1962)
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Prologue

In the early 1960s, the International Institute for Child 
Study, established and run jointly by UNESCO and the 
Thai Government, undertook extensive studies in 
typical villages focussing on the social influences on the 
development of Thai children. From October 1961 to 
April 1962, I was fortunate to take part in the Institute’s 
fieldwork in the village of Baan Phraan Muean in the 
Udorn province of Northeast Thailand – an area often 
referred to as Isan.

Although our team was to concern itself with almost 
everything that happened in the daily life of the villagers, 
some limitations to our studies were necessary, and we 
had to refrain from areas that had no direct relevance to 
our project. One of these areas concerned the customs 
and traditions related to a woman’s pregnancy and the 
childbirth itself. Nothing of what we in the West would 
consider necessary was available in the village, and we 
witnessed how the villagers tried to make themselves 
secure by whatever means available to them. I found it 
of personal interest to study this particular area. And so 
I have done now for more than 40 years. Four times 
since my first stay in the village I have been able to 
return for month-long systematic studies. Besides this I 
came for shorter stays on many occasions, each time 
adding bits of information to the material presented 
here. As the details of the whole research process and 
the methodology of the study are quite extensive these 
are placed in an Appendix in Part 3 of this book. I only 
want to mention here that the Grade 1 children in the 
local school who originally (in 1961–62) together with 
their parents were our basic sample have continued to 
be so, although successively supplemented with younger 
families.

The main purpose of my work is above all to document, 
and thus to preserve traditional knowledge and traditions 
relating to pregnancy and childbirth that have not 
previously been illuminated systematically in English. I 
have sought to describe and understand the customs and 
traditions related to pregnancy and birth both as they 
were in the 1960s and as they are today in relation to the 
social and economic conditions then and later. I have also 
aimed at seeing some of the traditions and customs in 
their cultural context on the basis of available literature 
about Thailand and the neighbouring countries. I have 
endeavoured to present my material as solidly as possible, 
so that it may be of use to others who are interested in the 
village culture of Isan and in how these traditions have 
changed and developed over the years.

To place my studies in the proper context, much more 
could be written about daily life and activity as it un-
folded in the village at the beginning of the 1960s, and 
about the changes I have been able to observe during 
the more than 40 years that have passed since then. 
However, I have limited myself to deal only with those 
details I consider most important to understand the 
context within which these customs and rites have been 
functioning. 

What is mentioned and what is omitted, is naturally 
coloured by what my foreigner’s eyes found most im-
portant as a background for the chapters that follow. The 
faith of the villagers, the temple and all formal as well as 
informal aspects of their religious life ought perhaps to 
have been explained in more detail. 

I have aimed to draw a course over the period of the 
beliefs, rituals and practices relating to pregnancy and Prologue5
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childbirth in Baan Phraan Muean, and to describe how 
the villagers progressively experienced, reacted, and 
participated in some of the forces of ‘development’, 
‘modernization’ , and ‘globalization’.

To make the material as useful as possible my study is 
presented in three parts: 

Part 1 is an introductory description and analysis of 
the village and its people and a detailed 
description and analysis of all the traditions, 
beliefs, and rituals associated with pregnancy and 
birth, and the changes in this respect over the 
years.

Part 2 contains a critical edition of the ritual texts in 
Thai and English of the three most important 
rites (as well as some minor texts); this part also 
includes information on the recipes for various 
‘medicines’ used by the villagers in connection 
with pregnancy and birth.

Part 3 includes a chapter on research methodology, a 
glossary and notes on the Isan language and the 
tran-scription of Isan Thai into English, and a 
bibliography. 

Anyone interested in further text-based studies of these 
traditions may access the original recordings of the 
ritual texts and a picture gallery accessible through the 
Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn Anthropology 
Centre (www.sac.or.th) which graciously has accepted 
to function as repository library for these materials. 

I am now  close to formulating the very last sentences 
before  publishing the outcome of my many years of 

interest in this particular aspect of Isan village culture, 
and I feel a personal need to share some of the reflections 
I made rather early during my  first stay in the village.

In 1961, it was an amazing experience to me so im-
mediately to feel at home in this distant village com-
munity. Everything was new to me and so different, and 
yet there was something I recognized and felt agreed 
with me in the company of these farmers. They seemed 
to have much in common with the farmers amongst 
whom I had grown up in the 1930’s, in a relatively poor 
and isolated village in Denmark.

They were, in the same way, a little reserved and shy of 
strangers, and to a degree also of each other. What a 
person really thought and felt was never expressed 
particularly clearly or explicitly but was concealed as far 
as possible. Their curiosity towards the stranger was as I 
had known it in my childhood. When you had been 
sized up and found reasonably acceptable, goodwill and 
helpfulness flowed towards you. Their forbearance with 
the cultural blunders that you, being a stranger, inevitably 
committed, was obvious. Their humour in the face of 
human folly was well-known to me. We could delight 
in the same things, and together feel humble about the 
indisputable facts in life and in nature.

In a way we knew each other.

This is perhaps not astonishing. We are all human 
beings. But it was, all the same, at the time most amazing 
to me. It would not have been surprising if easily 
observed differences in our personalities and their 
modes of expression should have been found. I did not 
immediately see such differences. All I had read about 
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heredity and environment, about how biology and 
socio-cultural conditions work together and balance 
each other out, were brought up for reconsideration. 

Another factor also intrigued me.

In my country, I had grown up during a period when it, 
among educated people, was indisputable that super-
stition, magic and prejudices often were decisive to the 
way poor people quite passively came to terms with their 
situation. 

I arrived in this distant village with this traditional 
‘western academic’ attitude to man and his existence. By 
participating in the everyday life of the village I almost 
from the beginning developed doubts about whether 
such problems were of major importance in this place.
Was it necessary here, too, to abolish all the old ways in 
order to obtain what we call progress? While some of 
the old practices were potentially harmful and ought to 
be abolished, other old ways were at least harmless and 
would not create obstacles for development, and some 
traditions appeared to be more meaningful still, even 
when evaluated from a modern point of view. How to 
approach this in a proper manner? I witnessed how the 
villagers tried to make themselves secure with whatever 
means were available, including magic and superstition. 
Above all, I became very soon aware that one should 
not, and could not, know what was good and what was 
not so good based on ready-made ideas brought in from 
another world but that any analysis and action must be 
based on studies of the local culture.

In a commentary relating to research on Northeastern 
village societies Charles F. Keyes wrote in 1975: ‘Yet, it 

is not merely more research which is needed, for in fact, 
troops of researchers, both Thai and Western (…) 
paraded from village to village during the 1960s.’ Keyes 
pointed out that little of this research ‘penetrated beyond 
the superficial level of socio-economic characteristics of 
village life’ and considered that there was still a need for 
research that will give an insight into ‘what life in the 
Northeastern community means for those who live 
there’ (Keyes 1975: 206).

I would be most gratified if my studies were to be seen 
as a contribution to our insight in the life of the Isan 
villagers.  

Prologue
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Top: Net-fishing in the dry season (1962)

Bottom left: Paddy to barn (1961)

Bottom right: Palm sugar ready for sale in the market 
(1962)
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CHAPTER ONE  

Village Life and Economy in Isan, 1961-2005
the village on the river Mae Khong, which here forms 
the frontier with Laos.

The Northeast of Thailand is mainly populated by 
people we will describe as ‘Laotian Thai’. Linguistically 
these people are closer related to the population on the 
Laotian bank of the river Mae Khong than to people 
further south in Thailand’s central area around Bangkok. 
The Isan language is often considered a Thai dialect but 
it is not very easily understood by anyone who has 
grown up in Bangkok. The pronunciation is different 
for many words, and it contains many words not found 
in the Central Plain.1

Traditionally, the population here has first and foremost 
subsisted by growing rice. The soil is poor and infertile 
as for example described by Pendleton: ‘most of the 
topsoils in the Korat Plateau are almost entirely sandy’, 
and ‘in many places in the region the surface of the 
sandy soil shows an efflorescence of salt’.2

This is also the case in Baan Phraan Muean. There is no 
possibility for irrigation and the villagers are completely 
dependent on the monsoon. It is only possible to grow 
one crop a year and in some years the monsoon comes 
so violently that it causes crop-destroying floods, in 
other years so scantily or late that the harvest fails. In 
1961 and at least in the first of the succeeding years, the 
yield was so modest that the income from the sales of 
rice was very limited. The villagers did make a little 
money by raising poultry and by producing palm sugar. 
For many years, several of the younger men and girls 
had taken paid jobs in the nearest towns or even as far 

Baan Phraan Muean
(Ban Phran Muean)

Baan Naa Khaa
(Ban Na Kha)

Nong KhaiBan Phue

UDORN
(Udon Thani)

Baan Phraan Muean –  
a Village Community
Baan Phraan Muean means ‘the hunter Muan’s village’. 
Local tales tell of the origin of this name, and together 
with Buddha images and old stone structures found in 
the temple ground, these tales indicate that people have 
lived here for a very long time, most likely several 
hundred years. The village lies in the Northeastern part 
of the country, about 600 kilometres from Bangkok. 
The administrative centre of the province, Udorn, is 
about 17 kilometres south of the village. The small 
trading town of Nong Khai lies 45 kilometres north of 
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away as in Bangkok for some months after the harvest 
in October, thus putting a bit of cash into their hands. 
But in the early sixties they did not have much money. 

There was only one small, simple shop in the village; 
besides cultivating his few rai3 of rice-fields, the pro-
prietor did a little sewing for people, sold detergent, 
cigarettes, matches and a few other items. What we 
consider ordinary consumer goods hardly existed here. 
There was one solitary radio receiver, and only one 
person in the village had a bicycle. Of course there was 
no electricity, and during the dark hours a primitive 
torch would break the deep darkness here and there. On 
the whole this was a subsistence economy that hardly 
provided a basis for a money economy. 

The villagers made most of their day-to-day utensils 
from bamboo, straw and other natural materials. Even 
salt was washed out of the topsoil, which in certain 
places was far too salty for cultivation. The traditional 
Northeastern glutinous rice was the staple of their diet. 
There was rarely any meat, but some small fish were 
caught during the rainy season. The villagers rarely went 
hungry, and they were not undernourished either, but 
the diet was no doubt deficient in many nutrients.

Baan Yai and Baan Nory

Like most of the villages in the region, Baan Phraan 
Muean had always been a clustered village. In 1961, a 
total of 932 people lived there in 149 households and 
182 families (Tambiah, 1970). In a way, Baan Phraan 
Muean was divided into two: Baan Yai (the big hamlet) 
and Baan Nory (the small hamlet). Baan Yai was the old 
core where the houses lay close together in an almost 
square structure. The other part of the village, Baan Nory, 
consisted of a row of houses along the road towards 
Udorn. Here lived mostly young families who had been 
unable to find rooms in their parents’ compounds within 
Baan Yai.  

Threshing (1961)
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Everybody made their living almost exclusively from rice 
farming. Their fields lay in the large, open countryside 
around the village. Practically all families owned land, 
or would come to own land at some time when their 
parents’ land would be divided up through inheritance. 
They were small freehold farms of an average of 18.82 
rai3 of rice fields and, as stated by Tambiah, ‘there is very 
little renting-in or renting-out of land, and landlord/
tenant categories are not important in village economy.’4 
It was obvious to anyone who knew the place that the 
differences in the families’ financial circumstances were 
very modest. In spite of slight variations in the quality 
of the houses – some were of slightly better material 
or a little bigger in size – the villagers were all almost 
equally poor and their daily living standards almost the 
same. This did not imply that there were no differences 
in status, esteem, and influence. Such matters were just 
not based on financial circumstances but to a greater 
degree on factors that I, too, tend to consider more rea-
sonable: age, involvement in the welfare of the Buddhist 
temple, abilities and experience as ritual masters, and 
really also on ‘wisdom and intelligence’. In other words, 
a man who was considered worth consulting for advice 
and guidance in life’s many difficult situations would 
hold a higher status in the village.

Already in 1961, several of the village elders were 
concerned about how the village would feed itself in the 
future. Previously, the young had been able to bring new 
scrub-land under the plough but changes in legislation, 
population increase, and the lack of suitable land meant 
that this practice would not be possible in the future. 
Following the inheritance system, the land available 
was divided into smaller and smaller plots when it 
changed hands from one generation to another, and 
this practice would soon make the already small plots of 
land so tiny that no family could live from what could 
be grown on them. At the time, the village elders could 

only acknowledge the problem but they did not see any 
possible solution. 
In everyday life they had practically no communication 
with the outside world. They attended religious and 
civil festivals in the nearest villages. A lorry would 
occasionally pass by, during the dry season blanketing 
everything in a cloud of reddish dust. Now and then, 
a trader came on foot or on a bicycle, offering charms, 
clay goods, various ‘miracle’ medicines and such. Many 
of the older people had never been further afield than 
the very closest villages; most saw their first film when 
our UNESCO team gave a screening at a temple 
festival. They could see and hear the train connecting 
the Northeast with Bangkok, but the nearest station was 
Udorn. In fact, unless one was particularly lucky, Udorn 
could be reached only by walking the 17 kilometres 
along a road, which during the dry season was covered 
in red dust and which was almost impassable in the 
rainy season because of churned-up mud. 

They liked to go to Udorn, of course; especially the young. 
This large town which then had 30,000 inhabitants and 
shops where everything from the whole big world could 
be bought, be it advanced electric equipment, cosmetics, 
or all sorts of medical products. In Udorn there was an 
airport, technical colleges, a teacher-training school, a 
hospital, fine people in uniforms and modern clothes. 
There were hotels, and even a couple of nightclubs housed 
in simple wooden sheds, mainly for the benefit of the 
American military personnel. 

To us outsiders Udorn at that time was a cosy, peaceful, 
and a little untidy and unkempt township, that had no 
telephone connection to any place outside the town. 
Seen from Baan Phraan Muean, however, Udorn was 
distant, big, rich, and tempting, offering goods and a 
lifestyle that in every aspect was in stark contrast to life 
in the village only 17 kilometres away. 
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Health and the treatment of illness

Although there is no data on well-being and health in 
the village, it is safe to surmise that the situation for the 
whole population was not much different from what 
our UNESCO team found in 1962 among the children 
who then were attending 1st Grade (prathom 1) in the 
local school. 42 children in the age groups 7.6–9.5 years 
were on average 3.6 centimetres shorter than a corre-
sponding age group in Udorn. The average weight of 
the village girls was significantly lower than that of girls 
in Udorn, while the boys on average weighed only about 
one kilogram less than a corresponding group in Udorn, 
a difference which was not significant. 44 village children 
examined had a haemoglobin percentage that was 
significantly lower than the Udorn children’s.5

The team of physicians established that 45 of the 47 
children in the class were in such poor state of health 
that they ‘were in need of treatment’, and nine of them 
even ‘in urgent need of treatment’. Of the 25 children 
examined for internal parasites only five were free of 
these; 11 had tapeworms, 10 hookworms, and 15 liver 
flukes. Seven of the children had two of these parasites, 
and two of them had all three. Further comments 
regarding these 7- to 9-year-old children’s terms of life 
are hardly necessary.

It must also be mentioned that the team found that 43 
of the children were not very clean and that, among 
other things, 28 had lice or their eggs in the hair. This 
finding could be interpreted as an indication that the 
villagers had no tradition or desire to keep themselves 
clean. But this is far from being the case. Here, as 
everywhere else in Thailand, in all places people were 
seen pouring buckets of water over themselves at all 
times, and every day towards sunset one would see – as 
everywhere in Thailand – the women going to the few 
scattered wells to fetch water, where at the same time 
they would have a wash. 

Every fortnight, the school in our village would arrange 
a communal bath for the youngest children in the pond 
that had been dug to collect rainwater. The pond was 
situated next to the assembly hall (saalaa) in the temple 
compound where the children were taught. The 
youngsters had to bring a bucket or a watertight basket, 
soap, and clean clothes. They rarely brought any clean 
clothes, and if they did have soap it was most often some 
harsh detergent. It was wonderful to witness how they 
were anyhow rubbed and scrubbed and the great delight 
with which they helped pour buckets of water over one 
another. Personal cleanliness in Thailand, as everywhere 
on the earth, depends on many factors, among these 
whether one can afford to buy soap, whether one has the 
reserve of vigour needed to attend to such things, and not 
least on how easy or difficult it is to get access to water. 

In 1961, the lack of water was a considerable problem for 
the villagers. There were only four or five wells in total. 
Apart from one, several hundred metres north of the 
village, all the wells dried up during the dry season. Only 
during the peak of the rainy season was there no need to 
economize on water. The quality of the water was poor, as 
evidenced by the result of an analysis made on 24 
November 1961, when the water from five sites in the 
village was examined. Only the well that was located 
north of the village had potable water. The water at the 
school was the worst: 46,500 bacterial colonies per cubic 
centimetre flourished here and of these bacteria more 
than 39 per cent were coliaerogens!

Almost all treatment of the sick was in the hands of 
persons who were not in any way trained to do this. The 
‘treatment’ was done by ritual experts and herbal ‘doctors’, 
and this was supplemented with various Chinese and 
Thai ‘miracle medicines’ sold by itinerant traders who 
visited the village. During military service, the teacher 
had learnt to give injections and so he was a little more 
advanced in his approach.  Consulting the catalogue of a Pa
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large pharmaceutical firm, he would suggest modern 
‘Western’ medicine according to the extent of one’s purse. 
Every imaginable item of these medicines could be 
bought in Udorn without prescription. Much of this local 
treatment was not bad at all; some of it probably very 
good. 

It has to be said that it was not superstition and prejudice 
that deterred the villagers from consulting a qualified 
physician, but rather a lack of practical opportunity and 
of money to pay for it. A public district health system 
already existed in 1961 and it had a centre about seven 
kilometres from the village. The centre was tended by a 
single person, a trained nurse (mor tambon); the medicine 
prescribed there had to be paid for by the patient. For 
economic reasons alone, the doctors in private practice 
in Udorn were outside the reach of the villagers but a 
few patients went to the hospital in Udorn where the 
outpatients’ department made a very great and 
praiseworthy contribution under difficult conditions. In 
1961, it was, however, extremely difficult to get to Udorn 
not least if one was really ill. The waiting-time at the 
outpatients’ department was long and the poor, 
uneducated villager did not always (and possibly not 
unjustly so) feel himself treated decently and respectfully 
by the hospital’s white-coated personnel. 

Every fortnight the head teacher arranged a bath for the younger 
children in the pond next to the school (1962)
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The school

Baan Phraan Muean then held school in the approxi-
mately 11 x 18 metres large saalaa, the meeting hall, 
which almost everywhere goes together with the site of 
the village’s central ritual, religious and social activities: 
the Buddhist temple (wat). The saalaa was a traditional 
building erected on stilts, with a wooden planked floor 
about 1.5 metres above the ground. There was a tiled 
roof over the entire building, but only an outer wall to-
wards the North. The whole building was one large open 
room. There, three teachers taught the four obligatory 
classes with a total of 152 pupils. Only the head teacher 
had any training as a teacher – the other two teachers 
only had two to three years’ lower secondary schooling in 
addition to their four years in primary school. The two 
male teachers owned some rice-land which they and 
their families cultivated to sustain life.

The 1st Grade, which was our study-group, kept to a 
corner of this saalaa, where the 47 children had available 
to them a floor area of about three by five meters. Like 
all other children in the school they sat on the floor, and 
a few of them had a little stool on which to lay their 
books or slates. The sole teaching aid in the school was 
a wall-map of Thailand, made by the teacher on a piece 
of cardboard. Each of the four grades into which the 
children were divided had a blackboard of about a square 
meter in size, made by the teachers. The head teacher 
taught the 3rd and 4th Grades simultaneously, a total of 
64 pupils. 

The pupils were obliged to purchase their own textbooks 
and few of them had the two text books required for 
Grade 1. Of the 47 pupils in 1st Grade, 23 children did 
not have a single textbook. They wrote on small slates, 
which they also had to get for themselves. Only 17 
children in the 1st Grade possessed whole slates, and of 
these, five or six would usually not have a slate pen. The 

remainder either had no slates or had to make do with 
pieces of a broken slate that were big enough still to be 
usable. Pencils and paper to write on did not exist. 
However, everybody worked incredibly hard and dutifully 
to create a ‘school’ from nothing, and the parents devoted 
greater attention and interest to their children’s schooling 
than could be expected in the circumstances.

The majority of the children were able to read after the 
four years of compulsory school attendance, but many 
forgot it again as there were neither books nor any other 
reading matter available in the village. In 1968, I had 
the opportunity to test the reading ability of some of 
the pupils who had attended the school’s 1st Grade in 
1961. They had left the school no later than 1965, so at 
the time of the test they had been without formal 
education for approximately three years. Only about 
half of them could be described as literate. 

The 152 pupils in the school were all sitting on the floor (1962)
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The group of young men who for a time was admitted 
to the local temple as monks (at the age of about 
eighteen) systematically renewed their reading skills 
and some tuition was also given during military service.  
The final result was that most of the younger men were 
functionally literate, while the women’s reading abilities 
ranged somewhat lower. 

In addition, there was also a large group of elderly and 
old men who could read and write.  To the stranger who 
came to this place for the purposes of study it was strik-
ing how great a knowledge, insight and understanding 
of traditional culture and religion many an elderly or 
old villager had gleaned through his reading ability.

Like in many other villages in the district, in 1961, the school did not have its own building but used the saalaa belonging to the 
Buddhist temple
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Change and Development
Forty years is a long time. It has been a period that has 
seen radical changes throughout the world. Everything 
has changed. Let us for the moment call it ‘development’, 
a term most often used to indicate and signal positive 
changes, but forgetting that ‘development’ is not 
without its costs. Sometimes these costs are not 
foreseen at all, and sometimes they are calculated 
incorrectly in cost-benefit analyses. It is everywhere 
and at any time a very difficult balance, especially where 
the consequences of a possible ‘stagnation’ and ‘decline’ 
are to be considered as well. How does this relate to 
our Northeastern Thai village?

During my month-long stay in the village in December–
January 1967–68, practically no change could be traced 
in comparison to 1961–62, except for the new school 
that was constructed in 1965 with support from Den-
mark. However, when I came back for the New Year 
1977–78 very many things were markedly different. 
The changes were similar to those described by Klausner 
in the Ubon region, another part of the Northeast, and 
were dominated by ‘the inexorable shift from a barter to 
a cash economy’.6 New – and considerable – changes 
were noted during all later visits.

The houses in Phor Tuu Phans compound were all constructed of solid timber and were the very best in the whole village (1961)
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In 1961 the total population in Baan Phraan Muean 
was 932, most of them living in the older, central part of 
the village (Baan Yai) and some younger families in 
Baan Nory. Today almost 800 are living in Baan Nory, 
which after a yearlong conflict with Baan Yai in 1980 
officially got permission to form an independent 
administrative unit under the name of Baan Noon 
Ngaam (‘the beautiful small hill’). Part of the disagreement 
was about the temple; Baan Noon Ngaam now have a 
beautiful temple of their own while they still share the 
school with Baan Phraan Muean. Baan Phraan Muean 
has also seen some population growth over these years 
with a little more than 1,200 living there in 2001. In 
total, the population in the two hamlets has doubled 
over the whole period. The growth must be considered 
in connection with a lower infant mortality rate (which 
on the other hand is balanced by a much lower number 
of children in each family). The extended life expectancy 
is another factor in the population growth. Also, by 
2001, several young families had moved from isolated 
villages in the hinterland to Baan Phraan Muean, which 
lies by a main road. 

As we recall, in 1962, the village elders were seriously 
troubled regarding the future because of the already 
then slightly increasing population. Their worries have 
so far been groundless, as the considerably larger 
population has not only been able to survive but also to 
increase their standard of living. How this has been 
possible, will be reported to later. However, the villagers 
still consider themselves poor, and are made to feel so 
when they compare their own life with the impressions 
they get from the street-life when they visit Udorn. 
They feel poor, too, because they still have nothing at all 
in reserve when difficulties with crops, work, health, 
and old age hit them. But the outsider who has been 
visiting regularly over these many years must add: they 
are still poor but in a different way. Those of the village 
elders, who are old enough to remember ‘the old days’, 
recognize a marked increase in the standard of living. 
Much good has happened, and though some things 
have had negative results – in the end, the development 
is more good than bad, they conclude. 

More concretely the changes are reflected in easily 
observable changes in the village. There are so many 
different aspects of a living standard but housing no 
doubt is a principal issue. Although several of the 
farmhouses in 1960s were constructed of solid timbers 
most had walls and roofing of various types of materials 
that did not last very long. There was not any doubt that 
the village was poor – and the evidence was to be seen 
everywhere and in everything. The first improvements 
seen during the 1970s were new walls made from boards 
of weather-resistant compressed sheets, and roofs of 
corrugated galvanised iron. During the 1980s and 
especially in the 1990s this all changed.

In the 1960s, most houses had walls and roofing of materials that 
did not last very long
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Today, you see a number of well-constructed houses 
made of a combination of brick, concrete, and wood. 
Today, the houses are rarely built on stilts as they used 
to be. Doors and windows are well made and of good 
materials. Of course there are also some newer houses 
that are more cheaply built, but all are remarkably better 
than previously. Only a few of the old houses are still 
there, looking more or less deserted and inhabited mostly 
by old people who are no longer able to take care of the 
houses. Centrally situated is a recently built community 
hall, constructed of lasting materials and furnished with 
equipment for its function as the place where the villagers 
can meet to discuss and decide on matters of joint 
concern. Also very recently, the unpaved, earthen lanes in 
the village itself have been paved with concrete, and 
designed so that they are passable also during the rainy 
season. 

These paved lanes with their well-constructed houses 
make one think of some of the lanes in the recently 
developed middle-class dwelling areas in the outer parts 
of Udorn.

The introduction of electricity into the village in 1971 
was another decisive step towards improved everyday life 
quality. By 1981, 12 households had refrigerators, 15 had 
television sets, and radios were everywhere. Today 
everybody has a colour TV and of course a refrigerator.

On the other hand, an adequate, reliable water supply 
continued to be a problem until recently. With financial 
aid from Denmark, a bore was drilled at the new school 
in 1967. At first, this yielded a good supply of potable 
water and plans were made to install more taps at various 
sites in the village. Unfortunately, after two years, the 
water from this well became salty, a prevalent problem 
throughout the district. Soon thereafter, the school and 
the families in the village established facilities to store 
rainwater, and almost all families made a well in their 
own compound, normally about six metres deep and 

Today’s paved lanes with the well-constructed houses make you 
think of the middle-class dwelling areas in the outer parts of 
Udorn
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lined with concrete. Today, the villagers find that they 
have reasonably good and sufficient water all year round. 
Today they also know that the water from the well in 
their compound is not safe for drinking, and prefer to 
use rainwater for this purpose. Finally, in 1999 water 
began to be delivered once a week to the school by a 
water tanker from the Department of Water Supply.

As previously mentioned, in 1962 there was only a 
solitary, modest little shop in the village. Today there are 
many shops though they are still small and their stock 
does not exceed a few hundred baht in value. There are 
also small restaurants, and several hairdressers and 
tailoring shops for men as well as for ladies. Still very 
few shopkeepers, if any, have trade as their sole livelihood. 
In almost all cases, it is the wife who runs the shop while 
the husband looks after the farming or goes out to a 
paid job – perhaps both.

Very recently – beginning in 1999 – daily delivery of 
mail to a ‘post office’ was introduced. The post office is 
really just a table and a shelf in the house of one of the 
villagers looked after by the wife of the house who also 
has a little stock of stamps for sale. Outside her door is 
a new public telephone box.

Top:  In 1962, there was only a solitary, modest little shop in the 
village. 

Bottom:  Today there are many, though they are small and the 
stock does not exceed a few hundred bath in value
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legislative changes, such as the extension of compulsory 
education to six years of schooling (prathom 1-6). 
Classes for lower secondary (mathayom 1-3) level have 
also been introduced, and so far about two-thirds of the 
children are attending these classes. Today there are 
even two well-attended kindergarten classes, one for 
the three- and four-year-olds and one for the five- and 
six-year-olds. A language laboratory was established in 
1999. It is overwhelming and astonishing to have 
witnessed how the Thai authorities have managed to 
develop a basic educational system in this distant part 
of the country. However, the curriculum seems very 
theoretical for children in this village, and there is a 
need for considerable further education of the teachers. 

The new school

A new school was built in 1965; a typical Thai-style 
school, constructed from wood on concrete stilts. This 
was a joint venture between the Thai Ministry of 
Education and the school children, their parents and 
the municipal school authorities in the suburban 
community of Gladsaxe in Denmark, where I was then 
working. The official name is the ‘Thai-Denmark 
Friendship School’. It has in every respect been well 
looked after and tended by the parent-elected school 
committee and the teachers. The villagers are proud of 
their school, which during its years of existence has 
been honoured more than once as the best school in the 
district. It has been enlarged several times to suit 

The school has been enlarged several times 
to suit legislative changes and the 
increasing number of pupils

A typical Thai-style school, constructed 
from wood on concrete stilts was built in 
1965
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The new bood

The villagers’ biggest joint project has been the building 
of a new, imposing ‘holiest house’ (bood) in the temple 
compound, as a replacement for the simple, rotten, 
wooden house they had before. The plans were made in 
1963, commenced in 1966, and it was estimated then 
that completion could not be expected for another ten 
to fifteen years. Still it took longer than that as the bood 
was finished only in 1985. The villagers may have 
planned to build their bood bigger and more luxurious 
that they were able to afford. More importantly, it was 
not part of the original plan that during the construction 
process the Baan Nory part of the village would abandon 
their support for the original joint project and decide to 
build a temple of their own. Nevertheless, the Baan Yai 
residents persisted, and there is no doubt that the 
successfully completed project accrued much ‘merit’ for 
many individuals, and for the village as a whole. It was 
their pride then. In spite of a year-long conflict between 

The old bood was rotten and heavily damaged by termites 
(1961)

The new bood under construction (1980)
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the Lord Abbot and the temple committee, the con-
struction of a new kuti (dwelling quarters for the monks) 
and a large, new saalaa has been commenced but not yet 
finished.

Even so, it must be noted that the regular visitor senses 
that the temple does not play the same vital role in the 
life and thinking of the villagers today as it did fifteen 
or twenty years ago. The village elders confirmed this in 
2001, saying that this is more or less a general trend 
underlined by the fact that not so many young men as 
previously enter into the monkhood for a period of their 
life. The tendency may be somewhat more marked here 
than in neighbouring villages because of the conflict 
between the Lord Abbot and the temple committee. 
Observed by an outsider, however, it is notable that the 
assembly facilities constructed in connection with the 
school and most recently the community hall right in 
the centre of the village have added to or been a 
consequence of an increasingly mundane village life. 

Let me not omit to emphasize the joint care of the new 
school and the common project of the constructions in 
the wat compound as both concrete and quite convincing 
examples of a community economy that contradict the 
rather common descriptions of  the village communities 
in Thailand as ‘loosely structured’ and ‘economically 
inefficient’.7 

Baan Khaaw public health centre

A Health Centre was built in the village in 1987 by the 
Ministry for Public Health, which had been establishing 
such centres all over the country. By 1987 most villages 
in Thailand already had such centres but the Northeast, 
in this as in many other respects, had lagged behind in 
this general development. The Centre covers a ‘tambon’, 
an administrative unit that (in this case) serves ten 
hamlets; the name of this tambon is Baan Khaaw. Our 

village, Baan Phraan Muean, had then just recently been 
designated as the main village in this particular tambon, 
a fact of some importance when we are trying to give a 
description of change and development in this place 
over the number of years we are considering. Of course, 
such a centre (though periodically understaffed) has 
been a catalyst for tremendous improvement not only in 
relation to pregnancy and childbirth, but also for the 
general health care for all villagers, independent of age. 
Two of the three-to-five staff-members always have 
had training as midwives on top of their basic training 
as nurses. Every one of these ‘mor tambon’ has been a 
delightful person with great understanding of local 
problems. They all have had a good sense of educating 
and teaching without prejudice or condescension and 
have often proven their ability to introduce and develop 
‘the new and modern’ as a natural continuation of ‘the 
old’, and to let ‘the old’ continue where and when it did 
not harm anyone or anything.

A health centre that serves all hamlets in the tambon was 
established in Baan Phraan Muean by the Ministry of Public Health 
in 1987
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homes, in restaurants, and some in shops. About half of 
these were employed outside the hamlet all year round, 
and the other half followed the old, traditional patterns 
and had ‘winter-jobs’ after the harvest as a supplement 
to farming. In the same period in the early 1980s a few 
in the village owned small, very old and run-down 
automobiles, and they made their living by transporting 
goods and passengers in the towns. Some of these 
people lived throughout the week near their places of 
work and came home only for weekend visits, but most 
lived in the village and went away every morning and 
came back in the evening. This was now possible, as the 
transport system had improved considerably. A gravel 
road passing through the village was built around 1950. 
Around 1970 some regular goods and passenger services 
were established. In 1977, the road was paved with 
asphalt, and from around 1980 regular transportation 
services for goods and passengers were passing the 
village eight times a day in both directions. 

The economic boom all over Thailand contributed 
much to the further development of the local economy. 
At the moment, it is impossible to say what the long-
term consequences of the recent recession in the national 
economy will be, but during my stays in the area in 1999 
and later some serious local consequences were reported, 
such as the forced sale of houses and farmland.

All of the above have contributed to changes in everyday 
life and to the development of a lifestyle based on money 
instead of on self-sufficiency and the exchange of goods 
and services. Nevertheless, relatively lowly paid jobs 
outside the village cannot possibly explain how the 
villagers have been able to afford the tremendous 
improvements of their houses. More likely we have to 
turn to a fully new trend beginning when the oil prices 
increased dramatically after 1973, followed by an 
economic boom in the oil states in the Middle East. 
There, they were short of manpower willing to do the 

Economic development

The descriptions of change in Baan Phraan Muean over 
the last forty years also reflect the tremendous changes 
that have occurred in the surrounding economy. 

Despite the poor quality of the soil in Baan Phraan 
Muean some increase in the yield from the fields has 
been obtained through the introduction of fertilizers, 
new seed varieties, and lately through modern machinery 
that has replaced the traditional water buffalo in the 
cultivation of rice-fields. However, the improved output 
from farming is not the decisive factor in the economic 
development that has taken place in the village. 
Economic changes have also occurred in nearby town 
communities, for instance Udorn and Nong Khai. The 
Vietnam War and the civil war in Laos led to an 
economic boom in the towns, which were bases for the 
USA’s military activities. The presence of military 
personnel on Thai territory brought with it business 
opportunities and investments in public buildings, 
hotels, restaurants, roads, bridges, and so on. 

After the end of the Vietnam War, a serious stagnation 
set in. However, for a variety of political and social 
reasons vast amounts of public money continued to be 
directed to the Isan provinces. The war period, as well as 
what happened thereafter, gave many young villagers 
the opportunity for paid work in the towns. The pay 
was not high but town work earned more than farming 
at home, and it up-graded the youngsters’ skills for 
various types of semi-professional jobs, mainly related 
to building and road construction. During one of my 
stays in the village in the early 1980s, I found that about 
one hundred people resident in Baan Phraan Muean 
earned full-time wages by working outside the village: 
in furniture making, electricity supplies, roadwork, 
building construction, forestry, and tailoring. Young 
women found employment mainly as servants in private 
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dirty, hard, and often dangerous work in all types of 
construction. The poor young men from Isan who 
traditionally went to Bangkok or to the local towns to 
earn a bit of cash during the dry season were more than 
willing to listen to the smart commission agents offering 
jobs in Saudi Arabia for a much higher pay than the 
unskilled local young men had ever dreamed of. If they 
were lucky, they could send back home a monthly 
amount three times the size of the salary for a teacher at 
the local school. To obtain a contract they had to pay 
the commissioner a considerable sum of cash. The sum 
varied, but it was more than they ever could get together 
without raising a loan on the family land. Now and then 
the commissioner cheated the young men: there was no 
job, or it was lower paid than promised. Many a family 
lost its rice land in this way, when they could not pay 
back the bank loan. There was no way to sue the 
commissioner, and this, too, is Thailand in a nutshell.

Many young men8 went away for a year or more; some 
went overseas several times, and countries other than 
Saudi Arabia also became golden goals for them. 
Although they acknowledged that there were risks, they 
were used to gambling, and there was much to win if 
they succeeded. Three years savings and a good, well-
constructed house would be paid for! The first results of 
this were obvious in the village during the late 1970s 
and quite remarkable during the 1980s and 1990s. 
When I visited in February 2001, about 40 young men 
from the village were abroad indicating that overseas 
labour contracts were still an attractive proposition. 

Many things other than new, well-built houses have 
resulted from this change in the village economy and 
employment situation; some very positive, and some 
negative. It is very good that the villagers now can afford 
to buy well-made clothes for their children, medicine, 
nutritious baby food, and a number of modern appliances 
for their homes – things most townspeople have 
regarded as daily necessities for decades. Also, they now 

have small motorbikes that are a boon for daily travel 
inside and outside the village. On the other hand, it 
would appear that some young wives of the far-away 
husbands spend a lot of money on sweets and poor-
quality toys for their children and fancy things for 
themselves; and that they do not cook for themselves 
but take their meals together with their children at 
small local food shops. It seems as if all types of 
traditional crafts, such as basketry and weaving have 
ceased. 

The grandparent generation does not understand 
today’s life at all. It sees the younger generation as lazy, 
spending more money than it earns, spoiling its children 
totally, and so on. These are universal complaints often 
heard between two generations but in this village it is 
obvious that traditional family patterns are undergoing 
considerable and very rapid changes, and perhaps greater 
changes than in a neighbouring village, where not so 
many of the young people have been working abroad. It 
also worries the older generation that money lenders 
from the town today own some of the arable land in the 
hamlet, leaving it lying fallow just as an investment or 
renting it out to either the former owner or to other 
people in the hamlet. 

The questions of the longer-term mental and social 
impact of these changes must be left open here in order 
to concentrate on the not un-important aspect of life 
and welfare of the families in our Northeastern Thai 
village that is the focus of this study. What happened to 
the traditional customs and rites related to pregnancy 
and childbirth during a period when so many other 
things changed in the life situation of the villagers? 

The following chapters will focus on these issues, based 
on the findings and data collected from 1961–2005 as 
illustrated in the table on next page. For more 
information about these families and the research 
methodology, please refer to Part 3.
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List of interviews and data collection 1961–2005

1961–62 Preliminary survey of the subject obtained in connection with a UNESCO study on education and social development in a village in 
Northeast Thailand – the children themselves and the families of the 47 pupils in the local school’s Grade 1 were the research sample.

1968 Interviews with 33 of the initial sample families.

1978 Interviews with 27 families, of which 19 were from the initial sample families, supplemented with 8 of the youngest families in the 
village at that time.

1979–82 Supplementary data obtained during shorter visits in 1979, 1980, 1981 and 1982.

1988 Interviews with 34 families – of which 25 of the 1978 sample, supplemented with 9 of the youngest families in the village at that 
time. Additional interviews in 30 villages from a large areas around Udorn.

1991–97 Supplementary data obtained during shorter visits in 1991 and 1997.

1999 Interviews with 5 young families and 7 female teachers.

2001–05 Supplementary data obtained from Baan Phraan Muean and neighbouring countries: Cambodia (2001), Myanmar (2003), Yunnan in 
People’s Republic of China (2004), and Laos (2005).

The teachers have recently somehow got hold of two old computers;  they may be slow, but they work, and now the older pupils can be 
taught at least some basic principles of computer literacy (2005)
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CHAPTER TWO 

Faith, Belief, and Birth 
In the beginning of the 1960s, three aspects of the 
villager’s world of faith were, according to the villagers, 
of special importance to and directly influential upon 
the pregnancy and a fortunate course of the childbirth:

• the fleeting soul called the  khwan;

• the belief in ‘old’ or ‘previous’ mothers: the belief that 
‘old’ or ‘previous’ mothers (mae kau mae lang or mae 
kamlerd) may want to take back the child during the 
birth or after it has been born;

• the two dreaded spirits phii phraay and phii porb.

In the following we shall look a little closer at each of 
these beliefs. We will listen to descriptions given by 
village elders, ritual masters and midwives, and report 
their opinions and evaluations. We shall also see how 
families actually conduct themselves in these matters, 
and we shall observe the changes that occurred over the 
years that this study was undertaken. As the world of 
faith in Baan Phraan Muean is well described elsewhere9 
we shall here only give the most essential background to 
enable what follows to be seen and understood in its 
wider context.10

(1962)
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Village Belief
Most of people in Thailand are Buddhists, as are those 
in the neighbouring countries of Burma, Laos, and 
Cambodia. All of the villagers in Baan Phraan Muean 
are Buddhists but they are plain ordinary people and 
their faith, their interpretations and explanations of 
how things hold together, will possibly cause discussion 
on many a detail based on doctrinaire theological 
viewpoints.

This is not particular to this village or to Thailand but 
is so everywhere. The villagers’ conceptions of things are 
of interest to us as a basis for an understanding and 
evaluation of what they do in different situations. 

Had this been a book primarily about religion I should 
be obliged to enter into deliberations about which 
elements of Thai faith belong under the umbrella of 
Buddhism and which do not. Many books have been 
written that classify and analyse this. The majority of 
authors introduce ‘animism’ as an aspect of Thai  
religious practice, implying that two religious systems 
exist side by side. This discussion is in itself both inter-
esting and important from many points of view. 
However in my context, it is without meaning and I 
shall therefore leave the matter entirely alone. Instead I 
shall merely say that the villagers operate with a coher-
ent system of beliefs that, in practice, does not have any 
built-in contradictions and conflicts. To them it is one 
system even though they know very well that part of it, 
strictly speaking, does not reflect a direct concern of the 
temple and the monks. To the villagers of Baan Phraan 
Muean it is, however, more natural and fruitful to see 
the relationship between these different traditions, as 
does Tambiah, as ‘a field of religion in which various 
cults are arranged according to principles of comple-
mentarity, hierarchy, and linkage’.11

The Buddhist religion in a more restricted sense has 
hardly any relevance to the subjects we are dealing with 
in this book. The Buddhist temple and its monks have no 
function at all in our context. However, some of the 
fundamental principles of Buddhism have great influence 
on the villagers’ whole outlook on life and their behaviour 
and they play an essential role in their day-to-day activities 
and beliefs – including those that belong to a different 
tradition.

Central in the world of the villagers is the idea of merit 
(bun) and demerit (baab). The simple man and woman 
consider that the amount of merit one has gathered for 
oneself throughout life has determining significance for 
the life into which one is later to be reborn. The person 
who has gleaned much merit will be reborn in happiness 
and wealth. Not only that, merit-making also gives 
satisfaction here and now as it gives gladness in the 
mind. And so merit-making protects one from mishaps 
and accidents in everyday life.

The conduct or actions of the individual gaining merit 
(bun) or demerit (baab) much occupies the villagers; that 
is understandable because one’s amount of bun and baab 
at the time of death are balanced against each other, 
determining what will happen to your soul. 

It is essential for our understanding of the rituals we are 
studying to keep in mind that in Thailand we find what 
some define as a belief in a ‘dual soul’, the winyaan and 
the khwan, and that these two parts are of widely 
different nature. Both are parts of man; indeed, together 
they could be what constitute human beings equipped 
with spiritual essences. Winyaan leaves man and can 
only leave man when death occurs, and it is its fate 
afterwards that one is concerned with because it is of 
importance for the cycle of rebirth.
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The khwan also leaves man at death and is then 
irretrievably lost, for which reason one is then no longer 
concerned about it. In contrast to the winyaan, however, 
the khwan can leave man at any time throughout his 
lifetime. When this happens it always does so for a 
reason, and there are unavoidable consequences resulting 
from this departure. The khwan can be so ill at ease, or 
so afraid, that it must leave man. This happens, for 
instance, when man is anxious, or ill, or in other ways in 
difficulties. Hence, the separation takes place when 
man’s general condition is not good, and this condition 
deteriorates even further when the khwan has left. Many 
efforts in everyday life in the village must be directed 
towards preventing the khwan from leaving man. If the 
damage is done, one must do whatever possible to get 
the khwan back to its owner again. So the khwan is 
clearly tied to man’s well-being, his mental condition, 
strength, his will to live, and his vital power. In our 
Western understanding, subjects such as these are 
closely connected to the world of psychology. We shall 
return to this shortly. 

The village elders were of the opinion that when a 
person dies, the soul (winyaan) becomes an invisible 
spirit (phii). If one has a great excess of merit, one’s soul 
will go to heaven to be reborn on this earth later when 
the amount of merit has been used up. In the case of 
approximate balance between bun and baab, winyaan 
must go to hell and not until the amount of baab has 
been expiated will it proceed to heaven, there to use up 
the acquired bun before the soul is again being reborn 
on earth. Of course it is quite dreadful if one has spent 
life on earth being a bad person and so has accumulated 
a large excess of demerit. In such cases, the winyaan is 
reduced to an existence as a freely-itinerant spirit (phii) 
on earth, or will be committed to hell until it will be 
reborn some time.

In another part of heaven a certain type of super naturals, 
the (male) angels, theiwadaa(s), reside. Man cannot 
become a theiwadaa at death, and a theiwadaa is never 
reborn.12 To the ritual masters, and in the mind of 
ordinary people, spirits (phii) and theiwedaa(s) are 
opposites, in a way. Phii(s) may have their origins in 
people and can be benevolent but are most often 
malevolent. Phii(s) exist virtually everywhere – in trees, 
hills, water, animals, and in the earth. Theiwadaa(s) are 
of divine nature and are good angels.

As some phii(s) have their origin in people, this is a 
good explanation for their ability to be most different. 
They can be good and helpful if they are treated well. 
Capriciousness and spite, however, are much more 
commonly found in them. Phii(s) can punish people 
and can bring about mishaps, accidents, grief, distress, 
and illness. Good and divine theiwadaa(s) can help man 
against the activities practised by phii(s). For this reason 
they are invited to be present and to assist in many 
village rituals.

Worshipping in the wat (1962)
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So, in our village, theiwadaa(s) are understood to be 
gods or angels of non-human origins, while most of the 
phii(s) are beings that have their origins in now-deceased 
humans. The most malevolent, powerful and dangerous 
phii(s) come from people who have suffered violent or 
unnatural deaths, including women who have died in 
childbirth (phii phraay). A much feared phii that may 
appear at childbirth is the phii porb, which is believed to 
have permanent existence. 

We shall later return to the above in more details.

Khwan Rites
The villagers have the belief that the ‘fleeting soul’, the 
khwan, remains with man for as long as he has good 
health, has vigour and strength and is altogether 
comfortable with himself and his environment. But, 
they say, the khwan is inclined to leave man when his 
state of mind is not good. If man is left by his khwan, 
his already poor state of mind will be aggravated. The 
general condition will be bad and the result can be a real 
state of ill health. If this condition is not remedied it 
may lead to the death of the person affected. So, it is 
necessary to take action to prevent it if there is a 
possibility that the khwan might leave a person. If the 
condition is such that the khwan has already left, it must 
of necessity be called back (suukhwan) as a condition of 
recovery and the restoration of physical and mental 
vigour, strength, and well-being. There are many 
situations in which there is a danger that man can run 
into problems, and when the khwan may be inclined to 
vanish.  

In a more Western secular understanding, many of the 
concepts underlying the khwan rites are connected to 
the world of psychology. In fact, I would argue that with 
the khwan rites we are faced with a well-developed 

system for treatment of what may be called minor 
psychological miseries. As this system was functioning 
in the 1960s, it contained elements that are clearly 
comparable with what we, in the modern Western 
world, would describe as psychotherapy. To that extent, 
I would not hesitate to call it better suited for its purpose 
than anything we have been able to achieve, faced with 
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parallel groups of citizens in our countries. We in the 
West must acknowledge that practically all our 
psychological forms of therapy are best suited to people 
who are relatively well educated. In this village in 
Thailand the khwan rites, seen as a therapy, have reached 
a group of very ordinary people with very little edu-
cational background.

The khwan rites in this village in Thailand may well be 
directed towards an individual person and his/her prob-
lems but we are wrong if we call it ‘individual therapy’ as 
it draws in the person’s surroundings; the family in the 
case of suukhwan maemaan. In other types of khwan 
rites, neighbours and friends (and at times the entire 
immediately surrounding community) are included. In 

Suukhwan maemaan for two pregnant women (1962) 
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fact, the khwan ceremonies are all therapies where the 
social surroundings of the person – their ‘network’ – are 
drawn in as support. It is in this way in perfect agree-
ment with what we in the Western world today consider 
most essential in order to achieve good results of psycho-
therapy. One is tempted to say that the villagers have 
practised for generations what we are only now 
approaching in theory, and what we are almost in-
capable of accomplishing in practice.

Through the khwan rites, Isan villagers have a very valu-
able and singularly good therapeutic tradition that, in 
their context, must be considered well-suited for minor 
neurotic conditions which may arise (or be thought to 
arise) in situations where people may suffer from fear, 
loss of courage, or the will or strength to live. These are 
situations in which dread can arise because of uneasiness 
with regard to mastering one’s own personal situation or 
one’s relationships in a social context.

The temple and the khwan rites

Let it be mentioned again that there is no connection 
between the Buddhist religion and the rites for khwan 
(and nor for the mae kamlerd rites). S. J. Tambiah explains 
that these ceremonies have their roots in Brahmanism 
but that in Thailand they are accepted under the roomy 
umbrella of Buddhism.13 

Nevertheless, the two belief systems co-exist seamlessly 
and there is even a  khwan ritual (suukhwan naak) directly 
connected with the young men’s admittance as monks 
into the temple. As the Lord Abbot in Baan Phraan 
Muean expressed it in 1978, the khwan ceremonies are 
very important for the villagers’ psychological and physical 
well-being, wholesomeness, and health. The harmonious 
co-habitation of traditional beliefs and Buddhism is 
also illustrated in the fact that the temple’s assembly 

hall (saalaa) can be used for certain types of larger khwan 
rites when it is only there possible to accommodate all 
the participants. The monks’ dwelling (kuti) can also be 
used. I have been present there for a suukhwan thammadaa 
several times in connection with celebrations of the New 
Year. On certain occasions, the monks also participate in 
khwan ceremonies (suukhwan thammadaa) in the village 
school.

‘Suu khwan’ – calling the khwan 

Each time I visited the village I witnessed one or another 
khwan rite. To me, there is no doubt that they were 
always taken seriously by all those present. These rites 
are not just ceremonial traditions that merely live on in 
an outward form without an obvious meaning for those 
participating. However, the types of khwan rites in 
actual use are today somewhat limited compared with 
earlier times. 

In the khwan ceremonies that I have personally witnessed 
and which I have described below, it was almost self-
evident that the rites must have had a relieving and 
anxiety-releasing effect on the person’s mental and 
psycho-social condition. Let us look at some examples:

Two youngsters had been to prison for a time because of 
a brawl during a temple festival. To ensure that their 
khwan(s) accompanied them home and would not leave 
them after their arrival home a suukhwan thammadaa 
was performed after they were released. The rite was 
attended by family, friends and neighbours, and was 
concluded by a large common meal and cosy, prolonged 
togetherness. Tambiah mentions the same situation and 
records: ‘The youths were not condemned or in any way 
ostracized; rather, the ethos of the village was such that 
they were greeted, accepted and reintegrated. This is an 
object lesson in rehabilitation, and an impressive demon-
stration of the community ethos.’14 
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Another example concerned a popular head teacher who 
had been employed in the village school for many years 
and who, against his own wishes and contrary to the 
wishes of the villagers, was transferred to another village 
where the school was neglected and needed a capable 
leader. This man was in a situation that could have 
caused considerable personal uneasiness, insecurity and 
anxiety, one in which his khwan might be inclined to 
leave him. His successor as head teacher was, in reality, 
in the same situation. He had been selected by the 
provincial authorities to be the leader of the school. He 
was from the same province but he hardly knew anybody 
in the village and nobody knew anything much of him.

I witnessed the common suukhwan thammadaa per-
formed for these two men in January 1981. More than 
one hundred adults in the village took part, among 
them, of course, all formal and informal village leaders. 
The teachers were there, as were the monks from the 
temple led by the Lord Abbot. All the school children 
were there, not as direct participants but as interested 
observers. The khwan ceremony in itself, the subsequent 
common meal, the spontaneous dancing as the rice 
whisky began to have effect, the likewise spontaneously-
performed popular, local, and somewhat daring ‘folk 
opera’ (mor lam), left no doubt that there was a warm 
fellowship between the celebrants and the audience. 
Both school leaders’ khwan(s) must have been 
strengthened! And so were also the khwan(s) of the 
UNESCO team by the suukhwan thammadaa the 
villagers performed by the conclusion of the field-work 
in 1962. (See photos to the right, of Prof. S. J. Tambiah 
[top] and the author [bottom].)

The social-psychological and individual-psychological 
effects of the supporting fellowship are of substantial 
importance for the prophylactic and therapeutic effect 

that is doubtless a consequence of many a khwan cere-
mony. However, while the coming together of the 
participants in the ceremony is an important element in 
the khwan rites, there are other elements which, according 
to local understanding, are just as important: the ritual 
objects, the ritual text, and the person performing the rite 
– the ritual master (‘phaam’ or ‘mor khwan’). Certain ritual 
objects belong in every suukhwan ceremony, and they 
must be manipulated in the correct manner and in the 
correct sequence. Broadly speaking, the ritual elements 
are common and almost the same for all types of khwan 
ceremonies. 
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Suukhwan maemaan

When our study began in the 1960s, the khwan was 
considered very easily affected in connection with 
pregnancy and childbirth and was therefore the object 
of much attention. 

The khwan ceremony for the pregnant woman is called 
suukhwan maemaan. The literal meaning of the name of 
this rite is to call (suu) the khwan of the pregnant woman 
(maemaan). The word ‘khwan’ itself in the literature is 
tentatively translated as the ‘life spirit’ and ‘morale’ – 
indicating a state of peace of mind, harmony, the will to 
live, or the vigour of life – which is the situation when a 
person’s khwan is ‘at home’ and is well.

The declared purpose of suukhwan maemaan is to give 
the mother strength and an easy delivery. The khwan 
rite aims to ease any anxiety and to give the mother 
peace of mind about the coming event. If the pregnant 
woman is well psychologically she will also feel better 
physically, and indirectly that will help her to an easy 
delivery. The concept encompasses a sprinkling of magic 
– it is believed that the suukhwan has the power to make 
the delivery easier which is a key concern of the villagers. 
Childbirth may be considered a natural thing but in this 
village it has been seen often enough that a birth can be 
a serious matter for the mother as well as for the baby. 
The mother may also be anxious about the pains 
involved, and above all about complications that may 
arise. The villagers have seen so many cases in which 
they were helpless bystanders while the birth ended in 
illness or death.

The same train of thought comes to the fore if the mother 
is poorly or has lost courage. It is then believed that the 
khwan has left her and that it must be called back.

The purpose of the suukhwan maemaan is, therefore, 
partly to prevent a mental state of unbalance, and partly 
to treat such a condition should it already have arisen. 

The suukhwan maemaan as a ceremony in Baan Phraan 
Muean is so well described, comprehensively discussed 
and evaluated by Tambiah (1970) that it would be 
meaningless for me to go into details here.

I will therefore merely describe a few elements as a 
background for the following description. The very 
esteemed ritual master, Phor Jampii had the following 
ideas about the suukhwan maemaan which he dictated 
to me shortly before his death in January 1980: ‘The rite 
of suukhwan maemaan should be performed in the 5th to 
6th month of the pregnancy. The purpose of it is to help 
the mother have an easy delivery and give birth to a 
healthy child. It also has a certain prolonged effect for 
the baby which will be a happy child, not sickly, and easy 
to bring up. Generally, the rite should be performed 
before noon on a day the astrologer (mor duu) has 
identified as an auspicious day.’
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wai position, the palms of the hands held together at 
chest to lower face level. Everyone holds the thread in 
the grove between the thumb and the index finger.

As the most important of the 32 khwan(s)15 that resides 
in man’s body is the khwan of the head, the pregnant 
woman carries a ring of thread or bamboo trimmed with 
small pieces of white cotton on her head.  A specially 
produced wax candle burns during the entire ceremony. 
This candle (thian wian hua) is formed around a wick 
the length of which is adjusted to reach round the head 
of the pregnant woman, measured at the forehead. 

The effect of the ceremony is enhanced and supported 
by the persons who participate in the ceremony together 
with the mother-to-be. These are first and foremost 
elder, close female relatives, and at times, elder male 
relatives. Highly esteemed elderly female neighbours 
are often witnesses to the ceremony as well. The husband 
is most often there but according to the tradition his 
presence is not absolutely necessary.

There are several steps in this ritual, most importantly 
the reading of the text itself. The ceremony is concluded 
(as are all rites of this kind) when the ritual master (mor 
khwan) ties a cotton thread round the woman’s wrists 
and symbolically ties the khwan, which is now definitely 
domiciled, firmly to her. In turn, all other participants in 
the ceremony now tie these ‘powerful’ cotton threads 
around the woman’s wrists, all the time mumbling magic 
incantations with wishes for her and her baby.

After the ceremony, everybody gathers around a large 
and lengthy common meal, which has been prepared 
during the ceremony by younger relatives and neigh-
bours.

The suukhwan maemaan is the khwan rite that is clearly 
directed towards the period of pregnancy, and it is per-
formed without first having consulted a mor sorng 

The carefully executed flower decoration (phaa khwan) is intended 
to attract the khwan to come and be present at the rite

As with all suukhwan rites, people gather around an 
offering to the khwan, a carefully and beautifully 
executed decoration (phaa khwan) standing on a tray. 
There is also an offering of food, usually a boiled egg, 
bananas, a lump of sticky rice, and some beautiful 
flowers. All this is intended to attract the khwan to 
come and be present at the ceremony. The khwan takes 
its place in this lovely phaa khwan which is really 
considered a symbol for the khwan itself.

A long thread of good fortune (faay mongkhon), spun 
from cotton, is tied to the phaa khwan and passes from 
there to all who are participating in the ceremony, 
symbolizing their support and involvement. The 
participants sit with their hands in the traditional Thai 
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(diagnostician). It is customary, as prevention and treat-
ment, in the situation in which the woman finds herself. 
If the pregnant woman feels well it may not be necessary 
to perform the ceremony. However, if someone sees a 
rainbow (an omen of a difficult birth) the suukhwan 
maemaan must be performed for all who were pregnant 
at the time. Whether this in fact happens cannot be 
stated definitely but several people in our research groups 
spontaneously mentioned this special occasion.

In addition, there are a couple of special khwan rites 
that can be performed for the mother and for her child 
that should be mentioned briefly.

Other khwan rites related to pregnancy 
and birth

The suukhwan luang ceremony is performed during 
evenings and nights. It is intended for adults suffering 
from an illness diagnosed to have been caused by the 
absence of khwan. If a pregnant woman intended to 
perform the suukhwan maemaan ceremony but did not 
manage to do so in time before the childbirth, this rite 
can be performed after the birth. In such cases the 
woman may not display any symptoms of ill health but 
she has the feeling that her khwan may have gone lost 
after the birth. The ceremony starts at night after the 
woman has fallen asleep. After reciting the ritual text 
for this rite, the ritual master ties a cotton thread to one 
of the woman’s wrists. This is to be repeated for three 
evenings in succession. It is believed that after this the 
woman will get her khwan back and will be freed from 
the effects that loss of khwan might have had on her. If 
this does not happen, or if the ritual master during the 
night following one of his recitals of the suukhwan luang 
text has an ill-boding dream, the rite must be repeated 
every night until his dreams are again well-omened.

Another ceremony, called the suukhwan kong khau,16 
also takes place in the evening. The name refers to the 
fact that the ceremony includes the use of a plaited 
container used for the local sticky rice, an ordinary 
household item (kong: container; khau: rice). The 
suukhwan kong khau ceremony is used for children up to 
the age of around ten years who are ill because their 
khwan has left them. The symptoms are often that the 
child does not thrive, will not take its mother’s milk, 
loses weight, or sleeps restlessly. The child does not have 
to be present when the rite is performed. The mother 
must decorate the above-mentioned kong khau with 
flowers and candles and take it to the ritual master in 
his home by herself or the child’s father must do so. For 
three successive evenings the master recites the special 
text required for this ceremony. During the recitation, 

Today the phaa khwan is much more elaborate than before
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the kong khau is standing open in front of him. After 
having done this, he must at least one of the nights have 
dreams that bode well, and none that bode evil. If the 
ritual master has good dreams he will put the lid on the 
container on the third evening and the child’s khwan is 
then considered to have returned to the child. If the 
master does not have the appropriate dreams he must 
continue the recital for more than three evenings. 

If the right dreams continue to be absent, it is assumed 
that a wrong diagnosis has been made and that the child’s 
problems have other causes than the loss of the khwan. 

When the rite is concluded successfully, the mother 
(and in exceptional cases the father) brings the child to 
the ritual master who ties a magic cotton thread round 
the child’s wrist in order to tie the khwan to the child. 
The mother then takes the closed kong khau home  
with her.

Extension of the suukhwan maemaan rites

A concept of the khwan that is largely reminiscent to 
the khwan we know from Baan Phraan Muean is prob-
ably known throughout Thailand. Besides Tambiah, 
however, only two references mention a khwan rite 
performed especially for the woman during pregnancy: 
Sparkes from a village close to Loei, and Whittaker 
from a village 60 km North of Roi Et, both in the 
Northeast. None of them provides any details.17

My 1988 interviews in 30 villages in an area mainly 
north and east of Udorn indicated that the suukhwan 
maemaan ceremony was known in 20 of the villages but 
that it was not performed very often in 11 of these.

A few interviews made in 1968 around Saraburi, the 
region bordering the Central Plain, indicated that a 
suukhwan maemaan ceremony most probably was 
unknown in these parts of the country.

My own (few) interviews in Laos in 1968 showed that 
a ceremony was performed there, which in its details 
resembles the suukhwan maemaan ceremony from Baan 
Phraan Muean. This was confirmed by my interviews 
in the surroundings of Vientiane in February 1999, and 
again in February 2005 on the Plain of Jars and in 
Luang Prabang.

In an attempt to demarcate how widely the suukhwan 
maemman, which in Baan Phraan Muean is performed 
before the birth, is known we have consulted existing 
collections of ritual texts from Northeast Thailand. 
These collections of ritual texts are the standard refer-
ences for ritual masters. 

Interestingly, the collections only include khwan rites 
related to birth and pregnancy that should be per-
formed for mother and child after the birth and after 
the confinement (yuu fai); the names of these suukhwan 
rites are suukhwan mae yuukam and suukhwan deknory. 
Oliver Raendchen has also published lists of khwan 
rites both from Northeast Thailand and from Laos.18 
There is no khwan rite for the mother included here 
either that is to be performed before the birth. 

My conclusion in relation to the extension of a khwan 
rite performed for the woman before the birth has to be 
that it is only documented by my own findings in a 
rather large area mainly north and east of Udorn, and 
supported by two references from the same geographical 
area, Sparkes and Whittaker, and by my own findings in 
a few places in Laos. This result surprises me greatly 
because the rite, as I know it, is very elaborate and 
various versions of the ritual text are locally known. 

I could hope that my findings in this respect would 
challenge researchers engrossed in the Isan oral village 
culture to study this further.

Relating to other neighbouring countries, I have found 
nothing that seems comparable to the suukhwan mae-
maan we know from Baan Phraan Muean.19 
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Mae Kamlerd
Tambiah divided the khwan rites into six groups.20 Of 
these only the suukhwan maemaan mentioned in the 
second group relates to pregnancy and childbirth. 
However, in these six groups he also includes (in groups 
2 and 5) some rites addressed to super naturals pictured 
as the ‘old mothers’ or the former spiritual mothers, who 
may want to fetch back the child right at birth or after it 
has been born.

My studies of these traditions, however, have led me to 
question this categorization and the inclusion of these 
rites among the khwan rites. I find that the rites related 
to the belief in the rites ‘old mothers’ or ‘previous mothers’ 
–  taengkae maemaan and taengkae mae kamlerd, often just 
called kae kamlerd  –  are totally different from the khwan 
rites and the concepts related to these, and that they must 
be considered as an entirely independent group of rites. 

Besides a brief mentioning by Tambiah (1970), it has 
not been possible for me to find any references to this 
group of rites. We shall therefore look somewhat more 
detailed into this whole topic.

In the 1960s, the village elders and ‘ritual experts’ 
described and interpreted the background for these rites 
as follows. Every child that is to be born comes from 
the great creator, puu thaen yaa thaen. Puu thaen21 means 
‘paternal grandfather in heaven’. He lives in remote 
zones of the heaven, or perhaps just somewhere in the 
air. Yaa thaen correspondingly means ‘paternal grand-
mother’. Puu thaen yaa thaen is understood to be the 
supreme of all gods and goddesses, belonging in mueang 
thaen that lies above the heavens.

Puu thaen yaa thaen is responsible for every child that is 
born. It is he who sends the child. One must pray to 
him to persuade him to allow the child about to be born 
to be a healthy child, so that it will be ‘born well’. It is 

possible that it is in fact too early for this child to be 
born, that something has happened so that the child 
must be taken back. By praying to puu thaen yaa thaen 
one tries to achieve that he, in this very pregnancy, will 
act in such a way that it will not be necessary for him to 
take the child back.

In reality, the villagers sometimes think of puu thaen yaa 
thaen as the child’s father with the implication that 
conception has taken place without the assistance of the 
husband but instead by the ‘Great Creator’. As it is his 
child, he will sometimes not let it live as a human after 
all but will try to take it back to himself again. He does 
not consider that the time has yet come for the child to 
be born into this family. Puu thaen yaa thaen can cloak 
himself in many forms and appear both as a man and a 
woman. If he wants to take his child back, he always 
appears in the shape of a woman and is then called mae 
kau mae lang. Literally, this name refers to the mothers 
in the child’s former lives and by some she is understood 
to be the one who was the mother of the child during its 
immediately previous life.  Mae kau mae lang also appears 
under the everyday name of mae kamlerd because she 
represents a series of ominous symptoms in the tiny 
baby, under one heading described as kamlerd. The child 
may appear to be sickly if, for example, it cries and 
screams unnaturally, or it is unable to suck its mother’s 
milk, or there are inflammations in the throat. Mae 
kamlerd is the ‘mother’, the cause of these symptoms. 
She is interpreted as a person with evil intentions, sent 
by puu thaen yaa thaen to take back the child. It is the 
case, it is said that in all life’s circumstances, there will 
always be somebody or other, something or another, 
attempting to ruin the good thing about to happen. In 
this instance  mae kamlerd. The great creator must think 
that it is too early for this child to be born into this 
family after all. Its previous mother still considers that it 
belongs to her and will endeavour to take it back. In this 
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way the mae kau mae lang (or the mae kamlerd as she is 
also called) is  interpreted as the child’s previous mother 
or in any case her representative, who has been sent to 
fetch the child at the request of puu thaen yaa thaen.

The explanations above were given to me by some of 
the local ritual masters – and where they originated I do 
not know – may be in India?  To most people the reality 
was that there is danger afoot at childbirth, and that this 
is due to mae kamlerd. She is therefore quite definitely 
the one they must endeavour to prevent from carrying 
out her intention. A rite must be performed to make 
mae kamlerd allow the child to remain in peace where it 
is now to be born. As the outcome is  uncertain, the rite 
includes elements of both bribery and trickery. Hence 
the offerings to mae kamlerd include a ‘symbolic’ child 
that she may be satisfied with and so leave the newly-
born alone.

The rite must be performed as closely to the birth as 
possible as mae kamlerd can be relied upon to appear 
just around the time of birth.

The whole ceremony is called taengkae maemaan and 
means an action (taeng) that is to deliver (kae) the 
pregnant woman (maemaan). At times the rite achieves 
the desired result, at other times not. Even if everything 
at first looks alright and the rite apparently has been 
successfully performed it may later happen that the mae 
kamlerd discovers the fraud of the symbolic child, or 
that she is otherwise dissatisfied with the offering made. 
She may therefore return at any time after the child has 
been born. 

Two of the ritual masters, who were our consultants in 
this rite in the 1970s, thought that the mae kamlerd 
could return right up to the time when the child is 12 
years old while another thought that she could succeed 
in harming the baby only during the first two to three 

months after the birth. They agreed that at all times 
throughout childhood one must pay attention to any 
symptoms in the child that could have been caused by 
the mae kamlerd.

Whether she is responsible for an actual illness the child 
suffers from can be ascertained only by approaching a 
mor sorng (the ‘expert’ who can ‘search’ and find out by 
‘seeing’). A mor sorng belongs to the large group of ritual 
specialists in our village that are a very important link in 
the thriving and feeling of security in everyday life. The 
mor sorng is at the same time adviser, diagnostician, and 
prophet. But he does not, under any circumstances, 
occupy himself with healing whether by medicine or by 
magic. He identifies the cause of the symptoms and will 
then make suggestions as to what ought to be done. 

In the 1970s, there were three or four mor sorng in Baan 
Phraan Muean. They employed various methods for 
their diagnosis including looking through an egg while 
a lit candle was held behind, or looking through a cone 
made from a leaf, or using a mirror. At that point in 
time, everyone would respect that one had to seek out a 
mor sorng to sort out properly what was wrong. Even in 
the village, a correct diagnosis was considered an 
essential condition for qualified treatment!

If a mor sorng finds that the symptoms are caused by 
mae kamlerd, one then is informed about what to do. If 
the child is only slightly ill it may be sufficient to 
perform the pau kamlerd. The villagers will often start 
with this, the least-demanding rite. If the child does not 
get well, or perhaps worse, the more comprehensive and 
‘stronger’ taengkae mae kamlerd ceremony must be 
performed.

The purpose of pau kamlerd and taengkae mae kamlerd is 
the same, namely to free the child from the symptoms 
caused by the mae kamlerd.  It is understood that if the 
illness is caused by mae kamlerd it is to be taken seriously. 
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It is mor sorng, and only he, who can make a diagnosis. 
The illness may be due to many things other than the 
mae kamlerd  – for example the evil influence of a spirit 
(phii). If this is the case, the mor sorng will also play a 
role in the treatment by helping to identify which phii is 
involved so that the villager can approach the mor phii 
who knows the treatment for that particular case. The 
sick child might also have symptoms connected with its 
khwan. If so, the mor khwan must be consulted. If the 
symptoms are not due to any of these supernatural 
things at all (which mor sorng can also tell), it is necessary 
to approach a mor yaa, a herbal specialist who can cure 
illnesses that do not have their root in the spirit world. 

It is important to mention that there is a further step 
that has to be taken between the ‘diagnosis’ and the 
‘treatment’ itself. Hence the treatment will only have its 
proper effect if it is enacted on the right day and at the 
right time for the person involved. Both the day and the 
time of the ceremony must bode well. Here enters the 
astrologer (mor leik and mor duu) as an inevitable link 
who must also be consulted in the majority of cases. 
The astrologer knows that there are certain basic prin-
ciples to be observed. While the suukhwan maemaan 
ceremony can be performed on all days except Thursdays, 
the taengkae maemaan must always be performed on a 
Saturday. The astrologer can sort out which Saturday it 
ought to be and at which hour of the day. The taengkae 
mae kamlerd and pau kamlerd can in principle be per-
formed on any day but only during the late hours of the 
afternoon.

Only when the astrologer has established the most 
auspicious day and the time can one take the required 
action. When a condition is acute it may not be possible 
to wait until the day determined by the astrologer. If the 
ceremony thereafter has not produced the proper effect 
it is often understood to be due to this very fact.

Let us end this description of the village elders’ inter-
pretations of the rites for mae kamlerd, with a summary:

The taengkae maemaan should be performed before 
birth but as closely to it as possible. It has the purpose 
to free the mother from the dangers that might arise 
during delivery as the mae kamlerd might try to prevent 
the child from remaining in the family into which it is 
now born.

In the case of a sudden childbirth there may not be time 
to perform the taengkae maemaan. In such cases it is 
possible to perform a special rite with the same purpose 
soon after the birth. In both cases the rite has prophylactic 
aim. After the birth, the rite is called taengkae mae 
kamlerd, or often just kae kamlerd. The name means an 
action (taeng) that is to deliver from, or banish (kae),  
mae kamlerd. Besides the prophylactic aim the taengkae 
mae kamlerd can also be performed if the child has 
(often rather severe) symptoms which the mor sorng 
attributes to mae kamlerd. It can therefore be performed 
throughout childhood. 

If the symptoms are less alarming it may not be necessary 
to perform this very strong and rather complicated rite. 
In these cases, the situation is often initially addressed 
through a minor rite that is easier to arrange for and 
which does not require as much time. This smaller 
ceremony is called pau kamlerd. The intention is the 
same, to treat and remove symptoms caused by mae 
kamlerd. The ritual master ‘blows’ or ‘puffs’ (pau) magic 
words onto the child whereby the kamlerd symptoms 
vanish. 

The above describes the beliefs and tradition of the 
villagers in Baan Phraan Muean during the 1960s and 
1970s. However, we must not forget that only some 
kilometres away was a district health centre and in 
Udorn a hospital. In Udorn, too, all sorts of medicine 
were available at the pharmacy. In addition, one of the 
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teachers working in Baan Phran Muan in the 1960s 
had been a nursing orderly during his military service 
and therefore had a certain expertise that he passed on. 
There were in other words, certain limited alternatives 
to the traditional treatments even in the 1960s and 
1970s. We shall later look into the extent to which these 
alternatives were employed at the time. 

Over the years, I have been present at various taengkae 
maemaan rites. The first occasion was in 1961 and 
though the ceremony on following occasions were not 
performed by the same ritual master, the different 
performances of this rite were practically identical, 
perhaps because the new ritual master were trained by 
the older master. The following is a description of the 
course of the whole ceremony as it happened in 1961.

Taengkae maemaan  – a case history

Around 3 p.m. the ritual master, Phor Tuu Phan, arrived 
at the house. He, the pregnant woman, and her husband, 
sat down on the roofed veranda outside the main room 
of the house. The husband had previously cut a number 
of sticks of the banana plant – green sappy stems as 
thick as an arm. He had also cut a good number of 
banana leaves, and a lot of thin, split bamboo slivers of 
different lengths. In addition, a large lump of soft clay 
and cotton threads of various colours had been prepared 
for the ceremony. 

Phor Tuu Phan could not count the number of times he 
had conducted this ceremony, and it was obvious that he 
was master of his role as leader and performer of the 
ceremony. He immediately began to produce the items 
that were to be used as ritual objects, assisted by the 
woman and her husband. He prepared all the more 
complicated objects, and put these in their correct places.       

First he made a krathong, a sort of box or tray that is 
made for many special purposes and shaped accordingly. 

In this case, it can best be described as a 40 x 40 cm 
square, low box with nine compartments made of 
banana rods and folded leaves. The box rested on four 
legs, one in each corner, also made from banana rods. 
The rods that formed the legs extended upwards above 
the rim of the box and were tied together, so that the 
whole krathong took on the shape of a pyramid. The 
rods were joined partly by using thin bamboo splinters 
as ‘needles’, and partly by tying them together with 
plant fibres. 

Phor Tuu Phan then formed eight little clay animal 
figures, one for each of the traditional eight points of the 
compass. The figures were laid in the eight compartments 
along the edges of the krathong. There was a tiger, a naga, 
a rat, an elephant, a cow, a garuda, a cat, and a lion.

After this, small lumps of differently coloured sticky rice, 
khau dam (black rice), khau daeng (red rice), khau lueang 
(yellow rice) and lastly, plain rice (khau khaaw) were 
formed and scattered randomly into all compartments.

As the whole rite is connected with the great creator puu 
thaen yaa thaen, the instruments needed for him to create 
a child must be present. For that reason, small models of 
the blacksmith’s tools – hammer, anvil, a pair of bellows, 
tongs, mould, etc. – were formed from clay, bamboo, and 
banana leaves. These were put into a certain compartment 
in the krathong. Then Phor Tuu Phan made an ‘infant’, 
coarsely cut from a bit of banana rod. It was given a 
scrap of a loincloth around the waist and was laid into 
the centre compartment of the krathong. With it were a 
‘bundle of silver’ and a ‘bundle of gold’, also made from 
the banana plant. Into all the compartments were then 
scattered little models of all sorts of utensils, baskets, the 
ladder up to the house, a yoke, etc. – all crudely made on 
the spot from available materials. Then, on each of the 
krathong’s four legs were placed nine thin sticks of split 
bamboo, stuck into the banana plant rods. They bristled 
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like ships’ masts above the whole stand. Each of them 
was equipped with nine bits of thread in red, black, 
yellow, and white, with no definite number of colours on 
each ‘mast’. Many of these details are mentioned in the 
ritual text (see Part 2).

Finally a candle was made. A cotton thread was laid 
around the woman’s forehead. It was then cut off so that 

(1961)

its length matched the circumference of her head exactly. 
This thread was rolled in a soft wax. When finished, the 
candle (thian wian hua) was a little thinner than a 
pencil.

The preparations had by then progressed so far that the 
ceremony itself could commence. It began with the 
pregnant woman and Phor Tuu Phan showing respect 
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(1961)
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and reverence to ‘the higher powers’ in the customary 
manner: kneeling, with arms stretched halfway forward, 
the palms of the hands together, they wai ’ ed – bowing 
several times towards the krathong, the forehead almost 
touching the floor. 

A white cotton thread was tied between the krathong 
and a small clay jar (khaay) in which lay the presents to 
the master of the ceremony. In this case the presents 
consisted of vegetables, two boiled eggs, a washed-out 
cotton cloth, in size corresponding to a man’s loincloth 
(phaa khaumaa), five small wax candles, a little cotton 
thread, and two baht (which then was worth about ten 
American cents). The cotton thread between the gift jar 
and the krathong symbolized the connection between 
the ritual master and the beneficiary.

The following is the sequence of the various steps in the 
ceremony:

1. Phor Tuu Phan first took a small lump of 
ordinary, boiled, sticky rice and formed it into a 
little ball. Moving this ball of rice (khuad khau) 
forwards and backwards near the woman, he then 
mumbled magic words. With the khuad khau he 
would draw out all illnesses from the woman. 
Subsequently the lump of rice, and with it all 
illnesses, were tossed into a random compartment 
in the krathong.

2. The long, thin candle was lit. It was fastened to 
the rim of the krathong. Only a short piece 
extended above the edge, so that the long, limp 
end lay along the floor. This very candle, because 
of the way it had been made, indicated that all of 
this was about this particular woman and the 
child she was expecting. For this reason the candle 
burned all the time during the whole ceremony, 
and as soon as the short piece above the krathong’s 
edge burned down to the rim, Phor Tuu Phan 

moved it up a bit. It had to be done many times to 
avoid that the candle would extinguish its flame.

3. Phor Tuu Phan then invited all theiwadaa(s) 
(guardian angels) to come and witness what was 
happening and protect the woman against all 
dangers. He indicated that the theiwaadaa(s) 
could know whom it was all about from the 
burning candle and the way it was made. While 
inviting the theiwadaa(s) to attend the ceremony 
Phor Tuu Phan was throwing rice grains over his 
shoulder and down into the krathong inviting 
them to accept the offering in the krathong. The 
theiwedaa(s) were to assist in keeping all illnesses 
and dangers away from the woman, and protect 
against the dangers that could threaten the 
mother and the child from puu thaen yaa thaen.

4. Phor Tuu Phan then made nam mon, magic water, 
reciting magic words in Pali, while melted wax 
from the long candle dripped down into the water.

5. A short wax candle, thian khuu aayu, also attached 
to the edge of the krathong, was lit.

6. Phor Tuu Phan then sprinkled the magic water by 
hand over the krathong as an offering (yaad nam) 
to mae kau mae lang.

7. The young mother then took some of the magic 
water in her hand and applied it to her hair. She 
would then sweep the drops that had settled in 
her hair down into the krathong with her hand. 
Thereby illnesses were removed.

8. Phor Tuu Phan then tied white cotton threads 
around the woman’s wrists. First he tied around 
her left wrist while requesting her khwan to come 
home if it had left her, and then to her right wrist 
while he beseeched the khwan never to leave the 
woman.
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9. With some words in Pali, Phor Tuu Phan asked 
for everything good for the woman.

10. Then, finally, could he begin to recite the text of the 
taengkae maemaan (for the text, see Part 2).

When the long recitation ended, the krathong with its 
content of sacrificial gifts inclusive the ‘child’ was taken 
away, usually by the husband. It had to be placed in such 
a way that the ‘previous mother’ whenever she might 
approach the house after the mother had given birth to 
her child inevitably must come across the offering. Phor 
Tuu Phan informed us that the ‘previous mother’ would 
arrive from the corner of the world corresponding to the 
pregnant woman’s year of birth. In this case, the krathong 
was therefore placed to the North of the house on a site 
outside the land belonging to this family but not on any 
other person’s property – i.e. on the boundary line. Hence 
it is hoped that the ‘previous mother’ would be deceived 
and satisfied with the offering, and that she would leave 
the mother and her newly born baby in peace.

This was the conclusion of the ceremony. There were 
no guests, no family or friends participating in a taengkae 
maemaan, so there was no meal or anything else 
expensive connected to this rite. Phor Tuu Phan did not 
take all that was laid out as a gift for him in the little 
khaay. He was content with one of the eggs and the two 
baht in cash. When asked afterwards, he said that the 
family would probably have felt slightly offended, had 
he taken it all.

During the course of the rite, the mother sat devoutly 
and listened and was obviously intensely engrossed in 
what went on. Nevertheless, she also had to keep an eye 
on her toddler who could not leave her or the items 
alone. The mother appealed several times to a daughter 
of about ten to take care of the boy but she could not 
make him behave. The husband was sitting behind. He 

took no part in the ceremony and, typically, it did not 
occur to him to take charge of the restless youngster!

The taengkae mae kamlerd, which is performed after the 
birth, follows almost the same pattern as in the rite 
described above. Some masters, however, shape the 
krathong differently as I recently had occasion to observe. 
(See photos on pp. 45 and 60.)

This ceremony directed at preventing the ‘old mother’ 
or ‘previous mother’ from taking back the new-born 
(taengkae maemaan) is highly respected by the local 
monks, and so are also the other kamlerd rites mentioned. 
Hence the monks even told how the old or previous 
mother (mae kau mae lang) had sought to do harm in 
one or another family.

Please note that the ritual texts and comments to these 
are reprinted in Part 2.   
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Extension of the mae kamlerd cult 

Apart from the works of Tambiah, I have only succeeded 
in finding two references22 that probably have to do with 
the mae kau mae lang/mae kamlerd ceremonies; 
unfortunately  none of them provide any details. Stephen 
Sparkes writes: ‘Another ritual was held for the pregnant 
woman called “bargaining with the maternal 
grandfather”.’ Sparkes’ work is from a village close to 
Loei, about 150 km northwest of Baan Phraan Muean. 
Whittaker writes about a village close to Khon Kaen: 
‘Kamlert is usually a fatal condition in neonates, and it is 
believed that only the action of a ‘mor pow’, a traditional 
‘blowing’ doctor can cure (…).’

Both correspond well with my own findings in 30 
villages in an area around Udorn in 1988, which proved 
that the ceremony was very well known in 26 of these 
localities – a few of these not far from Loei. Further, I 
have information from Sakon Nakhon indicating that 
the cult was known there about 200 kilometres east of 
Udorn (personal communication with Mrs Supranee).

In the boundary areas between the Northeast and the 
Central Plain provinces, more accurately in villages 
around Saraburi, in 1968, I found just one informant 
who had vague ideas about mae kamlerd. She seemed to 
identify it with ‘mae suee’ known in the Central Plain as 
a cult concerned with the survival of the infant child. 
All other informants in this area only knew of the mae 
suee and the nomenclature around this cult. 

It seems that there might be a basic concept correspond-
ing to mae suee or mae kamlerd  underlying the rites for 
phau-koed mae-koed (birth-father and birth-mother) 
mentioned by Kingshill23 and Viggo Brun24 and the 
padkae maemarn rites,25 as well as the Father Thaen and 
Mother Thaen mentioned by Davis,26 all from the 
North of Thailand. However, the information is not 
comprehensive enough to state anything definite about 
a possible relationship.

As mentioned above, I documented in 1988 that mae 
kamlerd and the rites for her were very well known in 26 
out of 30 localities in a rather large area around Udorn. 
I therefore expected to find this reflected in the printed 
collections of ritual texts existing in Thailand. 
Surprisingly, none of the published compilations of 
ritual texts include any rituals related to the mae kamlerd: 
neither taengkae maemaan nor taengkae mae kamlerd. In 
fact, the texts found in these compilations do not 
mention mae kamlerd – not even in relation to the rites 
performed after the birth or in connection with yuu fai.  
As a further investigation of this, we approached 
research institutions and libraries that specialize in or 
study Isan culture.27 None of these institutions could 
refer me to any research, nor had they ever heard about 
the mae kamlerd or the rites used to protect the mother 
and the young child from her. 

I find it most surprising that the concept of mae kamlerd 
should be so absent in the research that in practice it 
appears not to be documented and registered anywhere. 
This is even more puzzling as the cult is so important 
an element in the world view of the Baan Phraan Muean 
villagers, that it still survives today when other parts of 
traditional belief has disappeared.

During the survey we discussed with the ritual masters 
and some villagers why it is that the mae kamlerd rites 
are not documented anywhere. According to them, one 
possible explanation why the mae kamlerd rites have 
remained undocumented may be the fact that these 
rites are performed as a very private affair, often in a 
context of considerable mental strain and sorrow. In 
contrast, the suukhwan rites are always performed in 
public and often center around more joyous transitions 
and occasions such as weddings, housewarming, 
homecomings, the beginning of a new project, etc. In 
any case, the matter deserves further investigation.
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A medical doctor has not been able to improve the health of this 6-week-old baby. The family has now seen the local diviner (mor sorng), 
who found that mae kamlerd has caused the baby’s rather serious symptoms why a taengkae mae kamlerd rite must be held for the baby. 
Khun Jan is today the most reputed mor kamlerd in the district (February 2003)

In a last effort to evaluate the extension of the rites 
connected to mae kamlerd, we made a survey in 
December 2005 among the seven ritual masters who 
are currently working in our area. The survey gave some 
indications on the extension of the mae kamlerd cult in 
the area, which are presented in the table on next page.

It is interesting to note that the task as ritual master has 
often passed from father to son. Of our seven ritual 
masters, only Khun Jan and Khun Sukan (who are our 
primary informers) have been trained by the same ritual 
master, namely Phor Jampii.  The survey confirmed that 
ritual masters that have been trained by different ritual 
masters all use a different text. 

The survey may also indicate something about the 
perceived strength of the taengkae (mae kamlerd) rites – 
it was said about Mor Toey, a cousin of Phoor Jampii 
who trained together with him under the same ritual 
master, that he did not perform the kamlerd rites as he 
was not considered as ‘powerful’ as Phor Jampii; even 
after Phor Jampii’s death he did not start to perform 
these rites. 

Today, Khun Jan only performs the taengkae rites (mae 
kamlerd) having let his younger cousin take over the 
performance of the suukhwan rites. As Khun Sukan is 
becoming more experienced and more accepted he is 
increasingly also performing the taengkae rites. This 
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may indicate that the ritual master needs to be a strong 
and charismatic personality to successfully perform the 
taengkae rites. 

The survey also illustrated that the demand for the 
taengkae rites is higher in Baan Ngory than it is in Baan 
Phraan Muean. According to Khun Jan, the reason for 
this is likely that access to the hospital in town is more 
difficult from Baan Ngory than it is from Baan Phraan 
Muean. 

During the survey, it was confirmed that the rites for 
mae kamlerd are known in the area around Khon Kaen. 
However, we did not manage to contact the ritual 
masters there and so there is no information about how 
widely it is performed. 

Below a survey of the extension of mae kamlerd rites: 

Name of mor phaam age Location Knowledge of mae kamlerd (December 2005)
Performs 

taengkae rites
Times per 

year

Mor Jan 72 Baan Phraan Muean He learned how to perform the rites from his 
father, Phor Jampii, as part of his training (text)

Yes 6

Mor Sukan 64 Baan Ngory 
(located Northeast of   
Baan Naa Khaa)

He learned how to perform the rites from his 
uncle, Phor Jampii, as part of his training (text)

Yes 10

Mor Wan 57 Baan Khaaw (located just North 
of Baan Phraan Muean)

General knowledge – but he did not learn how to 
perform the rites

No n. a.

Mor  Sii 60 Baan Khaaw He learned how to perform the rites from his 
father as part of his training (text)

Yes 4

Mor Bua 66 Baan Khaaw General knowledge – but he did not learn how to 
perform the rites

No n. a.

Mor Toey 
(no longer active)

90 Baan Khaaw He learned how to perform the rites from his 
father as part of his training (text)

n.a. n.a.

Mor Nuu 57 Baan Thorn (located near Baan 
Naa Khaa – East of Baan Phraan 
Muean) 

He learned how to perform the rites as part of his 
training, from his father (who studied the text 
while he was monk) 

Yes 10

Mor Thorng Rak 72 Norng Khorn Khwaang  
(located near Udorn – in 
direction towards Khon Kaen) 

He learned how to perform the rites from his 
teacher as part of his training – they did not have/
use any written text but knew it as oral tradition

Yes 12

Neighbouring countries

With respect to the neighbouring countries, in 1968, I 
recorded a description of taengkae maemaan in Laos, 
about 30 kilometres north of Vientiane. The description 
was analogous to what I knew from Baan Phraan 
Muean. I found rites for mae kamlerd again during my 
visit to Laos in 1999 and in 2005. Knowledgeable people 
in Laos assured me that these rites are known by almost 
the identical names as in Baan Phraan Muean, on the 
Lao side of the Mae Khong, emphasizing that close 
cultural bonds have spanned the river since olden days.

I assumed that references to this cult would be found in 
the literature about Laos but I have not succeeded so far 
in finding any such references. In other neighbouring 
countries no certain relationship to mae kamlerd can be 
proved because the descriptions that exist are not 
sufficiently detailed. 
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In some works ‘special’ spirits are mentioned that appear 
to have a certain similarity to the concept of mae kamlerd. 
These special spirits appear to be the subject of a 
particular cult, which separates them from the treatment 
of spirit symptoms altogether, and which does not deal 
with the ‘fleeting soul’, the khwan.28 

What is the nature of mae kamlerd ?

To summarize, I have found that a mae kamlerd cult 
exists in areas of upper Northeastern Thailand and in 
some places of Laos with which the upper Northeast 
traditionally has had cultural connections. 

According to rather sparse literature, there are in 
Thailand, at any rate in certain areas, concepts with 
features reminiscent of mae kamlerd in Baan Phraan 
Muean under the name ‘mae suee’. The mae suee is 
mentioned only in a few works about Thailand. Hanks 
mentions the following local belief from the village she 
studied in the Central Plain: ’The child is not fully 
human the first three days. This period was under the 
supernatural control of Mother Sü, for babies never 
died during the first 3 days after birth.’ And so does also 
Attagara: ‘a new-born baby (...) has a guardian spirit 
called Mae Sue.’

Rajadhon has more comprehensive deliberations about 
mae suee but does not give information which would 
make it possible to establish geographical limits.29 

However, she seems to be a type of a ‘guardian spirit’ 
which mae kamlerd certainly is not. Rajadhon names  
her ‘the purchasing mother’30 and calls her elsewhere 
mae sü.31 From his deliberations and considerations 
based on old descriptions in Wat Po, there appears to be 
a relationship between this older type mae sü in Central 
Thailand and the present day mae kamlerd in the 
Northeast, despite the differences.32

Today, in a village in Northeastern Thailand, mae kamlerd 
is seen as the exponent of something supernatural that 
can be very dangerous to a child’s welfare and to its 
survival. The same has previously been the case with mae 
suee in other parts of Thailand. Both have power; both 
appear to have a certain right to interfere. Both have to be 
paid in various ways, and both may be defrauded with a 
‘trick child’. A great deal of information points in the 
direction that mae suee and mae kamlerd have the same 
roots, presumably in Brahmanism. Today they appear 
different, with completely different names for various 
reasons.

Hanks and Attagara (1963, 1967) regard and describe 
mae suee as a ‘guardian spirit’. Tambiah (1970) places 
the rites for mae kamlerd in the group of khwan rites. 
Rajadhon (1961) comes no closer to a category for mae 
suee than to class her in the group of evil spirits.

According to what has earlier been told about her and 
her doings, the mae kamlerd must be described as evil 
and malevolent. But the village elders did not have her 
clearly defined in their minds. They came no closer than 
to say that she must be ‘a kind of spirit’. When they 
talked of her, they wavered between considering her a 
child’s previous mother during the child’s last completed 
existence on earth, and a concept that she acts as a 
messenger on earth for puu thaen yaa thaen and the 
whole long series of ‘previous mothers’. As a messenger 
she could be regarded as belonging to the group of 
‘ancestor spirits’. There may well be traits in her doings 
that resemble actions the villagers attribute to these 
spirits33 but she has been regarded with a greater 
seriousness and respect than these, a regard which is 
given a clear expression in her cult. She is malevolent, 
not because one has transgressed prohibitions or specific 
directions of any kind, and not because she is to maintain 
law, order, and morality. In a way she is malevolent to 
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obtain her own gains. She is no ancestor spirit in the 
general sense, and she is more dangerous than they, and 
also more dangerous than most ‘ordinary’ spirits.

As mentioned earlier, the two ‘strong’ kamlerd rites can 
be placed parallelly to the highly esteemed khwan rites 
as regards the ritual text, the elaboration of the ritual 
itself, and the qualities the ritual performers must 
possess.

All the same, they are widely different in their purposes. 
The khwan rites for the pregnant woman aim to support 
the mother’s peace of mind and, indirectly, her psycho-
physical well-being. The ceremony will help her remain 
completely intact, so that nothing vital, especially her 
khwan, should leave her. The mae kamlerd rites before 
the birth, on the other hand, are directed against 
something coming from outside that may possibly 
attack the mother so that she does not deliver a sound, 
healthy, living, and viable child. In the words of the 
villagers, the taengkae maemaan ceremony before the 
birth is intended to ‘loosen and untie’ the mother and 
the child. It thus may be seen as an intention to affect 
the mother physically so that the delivery proceeds as it 
should. Interpreted in this way both the khwan rites and 
the kamlerd rites performed before the birth are directed 
towards two aspects of equal importance: the mental 
and the physical condition of the mother, respectively, 
with regard to a successful delivery.

The above is an outsider’s attempt at interpretation and 
evaluation of these rites. To the villager the kamlerd 
rites, both before and after the birth, have the clear 
purpose of pacifying and possibly rendering harmless 
the mae kamlerd and the threat she constitutes. There 
are distinctive elements of magic in this, for in a series 
of cases of physical illnesses in an infant the kamlerd 
rites by themselves cannot have any adequate effect on 
the ills they aim to cure.

In the village context, this part of the intention of the 
kamlerd rites is in reality fully comparable with that 
practised by the group of mor phii(s), who as intermedi-
aries free the person that has been exposed to an attack 
from some phii. The attack can very well manifest itself 
as some kind of organic illness, something comparable 
also to what the mae kamlerd can cause. But the group of 
mor phii(s) is not nearly as highly esteemed as the group 
of khwan and kamlerd practitioners. The kamlerd rites 
have hereby placed themselves steps higher than the  
exorcists of ordinary phii(s), including the group of an-
cestor spirits. The content of the texts used for these rites 
seems to give some support for reflections like these. 

As the cult stands, mae kamlerd cannot be classified as 
an ordinary ‘evil spirit’, and certainly not at all as a 
guardian spirit. I have not been able to find any good 
arguments for her being included in the group of khwan 
rites as Tambiah did. She seems rather to approach what 
Rajadhon calls ‘aristocratic’ spirits.34 In other words, she 
stands perhaps closer to the ‘devas’, the gods, than does 
the general group of spirits. With this concluding open 
question, the mae kamlerd is left for further elucidation 
and evaluation to those who may be interested in 
pursuing this intriguing issue. 
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The Spirit World and the Birth
The belief in spirits – phii(s) – played in the 1960s a 
vital role for everyone in the village and occupied the 
villagers as a very real part of their world and their daily 
existence. This is still the case today for most elder and 
many younger people.

Many spirits are man’s protection. If they are dealt with 
properly they help and assist people in their lives. The 
spirits may, however, also act in a punishing and 
reprimanding way, and they have the power to provoke 
illnesses. Some spirits can possess a human being with 
very serious consequences. Some are malicious spirits 
whose actions are erratic; against these it is difficult to 
protect oneself.

The whole spirit world in Baan Phraan Muean has been 
treated extremely ably and competently by S. J. 
Tambiah35 and placed by him in its natural context in 
this village; so also the two dreaded spirits, phii phraay 
and phii porb, who are seen as very dangerous in connec-
tion with the childbirth and the time immediately 
after. 

In the ordinary family, fear of these two sprits or phii(s) 
makes it necessary to take precautions and prevent them 
from harming the mother and the child. How this is 
done will be described in a following chapter dealing 
with the delivery itself. In order to understand the extent 
and the meaning of the fear that the villagers had for 
these spirits we will, however, briefly look at the nature 
of these two spirits and the risks that they represent for 
the mother and the child.

Spirit belief and the temple

I discussed the beliefs and manifestations of phii phraay 
and phii porb with the monks of the temple in the village 
several times, most recently in 1988. The monks not 

only accepted that the population had this strong belief 
in and fear of these evil spirits. They even related their 
own experiences with these spirits and thus had no 
doubts about their existence. There is, then, no basis for 
conflict between temple and village. The world of faith 
has been a functional entirety for them all.

Phii phraay

In the village, a distinction is made between a ‘natural’ 
and an ‘unnatural’ death. It is normal to die when one 
reaches a certain age and when specific illnesses occur. 
In these cases, the deceased is cremated and the usual 
funeral rites are performed with the participation of the 
Buddhist monks. In this way the soul (winyaan) of the 
deceased is guided onto the right road, and it becomes 
what is known as an ancestor spirit.

However, in the cases of unnatural death – when people 
die suddenly and in an unnatural way before a normal 
life cycle is completed, for example as a result of accident, 
murder, epidemics, or in childbirth, there is a risk that 
the winyaan may become a very dangerous phii taay 
hoong (spirit after accidental and sudden death). It may 
also happen that elderly people die in a unnatural 
manner but the risk of phii taay hoong is first and 
foremost present when a young, strong, and vigorous 
man is torn away, or when a woman dies in childbirth. 
Such people have not lived through a normal life span 
and their spirits may, if nothing is done to prevent it, 
rampage on earth and among people because they still 
feel strongly tied to life on earth. If such a death occurs 
there is no time to perform the normal funeral rites and 
the cremation does not take place as it normally would. 
Instead. the deceased must be buried immediately 
without ceremony of any kind, so that the soil can 
absorb the impurity that has arisen. 

In April 1980, a man of about forty years of age was 
shot and killed, presumably in an attempted robbery, 
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during a temple festival in the village. Before two hours 
had passed he was interred, without a coffin or ceremony 
of any kind in the burial place on the Northwestern 
perimeter of the village. People who have been buried in 
this way can be disinterred later and cremated with the 
participation of monks from the temple. The ceremony 
should, however, not take place until two months after 
death at the earliest, and in some cases not until one to 
two years have passed. 

The phii taay hoong that may come into existence in 
connection with a death in childbirth is called a phii 
phraay. It is believed that it is really the child that becomes 
a phii phraay who then, so to say, sucks the mother’s blood. 
The risk is present also when a woman dies in childbirth 
before the baby is delivered and when both mother and 
child die immediately after the birth. If the child is 
unborn when the mother dies it must be removed from 
the mother’s womb by an operation. In such a case a 
particularly powerful person must immediately be called 
from the village of Baan Naa Khaa, about seven kilometres 
away. He is considered very competent, and his power is 
seen as the reason why there appear to be fewer phii 
phraay now than in past times.

A phii phraay is very dangerous and not easy to protect 
against. It will roam around, especially during the night, 
and will adopt the shape of some animal and its young 
one. It often appears as a hen and her chick, but it may 
also take the form of a bitch and her puppy. The peculiar 
and odd aspect of phii phraay is that it vanishes at once 
if one becomes aware of its presence. It is lucky that this 
is so as it makes it a little easier to take care of it. Phii 
phraay will seek out places where there are human 
impurities, above all blood. There is a risk every time a 
human bleeds: even a cut finger may be enough. If the 
bleeding cannot be stopped it is taken as a sign that a 
phii phraay is present and sucking the blood out. The 
risk is by far the greatest during childbirth as especially 
this blood attracts phii phraay.

If the woman is particularly drowsy and if it is difficult 
to make eye contact with her, it will be thought that a 
phii phraay is present. If she bleeds more than usual it is 
a sure symptom that phii phraay has possessed her and 
is sucking her dry. Then nothing much can be done, and 
she will faint and become unconscious. An attempt will 
of course be made for a mor phii phraay to exorcise the 
spirit but if he does not succeed, she will die. Because of 
this there is every reason – as we shall see later – to do 
as much as possible to prevent phii phraay from getting 
an opportunity to attack the mother.

In February 1999, I discussed the beliefs around phii 
phraay with a group of ritual masters from Baan Phraan 
Muean and its neighbouring villages. They all agreed 
that many of the young generation do not believe in the 
existence of phii phraay and so do not do anything to 
prevent attacks by these spirits. The discussion revealed 
that Khun Jan, my close associate among the villagers 
since 1968, did not believe in the phii phraay and never 
had done so, nor did he believe in any other phii, being 
the modern and very rational man that he is. One of the 
others declared a strong belief in phii phraay and reported 
that in his village many people still did all the traditional 
things to prevent being attacked by these spirits.

Extent of the belief in phii phraay 

The idea that there are particularly serious consequences 
arising from a violent death at an early age, including 
confinement, is not peculiar to Baan Phraan Muean. I 
have not found references that occupy themselves in 
depth with this aspect but several authors mention, 
without giving details, spirits that in significant respects 
reminds one of the belief in phii phraay in Baan Phraan 
Muean.36 It is worth recalling that Irwin at the beginning 
of the previous century points to the fact that the same 
spirit has different qualities attributed to it in various 
parts of Thailand, and that people from the same region 
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and village may have varying conceptions of the same 
phii.37 Referring to the above, one can add that spirits with 
relatively uniform qualities can appear under different 
names in various regions of the country.

Spirits that in terms of prevention, effects, and consequences 
resemble the phii phraay known in Baan Phraan Muean 
are found also in references from other cultures in the 
region.38 

My own interviews in 1988, which covered a rather 
large area to the north of and around Udorn established 
that the belief in phii phraay was then known in at least 
20 out of 30 localities, and that both the name by which 
these spirits were known, their most important qualities, 
and the special arrangements for protection against 
these spirits were very similar. In addition, in February 
1999 and again in 2005, I found that people on the 
Laotian side of the Mae Khong river believed in spirits 
that were identical to the phii phraay known from Baan 
Phraan Muean.

Phii porb

In general conversation about the dangers of childbirth, 
everyone in the village in the 1960s mentioned the spirit 
phii phraay together with another very dangerous spirit, 
phii porb. From the following description of phii porb 
and its origin, victims, and mode of operation, it will be 
seen that it may represent a certain risk for the woman 
giving birth. But it may also be presumed that the 
ordinary villagers mix up the two spirits in their world 
of ideas.

In the village, there is an understanding that phii porb 
belongs to the group of malevolent spirits but that it has 
a special status within this group. The phii porb is above 
all characterized by being able to have a living person as 
its host in contrast to other spirits who are disembodied 
spirits of deceased humans. A living person may then 

also be a phii porb, which means that with these spirits 
we approach a concept of what may generally be 
described as a ‘witch’.

Women as well as men may be hosts, or agents, for phii 
porb. The person possessed may be quite an ordinary 
person and those around will not be aware of the true 
state of affairs until the phii porb possesses another per-
son and is disclosed in connection with the treatment 
of the one attacked. Other kinds of spirits may be per-
suaded to desist from troubling the person in question 
through placation techniques, where one first asks the 
spirit to go away, and then pays it a fee in the form of 
an offering. In contrast to the treatment for ailments 
caused by ordinary spirits, the treatment for possession 
by phii porb is ‘exorcism’. 

Everyone in the village feared phii porb. During our con-
versations with the families in the 1960s and 1970s, phii 
porb was always mentioned at one time or another. It 
may have been with a trace of humour, so that one could 
get the impression that the villagers did not take this 
phii very seriously. But it should not be misinterpreted. 
Digging a little deeper during the conversation would 
reveal that everybody had a real dread of this phii, even 
the very youngest mothers in the 1978 group. By 1988, 
however, the fear was almost gone among the younger 
people, as it was in 1999, but the reality of phii porb was 
nevertheless still recognized by all.

The following is a brief account of phii porb as it was 
described by village elders and mae tamyae(s) with 
special regard to dangers in connection with childbirth:

It is thought that a new phii porb can arise in two ways. 
Firstly, it can be caused by a person who is a phii porb 
before his death transferring phii porb to one of his 
children. It is usually the oldest, if the ‘heir’ is of the 
same sex as the person who transfers the phii porb. 
Second, a new phii porb may emerge if a person (be it 
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man or woman) who has been taught by a master to 
perform magical arts (e.g. protective magic, love magic 
or magic to control epidemics) does not live according 
to the rules imposed on him/her in this respect. For 
example, if the expert in magic, mor wichaa, is tempted 
to contravene the food restrictions that are imposed on 
him/her. More often and with more serious con-
sequences, the mor wichaa may behave unethically in 
the practice of the acquired art. He or she might be 
tempted to misuse his/her magic ability to harm people, 
rather than help and benefit them. Should this happen 
there is a very grave risk that mor wichaa will become a 
phii porb. A relatively recent example was reported in 
1978 of a woman that turned out to be a phii porb. She 
was learning the art of performing love magic so that 
she could help women to be more sexually attractive to 
their husbands. She did not follow the ethical rules, but 
exploited her knowledge to enter into love affairs with 
the women’s husbands herself.

It is believed that phii porb is especially dangerous for 
weak persons. It will launch an attack on such people 
and invade them, often through the mouth. The victims 
are most often women, married or single but usually 
quite young. Children of both sexes are similarly at risk 
whereas adult men are seldom exposed to attacks by phii 
porb. 

This phii also likes to consume blood as well as the inner 
organs of a weak person. The spirit is therefore 
particularly dangerous to women who are giving birth. 
Should a phii porb succeed in possessing a woman in 
childbirth and it cannot be removed, there is no doubt 
that the woman will die.

People who are phii porb will in most cases know that 
they are so. The neighbours will often sense who is a 
phii porb and will endeavour to take their precautions 
against their influence. Fortunately, there has been a 

decline in recent years in the number of possessions by 
phii porb. The villagers were not able to give any reason 
for this.

The most significant symptom of a phii porb having a 
grip on a mother is that the possessed will stare fixedly 
at anyone coming near. She will scream out, break into 
loud bursts of laughter for no reason, and during these 
outbursts she will often hide her face. The description 
indicates what Western professionals normally would 
consider hysterical symptoms.

Most often the villagers are in no doubt as to whether it 
is phii phraay or phii porb who has attacked the mother 
or the child, or possibly both. They will then call the 
mor phii who can make the correct treatment. However, 
the symptoms are not always of only one interpretation, 
and in such a case the villagers must of course have help 
to get the correct diagnosis. 

As in other similar contexts, the villagers will consult a 
mor sorng. He will assess whether one or the other of 
these two spirits has caused the symptoms, or whether 
the cause of the symptoms is entirely different. When 
the diagnosis has been made, the treatment must be 
undertaken by a skilful person, a mor phii porb, who 
belongs to the group of village experts named mor tham 
(exorcisist of malevolents spirits).

Each mor phii porb has his own method for exorcising 
the spirit. According to the villagers’ descriptions, the 
exorcism is sometimes very violent because the aim is 
literally to scare off the phii porb, to make it afraid. To 
achieve this, some mor phii porb will strike or kick the 
patient so that the phii porb will dare do nothing but 
answer the exorcist’s question: ‘Who are you? Tell me 
who you are.’ When the patient answers – often in a 
loud and distinct, almost screaming voice, she (or he) 
will give the real name of phii porb. It is in other words 
not the possessed himself/herself who responds but the 
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Suwanlert’s deliberations and conclusions thus agree 
well with the ideas about psychological and psychiatric 
therapy and therapists, for whom Fuller Torrey, among 
others, acts as a spokesperson in The Mind Game, 
Witchdoctors and Psychiatrists (1973, ‘Preface’,  p. xiv): 
‘This book will focus on the healer, the therapist. It will 
attempt to show how much of his effectiveness comes 
through his sharing of a common world-view with the 
patient, through certain personality characteristics, and 
through expectations that the patient has of him. It will 
then show how another source of his effectiveness, the 
techniques of therapy, are basically the same whether 
they are used by a witchdoctor or a psychiatrist’.

Extent of the belief in phii porb 

As already mentioned, Suwanlert is the only source 
known to me that provides a thorough report on the 
phii porb.

This dreaded phii is, however, mentioned by many 
authors and they all attribute to it largely the same 
qualities as described above from Baan Phraan Muean.42  
Phii porb are found in both older and relatively recent 
references. It is therefore interesting to quote Seiden-
faden for a remark he made on the belief in this spirit 
amongst the Thai Lü in Laos almost 50 years ago, that 
this ‘absurd idea reminds one of the phii pop superstition 
formerly [my underlining] widespread in Northeastern 
Thailand, where the evil eye of the possessed person 
may do harm’.43

For the sake of entirety it should be mentioned that 
Hanks in her work on the Central Plain of Thailand 
refer to a phii krasüü that have qualities reminiscent of 
our phii porb in the Northeast, and that Attagara 
mentions a phii pob who does not, according to the brief 
description, appear to have qualities resembling ours in 
Baan Phraan Muean.44

phii porb who answers with the voice of the possessed. 
So it becomes known who the phii porb really is. When 
phii porb has been disclosed in this way it will leave the 
person who is then cured.39

In the village, descriptions of phii phraay possessions 
appeared to be related to symptoms of physical problems 
associated with the childbirth. In the descriptions of 
phii porb possessions, we found that almost all the 
symptoms belonged to the world of psychology and 
psychiatry. This is also the finding of the more systematic 
research data and descriptions by the psychiatrist Dr 
Sangun Suwanlert who divides the phii porb possessions 
into three categories:40

• the once-only possessed, who has presumably had 
psychological problems prior to the possession, 

• the several times possessed and each time cured 
(spirit possession neurosis), 

• the cases in which the exorcist does not succeed in 
driving phii porb out of the patient (spirit possession 
psychosis). 

Dr Suwanlert’s information about phii porb and his 
description of the associated symptoms correspond 
fairly accurately to the descriptions we have from Baan 
Phraan Muean both from the findings of the present 
study and from the description given by Tambiah.41

It is worth noting that Suwanlert is of the opinion that 
only a minority of phii porb possessed people are in need 
of treatment by a qualified physician. He acknowledges 
the treatment practised by the local mor phii porb who is 
a healer and exorcist by virtue of his being an integral 
part of the local culture. Because of his closeness to the 
environment and the villagers the mor phii porb has an 
excellent ability to help most of the people who are 
possessed by this interesting spirit, or, I should say, show 
symptoms that traditionally relate to a person’s being 
‘possessed’ by phii porb.
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Finally, it must be reported that Milne45 mentions a 
Buddhist group that she studied from 1907 in the Shan 
States of Burma. These people are related to the Siamese. 
Milne describes a bre that in all essential respects is 
entirely parallel to the phii porb as this spirit is described 
in our references from Northeastern Thailand and 
Laos. 

In the context of the present study, however, it is most 
interesting to note that none of the references mentions 
that phii porb is considered a particular threat to the 
woman giving birth. Not even Sangun Suwanlert who 
gives the most systematic and thorough descriptions of 
phii porb based on his research findings from the area 
around Ubon. Of my other references only Bastian in a 
study from 1866 mentions that the pregnant woman is 
especially exposed to attacks by ‘Phii Phob and Phii 
Praj’.46 

My interviews and conversations, however, established 
as late as in 1988 that phii porb in fact was feared in 
connection with childbirth in considerable areas of the 
upper Northeast. Our study found the same beliefs 
prevalent in February 1999, in villages around Vientiane 
in Laos. It should also be mentioned that the young 
people in Baan Phraan Muean seemed not to bother 
about the phii porb. My February 1999 discussions with 
local ritual masters confirmed this – but most of them 
still believed in the phii porb, even though no one has 
been attacked locally for many years.

Phor Long was well-known as a mor phii (1961)
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CHAPTER THREE 

Ritual Practice Surveyed, 1961-2005 
Chapter Three: Ritual Practice Surveyed 1961-2005 

How did they relate to these things and what were the 
major changes related to this from the 1960s until 
today? In parallel, we shall also listen to points of view 
and opinions from mae tamyae(s) (midwives), village 
elders, and ritual experts and compare their opinion 
with the actual practice as it was over the years among 
the women in this village. 

It is important to keep in mind that in any culture, the 
ordinary men or women are rarely aware of the reason 
for actions performed according to common practice. 
Nor was this the case in Baan Phraan Muean. Only a 
small group of village elders (especially men) were 
conversant with the reasons behind many of the ritual 
practices, and several of these indeed only with narrow 
aspects of the larger whole. No more than a handful of 
men had sufficient insight and knowledge of traditions 
to enable them to present and argue a general view of 
these subjects.

Like Terweil47 in Ratchaburi, oouthwest of Bangkok, in 
Baan Phraan Muean we also experienced a large 
difference between the young and the old with regard to 
insight and coherent interpretation of tradition and 
religion. The same tendency can probably be found 
everywhere in the world. In Baan Phraan Muean, an 
important condition for the ‘transfer’ of traditional 
behaviour and belief was that young wives during the 
first years of married life live with their parents or, at 
times, with their parents-in-law. Even though very 
young women might have appeared to have only a little 
insight into tradition, it did not necessarily indicate that 
they were about to lose their faith in the value of 
tradition. Perhaps they had just not been ‘trained’ yet!  
In Chapter Two we looked at the principles of pregnancy 
rites as described by the most esteemed ritual masters. 
We shall now turn to a closer description of how the 
village families practised these rites. 

Khun Jan is today the only person in Baan Phraan Muean who has 
an extensive knowledge of the non-Buddhist traditions
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Everyday Practice of the 
Pregnancy Rites
Let us turn to some concrete information given by 
people in the village during visits in the 1960s and the 
1970s.

Those most tradition-bound said that both suukhwan 
maemaan and taengkae maemaan ought to be performed 
prior to every birth, but added that if the woman wanted 
to perform only one of them, it ought to be the taengkae 
maemaan  as this was the most powerful and important 
ceremony. A couple of our mae tamyae(s) and some of 
the village elders were more liberal in their views. Their 
opinions can be summarized by saying that the mother 
must decide for herself, in every case based on how she 
feels during the pregnancy, how well she could afford 
the ritual, and how well she was coping with it all.

The general belief in the village in the 1970s was that 
there was no reason for performing the suukhwan 
maemaan if the pregnant woman felt that she was well 
and mentally balanced. On the other hand, as the 

dangers to the mother and the (unborn) child posed by 
mae kamlerd were always present, this ceremony was 
more often performed than the suukhwan maemaan. 

It may be relevant here to remember that in my group 
from 1968 the mothers were all relatively old – none of 
them less than 30 years of age and a few close to 60 – 
and that they all had born quite a number of children. 
Most of them – if not all – had by then established their 
basic patterns of behaviour and attitudes relating to 
most everyday things in their lives, and presumably also 
their general attitudes to the rites we are concerned 
with here. In contrast, my 1978 group was young: no 
one older than 25 years of age and thus not nearly as 
experienced as the mothers of the 1968 group. But when 
I revisited this younger group in 1988 they had become 
experienced mothers. In order to try to evaluate the 
changes over time as accurately as possible, I included 
in 1988 a small group of the nine youngest mothers in 
the village. 

The replies to the question: ‘Did you have any rites 
performed during your pregnancies?’ were the following:

Rites during pregnancy 1968  
(no. of mothers: 33)

1978  
(no. of mothers: 27)

1988  
(no. of mothers: 27)

1988  
(no. of mothers: 9)

no. % no. % n.. % no. %

No rite of any kind during pregnancy 5 15 13 48 11 41 3 33

Both rites (suukhwan and taengkae maemaan) for all children 10 30 5 19 3 11 2 22

Never suukhwan but taengkae maemaan or taengkae mae 
kamlerd for all children

8 24 9 33 10 37 4 45

Suukhwan for some children, taengkae maemaan for all 
children

2 6

Suukhwan for all children, never taengkae maemaan 3 9

Other variations 5 15 1 4

Moved away from the village 2 7
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These data give no clear picture but some tendencies 
may be identified on the basis of these figures:

•	In 1988, more women than 20 years earlier had no 
rite at all;

• Fewer had both rites than previously; 

• An increasing number of the mothers had a rite 
made as protection against mae kamlerd.

It is evident that the suukhwan maemaan ceremony was 
performed less frequently than the kamlerd ceremony. 
However, as the sample of very young mothers in 1988 
was only nine we have to be careful not to conclude too 
much from their replies although it is worth noting that 
both rites still were in use.

How ingrained the fear for mae kamlerd was as late as in 
1988 is evident from the replies to a hypothetical ques-
tion I asked the same group of mothers in 1978 and 
again in 1988: ‘What do you think you would do in the 
future regarding the pregnancy rites?’ 

The replies in 1988 underlined again that the taengkae 
maemaan is considered more important than the  
suukhwan maemaan, as about half of the total group 
would consider having the taengkae maemaan per-
formed, while only two mothers mentioned suukhwan 
maemaan. It is, however, interesting to note a very new 
trend: out of the 27 older mothers in the 1988 group, 13 
were by then sterilized so they would not have more 
children, and consequently there would be no need for 
any rites!

A real, important, and very positive sign of change in 
everyday life from 1978 to 1988 appeared in the replies 
to our next question which was also asked of the same 
group of mothers with an interval of ten years. 

The question was: ‘What would you do first of all if 
your baby were to become ill?’ 

Actions taken if the baby falls ill  1978  
number of 

mothers: 27

1988  
number of 

mothers: 27

Consult the mor sorng, follow his advice;  
most often kamlerd rite + local medicine

 
15

 
2

Consult the mor sorng, follow advice  
+ local medicine + medical doctor in 
Udorn

 
4

 
1

Consult medical doctor/ Health Centre/ 
hospital  
+ may supplement with herb medicine.  
Not seeing mor sorng

 
8

 
22

Moved away from village - 2

In 1978, there was a widespread fear for mae kamlerd in 
the replies. Many had the preventive rite, taengkae 
maemaan performed before the birth. In their thinking, 
the concept of the mae kamlerd came up as soon as the 
little child became ill. There was a perceived danger that 
she would take the child from them. Fortunately, in the 
course of the ten years that had passed, the arrival of 
modern medical practice and facilities had made it 
possible for the mothers to find more adequate help. But 
the fear had not gone at all! In our very little group of the 
nine youngest mothers in the village, in 1988, more than 
half would first of all see the mor sorng, and if he told 
them that mae kamlerd had caused the illness, the rite 
would be performed. They found this rite a good thing to 
do –  just to play safe! However, these mothers added that 
they would also visit the local health centre. 

To sum up the importance of those two rites in the 
1970s and 1980s, it is obvious that village families 
broadly speaking were in agreement with the active mae 
tamyae(s) and village elders in their views and evaluations 
of the two pregnancy rites. The suukhwan maemaan is 
performed foremost to strengthen the mother but it has 
also a certain effect for the child. Here they thought 
primarily, as we have seen above, of the mother’s mental 
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welfare, her balance of mind and, as a consequence, also 
of some influence upon her physical condition. For the 
mother the rite was thought to promote an easy and 
uncomplicated delivery, and thereby help the child to 
survive. The effect of the suukhwan maemaan on the 
child is primarily that its khwan becomes ‘good’: an 
easily managed child with a kind mind and heart.

Everybody seemed a little less clear in their views on 
the main principles around the ceremony of taengkae 
maemaan. The purpose of this ceremony was first and 
foremost to protect and assist the unborn child against 
the mae kau mae lang, and help it to be ‘well born’, i.e. 
alive, healthy and well. The ceremony should be 
performed before the birth so that the mother can be 
‘loosened and freed’ physically, which will assist in an 
easy and uncomplicated delivery and the survival of the 
child. It is the fear of giving birth to a stillborn child, a 
child that will not survive, that lies behind this view. 
Experience of uncomplicated deliveries of healthy and 
strong children, who are developing well, may make 
mothers decide not to have this rite performed. Part of 
the perception of an easy delivery means that the mother 
quickly will regain her physical strength after the birth, 
and that there will not be complications of a physical 
nature for her after the childbirth. As late as the 1980s, 
there was no doubt among the women that very many 
of the illnesses after the birth were caused by the mae 
kamlerd, and that the appropriate treatment of these 
illnesses is the performance of a kamlerd rite. 

During the 1968 fieldwork in particular, we discussed 
these circumstances thoroughly with the mothers. We 
ourselves were confused about the kamlerd rites with 
respect to their performance before and after birth, an 
uncertainty that illustrates how careful one must be in 
fieldwork of this kind where both linguistic and cultural 
barriers are present. We knew of the taengkae maemaan 
ceremony from our 1962 work in the village, and had 

then understood that this rite could be performed before 
as well as after the childbirth. My interview questions 
in 1968 were based on this assumption. As previously 
told, the kamlerd rites are known only in Northeastern 
Thailand and not at all for example in the Bangkok 
area. My interpreter and highly-qualified professional 
co-worker during the 1968 work in the village was a 
Bangkok Thai who did not know anything about the 
kamlerd rites in the Northeast of Thailand. The result 
was that we had progressed a fair way with the interviews 
in the village before we fully realized that behind slight 
linguistic nuances were hidden three rather diversified 
rites in connection with the cult around mae kau mae 
lang, more often known as mae kamlerd. Fortunately, we 
were in time to correct the errors in our data arising 
from these misunderstandings. The ceremonies that we 
identified – the taengkae maemaan ceremony which is 
performed before the birth, and the taengkae mae 
kamlerd ceremony (also named kae kamlerd) and the pau 
kamlerd ceremony which both are performed after the 
birth of the child – fully and completely covered the real 
practice in Baan Phraan Muean. 

When during pregnancy ought the rites to 
be performed?

Key people in the village in the 1970s were of the opinion 
that the suukhwan maemaan should be performed in the 
5th-6th month of pregnancy and the taengkae maemaan as 
late as possible in the pregnancy - in any case, not earlier 
than the 8th month. If both rites were performed, the 
taengkae maemaan should be performed after the 
suukhwan maemaan ceremony. Moreover, they agreed 
with previously-reported information on which day and 
at which hour the various rites should be performed in 
order to have their optimal effect.

While the majority of the families knew very well that 
this was how things ought to happen if they were to 
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conform entirely to manners and customs, they did not 
take these details seriously. Hence we found that what 
they had done in practice was as follows: 

1968: Seven families had the suukhwan maemaan 
ceremony performed after the taengkae 
maemaan ceremony. The majority had the 
suukhwan maemaan ceremony performed in the 
7th or 8th month, a few in the 3rd to 4th month, 
and one in the 5th to 6th month of the 
pregnancy. The majority would have the 
taengkae maemaan performed as closely as 
possible to childbirth, but a few had it already 
in the 5th–6th month.

1978: The young people did not take seriously which 
rite should be performed before which. Apart 
from a single suukhwan maemaan ceremony, 
which was performed in the 2nd month, and a 
taengkae maemaan ceremony in the 5th month, 
all others were, however, performed in the 8th–
9th month of the pregnancy.

Varied opinions were found in later research groups, 
indicating clearly a mai ben rai (‘never mind’) attitude 
among the villagers in this matter. 

Development and Changing 
Customs 
By the end of the 1970s and up through the 1980s, the 
social and cultural changes occurring generally increased 
and impacted also on the traditional life of the villagers. 
This is illustrated in our 1981 interview with 16 female 
teachers in three village schools, one of these in Baan 
Phraan Muean. The ages of the teachers ranged from 
25 to 56 years; all were born and had grown up in the 
region, 12 in towns and 4 in villages. 

Of these teachers, only one had both the rite for the 
pregnant woman (suukhwan maemaan and taengkae 

maemaan) performed at all of her seven childbirths. 
One had had taengkae maemaan performed at the first 
two of six childbirths. Besides, one had had a khaa saang 
(local dialect ‘to kill the worm’). 14 out of the 16 had 
none of these rites performed. This was not because 
they did not know the rites from their homes and whilst 
growing up. But their education, social status, and most 
importantly the increased opportunities for modern 
medical aid had made the rites obsolete. These teachers’ 
circumstances were such that they could obtain more 
adequate help and assurance from the medical centre 
for their physical problems and uncertainties in 
connection with childbirth, than any rite could give the 
mother and the baby.

My open question was then whether this development 
eventually would extend also to the ordinary families in 
the villages? And would it happen without qualified 
medical assistance available in the village itself? Or will 
the community be able to prioritize and manage so 
wisely that a primary health service will be available for 
those living and working in the villages?

In 1982, I made a note in my drafts: ‘It would give me a 
great satisfaction if it should be possible for me to follow 
the change and development in the village, in these 
respects, for yet a considerable number of years.’ I have 
been fortunate enough to have had the opportunity to 
do so. Several times during the 1990s and after the turn 
of the century, I met with village leaders from Baan 
Phraan Muean and from other neighbouring villages to 
systematically discuss the changes in belief and customs 
related to pregnancy and birth that may have occurred 
in recent years. 

Their evaluations and information related to the ritual 
side of everyday life can be summarized as follows: All 
types of ritual masters are still available and functioning, 
but almost all are elderly and hardly any young persons 
are entering into the art. In addition, some of the rites 
are not much in demand any more.
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It is interesting though, that especially many of the 
khwan rites still are practised widely, almost as much as 
many years ago. Only the suukhwan maemaan, the rite 
aimed at strengthening the pregnant woman was on the 
decline. The ritual masters found this very natural as 
the health centre and the systems for medical care had 
improved so much over the years. They reported that 
the changes within this area were common to all the 
villages in the district. 

The kamlerd rites were performed much more often 
than the suukhwan maemaan but even so the frequency 
was less than previously. This change was seen as a sign 
of a positive development and as a natural consequence 
of better education and the improvements in medical 
and other services that had occurred in the village.

The changes found in February 1999, a decade after the 
latest systematic collection of data related to the ritual 
practices in 1988, reinforced the tendency already 
identified. None of the five mothers in our little 1999 
sample (average age 25 years) and none of the seven 
female teachers (average age 46 years) from the local 
school had had performed any suukhwan maemaan in 
connection with their pregnancies. This underlined 
what the ritual masters told us in the 1970s: namely 
that there is no need to perform this rite if the mother 
generally feels well and is mentally well balanced. It is 
understood that this is generally the case today because 
there is now easy access to nurses in the local health 
centre and to medical services in Udorn.

Still, the old fear of the well-being of the baby and what 
could happen to the new-born lingered: three of the five 
mothers had had a rite performed to protect against the 
mae kamlerd, and one of the female teachers had this 
rite made for all her four children.  It is still the case: in 
February 2003, I happened to pass by Baan Phraan 

Muean, and that very afternoon a taengkae mae kamlerd 
ceremony was just to be performed for a mother and her 
very sick child. 

At the taengkae mae kamlerd, Khun Jan ties the protective threads 
to the baby’s wrists
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Pregnancy and Birth Surveyed, 1961-2005 
In order better to understand how the traditions and 
beliefs work within the village and understand also why 
some beliefs abate while others persist, we shall now 
turn to a description of the course of a pregnancy and 
the birth and the actions taken on this occasion. Each 
single action and step will first be detailed on the basis 
of what our local advisory group in the 1960s considered 
to be normal and traditional. 

Picking up the thread from Chapter 3, we shall then 
look at how the families in fact conducted themselves in 
these matters in 1968, 1978, 1988, and in 1999 to 
determine the kind of change that may have occurred in 
these matters.

(1962)  
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Attitudes to Pregnancy 
Nobody who has lived and worked closely with Thai 
people can have any doubts that they love children, and 
are as good and loving towards them as circumstances 
allow them to be. So it was also among the Isan villagers 
in the early 1960s. However, giving birth to many 
children in close succession, as was the practice then, 
could become a burden to the mother, whose everyday 
life was poor and most often filled with a considerable 
workload. No wonder children therefore outwardly 
might have seemed neglected and under-stimulated. 
But very, very rarely – if ever – did I observe that any 
child, even in a large family of siblings, got the feeling 
of being unwanted.

In our 1968 group, who at that time had borne an 
average of 7.9 children, almost half of the sample ex-
pressed that father and mother both had been ‘pleased’ 
each time they could establish that a new child was on 
its way. The remainder thought that they had enough 
children and stated that either both or one of the spouses 
during several of the most recent pregnancies had had 
‘mixed feelings’.

It comes as no surprise then that our young 1978 and 
1988 families expressed – almost without qualifications 
– that they were ‘pleased’ when a child was expected. 
The fathers had no reservations whatever, while some of 
the mothers had ‘mixed feelings’, either because they felt 
that the child came a little too soon after the latest one, 
or because they were afraid of a difficult and painful 
birth.

The same basic attitude was mirrored in their reaction 
to the question of what they would feel, and possibly do, 
if they had been unable to bear children at all, because 
either the wife or the husband was infertile. Around 70 
per cent of the 1968 group would have been very 
unhappy if they had been unable to bear children, and 

of these, three-quarters stated that in such case they 
would adopt one or more children. The remainder 
(around 30 per cent) would either accept childlessness 
as ‘their fate’ or intimated an attitude of unconcern. 
Importantly, for the majority there was a clearly 
formulated wish to have children. However, not a single 
person mentioned the possibility of seeking qualified 
professional assistance to find out if anything could be 
done, should they not become pregnant and bear 
children. Furthermore, none stated that they would seek 
aid in the case of childlessness through either religion 
or magic.

The same subject was brought up with the 1978 and 
1988 groups.

The 1978 reactions to the possibility of not having 
children, and what they might do, can be summarized 
thus:

A very considerable majority considered that it would 
be unfortunate if they could not have children, and half 
of them felt that something could be done about this, 
and that they would seek a qualified medical opinion. 
This latter attitude markedly separates this 1978 group 
from that of their mothers’ generation of l968, and is 
undoubtedly an indication of the changes that had 
taken place in this community during just one decade.

This change was reinforced by the responses of our 
1988 group, and during later visits the question was not 
raised in our conversations at all as by then medical 
advice was sought as a matter of course in a childless 
situation.

Preference for sons

In many cultures the world over – in the past as well as 
the present – there is a tendency to prefer male rather 
than female children. In our 1968 group, almost two-
thirds of the mothers expressed a clear wish to have 
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male children, one-fourth preferred daughters, and the 
remainder had no preference. During their pregnancies, 
only three mothers had sought a fortune-teller to have 
an advance indication of what sex the unborn child 
might be expected to be. All three predictions were 
stated to have been correct.

For the 1978 group, there was also a clear tendency to 
prefer sons, at any rate as the first child. That cultural 
tradition was then still strongly prevalent. None of these 
young families had consulted a fortune-teller to have an 
advance indication of the child’s sex. But three mothers 
told us that they had received omens from dreams. It 
was claimed that if one dreamt about a watch or a knife 
it would be a boy; if one dreamt about a bracelet or a 
necklace the baby would be a girl. A young woman of 
21 who wanted girls related how she had learnt from an 
older relative how she could, prior to a pregnancy, 
influence the sex of the subsequent child by magic. This 
was to happen by means of a special treatment of the 
afterbirth at the immediately previous childbirth. If one 
wished for a girl the next time, according to customs 
and habit, the afterbirth was laid in a section of bamboo 
with the umbilical cord uppermost. If one wished for a 
boy, the afterbirth was turned so that the umbilical cord 
lay at the bottom of the container.48

In contrast, our very young families in the 1988 group, 
and also those we met during later visits, were ready to 
accept either sex equally well. Some mothers mentioned 
that during a pregnancy, for some reason or other (such 
as dreams), they had felt sure of the sex of the child, and 
they had been correct!

Health 

In 1962, about one-fifth of the 47 mothers stated that 
on the whole they had gone through their pregnancies 
entirely without health problems. These findings were 

(2001)  

repeated in 1968. The remainder had suffered only  
what they called ordinary pregnancy complaints during 
the whole period or parts of it (headaches, vomiting, 
dizziness, poor appetite, irritability, fatigue, etc.). None 
of them had consulted a qualified doctor, nurse, or 
midwife, during any pregnancy. Many of them, however, 
had taken a ‘patent medicine’ (yaa kamlang) that could 
be bought in Udorn or from itinerant traders. The 
medicine was said to have good effect for practically 
everything, including headaches, hang-overs and 
tiredness.

In the 1978 group, well over half stated that they had 
not had any health problems at all. Two had had some 
trifling matters that they considered normal for their 
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condition. Many had taken the above-mentioned yaa 
kamlang from time to time. Information from nine 
persons in our group clearly reflected a change since 
1968:

• Four had visited mor tambon’s clinic (the district 
health service) situated in a larger village some seven 
kilometres away;

• Four had visited the out-patients’ department of the 
hospital in Udorn;

• The last of the nine had consulted a doctor 
practising in Udorn.

None of those nine had symptoms, which according to 
the description were serious but they had felt it reassur-
ing to seek the best possible help.

The new and more modern times with better facilities 
and possibilities were so much more marked and clear 
by 1988 when all the mothers reported that they had 
consulted the local health centre. This had opened in 
their own village just the year before, with three full-
time working nurses in attendance. Visits after 1988 
found that this centre continued to work well in relation 
to pregnancy and birth health services.

Work

Two-thirds of the 1962 group (repeated in 1968) stated 
that they continued their usual work in the house and in 
the fields during practically the entire pregnancy. Only 
a few intimated that they had to work a little less hard 
at the very end. The remainder mentioned greater or 
smaller changes in their daily tasks during almost the 
total period of pregnancy.

More than two-thirds of the young 1978 mothers also 
worked completely as usual during all nine months. 
They talked about it in such a way that we got the 
impression that it was rather a point of honour for them 

to be able to manage the daily routine, apart from short 
periods when they had felt a little unwell. They let us 
understand that they had received offers of relief from 
close relatives, with whom they lived, who wanted to 
help and relieve them, but they themselves saw no 
reason to accept the offers, for they were, after all, 
physically well. But we cannot be quite certain how 
things really were. When their mothers’ generation or 
younger/older sisters were present during the con-
versation, these women indicated on several occasions 
that they felt that they (perhaps a bit on the quiet) had 
lent a relieving hand.

No changes to this general picture were observed either 
in 1988 or later.

Food

More than half of the 1968 group (17 out of 33) 
informed us that they did not change their eating habits 
during pregnancy. The 16 who had adhered to certain 
food taboos all felt that they should not eat fatty things 
as these would cause a difficult delivery and/or could be 
physically harmful to the embryo. Some added other 
restrictions – eggs that had been kept for a long time; 
meat from pregnant animals, grilled glutinous rice, sweet 
potato or taro – all reasoning that such consumption 
would cause a difficult delivery. Several mentioned luuk-
bok49 as a particularly fatty fruit to be avoided. Whether 
the mothers had more or fewer taboos regarding food 
during pregnancy did not appear to be connected with 
their ages but maybe rather with how strong and healthy 
their first babies were as the fact is that almost all 
mothers who had not lost any of their children (in either 
childbirth or later) did not observe any food taboos 
during their pregnancies. 

There was no change in this respect for the group of 
young mothers in 1978; again about half of them did 
not mention any real food taboos. The remainder had 
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(1962)  
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one or more taboos of the same kind as the older one, 
and for entirely the same reasons.

For these two groups there was the common belief that 
the embryo must not grow too big or too fat, for then it 
would be difficult to bring it into the world without 
complications. 

This seems to have changed considerably in the 
following decade. By 1988, our young mothers all said 
that they could eat everything during the period of 
pregnancy, although one did mention a few things she 
did not like to eat because they did not taste good. 
Generally they no longer seemed so pre-occupied with 
the size of the baby and the influence this could have on 
the birth.

Health and Nutrition –  
an Evaluation
In 1978, the District Health Nurse (mor tambon) stated 
that in her evaluation the population of the villages 
around Udorn was both incorrectly and deficiently 
nourished. She found that the large majority of mothers 
observed one or more food taboos during their 
pregnancies. The taboos were not in themselves very 
serious, but could contribute to an exacerbation of a 
negative effect on the mother and the embryo of 
deficient and incorrect nutrition. According to mor 
tambon, the nutrition problems were not due to cultural 
taboos. They were to some extent caused by lack of 
knowledge but mostly upon the nature of nutrition that 
was available to them under the given naturally-
conditioned and economic circumstances.

In 1988, the nurses at the local (then recently-opened) 
health centre in Baan Phraan Muean agreed with the 
above evaluations. Related to the food of the pregnant 
mother – and not less important the nutrition of the 

baby – the nurses found it very difficult to introduce 
necessary changes, as they were dealing with old beliefs 
and some superstitions then still prevalent among the 
older generations who were very influential in matters 
of this kind.

The nurses underlined that they found a vicious circle 
at work that consisted of poverty, lack of knowledge, 
and the fact that insufficient funds were available to 
cope with this problem. In 1999, the head nurse in the 
Baan Phraan Muean Centre found that general nutrition 
for mother and baby on the whole had improved during 
the previous decade. The women were now better 
educated. Though still relatively poor most were able to 
buy supplementary food of good quality. The very good 
educational programmes broadcast by the Government’s 
TV channels had contributed to the women’s greater 
awareness of nutritional needs.

In reality, however, no detailed information about the 
state of health of the women in Baan Phraan Muean is 
avaiable. When I first went there I had the feeling that 
the state of health for some was such that it could seri-
ously influence the mother and subsequently the devel-
opment of her baby physically as well as mentally as  
described in general terms for Asia by UNESCO in 
1982.50 Today, I do not observe anything that brings 
that thought to mind but it should be noted that the 
latest period of economic recession has brought some of 
the families rather severe financial problems.
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Magic and superstition connected to eating 
and food habits

All conversations with the mothers in this village in the 
1960s and the 1970s inevitably touched on the fear of a 
complicated and difficult birth, and the fear that perhaps 
both the mother and the child would not get through it 
well and safely. Also there was a general fear that the baby 
would not be healthy and quite normal in all respects.

These fears were also articulated during the conversations 
about food habits; many mothers expressed the possi-
bility of working towards an uncomplicated childbirth 
by observing special rules and customs surrounding 
eating and food habits. Importantly, by observing such 
rules they sought to allay the fear that they to a greater 
or lesser degree all felt about the approaching delivery.

Many of our 1968 mothers said things like:

• One must eat nothing that is tough to chew, e.g. the 
rind of fruits, or dried meat, as it causes a difficult 
delivery;

• The peel must be picked completely off the banana 
before one begins to eat it;

• One must be careful to finish one’s meals faster than 
the rest of the family. 

How widely these rules were observed was not investi-
gated.

The ‘midwives’ were also engrossed in these matters. 
Those functioning in the 1960s and 1970s mentioned 
more rules to be observed by the woman:

• A pregnant woman must not eat while standing up; 
if she does so, mishaps and accidents of many kinds 
might occur at the birth. 

In 1968, 30 out of 33 observed this rule; in the 1978 
group, 23 out of 27; in 1988, 7 out of 9. But the reasons 
differed. If one did not observe this rule, it would cause:

• Involuntary bowel evacuation during the birth,  (the 
same will happen if she eats whilst walking);

• A delivery that is too quick or too slow;

• Premature childbirth.

Interestingly, our little group of 1999 mothers all 
believed that they should not eat standing up; while 
only one of them thought it influenced the birth others 
thought it was just tradition and something the elders 
were telling them (not) to do.

Other types of fear-allaying practices 

Some mothers had still other rules they observed. Some 
of these had really nothing to do directly with meals or 
food taboos but as they are indirectly connected with 
this topic they can appropriately be mentioned here:

• If a pregnant woman is out catching frogs or crabs, 
she must not gather them in her skirt (phaa sin). If 
she does, the baby will produce far too much saliva. 
Two-thirds of the young mothers in 1978 observed 
this taboo though not all for the mentioned reason. 
They just observed the rule because it was the proper 
way for a pregnant woman to behave!

• The pregnant woman must not pick fruit. It causes a 
too easy delivery, possibly far too early. Most of the 
women in the 1978 group did not observe this 
restriction. However, the rule was still known to 
most 1988 mothers and observed by a few of them;

• The pregnant woman must not walk across the rope 
with which the water buffalo is tethered. If she does, 
the child will eat more than is normal. By far most 
of the 1978 group knew this taboo well, and about 
two-thirds of them obeyed it. Some of them had an 
additional reason for not stepping across this rope, 
such as that the child would ‘cry without a sound’ 
like the mute water buffalo. But most of them 
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admitted that they had no clear idea of what would 
happen should they go against the rule. They 
observed it merely because it was an ancient custom 
and habit. Interesting enough, the rule was still 
observed by half of the young mothers in our 1988 
group, and they mentioned the same reasons; some 
believed in it and some did not. 

The ‘midwives’ who were functioning in the 1960s told 
us that the pregnant woman ought not to sit down on 
the threshold, or at the top of the ladder leading up to 
the house. The reason is that these two places mark the 
way out of the house, and if the mother blocks this way, 
the baby will also have difficulty in ‘getting out through 
the door’, that is, it will be a difficult childbirth. 31 out 
of 33 mothers observed this rule in 1968, and 22 out of 
27 did so in 1978. Out of the 9 young 1988 mothers, 7 
observed this rule. Again, in 1999 our sample followed 
this taboo, but only one said it was because it would 
make the birth difficult. The others did so just because 
of tradition, and with no thought that not following the 
taboo could have any consequences. But some in all 
three samples said that they had never heard of this 
custom.

Already in 1968, conversations with respondents made 
clear that many more particular rules and customs 
existed and were observed in the families within this 
special area. We did not systematically go into these but 
noted around 20 other practices, which were observed 
with the purpose of promoting an easy and safe 
childbirth.

In Baan Phraan Muean we found only one single 
general taboo observed in all our families and this taboo 
is still observed today: No family of a pregnant woman 
would slaughter any domestic animal during the 
pregnancy. If one does that, there is a very serious risk 
that the baby and/or the mother will die during the 

delivery. It is also considered a very bad omen if a 
domestic animal is unintentionally wounded during 
this period and it is believed that the wound-mark will 
be found again in the baby. In Baan Phraan Muean, it 
was generally agreed that the same concept was prevalent 
in all the nearby villages. In the literature on Thailand, 
this taboo is found mentioned only from the Ratchaburi 
area.51

The ritual texts refer to many superstitions and omens 
that we did not find articulated by the villagers. The 
more general literature from other parts of the world 
gives many examples of food taboos and sympathetic 
magic, both imitative and contagious, during a woman’s 
pregnancy, and I dare say that Baan Phraan Muean (and 
Thailand generally) are today not among the areas where 
the most, or the most severe, taboos are to be found.

Generally, several of the above-mentioned taboos are still 
observed, but almost all respondents now say that they do 
these things because the elders tell them to do so. Beliefs 
have really changed, and in many cases correspond to 
practices adhered to by many allegedly non-superstitious 
people in my own country, such as not buying the pram 
until the baby is well and truly born!

Fear of childbirth

The above descriptions and statements illustrate 
convincingly that fear and uncertainty were present in 
almost all families before nearly all childbirths.

Not until at the end of our conversations with the 
mothers were they asked questions where the word ‘fear’ 
was used in direct connection with the matter of 
impending childbirth. 

Their fears can be summarized as the

• fear that the mother or the baby, perhaps both, 
should die;
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• fear that the child might not be healthy and well; 
‘normal’;

• fear that the childbirth might be very difficult and 
painful;

• fear that spirits – phii(s) – might attack the mother 
and/or the baby.

Fear of birth 1968 (%) 1978 (%) 1988 (%)

Not fearful at all before any 
childbirth

6 15 34

Very fearful prior to all deliveries 58 51 22 

Fearful before all childbirths,  
but mostly for the first one

33 30 0 

Only fearful at the first childbirth 3 4 44 

The few, who in 1968 and 1978 did not refer to any fear 
before any childbirth, gave the reason that it was, after 
all, a perfectly natural thing to give birth to a child, and 
that the family was supportive of them. So it was also in 
1988, but it was added that support from the clinic/
hospital/health centre helped them to feel safe and not 
afraid.

During later visits we found only what is inherent in 
most mothers in any culture: a very natural concern 
about the coming event.

Midwives52

In the local dialect a midwife is mae tamyae (i.e. ‘the 
mother who receives’). In 1968, there were two women 
in the village who functioned as midwives. Neither had 
received any kind of training to perform this function; 
they were just highly respected women who were 
generally trusted, whom first relatives and then later 
also other people had asked to assist at childbirth.

One of the women was then 59 years old. She had 
married when she was 18 years; shortly after that people 
began to approach her for help. She could not count the 
number of children she had helped into this world but 
it was high.

The other midwife was about 60 years old and had for 
the past 20 years or more functioned as a delivery 
assistant. She was employed somewhat less often than 
the first one; she thought that she had assisted at about 
ten childbirths a year. This woman had a daughter who 
was a nurse in Udorn, and through her she had received 
some guidance regarding what she was to do when a 
delivery was not completely free of complications.

Both these midwives had modern and sound attitudes 
towards many things. They were aware that hygiene 
played a part in a successfully conducted childbirth, and 
they knew something about the significance of nutrition, 
both during pregnancy as well as after the child had 
been born. They did not promote the prejudices that 
otherwise stamped the conception of the pregnant 
woman’s sayings and doings.

Both these women had in 1978 quite recently ceased to 
function in their roles. They felt that they were now too 
old. New midwives had come onto the scene. Two 
women in particular were often employed to assist at 
births. One was 55 years old, and the other thought she 
was somewhere between 60 and 65 years old. They had 
not had any kind of training for the job, and had not 
been in contact with the district health service, which 
was under the management of a nurse who was also a 
qualified midwife and who had her clinic some seven 
kilometres away.

The younger of the two had worked as midwife only 
three to four years. It started when she helped one of 
her own daughters, and by 1978, she had become a 
midwife who was in great demand. The older of the two 
women had functioned for about one year. She had 
never thought that she should engage in such work but 
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The women who in the 1960s and 1970s were functioning as 
birth assistants (mae tamyae) had no training in this function 
but they were highly esteemed and respected, and also 
delightful to talk to

(1962) 

(1962) (1978) 
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a neighbouring woman had asked for help, and she had 
since assisted in a total of more than 20 deliveries.

These were two highly esteemed women; two delightful 
women to talk to, as were also their predecessors. 
However, it must regretfully be recorded that they – in 
contrast to their predecessors – were full of all sorts of 
ancient prejudices regarding all possible circumstances 
concerning the pregnant woman. Restrictions such as 
we have already described, during and after childbirth 
must be observed, or the worst would happen. Also, 
they held that confinement ought to be for as long as in 
the olden days when lying-in was for up to a month, 
sometimes longer. And they promote many more of 
that sort of practices.

If the changes in the village during the intervening years 
– the development so to speak – were taken into 
consideration, it was more than a little amazing to find 
more prejudiced and less progressive midwives than ten 
years previously. Perhaps it should be seen in connection 
with the following: in 1968, the very progressive head 
teacher lived in Baan Phraan Muean itself. He was 
married to the daughter of one of the midwives. He 
took a very active part in all aspects of what was 
happening in the community, and was generally highly 
respected and well liked. He possibly also had influence 
on the midwives’ attitude and understanding. By 
contrast, in 1978, none of the schoolteachers lived in 
the village and none was part of the village by birth or 
marriage. Their association with the village population 
was in fact rather limited.

In the 1960s and the 1970s, the mae tamyae generally 
had no contact with the pregnant woman prior to the 
childbirth itself, although sometimes a pregnant  
woman would approach her if she was not feeling so 
well and had not been able to get help in other ways. All 
that the midwife could do was to investigate whether 

the embryo might be lying incorrectly. If that were the 
case she would by means of a special massage, try and 
get it turned the right way round. The pregnant woman 
would not be charged any fee for such a visit but she 
would normally, of her own accord, give the midwife a 
few baht.

Ordinarily, the midwife would come into the picture 
only when the labour pains began. The husband, or a 
close relative of the pregnant woman, would fetch her. 
One of the midwives (1968) also said that the night 
before the birth she would nearly always have a warning 
that she would be called out. A phii would bother her all 
night through, giving her a stabbing pain in her legs so 
that she could get no peace in her sleep.

For assistance at a delivery the mae tamyae usually would 
receive about 10 baht in 1968, and 20–25 baht in 1978, 
both amounts corresponding to a day’s wages for farm 
work in the region. The amount was sometimes paid 
immediately after the birth but most often in connection 
with the following New Year celebrations. The mother 
would then go to the midwife’s house, and kneeling, 
show her respect and gratitude and hand her the money 
together with perfumed water (nam horm), some small 
candles, flowers, and perhaps a piece of fabric or a 
blouse.

As mentioned previously, the midwife and her function 
was regarded with the greatest esteem and respect in 
Baan Phraan Muean. The general public’s evaluation of 
the profession did not, therefore, correspond to the 
description by Rishøj and Rajadhon (‘People detest the 
word midwife’) but on the contrary, agreed with  Hanks: 
‘Though living like other elder citizens of the community, 
in their social role they were more respected, known as 
selfless donors of energy for the sake of others (...)’.53 
However, unlike the midwives in her observations our 
midwives were not relied upon to master magic.
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In Baan Phraan Muean there was not the least indication 
that there was anything ‘unclean’ in the midwife’s 
function; consequently, no ritual cleansing of the 
midwife took place after the childbirth as Rishøj found 
in her studies.54

Conversations were held with our research groups on 
the basis of the questions: Were you in contact with the 
midwife prior to your childbirth? Did you, during the 
pregnancy, contact anybody outside the circle of family 
and friends for advice and guidance?

Both in 1968 and in 1978, the mothers confirmed the 
midwives’ information that they did not normally have 
contact with mae tamyae during the course of the preg-
nancy period. But it was a clear trend that the younger 
group of mothers were more often than the older group 
of mothers in contact with mae tamyae before the birth 
itself.

Significant in this context was the mothers’ information 
that while none of the older ones had done so, one-third 
of the younger group had sought advice, guidance, and 
perhaps treatment, outside the village from people with 
adequate training for the purpose (clinic, hospital, mor 
tambon).

However, the large majority of about 75 per cent of the 
young 1978 mothers preferred to be confined at home, 
for a multitude of reasons. First and foremost, at home 
the woman had the family around her and that gave her 
both confidence and a real peace of mind. There you 
could also give birth in the manner that was the custom 
and habit, kneeling and not lying on your back (see 
later). At home it was also possible to observe customs 
and habits as they would like to do. Furthermore, a 
particular anxiety about the hospital asserted itself with 
considerable strength: namely the risk of having to lie in 
a bed where people had died and dangerous phii(s) 
therefore were assumed to be present in great numbers.

The changes found in 1978 were so great that we pre-
sumed a beginning modification of previous practices. 
New and better roads were without doubt of impor-
tance in that as many as one-third of the young people 
were seeking advice outside the village. At that stage, 
however, this outside, qualified, advisory service had far 
from the capacity to accept everybody for consultation. 
In our discussions, we found it locally agreed that if real 
improvements in advice and guidance were to be 
achieved, both during the pregnancy and in connection 
with the birth itself, it would best be obtained by an 
expansion of the mor tambon’s clinic (the district health 
service). 

That was in fact what happened. By our visit in 1988, a 
Village Health Service Centre had been functioning 
right in the village itself for about a year. Our 1978 
mothers, by then ten years older, had all been in contact 
with the centre and the nurses there for their latest 
births, and by far the majority preferred to give birth in 
a clinic or hospital even though about one-quarter of 
them still preferred to have the confinement at home. 
The trend was even clearer among our new, young group 
of 1988 mothers, which we will return to. In 1999 we 
found that every pregnant woman in the village, 
consulted the local health centre during the pregnancy 
as a natural course of action, and that all gave birth at 
the hospital in Udorn. 

This fact indicates a tremendous change and achieve-
ment over a relatively short period of time. 
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The Birth of a Child
Who is present during the delivery?

When the contractions occur in such a way that one 
must assume that the birth is imminent, the midwife or 
others who are to be present as delivery assistants are 
brought in. In principle anyone (except children) may 
stay in the room where the birth takes place as ‘the 
mother during the childbirth turns her front side towards 
the wall’. It is considered customary that the husband 
should be present and take part in the practical tasks.

Data showing  actual practice in 1962 and 1978:

 Birth assistants  1962  
(mothers: 47)

1978  
(mothers: 27)

Nobody present at all 1 0

The husband only 10 1

The midwife only 0 5

The husband + older relatives 24 1

The husband + midwife + relatives 6 12

Relatives 5 2

Relatives + midwife 1 4

Delivery in hospital/clinic 0 2

If we look specifically at the attendance of the midwife 
and the husband, we get this result:

Midwife/husband present 1962 (%) 1978 (%)

Midwife present  
(incl.  hospital delivery) 

15 85

Husband present 85 52 

There is a marked increase in the employment of a 
midwife between 1962 and 1978, and at the same time 
the husband is not present as often as in 1962. It may be 
a coincidence in the studied groups, but most likely it 
reflects a trend. It may be presumed that by 1978 a 
number of men had permanent employment outside 
the village. Times had changed, which was even more 
obvious according to data from 1988. By then, more 
than half of the mothers gave birth at the hospital/clinic 
in Udorn, and in 1999 only those very few where birth 
came very suddenly gave birth at home; all others gave 
birth a the hospital/clinic in the town. 

Delivery position

In this part of Thailand the mother traditionally gives 
birth in a kneeling position, initially sitting back on her 
heels with her knees apart. Often she will be sitting 
with her back against a post for support. When the 
labour begins she will lift herself up to give room for the 
baby by holding on to a rope tied to a rafter in the ceiling 
of the house. 

After the water has broken, the midwife or another 
female helper will position herself behind the mother 
and give her abdomen a kind of massage to speed up the 
birth. The mother sits on a piece of fabric, usually one 
of her own loincloths (phaa sin).

All ‘hanging things’ are to be removed from the house, 
or at any rate from the room where the birth is taking 
place. That includes items of clothing, household 
implements, jars, baskets, fishing tackle, etc. If this is 
not done ‘the baby will remain hanging too long in the 
mother, and that is not good’.

This custom was widely observed both in 1968 and in 
1978:
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Objects removed 1968 (%) 1978 (%)

Removed everything for diverse reasons       94 89

Removed everything because it promotes an 
easy delivery 

85 56

According to tradition it is also important that doors, 
windows, baskets and jars with lids be opened to 
promote ‘that the mother opens up and the baby has an 
easy way out’.

Even in 1968, the villagers were far from being faithful 
to this custom and just barely half conformed for the 
original reason. This tendency was considerably 
strengthened by 1978:

Jar/basket lids opened 1968 (%) 1978 (%)

Opened for diverse reasons 64 52

Opened for the reason of an easier delivery 46 19

Both the above customs were in 1988 only observed at 
very few of the home deliveries, and the young mothers 
themselves did not know why the assisting older relatives 
would remove the items.

Nam mon – magic water

As soon as the childbirth seemed to be underway, the 
woman should drink nam mon (nam: water; mon: magic 
spell formula). Several of the villagers, among others 
some of our ‘midwives’, were able to prepare it. They 
were just to recite the right magic incantation over the 
container with the water.

Mae Mai used the following text (approximate 
translation): ‘We show the very greatest respect through 
body, speech and soul (khwan) towards the supreme 
God, who is the purest, who is free from all defects and 
through his own strength liberated from all prejudices, 
omniscient.’ 

This is repeated three times. Anyone who knows such 
an incantation can produce the ‘magic water’ (for more 
information see Part 2).

Nam mon is the same designation as that applied to 
‘sacred’ or ‘purifying’ water prepared for use at many 
ritual occasions, Buddhist as well as non-Buddhist. To 
drink nam mon also helps to further an easy and 
uncomplicated delivery. Most complied with this 
tradition:

Women who drink nam mon 1968  
(total: 33 )

1978  
(total: 27)

Drinks nam mon, diverse reasons 73% 81%

Drinks nam mon, reason: easy delivery 70% 74&

It was understood that nam mon is considered good ‘for 
all good purposes’. The tradition was still observed among 
almost all mothers giving birth at home in 1988, but 
was fully gone by 1999 as no one any longer gave birth 
at home.

Prayer for an easy delivery

One further tradition should be observed whilst the 
childbirth goes on. One should show respect and pay 
homage to someone/something that is particularly 
revered and honoured by the family involved. This 
should be done kneeling in the traditional Thai manner, 
with the arms stretched halfway forwards, and the palms 
of the hands together (wai). There is no definite rule as 
to who should do it. It could be the pregnant woman 
herself but most often it is her husband or one of her 
parents. The ‘homage’ – a plea for aid – can have a reli-
gious direction (towards the Lord Buddha, or ‘the Three 
Gems’),55 but may also be directed at other non-Buddhist 
‘supernatural beings’ (e.g. phii faa,56 Taapuubaan,57 or the 
ancestor spirits). 
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Traditionally, this address was intended to ask for 
support or blessings to make the delivery easy and 
uncomplicated, and in general ensure that all goes well 
for the mother and the baby.

Paid homage 1968    
(% of total 33)

1978   
(% of total 27)

Tradition observed 73 44

Tradition observed explicitly 
to promote an easy delivery 

48 22

Almost three-quarters of the 1968 group observed this 
tradition, and almost half of the total group did it for the 
obvious purpose of promoting an uncomplicated delivery. 
The custom and the traditional reason were clearly 
declining in 1978 and had almost disappeared by 1988.

After the Birth
In connection with the delivery itself, there are a series 
of things that ought to be done immediately to protect 
against the previously-mentioned, very dreaded phii(s), 
phii porb and phii phraay. 

At the moment the birth begins somebody – usually the 
husband – should place branches with stiff thorns on 
the ground under the house, in particular below the 
room where the birth occurs. Any type of thorny bush 
can be used. Most common in our region is the maak 
than.58 The thorns themselves and the place where the 
branches are laid are what are important for the effect. 
The branches are put on the ground beneath the 
confinement room to prevent that the phii phraay, for 
example in the shape of a hen and its chick (or in the 
form of another animal and its young), in getting to blood 
and other liquids from the birth, which may have dropped 
onto the ground. If this should anyway happen, the mother 
will faint, perhaps lose consciousness, and die. 

It is generally agreed that the phii phraay’s special 
characteristics are no different from those of phii porb, 
and that the branches have the purpose of protecting 
against both of these phii(s). Both, as mentioned, attack 
weak persons and like their blood, and if they can get 
hold of some from the weak mother, the prospects are 
very poor for both the mother and the baby. 

In 1968 and in 1978 we asked the group the following 
questions: ‘Were special things placed underneath the 
house in connection with the childbirth? What things? 
Why were they put there?’

Thorny branches under 
house 

1968   
(% of total 33 )

1978   
(% of total 27)

Thorny branches placed for 
various reasons 

100 92

Thorny branches placed as 
protection against phii(s)

88 74

The figure from 1978 should in fact have been 100 per 
cent as well since the two who gave birth at the clinic 
stated that at a home-delivery they would definitely 
have placed maak than under the house to protect 
against the two phii(s).

It was thus a custom which had survived and was 
observed with a very high degree of awareness about its 
purpose and which was only slightly weakened in the 
young generation in 1978. But the picture was different 
in 1988. Of those still giving birth at home only half 
observed the custom, and a lower percentage had any 
idea about why the thorns were placed there. Ten years 
later, in 1999, most of the youngest generation of 
mothers had heard about these phii(s), but did not 
believe that they are of any threat at all. ‘Now we are 
“protected” by the qualified people surrounding us from 
the Health Centre’, was their comment. 
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Scattering of rice grains

At the same time as the thorny branches are placed 
under the house to protect the mother and her baby, rice 
grains or something similar should be scattered around 
perhaps inside the house itself, to prevent the spirits, 
phii phraay and phii porb, from attacking the mother 
and the baby. While this is done, magic invocations are 
recited. This is called kan phraay, kan porb (kan: to 
protect against).

Anyone who knows the magic incantations can perform 
this invocation. It may be the husband though par-
ticularly knowledgeable neighbours or family members 
more often perform such a magical and powerful thing. 
Most often a male person performs it but a few women 
were also mentioned as practitioners.

According to the local understanding, the rice grains 
have a connection with the fact that phii phraay most 
often takes the form of a hen and its chick and will be 
attracted to the rice grains and will be discovered while 
eating the grains. If the chickens are discovered, they 
immediately disappear without anyone being able to say 
where they went.

Scattered rice grains 1968  
(total 33)

1978  
(total 27)

Rice grains scattered, diverse 
reasons

28 (85 %) 26 (96 %)

Rice grains scattered, as 
protection against the phii(s)

28 (85 %) 24 (89 %)

As seen from the table above, this custom was very 
widespread in 1968 and appeared even strengthened in 
1978. And this custom was still strong in 1988. Almost 
all had scattered rice grains, even those who gave birth 
at the clinic/hospital, in which case the family would 
scatter the grains when the mother returned home. The 
custom still prevailed for many in 1999, but not even all 
of the elders who did the scattering had any idea about 

the original reason for doing so. By then it had just 
become a ‘tradition’ to do so – a way of celebrating the 
mother and child. 

The umbilical cord 

According to the local tradition, the way mother and 
baby are separated and the placenta is dealt with is quite 
significant. In the 1960s, the ‘midwives’ stated that 
under no circumstances must anything be done to the 
navel cord before the afterbirth has come. The birth 
assistant should, by massaging the mother’s abdomen, 
seek to push or squeeze the afterbirth out. 

When that has happened, again according to local 
custom, a cotton thread is tied tightly around the 
umbilical cord in three places, each knot a short distance 
apart and close to the baby. No particular reason was 
given why there had to be three knots. It was merely 
stated that an uneven number brings luck and progress 
and is therefore better than an even number.

The cord will then be cut through between the second 
and third knot, counting from the newborn’s navel. In 
many cases, the birth assistant will just do this but some 
mothers hold the firm belief that the baby’s disposition 
will be like that of the person who cuts the navel cord 
and will therefore prefer a particular person to do so. In 
the 1960s, the umbilical cord was most often severed 
with a small, sharp knife, perhaps a pocketknife or a 
razor blade. The knife must first be cleansed in boiling 
water. But there were some who observed an old custom 
believing that iron must not be used for cutting the 
navel cord and instead used a sharp split of bamboo.

As a base for the cut the midwives use the root of kha-
min,59 which in the district is regarded as an effective 
medicinal herb against, among other things, prickly 
heat and open wounds.
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The midwives informed us that some prefer to use a 
piece of charcoal as a base. They, however, disassociated 
themselves from this practice as in their opinion the 
child would become ‘black’ in its soul, i.e., merciless. 
The midwives would sprinkle ordinary baby powder on 
the umbilical wound.  One of them would supplement 
the powder with the mudwasp’s powdered nest, grilled 
in a frying pan.60 Another would supplement it with 
the dust from a mat that has lain on the floor for some 
time. Each thought that her supplement would assist 
the navel to dry up completely and nicely.

The midwives and the village elders agreed that there 
were no special traditions with regard to what happened 
to the things that were used in connection with cutting 
the new-born baby’s navel cord. The base was simply 
thrown away, and the cutting tool was not to be regarded 
as an object of particular attention either. 

The above descriptions of the circumstances are based 
on the midwives’ more general concept of how affairs 
then ought to be conducted. In the following we shall 
look at the actual practice. 

Almost all the 1968 mothers followed the tradition of 
tying three knots on the umbilical cord. They could not 
give any reason for this practice; it was just a custom 
and a habit. The large majority stated that whoever cut 
the cord had influence on the child’s personality. It was 
also found that 30 out of 33 thought that even left-
handed fathers ought to use the right hand when cutting 
the umbilical cord. By so doing, one would work towards 
the child becoming right-handed, which was seen as 
somewhat important as the left hand is considered unclean 
because it is used to wash the body after visiting the toilet.

The 1978 mothers followed a similar pattern. Only the 
two who had given birth at the clinic could not, naturally 
enough, maintain that the cord should necessarily be 
tied tightly in three places.

It was thus a matter of a very strong tradition to tie 
three knots on the umbilical cord and an equally strong 
tradition to assume that the child will be influenced by 
the personality of the person who cuts the navel cord.

By 1988, however, these beliefs were almost unknown, 
and where they were known it was not thought that 
these matters could have any influence on the child 
whatsoever.

The tool and base for the cutting

In around 80 per cent of the cases in both 1968 and 
1978, one or another type of iron knife was used to 
make the cut, and it was not thought that this practice 
would have any significance for the child’s later 
personality development. The old, in Thailand wide-
spread belief that iron ought not to be used for this 
purpose had practically disappeared in this village, and 
had been gone for many years, we were told. But many 
knew about the old sayings, such as the following:  
‘A bamboo splinter ought to be used; it has the effect 
that the child will be calm but not cruel as if iron were 
used.’ The use of a special mussel shell was also men-
tioned by a few.

The use of the traditional khamin root as base for the 
cutting was the most common in 1968 and 1978, mainly 
because it was found to be a strong medicinal herb with 
antiseptic properties. 

As described above, the midwives mentioned that there 
were no special traditions in regard to the cutting-tool 
and the cutting-base after the cut was made. Practice 
within families, both in the older group of mothers in 
1968 and the younger mothers in the 1978 group 
showed otherwise. About one-third of the families in 
1968 stated that after use, the cutting tool was just taken 
back into general use, and that the cutting base was 
thrown away. The remainder (22) gave no less than nine 
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different procedure-patterns established within individ-
ual families. What each family did was a good example 
of the many variations found in the performance of the 
traditions within even as narrow an area as a single 
village. Rich in tradition the community at the same 
time striving for strength to be itself, individualized. 

In the 1978 group about a third would pay no attention 
to either tool or base after use whilst the remainder had 
traditions as varying as those in 1968. It was, however, 
characteristic for both groups that they had only vague 
ideas about what might be of special significance in 
doing what they did with the things: keeping them in 
specific places, burying one or both things together with 
the placenta, and so on.

The afterbirth

Both the midwives and the village elders told us that 
the birth assistant must always rinse the afterbirth in 
warm water. Then salt should be added to it. The elders 
agreed that salting the placenta has indirect effect on 
the child: the child would less easily fall ill and it would 
in particular keep the child free of inflammations of the 
throat (some said larynx). The afterbirth should then, 
according to the local custom, be laid in an internode of 
bamboo that it is open at one end (a bamboo section 
approximately 20–25 centimetres long and 8–10 
centimetres in diameter) – a ‘natural’ container used for 
many purposes in the village). On top of it, salt should 
be sprinkled with some khaa leaves – a plant that is of 
the ginger genus.

To ensure that the child will be right-handed, the 
husband should then carry the container out of the 
house, using his right hand.

All of the 1968 mothers were found to have used the 
traditional bamboo section for this purpose, whilst the 

plastic bag gradually began to gain admittance in the 
1978 group. In both groups it was in all cases the 
husband who carried the container with the placenta 
out.

In 1968, more than two-thirds of the women stressed 
that the placenta ought to be brought out of the house 
with the right hand, and all for the reason that the child 
would then presumably be right-handed.  In 1978, well 
over half were of the same conviction. 

A very large part of the mothers in both groups added 
the further proviso that the placenta ought not to be 
carried out until all children in the house were in bed 
and asleep. This would have the effect that the new-
born would become a calm child and sleep well.

The container with the placenta should be buried in the 
soil. It was understood from the midwives and village 
elders that it is not unimportant where the placenta was 
placed. While all agreed that the location was significant, 
opinions varied widely on where and the meanings of 
different locations.

Some said it should be buried in the ground by or under 
the ladder leading up to the house. Most could not give 
any reason for this location; however, a few said that it 
had the effect that the child would not move away from 
the home too early or too far away when growing up. 
This was considered a valuable practice, especially for 
the girls.

Two older women mentioned the following as rules 
from ‘olden times’:

• The placenta by, or under, the ladder, then the child 
remains at home;

• The placenta by a bamboo plant, then the child will, 
when adult, be brave, serious and firm, and will go 
out into the world to earn a living.
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Therefore the former site should be used for girls, and 
the latter for boys.

Others had different beliefs:

The placenta ought to be buried in ‘rising ground’ or in 
the highest place in the grounds, because the child 
would then develop into becoming ‘unselfish and well 
gifted’. Several were of the opinion that the container 
should be buried deeply to make the child strong and 
healthy.

Whatever was said about the burial site by the elders 
and the midwives, the families’ replies showed that ‘by 
or under the ladder’ was the preferred place, both in 
1968, 1978, and 1988, irrespective of whether the child 
was a boy or a girl. By 1978, only a few thought that the 
place had some influence upon the child’s development. 
Later, almost all children were born in the clinic and the 
mothers had no influence upon what happened to the 
placenta. Luckily they no longer cared at all.

According to tradition, the hole in the ground where 
the placenta container is buried must be so deep that 
the upper rim of the container will be level with the 
surrounding soil surface. The husband should then 
make a red-hot fire on top. Anything may be used as 
fuel, any sort of wood or perhaps rice husks. The fire 
should burn day and night until the entire contents of 
the container has dried up.

Rajadhon61 mentions that the custom of lighting a fire 
on top of the buried placenta is known only in 
Northeastern Thailand. He adds that he is unable to 
give any reason for this custom.

In our village and in all the villages in this area, there 
was a clear and easily understandable reason for 
maintaining this fire. The reasoning was identical for all 
47 mothers in the 1962 investigation, repeated by 33 of 

them in 1968, also given by all 27 mothers in 1978, and 
found again in 1988, with the few still giving birth at 
home: the drying up of the placenta by fire has the 
magic power to dry out the baby’s navel, and the wound 
will heal as rapidly as the placenta in the container dries 
up. This took approximately seven days. Interestingly, 
the same notion was found in most of the 30 villages we 
visited in the upper Northeast in 1988.

So in the popular belief there is a clear connection 
between the drying-out of the placenta and the healing 
of the navel, and this is probably the answer to the 
question raised by Rajadhon in 1961.

After about seven days have elapsed, the remnant of the 
umbilical cord situated between the first and the second 
knots should be so dry that it drops off. According to 
the local tradition one ought not to throw away this 
little piece as various qualities are attributed to it. 

In 1968 and 1978 about half of the mothers kept this 
piece of the navel cord, and most of those who did, did 
so because they thought the remnant possessed  
‘a power’. In 1988, a follow-up on the 1978 sample 
showed that this group still had the belief that there was 
some ‘power’ in this piece. But the belief had almost 
disappeared completely from the group of the youngest 
mothers in our new 1988 sample, and in 1999, the 
question was no longer relevant as all were giving birth 
in a place where neither they nor their older relatives 
had control over such matters. 

What qualities did they attribute to it? Varied, indeed, 
and of magic as well as medical nature.

• It should be saved in a cloth bag near the infant’s 
head. This would have the effect that the baby 
becomes healthy, strong, and easy to raise. It brings 
general good health, and the baby will not cry so 
much;
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• Laid in rice whisky, a tot of this will be good for an 
inflated stomach, both for the child and for the 
adults in the family;

• If the baby has stomach aches the mother should rub 
the remnant against a stone lying in a bowl of her 
own milk. This mixture should then be rubbed onto 
the baby’s stomach;

• If the growing child gets an itchy rash around the 
mouth, it helps if the mouth is moistened with water 
in which the navel cord remnant has lain for a while;

• If the remnant is put in the children’s food or 
drinking water, they will not bicker among 
themselves and the younger will respect the older;

• It is saved so that the son can take it with him, 
should he be sent off to war. As a charm it will 
provide protection (‘bullet-proof ’);

• Used as a charm, the child will become ‘co-
operative’, some said, while others held the belief 
that the charm would protect the child against all 
dangers. As a charm it will make the child remember 
his home and his parents. Some mothers actually 
showed us the remnant, encased in a little plastic 
heart with a chain, meant to be worn around the 
neck.

Protecting the Mother
Traditionally, when the childbirth is over and the mother 
has been washed, and before she commences her lying-
in, she should walk three paces in the room where the 
delivery has taken place. In her hand, she should have 
an ordinary 50 to 70-centimetre-long knife, which 
should be rammed hard into the floorboards at each of 
the three steps. After that she should stab the knife 
blade down between the plain planks (not tongue and 
groove) near the confinement couch and its adjacent 
bonfire site. One can imagine that certain words would 
have to be recited, perhaps an incantation, whilst the 
action is performed. However, that is not demanded.

The traditional house was built on poles and underneath 
the house there was thus an open space, taller than a 
man, used for all sorts of activities. Here, the long knife-
blade is now visible, and that is the intention. According 
to popular belief, the noisy action itself and the visible 
knife blade helps in keeping phii phraay and phii porb 
away from the mother and her baby. When asked why 
spirits are afraid of knives the answer was quite unanimous 
from both village elders and mothers: as human beings 
are afraid of knives (weapons) so, too, are spirits.

To what extent did the mothers over the years adhere to 
this tradition?

There was a marked slide in this tradition over the years. 
In 1968, 88 per cent of our sample group observed the 
custom totally or almost totally in its traditional form, 
and all of them thought that it protected against the 
two dreaded phii(s). In 1978, almost as many observed 
the custom (85 per cent) but only one-third for the 
reason of protection against the phii(s). They still 
observed the custom in its outer form but the reason for 
doing it was unknown to them.

In 1988, the youngest mothers – those of them who 
gave birth at home – were still walking the three steps 
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and ramming the knife hard into the floorboards in the 
traditional way, but they had no idea why they should 
do so. They were told to do so by their mothers and/or 
grandmothers! By February 1999, this practice had 
completely disappeared from our hamlet.  However, in 
2001 and 2003, I still observed a knife near the 
confinement couch, placed there by the mother’s helpers 
of an older generation. Just to play safe, one never 
knows! 

The mother herself must be guarded from all imminent 
dangers, especially those posed by the evil spirits, phii 
phraay and phii porb. To do so, after the placenta has been 
delivered, a cotton thread must be tied around the 
mother’s neck, then around both wrists, and lastly around 
both ankles.

This is called kan haay – to ‘give protection against’. 
Usually a magic incantation is recited whilst the threads 
are being tied. Mae Mai, one of the mid-wives, used 
this: ‘I protect you from all “giants”, the one-footed 
spectre, the one-eyed ghost, and all other spectres and 
ghosts beneath the heavens, and within a distance of 
30,000 kilometres they will be conquered by me.’ Other 
midwives and many of the village elders had their own 
powerful spells to be recited on this occasion (for the 
texts see Part 2).

The powerful cotton threads can be produced by ‘someone 
who knows about it’; this is done as part of the preparations 
for the childbirth. Anyone may tie them and it is not 
strictly necessary to recite an accompanying strong 
incantation. The threads are protective in themselves, 
because magical and powerful incantations are recited 
whilst they are made.62

It is important that a string is first tied around the 
mother’s neck as the phii porb and phii phraay invade a 
person through the mouth.

To what extent and for which reason kan haay was 
observed by the mothers is seen from this summary:

Kan haay performed 1968 (%) 1978 (%)

Had threads tied in the prescribed manner 100 100

Reason: Protection against phii phraay and 
phii porb 

97 96

In the 1968 group kan haay was in all cases performed 
by men (such as the grandfather, older brother, husband, 
neighbours). In 1978, apart from the male relatives, 15 
different male ‘masters’ were mentioned who were able 
to conduct this ritual, but only two women.

The belief in, and fear of, these phii(s) and their unpre-
dictable, serious, and perilous actions in connection 
with the birth of a child were, according to the just 
described kan haay, as evident in 1978 as ten years 
previously. Pregnancy and childbirth were still danger-
ous matters in this part of the world and naturally, a 
‘safety net’  had been developed so that mortal illness 
and death possibly could be averted.

In 1988, all the then very young mothers in our group 
had kan haay made, even those who gave birth in the 
clinic, but by then only half of them knew the reason for 
tying the threads. In 1999 and in 2001, there were still 
some of those who had the ritual made that knew it had 
to do with protection against some phii(s) and felt it 
could be important to follow the practice.
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The Infant in the Kradong
According to tradition, a baby in this village should 
spend its first three nights in a kradong morn, something 
that can best be described as a plaited tray. It is not 
completely flat-bottomed, but slightly concave, with a 
low rim and round in shape. In this basket-tray is placed 
a little mattress, filled with kapok. The tray need not be 
new. It is all right to borrow one if you do not have one. 
The tray is the type that is normally used for breeding 
silkworms.63 Almost all village elders and midwives in 
1968 were in agreement that it must be exactly this type 
of basket, for the reasons mentioned below.

The tray is of the same shape and size as the basket-tray 
used when the villagers separate rice grains and husks 
– dextrously tossing rice and husks up in the air catching 
the grains again while the husks blow away. The basket 
for silkworms is just a little less sturdy in construction. 
According to tradition, the basket for winnowing rice 
must not be used as a bed for the baby as it could have 
a harmful effect. It is said that this basket has moved 
about far too much which could have the effect on the 
baby in that he/she will suffer from epilepsy or in other 
ways ‘be sick in the brain’.

There are other basket-trays, in construction and shape 
reminiscent of the kradong morn. They are used for many 
things in the village including for drying fish and palm 
sugar. But these cannot be used for babies either. They 
are used for edible things and ought therefore not to be 
used for something as ‘unclean’ as a newborn baby.

During conversations about this, we found in 1968 that 
it was in fact a problem to provide the correct basket-
tray. Silk was no longer produced in this village, and the 
existing kradong morns eventually wore out. But so far 
they managed, so they saw no reason to consider 
seriously what to do when the day came for the last 
kradong morn to fall to pieces.

We got no unanimous reason for the baby being laid in 
a kradong. Two explanations recurred from village elders 
and midwives. One was practical: it is convenient. The 
baby was easily moved about when lying in such a tray.

The other was magical: it protected against phii(s). The 
midwife most frequently employed in 1968 informed 
us that when she laid the infant in the basket she would 
raise it up and move it in calm, circular movements 
from right to left saying: ‘Come here, phii phraay, phii 
porb, and phii nok khau.64 If this child is yours, take it 
now. If that does not happen here and now, from now 
on it belongs to me.’  Then she would tie a cotton thread 
round the child’s right wrist as protection against 
phii(s).

Nor was there agreement as to why the baby must lie in 
the kradong for exactly three nights. We got answers 
like:

• ‘One night for each of  the Three Gems’;65

• ‘Three is better than any other figure’;66

• ‘It is just tradition’;

• ‘Any number of nights is satisfactory, but at least 
three, because three – like other uneven numbers – is 
considered a good number’.

Uncertainty is mirrored clearly in the mothers’ 
information about the practice itself and the reason to 
follow it, as seen in this summary:

Use of kradong  1968 (%) 1978 (%)

The baby in kradong, various types 85 81

The baby in kradong morn 85 44

Reason for kradong: protection against the 
super naturals

33 4

Three nights 82 70

Three nights or longer   100 100
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The 1968 mothers who did not use a kradong all said 
that the baby ‘ought to be’ in a kradong but as they did 
not have the correct one they used instead a mattress on 
the floor. At the same time they had not yet gone as far 
as to imagine using another type of kradong. The 
majority of this group used a kradong either because it 
was practical, or because it happened to be tradition.    

In the 1978 group, the greater majority continued to use 
a kradong but a very large percentage of them used a 
kradong of a type other than that which, according to 
tradition, was the only one usable.

This did not bother the young but to some degree it did 
concern their mothers for the reasons explained above. 
Practical people as they were the mothers tolerated it by 
saying: ‘Perhaps when all is said and done, it means 
nothing.’ A great deal fewer of the young than the older 
connected the lying in a kradong with protection against 
super natural beings. But from this we should not be 
misled into believing that the fear of phii(s) was dying 
out. This fear was mirrored with great clarity in what, 
according to custom and usage, was to take place next. 

But before going on, just a few words about the time 
after 1978 in relation to the above: a kradong was still in 
use in 1988 though most of the mothers would just 
place the child on a mattress right on the floor, and 
whatever was done had no magical or any other 
influence, as they commented. Their replies in 1999 and 
in 2001 were the same.

Life and health alone do not suffice. According to local 
tradition, immediately after the birth of the baby one 
should not only consider the mere physical survival of 
the child. The little one needs also to develop into a 
human being with good personal qualities, and live in as 
secure circumstances as at all possible.

The villagers were quite aware that one’s influence 
through the upbringing and the things to which one 
exposes a child during its growth are of extraordinarily 

great significance for the child’s development. They also 
held a strong belief that personal qualities and the 
building of possibilities into the child could happen in 
various supernatural and magic ways. We have seen 
examples of this earlier. That it is considered possible to 
transfer qualities to the child is also mirrored in several 
of the things the villagers do when the infant is to be 
laid on the bed next to the mother.

A good, secure, and safe future in adulthood depends, 
among other things, on being adept at the things one 
has to deal with in everyday life. The girls should be 
good in sewing and at handicrafts, plaiting, weaving, 
etc. and the boys at using heavier tools, above all, the 
large knife used for innumerable tasks. By the 1960s, it 
was also considered important for both boys and girls to 
do well at school. They should be able to read, write, 
and do sums – a first condition for them to have a 
chance in the future to move beyond the economically 
insecure daily life of the parent generation. In 1968, the 
eldest, most knowledgeable, and respected of our village 
elders, Phor Tuu Phan, stated the following: ‘In the 
olden days they used to place a knife and a sickle under 
the mattress for both girls and boys for the three nights 
they spent in the kradong. By so doing, they would 
become diligent and adept at working with these 
implements that are made from strong iron and are the 
most important in the work we must perform. Nowadays, 
the most important is to do well at school for which 
reason we lay paper, a book, and a pencil (slate pencil) 
under the child’s mattress.’ 

Now, what happened to this practice? Was the custom 
about to disappear?

Families that placed something 
under the child’s mattress 

1968 
(%)

1978  
(%)

At all childbirths   58 89

At some childbirths  42 0

Never    0 11
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Directly evaluated, it may appear that the custom was 
more widespread in 1978 than in 1968, and therefore 
actually had been strengthened during the time elapsed. 
But this interpretation is probably going too far. The 
mothers in the 1978 group were young and did not yet 
have many children, and there is no guarantee that they 
would continue this custom at all future childbirths. It 
is important to note that in contrast to the 1968 group, 
in the 1978 group there were three mothers (11 per 
cent) who explicitly stated that they placed nothing 
under the baby and did not intend to do so for later 
childbirths because they did not believe it had any 
significance.

Yet the custom had far from vanished. The very act of 
placing things under a newborn could perhaps just be 
contingent upon observing a sweet old custom without 
attaching any importance to it? As seen from the 
following this was far from being the case:

Purpose of placing items under 
the baby 

1968 
 (%)

1978  
(%)

Magic purpose clearly formulated 55 82

Magic purpose not clearly formulated,  
but lies indirectly in the given reason 

42 0

Not convinced of a magic purpose 3 0

Absolutely no magic purpose 0 2

Nothing under baby; do not believe that it 
means anything

0 11

It is clear that in 1978, a very large group of the young 
still had a clear magic purpose in placing things 
underneath their newly-born though some, in contrast 
to the findings in 1968, definitely did not think it meant 
anything. In effect a change had taken place but as yet 
this change was not particularly marked. 

What parents in fact placed under the baby varied 
tremendously in both groups. ‘Knife’ was listed less 

frequently in 1978 than in 1968 whilst ‘book and pencil’, 
and also ‘coin, money’, were mentioned more often in the 
younger group. This is hardly incidental but presumably 
an expression of real alterations in the conception of the 
significance of the listed items.

In 1988 and also during later visits, we found mostly 
books, pencils, and coins placed under the infant. The 
mothers explained that their mother or grandmother/
grandfather did it. ‘Maybe it means something’, some of 
them would say.

The health of the new-born infant

All the mothers in the 1968 as well as the 1978 group 
stated with pleasure that most of their babies were well 
and healthy when delivered and that they immediately 
cried out.

Of the older women who between them had been 
through many childbirths, nearly all related instances 
where the baby was very weak at birth, or became so in 
the course of a few hours or days. A few of the quite 
young mothers had also already been in the same 
situation. When this occurred, the whole family would 
engage itself in the illness and weakness of the newly-
born and the parents would seek the help of different 
rituals, as directed by mor sorng. This was the case for 
both the older and the younger generation of mothers. 
However, one marked difference became evident in the 
two groups’ statements about what they would do in 
such cases. No one in the 1968 group stated that they 
would seek help at the hospital, from the physician, or 
from the district health service (mor tambon), while just 
over half of the 1978 group, besides finding ways and 
means to help the baby through the traditional and 
already-mentioned precautions, also spontaneously 
mentioned that they would draw on the professional 
competence from the various medical services.
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Hence, in 1968 and 1978, the villagers would almost 
surely first and foremost think of mae kamlerd or a phii as 
the reason for the child’s problems. The diagnosis had to 
be made, and they would call upon the diagnostician –  
mor sorng  – and they would follow his directions.

Most were quite certain that they would not, regardless 
of the age of the patient, be content with only one form 
of treatment. ‘You can never be quite sure, and it can do 
no harm to try different things!’

In this, as in other contexts, the attitude in Baan Phraan 
Muean corresponded – and still corresponds – extremely 
well with the deliberations by Ingersoll (1966). He 
writes, for example: ‘When the augury is unfavourable 
(…) they generally react not with resignation but with 
determined efforts to avoid the predicted misfortune. If, 
despite all their attempts to cope, disaster still befalls 
them, only then do the villagers take refuge in explaining 
their evil lot as fate. (…) They tend to accept events as 
their fate only after the fact.’67 Terweil relates the same 
experience. He who takes no action ‘is a sort of gambler 
trusting his luck ’.68

Our 1978 group was re-visited in 1988. Obviously 
changes had occurred in these ten years during which 
the whole society had changed rapidly. The first reply to 
the question, ‘What would you do if your very young 
child should become ill?’ was now from more than 80 
per cent of the mothers that they would ‘visit the 
hospital/health centre/clinic’, adding, ‘and maybe also 
visit one of the local diagnosticians’ – just to play safe! 
The remaining 20 per cent said that would they first 
and foremost use the local and traditional ways, partly 
because they found them good enough and partly 
because they could not afford to buy the modern 
medicine prescribed by a real doctor. Nor had the new 
group of very young mothers included in our research in 
1988 fully given up on the local and traditional 

diagnosticians and their various ways of treatments and 
inclusive rites.

Even in 2005, some of the old traditional medicine 
remained but better economic conditions, better and 
easier bus connections to town, a well respected local 
health centre, and probably also better basic education 
of the new generations is bringing most of it to an end.

Concluding Remarks
This positive development well reflects the observations 
by Phraya Anuman Rajadhon in 1961. In the introduction 
to his dissertation about ‘Customs Connected with Birth’, 
he stressed that the ‘beliefs of some people of any given 
age or any locality are always suited to the life and needs 
of the period or that locality’. He continues: ‘Any custom 
which is appropriate to one age but perhaps not 
appropriate to later ages declines and disappears, or is 
altered to make it appropriate’, but mentions at the 
same time that people will not infrequently adhere to 
customs ‘even though the usefulness or necessity is gone. 
(...) People dare not change.’ 69

This leads Rajadhon towards some deliberations about 
a people’s (group’s) adherence to customs ‘that are 
harmful or that obstruct or delay progress’ and to saying 
that a people (a group) at times ‘cast away everything 
old because they regard it as out of date, and seize upon 
new things which are not suited to the mentality or 
lives. ..  Both these methods result in damage.’ 70

Similar thoughts also occupy Terweil when he writes: 
‘Since the culture is in constant flux, a norm should be 
interpreted in its contemporary context: in relation to 
the whole cultural situation of the particular time.’ 71

How do childbirth customs as we have now had them 
described from Baan Praan Muean fit in with these 
points of view? If we avoid using ‘our own measuring 
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basket to measure other people’s rice’ 72 it seems justified 
to summarize thus:

The local traditions in connection with childbirth have 
been very strong in this area of Northeast Thailand. 
Assessed on the basis of the villagers’ circumstances, the 
large majority has had a sensible reason directed towards, 
to the best of their ability, helping the mother and her 
baby through the delivery, by protecting and assisting 
both after the childbirth, and finally by giving the child 
the best possible opportunities during its lifetime.

Until a few years ago there was still a need, to some 
extent, to live according to tradition even though some 
of the customs had been vanishing and others only 
upheld in an outward form without the youngest 
mothers making themselves aware of their significance.

One could note that while the customs in principle were 
the same for everyone, considerable variation existed in 
the performance of these customs. Local cultural tradition 
has been very strong but so is the individuality of each 
woman and her family.

None of the customs found can be said to have been 
harmful. It is my evaluation that none of them directly 
or indirectly took part in obstructing or delaying the 
development of a qualified health service that could 
provide better help, greater confidence, and safety 
during childbirth. There was every indication that all 
women in our various groups from 1968 and up to 2001 
would be ready and willing to seek adequate help and 
assistance, were there a possibility to obtain it. 

In conclusion, some remarks should be linked to a few 
of the customs previously mentioned in this chapter.

Delivery position

The village women’s traditional kneeling delivery 
position was discussed with both the District Health 

Nurse and with the obstetrician at the hospital in Udorn. 
When a delivery took place at one of the mentioned 
institutions the mother lay on her back. The staff had 
learnt that this is the right way and had got used to it. 
Equipment, etc., was arranged for this. Both stated that 
they found the kneeling position safer for both the 
mother and the baby when the childbirth took place in 
her house in the village where no special help was 
available. The reason given was that this position is 
more natural in order to advance a rapid delivery, and it 
thus assists in the best way possible to avoid childbirth 
injuries.

This keeling position is used in wide areas of Northeast 
Thailand and is mentioned from Laos.73 Other vari-
ations of kneeling–sitting positions are known from 
other parts of Thailand and also in other cultures, e.g. 
the Shan States,74 Buganda,75 Mexico,76 and among 
Netsilik Eskimos,77 and also in Denmark right up until 
the end of the 18th century,78 and probably in many more 
places around the world.

Judging by the frequency of its mention in books from 
widely different regions of the country,79 a sitting 
position appears to be the most often adopted position 
in Thailand. Ploss80 and de Young81 mention that lying 
on the back is a common delivery position in Thailand 
but I believe we may consider this a misstatement. 

The umbilical cord

Almost all references describing childbirth – regardless 
of how few details they give – have remarks about 
special circumstances that must be observed when the 
mother and her baby are separated by cutting the navel 
cord. They talk about the number of knots, the length 
of the bit that is to remain, about the cutting tool, about 
the cutting base. 
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It is also significant that the dried-up remnant of the 
umbilical cord has both magical and medicinal power 
attributed to it. An investigation would show that there 
is considerable uniformity in the concepts people all 
over the world have formed, and are still forming, about 
the meaning of the various details.

Frazer mentions that people world-wide appear to have 
considered the afterbirth and the umbilical cord in 
‘sympathetic union with the body’; so intimate is the 
connection understood to be ‘that the fortunes of the 
individual for good or evil throughout life are often 
supposed to be bound up with one or other of these 
portions of his person, so that if his navel string or 
afterbirth is preserved and properly treated, he will be 
prosperous, whereas if it be injured or lost, he will suffer 
accordingly’. 82

Among the many references only four circumstances 
will be mentioned here:

1. References relating to Thailand seem to show that 
in many parts of the country, the sharp edge of a 
bamboo splinter has, until recently, been considered 
the most correct tool to use for the cutting. 

2. This goes together with ‘iron’ making ‘hard’. But 
change has occurred, as both Suvannathat83 and 
Mougne84 mention that now, as already for quite 
some time in Baan Phraan Muean, a knife made 
of iron or a pair of scissors is used most often.

3. No reference is found to the fact that using either 
right or left hand to cut the cord should influence 
the child’s right- or left-handedness but it was 
believed to be so among most people in Baan 
Phraan Muean in the 1960s and the 1970s.

4. In my own country, Denmark, there are references 
to the umbilical cord. Møller mentions an example 
from 1894 where the pulverized remnant of the 

child’s cord had been used for a medical purpose 
and was administered to the child. He also refers 
to an instance from the provincial town, Viborg, 
where as late as in 1908, it was used as a medicine 
against, amongst other things, cramp, St.Vitus’s 
Dance (Chorea), and colic in the abdomen.85 

The afterbirth

Concepts corresponding in principle – and at times 
right down to every detail – to the descriptions from 
Baan Phraan Muean are found in all those of my 
references mentioning this aspect of the delivery progress 
from other parts of Thailand. This applies to both earlier 
and more recent references. A sympathetic connection 
between the treatment of the placenta and the child’s 
subsequent existence is found also in most of my 
references that relate, not only to Thailand’s neighbouring 
countries, but also to more distant cultures. 

If we look at older Nordic descriptions, it is cited from 
Finn Magnussön86 that in olden times, the afterbirth 
was considered sacred in Iceland. The child would lack 
his guardian angel if the afterbirth was thrown away or 
burnt. It should instead be buried by the threshold 
where the mother would pass to and fro. A series of 
concepts, in principle corresponding to those applying 
in Baan Phraan Muean, are for example found in 
references from Denmark where a midwife, born as late 
as 1846, has given descriptions containing the same 
elements.87

A few special circumstances from the references must 
be brought to light:

1. From Baan Phraan Muean the treatment of the 
placenta is mentioned to possibly influence on the 
child’s right-or left-handedness. This concept is 
found only in one other reference, that of 
Rajadhon.88
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2. Apart from Northeastern Thailand, nowhere is a 
fire lit directly upon the afterbirth. In several 
locations the afterbirth is placed near the lying-in 
fire. According to Rajadhon,this is done ‘in order 
to cause the umbilical cord of the child to dry 
rapidly’. 89

3. It is noted that from Baan Phraan Muean no 
concepts are described to indicate that the 
placenta itself would have any medicinal use. Nor 
are such qualities found in references relating to 
other parts of Thailand though they are 
mentioned in references from Vietnam where this 
understanding is extensive in Sino-Vietnamese 
medicine.90 In my own country, Denmark, there 
are several examples from the past of the 
afterbirth having been used as a remedy for 
epilepsy.91

The child’s bed immediately after its birth

The use of a flat basket-tray, presumably almost like 
that used in Baan Phraan Muean, as the infant’s first 
bed after its birth appears to be very widespread in 
Thailand both in the past and in the present time. 
Numerous references, both old and recent, mention 
such a tray including Bock from 1884, and more recently 
Terweil in 1975 and Whittaker in 2000.92 The same 
bed is described from the neighbouring country of Laos 
by Berval (1959, p 134); notably, only he mentions that 
the tray is understood to provide protection against 
spirits.

Many references mention for how long (one to seven 
days) the baby must lie in the basket-tray; to take a 
couple of examples: Rajadhorn’s (older) and Whittaker’s 
(more recent) references.93 Also, magical ideas about 
being able to influence the child’s development by 
placing things under the new-born baby’s mattress are 

intimated in many references, and are known in many 
countries which have no affinity to Thailand. In 
Denmark, they would, among other things, put a hymnal 
in the cradle so that the child would have a good singing 
voice. The same source informs us that as late as in the 
1890s it was not unusual to place a knife in the cradle as 
protection against ‘underground creatures’.94 
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CHAPTER  FIVE 

The Confinement – Yuu Fai
When the childbirth is over and everything has been 
put in order, the mother will begin her lying-in. Older 
people call it yuu kam. Rajadhon95 sees a linguistic con-
nection between yuu kam and to ‘be in karma’ while 
Mougne96 gives the meaning ‘to observe prohibitions, 
or be in a state of restrictions’. This does not fit the  
linguistic content of kam in the Isan language. According 
to Ass. Professor Supranee Khammuang kam corre-
sponds to ‘bother’, ‘inconvenience’, closest to the term 
of multiple interpretations: ‘in trouble’. However, 
younger people have adopted the term yuu fai – ‘to lie by 
the fire’, corresponding to the vernacular of the Central 
Plain. 

The traditions of the confinement are described to me 
as follows:

In the room where the woman is to have her childbed 
her husband will make a site for a fire directly on the 
wooden floor. Four planks are set on edge to form a 
quadrangle, and strong banana plant rods are laid at the 
bottom of this quadrangle. On top of these is laid a layer 
of clayey soil. The fireplace is made immediately beside 
the low couch where the woman is to spend her 
confinement. During the lying-in, the intention is that 
she will turn over and around on the couch at suitable 
intervals so that both her back and her front are warmed 
through. Above the fire, a large pan or tin tub filled with 
water and various herbs simmers all the time producing 
a liquid that is assumed to have a medicinal effect. The 
mother will use this to wash herself in. In a smaller 
vessel or kettle another herbal decoction is boiled which 

the mother is supposed to drink. After every birth, a 
number of days (from over a month down to seven or 
five days) are spent this way. All mothers in both the 
1968 and 1978 samples went through a confinement in 
this quite traditional form. 

During the decade from 1978 to 1988, very rapid 
changes took place in very many aspects of rural life in 
the Northeast of Thailand. Modern contraception  
came to the villages, and it was no longer unusual to 
give birth at the hospital in town. In this period, too, it 
became customary to be sterilized when no more 
children were desired, and the sterilization was made at 
the clinic/hospital in connection with the birth of the 
last child. After sterilization it was believed that a yuu 
fai was not needed after the birth. 

These new patterns are reflected in our findings in 1988, 
when we revisited the mothers of our 1978 sample. Half 
of them still wanted more children and had a yuu fai 
after all their births in the period. The other half had a 
yuu fai at all their births in the period except the last one 
when they were sterilised. In 1988, we also had a new 
sample of the very youngest mothers. All of them went 
through a traditional yuu fai including those who gave 
birth at a hospital/clinic which was about half of them. 
Their reasoning for the practice was unanimously:  
‘We are young and wish to have more children.’

Also in 1999, in 2001, and in 2003, our young mothers 
had a yuu fai, some of them using a charcoal stove in-
stead of an open fire. 
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Similarly, in our 1988 interviews in thirty villages in an 
area of the upper Northeast, we found that yuu fai was 
known and still in use all over. The tradition of yuu fai 
is so strong a part of the local custom that there is hardly 
any woman in Baan Phraan Muean and very few, if any, 
in villages in that part of the country who have not had 
a yuu fai in connection with their childbirths. In some 
places, mostly semi-urbanized areas, it has been given 
up in its traditional form with the open fire, but 
everybody finds that heating is an important element of 
the confinement, and a charcoal stove or in some more 
advanced places an electric heating pad or hot-water 
bottle, have replaced the traditional open fire. 

Wood for the yuu fai bonfire

The traditional yuu fai as it was performed in this village 
in the 1960s and 1970s proceeded as follows:

Traditionally, the husband must procure the wood for 
the fire. This is usually done one to two months before 
the expected childbirth. There does not appear to be 
any particular superstition connected to the actual 
obtaining of the wood. Of course, fresh wood should be 
gathered rather early so that it will be dry enough. Wood 
from trees already dead can wait somewhat longer. The 
husband can choose any day and time to fetch the 
wood.

Most people prefer the very strong and durable mai 
tiw97 for several reasons. First, it does not spark so much; 
second, it does not throw out so much heat and does 
not cause the mother (and possibly the baby) heat rashes 
so easily. Other species can be used. Several of those 
mentioned have tart fruits; it is presumed that this wood 
prevents poisoning and inflammation in the mother. 
One particular kind of wood must, however, never be 
used. This is mai khaam pom,98 a member of the same 
family as the tamarind tree. This wood is used for 
cremations.

When the husband has found the wood, he will cut it 
into pieces of about an arm’s length and stack it to dry 
somewhere inside the fences around the grounds of the 
house, in a place where it will not be in the way. It was 
observed that branches with stiff thorns covered some 
of these stacks of wood. This practice is aimed at 
preventing the evil spirits, phii phraay and phii porb, 
from getting access to the wood. How generally this 
belief prevailed was not investigated.

As mentioned earlier, it is the husband who builds the 
fireplace. Usually he will also place three stones, large 
enough to form a suitable base for quite a large cooking 
pot, in the fireplace. The pot is either a clay jar or a 
square paraffin drum with the top cut off. This latter 
cooking vessel is most often given a handle so that it 
can hang rather than stand on the fireplace.

Anyone may set the yuu fai bonfire alight, and it 
appeared that there are no special rules or customs in 
respect of this. Generally, however, certain verbal 
restrictions apply during the yuu fai period – for example 
should words like ‘hot’ or ‘heat’ not pass one’s lips.

There are no rules stipulating that the mother must lie 
or sit in any particular way, nor that her couch must 
point towards any special corner of the world. The 
location of her bed seems to depend solely on the size 
and site of the room. Nor are there any established 
regulations governing where in the house the confine-
ment must be done. It can be the place considered most 
convenient for all.

To kill the heat – praab fai

Most of the year the outdoor temperature is so high 
that is a difficult matter to lie for many days by a red-
hot burning fire that one must keep as close to as 
possible. It happens that the women develop rashes and 
feel really unwell. There is therefore a need to prevent 
the most unpleasant side effects of the heat, and for this 
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purpose a small rite praab fai (‘to kill the heat’) may be 
performed. 

In 1968, everybody had this ritual performed immedi-
ately after the confinement had begun with the inten-
tion ‘to kill the heat from the fire’ as much as possible. 
There were no definite rules as to who must perform 
this magic action. Anyone who ‘knew about it’ could  
do so.

There were many different ways of doing this but in all 
cases salt is involved. About three-quarters of all would 
perform this little ritual by standing facing the fire, then 
bending the knees slightly and throwing a handful of 
salt from behind between the parted legs into the fire. 

The two most frequently employed performers of praab 
fai gave the reason that the salt must be tossed between 
the legs thus: ‘There the sexual organs are, and that is 
strong stuff, which will make the ritual more effective.’

One of our midwives, Mae Mai, performed her praab 
fai by first kneeling and showing respect to Lord 
Buddha; then she threw salt between her legs whilst she 
repeated three times: ‘I blow on the hard iron in the 
evening. I puff at the glowing iron in the morning. I will 
blow and puff until it turns white as powder and dry as 
lime.’ (For more information on the texts used in the 
praab fai see Part 2).

A typical yuu fai situation from 1978. As always, two vessels with decoctions are heated on the fire, one for washing her body and the 
other one for drinking
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All of the 27 young women in our 1978 group had praab 
fai performed in exactly the same fashion as the older 
group in 1968. The tradition was still followed by the 
1978 group when they were revisited in 1988. Our new 
and very young group of 1988 mothers also followed 
this tradition, and so did the 1999 mothers. These 
findings and the fact that many mothers reported rashes, 
as well as burning and smarting sensations of the skin 
caused by the yuu fai, are a strong confirmation that the 
yuu fai is unpleasant. 

Herb decoctions used during the 
confinement

Two containers with herb decoctions were standing on 
or possibly suspended above the fireplace during the 
confinement. One was a large jar or tub with the 
contents intended for washing the body. The other was 
smaller, possibly a kettle, for a decoction to be drunk. 
These potions were considered to have a medicinal 
effect. The ingredients of the two decoctions were 
different, each adapted to its purpose. 

The content of the vessels was to be prepared by 
‘someone who knows about it’; a man or woman in the 
village with knowledge of herbal medicine. 

Within the subject treated here I shall beware of making 
any judgments whatsoever. I have wished – possibly for 
use in such judgments – to give recipes with which I 
have become acquainted. The names of herbs and plants 
are given in the local Isan language. Mrs Supranee 
Khammuang, who is herself from Isan, has done her 
utmost to search out their Latin names. There is, 
however, uncertainty with regard to the identification of 
some of the plants. But, pointing out this uncertainty, I 
have chosen to include them as additional material in 
Part 2 of this book.

I have used the term ‘herbal decoction’ deliberately in 
place of ‘herbal medicine’. There is no doubt that the 
mothers use it for the purpose of treatment, therefore as 
a remedy, or a means of improving their health. As to its 
factual effect, my immediate attitude to the practice 
performed by the local herbal specialists corresponds 
very well with the points of view presented by a former 
Minister of Health in Laos, Dr Oudom Souvannavong, 
when he describes how modern medical science and old 
local tradition are practised peacefully side by side, and 
states that this should give no cause for concern, quite 
the contrary. Most often it is harmless, and ‘if they do 
not always cure the patient, at least they do not make 
his condition worse and that is already something’. 99

On the confinement couch the mother must turn so 
that both her back and her front are warmed through. 
The ablutions must be as hot as at all possible. She 
washes herself with a rag wetted in this decoction, and 
she must do this as often as she can – at least three 
times daily. Also she must drink as much as possible of 
the drinking decoction, and drink it as hot as she can.

All 33 mothers from 1968 followed this custom in the 
way described here; the 27 young mothers in the 1978 
sample did likewise, although one of them had only one 
vessel with herb decoction. Its contents were used both 
for washing and drinking. Ten years later, in 1988 this 
group still continued this practice after a birth. Also the 
new, very young 1988 group of mothers attended to this 
custom in the traditional way, and so did the 1999 and 
2001 mothers, though one of them had only plain water 
for drinking and for washing her body.

Additional treatment during yuu fai

The midwives were of the opinion that, apart from the 
presumed medicinal effect of the hot herbal decoctions, 
no medical treatment was needed after the birth. One 
might take one or another of the ‘patent medicines’ of 
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than most people ten years previously, supplemented 
this with one or more ‘patent medicines’. So also in 
1988, but in 1999 most of the women said that they 
would first of all follow the advice given by the local 
health centre although they still listened to the advice 
given by their mothers and older relatives.

The duration of the confinement

There were various opinions about how long one must 
lie by the fire, and also about other details in connection 
with the confinement. Broadly speaking, these issues 
are illustrated, in the case of our 1968 group of mothers, 
by the following summary:

Always a decreasing number of days, and always odd 
number of days:

First child 25,  23 or 21 days and youngest child 13, 11 or 9 days 4 mothers

First child 19, 17 or 15 days and youngest child  13, 11 or 9 days 7 mothers

First child 19, 17 or 15 days and youngest child  7 or 5 days 3 mothers

First child  13 or 11 days and youngest child 11 or 9 days 4 mothers

Always decreasing number of days; for some an odd 
number of days, for others  an even number of days:

First child 40 days and youngest child 5 days 1 mother

First child 20 days and youngest 16 days 1 mother

First child 21 or 20 days and youngest 13, 11 or 9 days 3 mothers

First child 19, 18, 17, 16 or 15 days and youngest 13, 11 or 9 days 4 mothers

First child 15, 14, 13, 12, 11 or 10 days and youngest, 8, or 7 days 3 mothers

At some births, irregular number of days 3 mothers

The great majority of the mothers in 1968 thought that 
one must be confined for the longest time for the first 
child, and for ever fewer days for the subsequent 
children. The majority of the women also attached 

Notice the little knife in the centre of this yuu fai situation from 
1988. The young mother told us that her grandmother suggested 
that the knife be placed there, because it would protect her 
against ‘some phii(s)’. She herself was doubtful whether or not to 
believe in phii(s), but found it a good thing to ‘play safe’.

which several were on sale, made to either Thai or 
Chinese recipes. 

The data in 1968 showed that the majority of this older 
group did not take anything else than the herbal 
decoctions that accompanied any proper confinement. 
The young from 1978, who were undoubtedly better off 
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significance to the fact that the duration had to be an 
uneven number of days. 

They had difficulties in giving explanations as to why one 
must always lie-in for the longest for the first child, and 
thereafter for a decreasing number of days until a certain 
minimum below which one does not go. Around half of 
them gave as the most important explanation that one 
gets weary of lying for so long and therefore one cuts 
down each time. Among the other explanations were:

• everything is so unaccustomed the first time one 
gives birth that longer time is needed to get over the 
first birth than over later births;

• a decreasing number of days means that the younger 
siblings will respect the elder siblings;

• a decreasing number of days has the effect of 
extending the interval between the pregnancies;

• it is tradition (the response given by a group who 
had no particular reason to express). 

Everybody appeared to think that the longest possible 
confinement was good for the mother, and that it was 
conductive for her recuperating quickly and regaining 
her full strength.

In 1968, it would seem that no special factor (such as the 
age of the mothers) influenced the attitude as to whether 
the confinement ought to be of particularly long duration, 
or whether it might be a little shorter without causing 
any harm.

Two-thirds of the mothers felt that it was best to lie-in 
for an odd number of days in connection with childbirth. 
Most of them gave as their main reasons for this that an 
‘odd’ number is better than an ‘even’. That has to be seen 
within context of beliefs of ‘life and death’. As an 
example, in the case of a death in the family an even 
number of monks are invited but on all other occasions 
an odd number are invited. Similarly, if a child is still-

born or has died immediately after birth or during the 
yuu fai period, all would lie-in for an even number of 
days. 

Some of the mothers who thought that they really ought 
to be confined for an odd number of days nevertheless 
gave examples of having had to stop lying-in with one 
or more children at an even number, due to an unusual 
event, such as the house catching fire or a natural 
catastrophe. In no case had this given rise to adverse 
consequences for either the mother or the baby.

Yuu fai and the younger mothers

The younger mothers in the 1978 group had a somewhat 
curtailed confinement compared to the first-born of the 
1968 mothers. All the young indicated that they would 
not go below five days, regardless of how many children 
they might have. They thought, furthermore, that one 
must absolutely lie-in for the longest time during the 
first childbirth, and thereafter shorten the confinement 
for the subsequent births. That was just the custom, 
they said, having no other reason to offer.

It is worth noting, however, that many of them mentioned 
that a decreasing number of days had the clear significance 
of making the younger children obey the elder siblings; a 
belief also implied by the older generation from l968.

Two-thirds of the younger mothers also felt that they 
definitely must lie-in for an odd number of days for the 
same reason as that given by the older generation, 
namely that ‘odd is better than even’. The remaining 
one-third either had no opinion about whether it ought 
to be even or odd number of days, or felt that one could 
be as good as the other. In this there was also no change 
in relation to the findings of 1968 when exactly one-
third expressed indifference in this matter.

It is reasonable to summarize the data of 1968 and 1978 
research in this way:
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At this yuu fai from 2003 a large knife is 
also seen, placed there again by the 
older generation to protect the young 
mother against phii(s). Notice the 
traditional two cooking vessels with 
decoctions which are  seen more 
clearly on the picture p. 98
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already. The same was the case with the new group of 
very young mothers included in our 1988 sample. As 
already mentioned the biggest change in respect of the 
yuu fai was that the mothers who were sterilized in 
connection with a birth would not go through confine-
ment as ‘this is not necessary’. In 1999, 2001, and 2003, 
the above patterns were still found in this village 
although with a slight tendency to a little shorter 
confinement.

Food during the confinement

The untrained midwives in the village in the 1960s and 
1970s did not agree on what one ought to eat during 
the lying-in. 

Two of those much employed in the 1970s maintained 
that it was essential for the mother’s recuperation that 
she sticks to khau jii with salt. Khau jii is the villagers’ 
ordinary steamed glutinous rice that has been grilled. A 
little while later during the confinement, it is all right to 
eat a bit of chicken or pork, also grilled. Both these 
midwives had a long list of things the mother definitely 
could not eat. A number of things were considered 
almost pure poison to a mother who had just given 
birth, and other food items were prohibited because 
there were beliefs attached to them in relation to both 
the mother’s and the baby’s subsequent health.

What the mothers in fact did in 1968 and in 1978 
showed that most held very strong prejudices related to 
food during the confinement. 

The mothers in both the older and the younger groups 
commented that more up-to-date acquaintances such 
as the teachers, tried to make them eat food of a greater 
nutritional value during the confinement. However, 
most of them persisted in their own ways as illustrated 
on opposite page.

• all went through with a complete, traditional yuu fai, 
including the young who had given birth in hospital 
or clinic;

• all but one had two kinds of herbal decoction, one 
for washing and the other for drinking;

• other details were almost totally consistent;

• the reasons for taking their actions were almost 
totally consistent.

The only real difference between the 1968 and the 1978 
mothers was the duration of the confinement. The 
young were not confined for as long as the older group. 

The 1978 group of mothers was re-interviewed in 1988 
and no changes were found in the patterns described 
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Food during the confinement 1968 
(total 33)

1978 
(total 27)

Only khau jii with a little salt, perhaps a 
little garlic

17 10

Khau jii and plaa haeng  
(dried and salted fresh-water fish, grilled 
before eating), perhaps supplemented 
with kluay nam waa (the flower of a very 
common ‘finger-banana’, boiled, 
supposed to assist lactation)

14 15

Only khau jii + dried crabs 1 0

Only plain glutinous rice with a little 
chicken grilled with ginger

0 1

For the first child only khau jii, for the 
subsequent babies also boiled fish 

1 0

All ordinary food as advised by the 
hospital

0 1

Granted, around a third of the mothers gave no clear 
reasons for limiting themselves to eating mainly khau 
jii. To them it was first and foremost a question of 
following the tradition but they had a firm conviction 
that it was beneficial and necessary for both themselves 
and their babies. The remaining two-thirds gave reasons 
that can be summarized as follows:

• It is good for the blood and will make the mother 
strong;

• It will help the abdomen to ‘dry-out’ quickly and to 
stop the discharge;

• It is beneficial for the baby’s digestion.

As seen from the figures given above, only one single 
mother would eat everything ‘advised by the hospital’. 
She was the village headman’s young daughter-in-law. 
She and her whole family on both sides stated with 
strong conviction that after childbirth one must eat 

especially nutritious food, out of consideration to both 
the mother and the baby. 

But traditions die hard. Our 1978 group was re-
interviewed in 1988, and at that time still more than half 
of this group found that khau jii should be the major part 
of the diet during confinement. It is noteworthy, however, 
that one-quarter of them had adopted more modern food 
habits in connection with their latest childbirths.

In 1988, when we also interviewed a small group of very 
young mothers, we found a major change in practice 
and attitude: only one of them found that the only safe 
diet during the confinement was khau jii supplemented 
with a little pork. All others were taking a varied diet 
according to the advice given by the health centre and/
or the hospital.

Because of the above data from 1988 it was unexpected 
and disappointing in 1999 to find a resurgence of food 
taboos: three out of our little sample of five mothers 
stuck to the belief that the mother should only eat khau 
jii during the time of the confinement. The head nurse 
at the local health centre claimed that this was not the 
current norm for mothers in the hamlet, but at least we 
may conclude that by 1999 negative, old beliefs and 
traditions had not yet fully disappeared from Baan 
Phraan Muean.
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The confinement ends

Towards the conclusion of the yuu fai, tradition stipulates 
two small rites to ensure that all is well for the baby and 
the mother.

A modest little rite must be performed in connection 
with the mother’s leaving the fireplace and the fire being 
extinguished. The flames can be ‘killed’ with water but 
at the same time something else must be done to ensure 
that the mother can escape the after-effects from having 
lain by the hot fire for a long time. If this custom is not 
observed, she might continue to feel the heat in her 
body in unpleasant ways for quite a long time, and 
might feel dizzy and sluggish.

The midwives had varying ideas about how this ought 
to be done. One thought that it was best performed by 
a mor yaa (herbal specialist), a man who knows about 
such things. Standing behind the woman’s back, he 
would take a draught of strong spirits in his mouth and, 
blowing, spray the spirits onto the woman’s back and 
into the fire. Another midwife did not consider the use 
of strong spirits necessary; instead lime-water (a special 
type of liquid used in the preparation of betel quid) 
could be blown onto the fire and the woman’s body. The 
midwife thought that anybody other than the husband 
could perform this ritual, the only condition being that 
the person knows the magic incantation that must be 
recited at the same time (for the text see Part 2).

One of these incantations goes like this: ‘I will take you 
in my mouth and keep you there. I will hold the mouth 
of April’s heat, the evening sky’s firebrand, the night’s 
hot iron and the daytime hours’ white-hot steel. I will 
blow (puff ) until you become as white as powder and as 
dry as lime.’

This little ritual is locally called sia phit fai, which means 
to kill the fire and remove its after-effects.

In 1968, a little more than half of the mothers followed 
this custom, but in 1978 it appeared to be declining as a 
little less than half of our group observed this tradition. 
However, it had not disappeared completely, as, in 1988, 
more than one-half of the group of the very young 
mothers observed this custom. In 1999, it was not found 
in our little group of mothers but was still mentioned 
together with the praab fai ceremony by several of the 
female teachers in the local school. 

After the performance of the sia phit fai ceremony, the 
mother can leave the fireplace in complete compliance 
with tradition. However, according to the interpretation 
of one of our 1960s midwives, she ought also to make 
‘an offering to the fire’ called suay dork. She should thank 
the fire and show it respect because of the help it had 
been to her, and ask for forgiveness for having been 
‘unclean’ for a time because of the blood that flowed 
from her. 

The designation suay dork has perhaps a double meaning. 
While suay means ‘beautiful’ in Central Thai it means 
‘tapering’ in the Isan language; dork means ‘flower’. In 
other words: ‘something tapering – a cone with flowers’. 
Suay dork can consist of three small cones made from 
banana plant leaves. In each of these are placed two 
flowers and two small wax candles. It is stated, that the 
husband should prepare the offering but that the mother 
herself then puts it very close to, or between, the three 
stones that were placed for the cooking vessel to stand 
on. The mother, kneeling, then must bow to the fireplace 
three times.

For both the 1968 and the 1978 groups, less than a third 
went through with this offering but still in 1988, a few 
of the very young mothers observed this sweet little 
tradition.

According to the older people in the village, in the past 
the great majority of women would make the suay dork 
offering and it was thus apparent that here was a tra-
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dition, which had been declining but had not yet totally 
vanished from the village. In 1999, none in our little 
group knew about this old tradition, which by then had 
possibly disappeared.

Preventing new pregnancies 

Still, according to tradition, the mother is not yet quite 
ready to return to her daily life. If she now takes a 
specially prepared ‘medicine’ – yaa kam – she will not 
become pregnant again so quickly! This should be taken 
shortly before leaving the fire, or when she does so. It 
should be prepared by ‘someone who knows about it’. 
Yaa means ‘medicine’; kam here corresponds to ‘trouble’. 
So, this is medicine for the woman who wants to avoid 
‘new trouble’.

The preparation largely follows the same pattern in all 
cases: certain herbs and roots are used – the exact recipe 
differs from person to person ‘who know about it’. The 
ingredients are boiled, usually in three measures (or 
cupfuls) of water. The cooking vessel is covered with a 
leaf of the banana, kluay tiib, and the mixture boils until 
reduced to only one measure (cupful). The decoction is 
then poured into a drinking vessel, and the cooking pot 
turned upside down. The woman drinks the medicine, 
and must then quickly put down the drinking vessel 
with the bottom upwards. One wishes, so to say, to ‘close 
the aperture’. The recipes for this yaa kam vary in 
ingredients. We collected as many as eight different 
recipies, which we interpreted as a sign that yaa kam 
was indeed taken seriously (see Part 2).

In Baan Phraan Muean, apart from those I knew of, 
there were presumably a few others who made the yaa 
kam. This widely held tradition for the avoidance of 
too-frequent pregnancies was openly talked about and 
generally known among the villagers. It should be noted 
that Hanks, Rishøj Pedersen, and Mougne, all state that 
such entirely local methods to attempt birth control did 
not exist in their investigation areas.100

The above is the tradition as explained to us by the  
village elders and midwives; now we will turn to what 
the mothers told on these issues in 1968 and in 1978.  
A summary of our findings below shows quite interest-
ing changes:

Reasons for taking yaa kam  (%)

Took yaa kam on 
ending yuu fai:

1968 1978 Did not take yaa 
kam:

1968 1978

• as a means of 
birth control

45 22 • did not believe 
it helps as birth 
control

4 19

• as a means of 
birth control and 
for other reasons

15 19 • no reason given 0 18

• for reasons other 
than birth control

24 22

• only because of 
tradition

12 0

These figures clearly show that considerably more of 
the mothers in 1968 took yaa kam than in 1978. Also, 
whereas the older group saw it as a contraceptive 
measure the younger women doubted this effect to a 
greater extent. Modern methods and attitudes were 
then already becoming known and accepted, even 
though the new methods were expensive and far beyond 
the financial means of many of these women.

In 1988, we returned to our 1978 group and inquired 
about the same matters. The differences from 1978 
were striking: in 1988, about 98 per cent of either the 
wife or the husband had been sterilized, as they did not 
want to have more children. The rest either used the pill 
or got a regular contraceptive ‘shot’. In 1988, the new, 
young group of mothers were all aware of modern ways 
of protection, and used these methods. Still, some of 
them said that they could hardly afford to buy 
contraceptives. There is no doubt that the old yaa kam 
has completely disappeared nowadays.
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The very young generation of 1999 had not even heard 
about yaa kam and was as familiar with contraception as 
are modern women in Denmark.

According to the above, attempts were made over the 
years to limit the number of pregnancies but nobody 
had ever tried to encourage pregnancy. Some women 
who had such problems were said sometimes to try to 
find help from a very powerful Buddha-image, Ongtuee, 
near the town of Tha Bo not far from the river Mae 
Khong. 

Yuu  Fai – an Evaluation
We have now in some detail described how women in 
Baan Phraan Muean have conducted their confinements 
over a period of more than forty years. Now we shall 
look a little more closely at two of the elements in this 
tradition: the fire and the decoctions for drinking and 
ablution of the body.

From the descriptions given by the women, it is evident 
that the effect of the fire and the two herbal decoctions 
formed a whole in which the significance of each 
element could not be explained more exactly. What was 
known was that 
• the mother must lie by this fireplace;
• the mother must wash herself and drink as much  

and as often as possible. 

The women did not agree on the meaning or the effect 
of this practice. The predominant reason given was that 
it cleansed the abdomen of ‘bad blood’ and impure 
fluids, and that the practice prevented the women from 
getting ‘bad blood’. Practically everybody also mentioned 
the practice as conducive to putting the abdomen in 
order so that the inner and the outer organs would ‘fall 
into their right places’ and adopt the proper shape. Some 
also mentioned that after this kind of confinement one 

could eat all kinds of food without ill effects; that it 
aided lactation; and that one got a lovely clear skin by 
following the custom. Clearly everybody recognized 
elements of both ‘cleansing’ and actual treatment as part 
of the regime, centering its importance around the 
mother and not on the newborn child.

Sir James Frazer discusses the uncleanness of the woman 
in childbirth very comprehensively and stresses that in 
many cultures women who have just given birth are 
‘supposed to be in a dangerous condition which would 
infect any person or thing they might touch.’101 The 
diverse ways of cleansing these ‘unclean’ women is the 
subject of the great mass of literature covering practically 
all cultures, past and present.

However, it is only when we approach cultures with 
direct or indirect connection to Southeast Asia, that we 
seemingly get support for the thesis that the fire’s 
‘purificatory virtue’102 has direct application in connec-
tion with the woman in childbirth, in a form that is 
roughly reminiscent of the description from Baan 
Phraan Muean.103

My own interviews and observations confirmed in 1968 
and in 1999, respectively, that in and around Vientiane 
in Laos the fire was an established part of the con-
finement. This was reconfirmed when I, in 2005, visited 
a Lao village on the Plain of Jars and Luang Prabang.

Furthermore, in February 2001, I visited women in 
childbed with an open fire in villages around Siem Reap, 
Cambodia, as well as in the town itself, and our local, 
very knowledgeable informant told us that he believed 
this was the custom all over Cambodia. In February 
2003, I made interviews in Myanmar (Burma) and 
established that several of the ethnic groups in this 
country are still practising a confinement and using 
either an open fire or sweatbaths.
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In January 2004, I found that some of the Dai villages 
in Yunnan, China, still practised a tradition of resting by 
a fire after the childbirth. 

In large parts of Thailand, the fire has been a part of the 
confinement since time immemorial. This can possibly 
be verified right back to the thirteenth century through 
Marco Polo’s accounts which included a description 
‘from hearsay’ of the country of Caugigu, which is 
assumed to cover, among other areas, the Northern parts 
of present-day Thailand.104 Ploss mentions that Marco 
Polo reported that in Siam confined women ‘for four 
whole weeks must sit by a well-maintained fire and turn 
now to this side, now onto that’.105

In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, we find 
a series of authors who mention yuu fai in Thailand.106 
All these describe a long confinement of up to 40 days. 
The fire itself is described in such a way that one 
understands it to be larger (and therefore to give off 
more uncomfortable heat) than the fires used today. 
Ablutions are also mentioned, and the effect explained 
as both related to the cleansing of the unclean woman 
and as a treatment to allow her to recuperate more 
rapidly.

A characteristic common trait of these descriptions is 
the strong disassociation from the  custom as reflected 
in the choice of words used, most strongly, by Curtis: 
‘The term roasting is entirely correct, for the flesh is 
actually cooked upon the abdomen and back. […] Often 
the woman dies before the fire.’107 Bowring calls it a 
‘torture’.108

The past centuries’ Europeans – travellers, missionaries, 
and advisers – presumably did what they could to let the 
Siamese understand that yuu fai was one of the many 
signs of how primitive and backward they found their 
culture. 

Twentieth-century writers continue in the same vein: 
Le May considered the custom more wide-spread in 
the Southern regions than among the Lao people 
(whereby he means Northeastern Thailand) and after a 
brief description he says: ‘If this gruesome custom is not 
observed many people firmly believe that the woman 
will both see and hear “badly” throughout the rest of her 
life.’ He thought himself able to find an explanation for 
the custom in the fact that ‘the mother is in her most 
acute state of receptivity, and as there are always 
malignant spirits lurking about […] every effort must 
be made to guard the mother.’ He had, however, no 
doubt that yuu fai indeed had an effect, namely that the 
attractive and well-built girl would probably during the 
course of only ‘seven or eight years suddenly collapse 
and become old, haggard and lined’.109

Wales remarks among other things: ‘[…] that of lying 
by the fire, which Western science has shown to be 
definitely harmful, has been discontinued in most 
upper-class families.’ He continues: ‘Western physicians 
in more recent times having rightly not failed to 
denounce it as exceedingly prejudicial to the health of 
both mother and infant.’110 Unfortunately, for the latter 
claim he gave no evidence.

De Young follows up on this by writing: ‘Within the 
past thirty years “roasting” has been practically swept 
away except in isolated villages of Central Thailand’, 
and he found that the reason for a lower infant mortality 
rate was among others, ‘the abandonment of certain 
childbirth customs – for example “mother-roasting” – 
which both directly and indirectly affected the newborn 
child.’111 Blanchard similarly observes that the yuu fai 
custom had almost disappeared, ‘at present being 
practised mostly in Central Thailand, and there only for 
at day or so’. 112
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What caused these authors to state that the tradition of 
yuu fai was about to vanish completely in Thailand I am 
unable to discover. But the yuu fai had definitely not 
generally disappeared at the time when these authors 
wrote. Kaufman describes yuu fai in villages not very far 
from Bangkok but adds that not everybody practised it. 
Hanks has no reservations regarding the extent of it in 
Bang Chan. Attagara describes yuu fai in a village 
southeast of Bangkok, and Rishøj Pedersen in a Lao 
Song Dam village 24 kilometres west of Ratchaburi.113

This last author, by the way, took exception to the 
designation ‘mother-roasting’ and found ‘mother- 
drying’ much more to the point as it was the fire’s 
warming and drying qualities the women believe in. Yuu 
fai was so strong a tradition in the Lao Song Dam 
village that Rishøj Pedersen could write ‘that very 
cogent arguments are required to convince the women 
that this period which they themselves also consider a 
hardship is not merely unnecessary but directly harmful, 
– not only to themselves but also for the babies.’ 114 Any 
reason why women ought to be induced to discontinue 
yuu fai was not explained more fully; reference was 
merely made to de Young’s earlier, unsupported, views.

Even in Bangkok’s city areas, two investigations show 
that yuu fai, in one form or another, was practised in 
1962 by 59 out of 60 mothers (30 middle-class, including 
lawyers, architects, university professors, primary-school 
teachers, and 30 lower-class, including unskilled 
labourers, dock-workers, bus-drivers, peddlers, small 
shopkeepers), all representatively selected from the 
group to which they belonged.115

On the other hand, there are some serious studies that 
find that yuu fai was no longer generally practised in 
Thailand. Terweil states that yuu fai was considered to 
be ‘old-fashioned and not worth the trouble (…) can 
now be regarded as a kind of elaboration’ in a village  

in the Ratchaburi area.116 I have also found two 
investigations where it is directly stated that yuu fai was 
not practised in the area of research, both from Northern 
Thailand.117

I have no doubts that there is research on yuu fai that I 
have not uncovered. For this reason there may be 
circumstances around yuu fai, such as its extent, reasons 
for aversion to it and so on, of which I have no know-
ledge.

According to what is available to me at least three areas 
of uncertainty can be set out:

1. On the basis of the sources that I have used it is 
impossible to evaluate the extent of the practice of 
yuu fai in Thailand as a whole, whether in the past 
or more recently. No investigation known to me 
from a limited geographical area gives a definite 
reply to the question of how generally yuu fai is or 
was practised in that area.

2. The reasons why the mothers are going through 
with yuu fai is not clarified exactly, and the more 
profound motives for maintaining the custom are 
not very well elucidated.

3. In the literature, there have not been found any 
convincing explanations regarding what positive 
or negative effects yuu fai in reality might have on 
the mother after a childbirth.

Let us now look a little closer at these three findings. 
On the basis of my own fieldwork in a village chosen at 
the time rather randomly in Northeastern Thailand, I 
have established that all the women with whom I was in 
contact, whether older or quite young, until recently 
went through with a traditional yuu fai. I dare add that 
until very recently there was hardly a woman in this 
village who had not carried out a traditional yuu fai. The 
new trend is that women who do not want more children 
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and are sterilized following their last birth do not have a 
yuu fai as ‘this is not necessary for her’, a notion interesting 
in itself, and one to which we shall return.

Yuu fai is a very strong tradition in this part of the 
country. Interviews from January 1981 with all the 
female teachers in three village schools in the Udorn 
area confirmed this. These 16 women, of age 25–56, of 
whom seven were born and had grown up in the town of 
Udorn, five in other town communities in Northeastern 
Thailand, two in villages around Udorn, and two in other 
villages in different parts of Northeastern Thailand, had 
all in one form or another gone through with yuu fai 
after the births of their total of 48 children. Of these, 
seven were totally traditional yuu fai(s) by an open 
bonfire like the village women; seven replacing the open 
fire with the more modern charcoal-basin. Two had 
traditional yuu fai for their first child but for the later 
confinements used only charcoal-basins.

In my 1988 interviews in places around Udorn, along 
main roads and small dirt roads and in little townships 
(a total of thirty different localities), and in talks with 
more than one hundred women, I did not meet one 
single woman who had not gone through a yuu fai. In 
more urbanized areas, attitudes were found to be in the 
process of change and in many of these places it was by 
then the common concept that after sterilization a yuu 
fai was not a necessary ‘treatment’.

Again, in February 1999, interviews with the seven 
female teachers in the Baan Phraan Muean school 
established that all of them had had a yuu fai with their 
total of 13 children, and again we were told that they had 
no yuu fai in connection with a childbirth followed by a 
sterilization. Some of their yuu fai(s) were still by an open 
fire but most of them had used a charcoal stove.

I find that all the above and my findings in Baan Phraan 
Muean itself provide a well-founded assumption that 
the yuu fai custom has been followed quite traditionally, 

and presumably by all village women in rather extensive 
parts of upper Northeastern Thailand. In fact it would 
surprise me if this is not still so.

Turning towards the reasons why yuu fai has been 
practised since time immemorial and the motives for 
continuing to do so, I refer to Phya Anuman Rajadhon 
and Jane Richardson Hanks. Both occupied themselves 
in depth with this subject, the former more widely and 
generally for the cultural territory as a whole, and the 
latter more narrowly in Ban Chan in the Central 
Plain.118

Rajadhon proves that the custom must have had its 
origin in a belief that it was ‘cleansing impurities that 
arise from childbirth more than matters of care and 
treatment.’ Though yuu fai has been considered by  
many to be a kind of treatment for the mother so that 
she can recuperate after the delivery, he considers that 
this belief gradually has gained credence only as the 
original cleansing purpose was forgotten. He empha-
sizes that ‘for removing impurities there are two 
methods, namely cleansing with water or with fire’. In 
fact they employ both, he observes, as in addition to the 
fire the mother sprinkles herself with holy water at the 
conclusion of the lying-in.119

Jane Richardson Hanks describes how the inhabitants 
of Bang Chan attached a many-sided importance to 
yuu fai. She finds confirmation that besides ‘care and 
treatment’ it is also to be regarded as ‘one of the series of 
rites of the life-cycle which marked the course of an 
individual from birth to death’. It was said that through 
yuu fai the woman attained ‘full maturity’, making her 
fit for her role as a woman. Hanks also mentions four 
purposes for which the sacred fire is the key: ‘it per-
fected her as a compassionate being; restored and 
strengthened her body; improved her capacities as a 
nourisher; and strengthened her own khwan.’120
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The woman in Baan Phraan Muean understands herself, 
and is understood by others to be in need of cleansing 
somehow, both internally as well as externally. It is 
strongly emphasized in the attitudes of all the women 
that the fire and the two herbal decoctions for ablution 
and for drinking, respectively, serve to cleanse. So it is 
here a matter of cleansing both by fire and by water, and 
in a more lucid mode of expression than described by 
Rajadhon. 

However, to separate ‘cleansing’ and treatment does  
not reflect the popular conception of what really hap-
pens. According to the people in Baan Phraan Muean, 
cleansing and treatment together form a whole. By 
being cleansed, and here they think definitely in terms 
of ‘bad blood’, ‘evil-smelling discharge’ and such things, 
there is a ‘treatment’ in yuu fai that helps the mother to 
recuperate after a childbirth and to be able to resume an 
everyday existence quickly. Everything ‘falls into place’, 
externally as well as internally.

It might be expressed thus: In Baan Phraan Muean, yuu 
fai and what it incorporates is today not understood as 
a ‘ritual cleansing’. However, with its firm structure and 
homogenous performance based on local tradition, the 
practice has the character of a ritual but with an aim 
uniformly conceived of as a sort of medical treatment 
– including the improvement of the mother’s capacity 
as a nourisher.121

In Baan Phraan Muean, I did not find attitudes toward 
yuu fai to indicate that a woman understands herself – 
and is understood by her environment – to be properly 
mature and adult only when she has had a yuu fai as 
indicated by Hanks.

Nor was anything implied by the woman herself or her 
surroundings in terms of an influence of the yuu fai on 
the woman’s khwan in the sense which is the pervasive 
feature in Hanks’ descriptions and evaluations from 

Bang Chan. No one in Baan Phraan Muean made any 
statement indicating that yuu fai was considered to have 
a hand in strengthening the woman’s khwan. That could 
only be done by performing the ceremony intended for 
that purpose as described earlier. As an outside observer, 
I believe that yuu fai may have such a calming influence 
on the mother’s psychological well-being that it actually 
has a therapeutic effect. In this context, it could be 
expressed briefly by saying that yuu fai, in fact, streng-
thens the mother’s khwan.

Finally, let us now turn to the third question: What 
effects, positive and/or negative, do the yuu fai in fact 
have on the mother?

In much of the literature there is no doubt: ‘mother-
roasting’. The term alone has negative connotations. 
Rajadhon and Hanks represent exceptions to this preva-
lent attitude.122 They describe and competently provide 
a picture of the cultural context to various customs and, 
significantly, do not pass judgements.

Is the practice of yuu fai altogether bad?

I have not succeeded in finding literary works that deal 
seriously with the effects of yuu fai from a medical point 
of view. Therefore it is possible here only to record 
evaluations and opinions as they have come to light 
through many conversations during more than 40 years 
with people – Thai as well as foreigners – whose 
education and experiences in Thailand have given them 
the background to enable them to speak professionally 
about the subject. 

Their evaluations can on the whole be separated into 
two groups: 

One group has no doubts at all: the heat is directly 
harmful; it induces haemorrhaging, causes burns and 
heat rashes, and the long confinement increases the risk 
of blood clots. Statements from this group can be 
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summarized as follows: yuu fai is a tradition from which 
one must dissociate oneself. All that is possible must be 
done to make the women stop going through with yuu 
fai or at least to curtail its duration.

Another group says that the heat itself is considered 
harmless though of course there is a certain risk of heat 
rashes and burns, and too prolonged a confinement can 
increase the risk of blood clots. On the other hand, the 
yuu fai doubtlessly has a psychological effect and is for 
this reason of assistance to the woman. Furthermore, the 
yuu fai period gives the woman a pause to rest; during 
this time – in a life of hard work – she is being waited on. 
If the woman did not observe yuu fai, a reasonable period 
free of hard work after a childbirth would hardly be 
respected. In other words: while the fire/heat is hardly of 
any benefit from a medical point of view it is not in itself 
harmful, and the whole experience of yuu fai includes 
many positive elements that may improve the general 
condition of the woman; consequently the practice of yuu 
fai should not be discouraged.

It is not without interest to note that the negative 
evaluation is based on statements which all originate 
from the 1960s while the more neutral, even positive,  
viewpoint reflects evaluations of a more recent date. 
Could a change in attitude among the professionals have 
happened in this period? If so, it is interesting from a 
cultural and socio-psychological point of view that the 
change occurs in a period when non-Western cultures 
have become more self-confident in expressing their 
views and the West is no longer as self-assured as it once 
was.

However, it should also be noted that although the 
evaluations recorded here in all cases were propounded 
by people of esteem and competence within the medical 
field, it is a random selection of people and what they 
state are their personal opinions and not proved in any 
scientific sense.

We therefore lack a real answer to what the positive and 
negative medical effects are of lengthy exposure of the 
body, particularly the abdomen, to heating after 
childbirth in a tropical climate, and under hygienic 
conditions that, in the village at any rate, may give rise 
to all imaginable infections. Furthermore, it has not 
been possible to ascertain more exactly whether there is 
any positive or negative effect on the newborn baby 
who finds itself for a period in surroundings that have a 
higher temperature than the already rather high natural 
temperature.

In my conversations about yuu fai and through search in 
available literature on the subject I have tried to find a 
professionally competent evaluation of the herbal 
decoctions used by the mother for external and internal 
purposes, as well as of the fact that the woman washes 
her body with a hot liquid and drinks hot liquid. There 
is both the question of the possible medical effects of 
the herbs used, and of raising the body temperature. It 
has not been possible for me to find analyses of the 
herbs’ medicinal effect, and unfortunately I do not know 
whether or not competent professional evaluation has 
been made in Thailand of the various recipes used. Nor 
has it been possible to get consistent answers about the 
consequences of increasing the body temperature 
further through ablutions and the drinking of hot 
liquids.
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CHAPTER  SIX  

The Young Baby  
Many peoples the world over, probably most people, 
know of diverse ceremonies during the period of a child’s 
growth. Many authors report on these from Thailand’s 
neighbouring countries and also from Thailand itself. In 
Baan Phraan Muean no ceremonies of this kind take 
place throughout childhood. In Baan Phraan Muean 
this period of life is today, for both boys and girls, 
completely free from actions of ritual character, apart from 
those already mentioned in connection with illness. 

Not until the time when a young man decides to be 
admitted as a monk in the Buddhist temple are cere-
monies again performed. So there is no ceremony in 
connection with the giving of a name to a child, and 
according to the oldest people living in the 1970s there 
had not been any such ceremonies during their lifetimes. 
Neither are there today firm traditions that a child must 
be named after relatives. The name-giving in Baan 
Phraan Muean is, then, a rather uncomplicated matter. 
Many authors report from other regions of Thailand 
that they there allot the infant a ‘loathsome’ nickname, 
like ‘frog’, ‘pig’, ‘dog’, in the intention of deceiving the evil 
spirits into leaving the child in peace. In Baan Phraan 
Muean this tradition is not known of at all. The parents 
most often give the child a pet name shortly after the 
birth, very frequently of a poetic nature: little flower, 
jasmine, rose, etc.  According to regulations in force the 
parents must approach the village headman after the 
child has been born and have a birth certificate made out 
by him. Years ago this did not happen in all cases, and 
often it was so that a child was not officially registered, 
with its real name, before it was to start the school.  

As there are no special customs, traditions, or cere-
monies throughout childhood in Ban Phraan Muean 
we shall instead, as a kind of conclusion, look into a 
few – to us important – aspects of a child’s early life, 
and examine how these aspects may have changed over 
the years.

It is well known that early care, including nutrition in 
the first years of life, has a lifelong impact on the child 
physically as well as psychologically. Mental develop-
ment, health, and in fact the whole personality are to 
some extent influenced by a number of things that 
happen in the important period of early childhood.

The most important issue related to the baby’s nutrition 
concern the quality of the food and the habits 
surrounding eating. All the mothers in the 1968 group 
breast-fed their children, and this was also the case in 
the groups from 1978, 1988, and 1999. Further, less 
than a handful of mothers in these four groups had any 
wish to introduce certain regularity in the nursing, or to 
try to limit the number of daily feeds. Those who tried 
did not succeed; other adult women around them 
reproached them for their attitude, and they themselves 
could not bear to hear the baby whimper without 
putting it to the breast. It is therefore practically 
impossible to get the mothers’ estimates about how 
many times during a twenty-four hours period the 
infant ought to be fed, and how many times it was 
actually nursed. ‘Demand feeding’ seems to be the only 
description covering practically all babies’ nourishment 
in this village.
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At the same time we must note that all mothers – older 
as well as younger – stated that the best way to calm a 
little child was to put it to the breast. Every sign of 
discomfort – be it whimpering, crying, or other forms of 
unrest – would almost inevitably lead to the child being 
laid to the breast.

Hence satisfaction of hunger and calming by contact 
with the mother and her body cannot be separated.  
This means that infants in the village were often held 
and were often seen asleep with a nipple in the mouth.

The mothers from 1968 and up to 1988 introduced 
supplementary feeding very early. Around half of them 
did so almost immediately after birth, about a third at 
approximately the conclusion of the lying-in, and the 
remainder between that time and, at the latest, when 
the baby was a couple of months old. But in all our 
research groups there were a few who did not introduce 
the supplement until the child was 2–3 years old.

They all gave the same reasons for introducing sup-
plementary nourishment. One of these was that the 
mother must necessarily go away from home to work in 
the fields or go to market in town where she could not 
take the baby along with her. Certainly, several of them 
had female relatives or women neighbours who would 
willingly nurse the baby during the mother’s absence, as 
long as they had enough milk for two. More importantly 
therefore, the mothers did not consider the mother’s 
milk sufficient. According to them the milk is digested 
so quickly that the infant does not get enough nutrition, 
and besides, the baby does not get a proper feeling of 
being full on milk alone. 

The mothers held definite beliefs concerning a number 
of things that may be dangerous if fed to young children. 
The only thing almost all considered wholly safe was 
khau yam,123 their local steamed, sticky rice chewed by 
the mother and mixed with a little banana and then 

roasted in a banana leaf. This mixture is thereafter 
mashed with a little water and stirred to a paste-like 
consistency. A few of the young mothers from 1978  
and 1988 added that they bought condensed milk when 
they could afford it, and talked about it with a choice of 
words showing their belief that this kind of milk was 
richer in nourishment, and better than breast milk.124

There is no doubt that the mothers considered it correct 
and beneficiary for the children to breast-feed. It was 
considered necessary, and good, but not sufficient, so for 
this reason and because of their work duties they gave 
the child supplementary food early.

The mothers nursed their babies for a long time (2–3 
years or longer unless they stop because of a new 
pregnancy) for very complex reasons. Partly, because 
they thought that there were good things for the child 
in the mother’s milk, and partly because they had the 
opinion that children must be quite big before ordinary 
food agreed with them. At least two additional aspects 
went into the quotation as well:

• The difficulties that arise in weaning the child 
before he stops by himself are avoided; 
‘permissiveness’ is often an expression used about 
Thai parents’ attitudes towards their children. Here, 
I feel, is an area where it is not unjustified to 
introduce this term in the village context;

• The mother’s milk is free. They are poor and one 
must use this source of nourishment for as long as 
possible. For many in the village, this was a quite 
significant reason for the late weaning.

The nutritive value of mothers’ milk supplemented with 
only khau yam has been evaluated by experienced experts 
as by far the most serious problem for the favourable 
physical development of the village child in the 
Northeast. The district health nurse (mor tambon) who 

(1962)
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While we may therefore conclude with considerable 
certainty that up to very recently there have been 
nutritional deficiencies during a child’s earliest life, it 
seems justified to emphasize that other and very 
important aspects of the child’s total situation appear to 
be exceedingly favourable.

The babies are all nursed and the mothers do so lovingly 
maintaining close bodily and emotional contact between 
the baby and the mother. These are factors that 
internationally are considered to be fundamental to the 
child’s feeling of security and of long-lasting importance 
for the youngster’s emotional development and the 
adult personality.

There are other factors concerning the young baby’s 
feeding and care that are favourable from a developmental 
point of view.

What is understood by the so-called ‘nuclear family’ did 
not exist in any of our research groups. There were 
always older relatives and the father’s or the mother’s 
siblings in the immediate vicinity. The divorced mother 
did not live alone with her children but were surrounded 
by relatives. No mother implied that she alone was 
responsible for such things as feeding the child, keeping 
him/her clean and washed, dressing him/her or for 
carrying the baby around. The father was mentioned as 
having joint responsibility for such things, as were 
several (first and foremost female) relatives. This did 
not shake the principle that the mother was the one 
who had the predominant responsibility, and with 
whom the baby had the closest contact, but from a very 
early age the child was also in other (often many) 
responsible hands.

Researchers from varying professions and with widely 
differing theoretical observances have contributed to 
the illustration of basic factors for the little child’s 
development. I consider Bronfenbrenner as a reasonable 

already in 1978 was very popular and highly respected 
by the village women, said that she was unable to make 
the mothers follow her advice about the infants’ nutri-
tion. Sticky rice was in no circumstances sufficient as a 
dietary supplement. The mothers said that the babies 
got intestinal worms if they gave them varied and 
ordinary food. The mor tambon regretfully acknow-
ledged that this could be true, taking into consideration 
the unsanitary conditions in which food was generally 
prepared in the village.

In 1978, the mor tambon also stated that she had many 
mothers coming to her with their 1–1½-year-old chil-
dren because they were ailing, weakly, and tired and in 
general not thriving and developing. They were not  
really ill, and though they had food enough they suf-
fered from mal-nourishment. Paediatricians in Udorn  
expressed similar views on the same problem, and a 
larger-scale investigation confirmed that in most  
villages in the Northeast sticky rice and bananas were 
practically all that babies were given as supplement to 
their mothers’ milk.125 The same was found in Baan 
Phraan Muean in 1988 and in the 30 villages visited the 
same year in a rather large area around Udorn.

Physicians and health personnel in the Udorn region 
informed me that they saw a connection between these 
nutritional problems and the differences found and 
described in Chapter One between the physical 
development of children in Baan Phraan Muean and in 
Udorn. Very many of these things have luckily changed 
over the last two decades, at least in Baan Phraan 
Muean. Today, the young mothers seem on the whole to 
follow the advice given by the nurses in the health 
centre, and the Government TV broadcasts very good 
and informative programmes about such problems. The 
mothers are all still breast-feeding their babies and most 
will do their best to find the money to buy what is 
needed for the best possible supplementary nutrition.
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exponent and summarizer of what must be regarded as 
fundamental in this context. He says: ‘During the first 
years of the child’s life the psychological development is 
furthered by having continual and ever more extensive 
forms of mutually influencing interaction with persons 
with whom the child has developed a lasting mutual 
emotional tie.’ If we look at the child’s development 
during childhood as a whole, Bronfenbrenner concludes 
that ‘children need human beings in order to become 
human’.126 These circumstances still exist for children 
growing up in this Northeastern environment.   

The little child’s circumstances in the village context 
should, however, be neither idealized nor romanticized. 
In the first decades of my visits, contraception and 
sterilization were not known, and the families would 
normally have many children. In terms of daily care and 
close contact with the mother the child’s world would 
therefore fundamentally alter when the next baby was 
born. There was not always sufficient time or strength 
to take close care of all the children in the family, and it 
often seemed that when siblings were born too close 
after each other, the older child did not get sufficient 
attention and the care that he/she needed. 

However, before the arrival of the new baby, the child 
would without doubt have forged ties to closely related 
adults other than the mother. Also, throughout early 
childhood there was natural and relevant stimulation 
through daily observation of and participation in all the 
everyday duties of the family’s existence, and cultural 
activities in relation to customs and religion. Today, the 
families usually have only two children (three, at the 
most) and though they still are (and feel) poor, their 
situation is fundamentally different from the situation 
40 to 50 years ago and what was the reality for the 
babies and their mothers then. (1962)
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Epilogue

Though I only visited the village now and again, I still 
remember clearly how things were a few decades ago. 
Let me therefore bring the reporting of my study of 
childbirth and its traditions, and the changes and 
development in this area, to an end by stating simply 
that it has been a great pleasure and very impressing to 
be able to observe the ‘modernization’ of the birth and 
the caretaking of the little child in recent years in this 
village. 

My studies were possible only because the entire village 
over time opened not only their homes but also their 
hearts to me. It is touching that I, as a farang,127 have 
been met with so much confidence that I was allowed 
to question the families as closely as my study required. 
I am profoundly grateful for this and direct this gratitude 
also to those key persons inside and outside the village 
that helped and supported me throughout.  

As we discussed, we came to share the desire to publish 
and thus safeguard the knowledge of this small but 
significant component of Isan culture, as no systematic 
and coherent record seemed to be available in any 
language.

Personally, I regard what is presented here as an inspiring 
example of humankind’s ability and striving towards 
ensuring, to the best of his or her ability under the given 
conditions, the development of a sensible socio-cultural 
support system that meets a universal need for emotional 
security, well-being, and peace of mind, in a variety of 
situations. 

Magic and rituals were natural components in such a 
system and did not prevent the villagers from embracing 
changes that the development processes brought to 

them. In this book, I have aimed at presenting the 
villagers world-view and their wisdom without adding 
more or less sophisticated interpretations of my own.

After consulting libraries of Isan culture and Isan cul-
tural institutions I am  surprised to find that the cult 
and fear of mae kamlerd appears never to have been doc-
umented in detail and be virtually unknown to scholars 
of Isan culture, even though we have documented that 
is it well-known and still alive in a larger area around 
Udorn.

The cult of mae kamlerd, and the elaborate rites around 
her appear to survive better than most other rituals 
connected to childbirth. New research is required into 
the origins and extension of this belief in the North-
eastern areas, and into the possible reasons for the firm 
rooting this belief seems to have among the villagers. 

Also the khwan rite held for the mother before the 
birth, the suukhwan maemaan, invites to further study. 
Though we have documented its existence not only in 
Baan Phraan Muean but in a rather large area around 
Udorn, it appears to be unknown in existing compilations 
of Thai, Lao, and Isan khwan rites. 

Finally, I cannot omit pointing to the interesting and 
surprising documentation that our study provides about 
the custom of confinement by a fire, yuu fai. Already 40 
to 50 years ago, most studies about Thailand reported 
that this custom was no longer practiced by most women 
throughout the country. Our study, on the contrary, 
documents the pervasiveness of this custom in a large 
area around Udorn where it is as a tradition followed, I 
believe, by every woman so to say up to the present day. 
In the light of this, the harmful or valuable benefits 
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from the fire and possibly from the decoctions used 
during the confinement need to be studied further. 

During my close association with the young families 
and with the village elders, we discussed many things 
other than those immediately within the scope of my 
study. Not least did we consider the consequences for 
the rural family of the very rapid and radical general 
changes in the Thai society that have taken place during 
the years of the study. It is tempting to include reports 
and evaluations about the young families’ thoughts and 
attitudes to these social changes but I shall limit myself 
to what I consider a fair summary.

The changes have in some aspects meant easier and 
better circumstances for the villagers. At the same time 
and to an increasing degree, these changes have made 
the villagers dependent on an urban economy, which is 
alien to them and often beyond their grasp. The arrival 
of a modern, more contrast-filled society is, however, a 
reality. It lures and challenges but it also frightens. In 
part, it emphasizes the poverty and makes the villagers 
realize that they have no reserves to fall back on when 
special problems arise. The changes have brought about 
new life styles and changes in family patterns. All of 
this has left many in a state of confusion and concern 
about the future. There are good reasons to ask what in 
fact will happen as new and probably very large changes 
are implemented, including the nation-wide reforms to 
decentralize educational and administrative decision-
making. With these changes, much more local 
responsibility is foreseen for the conduct of public affairs. 
No doubt these reforms (if implemented as intended) 
will have a major impact on almost everything in the 

everyday life of the villagers. How will they be able to 
cope with the changes? How will the changes impact 
on the traditional culture and its values?  And how will 
all of this influence the views and attitudes of the 
villagers towards the upbringing of their children? 

These are open questions but my evaluation is that a 
strong social and cultural background and the Isan 
sturdiness will allow also future young generations in 
Baan Phraan Muean to bring up their children to match 
the needs of the future.

Professor Chancha Suvannathat stated a similar belief 
in an article on the inculcation of values in Thai children: 
‘From this generation, the transition of old and new 
values to the next generation will continue.’128

Should this process not succeed, the reasons will not be 
found in the people of this farming community. The 
ability, the will, the power to carry forward the best of 
the old, and to accomplish a renewal in a spirit of social 
justice, are potentially present.

C
hapter  Six: Th

e Young Baby
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Notes to Part 1

1.  See also Principles for the Transcription of Isan Names and Words in Part 3, Appendix III. 

2.  Pendleton (1943, pp. 25, 40).

3.  Rai : the common measurement for land in Thailand. One rai is approx. 0.40 acres or 0.16 hectares 
meaning that  1 hectare is about 6.25 rai. 

4.  S. J. Tambiah (1970, p. 24).

5.  This was measured using the Tallquist-Adams method.

6.  Klausner (1981, p. 103ff.).

7.  Embree (1950), and among other writers Phillips (1963 and 1965). 

8.  Though in the case of Baan Phraan Muean it was almost exclusively men that went to the Middle-Eastern 
countries to work, it was not unusual in the neighbouring villages that also women went abroad. 

9.  Hardly any village in Thailand is better and more thoroughly described with regard to the collective 
religious universe than Baan Phraan Muean, as it forms the core in several of the quite outstanding works 
of Professor S. J. Tambiah. Above all one must refer to Buddhism and Spirit Cults in North-East Thailand 
(1970). It was my privilege during the original fieldwork in the village in 1961–62 to work with Professor 
Tambiah in Baan Phraan Muean. Our UNESCO team as a whole was responsible for the collective work 
in the village but we were split up into sub-groups that were each responsible for individual subjects. 
Tambiah’s was among other topics ‘faith’ in all its shades, inevitably also covering aspects in connection with 
the subject of this book. The child, and the child in the family, was one of my topics. 

10.  The following descriptions are based on information and data collected in 1961–62. Some aspects will then 
be treated more extensively depending on the importance they have for our subject. Here, too, the basic 
material is the original 1961–62 data but these data were later substantially augmented in several respects.

11.  S. J. Tambiah (1970, p. 326)

12.  S. J. Tambiah (1970, pp. 59–60). 

13.  S. J. Tambiah (1970, pp. 252ff.)

14.  S. J. Tambiah (1970, p. 225).

15.  Phya Anuman Rajadhon explains in ‘The Khwan and its Ceremonies’ (Journal of Siam Society, L.1962, p. 
124): ‘Traditionally a person has 32 khwan(s). This tradition is known among the Thai of Thailand 
particularly in the North and the North-East, also among the Laos and perhaps to the Shans, (…).’ 

16.  In central Thai: suukhwan kong khaaw while the tone is different in Isan: suukhwan kong khau.

17.  Sparkes (1993, p. 180), and Whittaker (2000, p. 127).

18.  Raendchen (2002).

19.  Porée-Maspero (1951, p. 161) mentions an example from Cambodia describing a simple rite connected 
with a khwan-like soul in which: ‘Powerful’ threads are tied round the pregnant woman’s waist, wrists and 
ankles shortly before the childbirth. The rite thereby seeks to prevent the pralin (~ khwan) from leaving the 
woman, and obstructs prãy (: phii phraay ?) from attacking her.’
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20.  S. J. Tambiah (1970, p. 224):
•  Rites of passage (marriage and ordination into monkhood);
• Pregnancy (suukhwan maemaaan). In this group he also includes the rite taengkae maemaan, which is 

addressed to super naturals pictured as ‘old mothers’;
• Threshold ceremonies;
•  Ceremonies of reintegration;
•  Rites for those suffering from prolonged illness. In these he includes a rite, kae kamlerd to dispel 

sickness in children caused by ’former spiritual mothers’;
• Rites dispelling bad luck betokened by inauspicious happenings.

21.  In the Thai and Isan languages, there is only one word for ‘he’, ‘she’, and ‘they’. To a Thai or Isan speaker, 
the term puu thaen yaa thaen therefore refers to a male-female couple or the ‘ancient parents’.

22. Sparkes (1993, p. 78), and Whittaker (2000, p. 81)

23.  Kingshill (1960, p. 155).  

24.  Viggo Brun (1976, p. 107). 

25.  Suvannathat (1971).

26.  Davis (1984, p. 270).

27.  We contacted, among other places, the Sirindhorn Isan Information Center at Mahasahakhram 
University, the Isan Cultural Center at Ratjabhat University Udornthani, the Center for Research on 
Plurality in the Mae Kong Region at Khon Kaen University, Naraisuan University, Pitsanulok University, 
and the Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn Anthropology Centre. In addition, we contacted the 
Chetawan Center, a newly started training school for ritual masters in Ubon. Khun Chetawan Bun-ngok, 
the founder of the school, had never heard about mae kamlerd and, logically, it follows that it is not part of 
the curriculum taught there.  

28.  Please refer to Burma (Bernot, 1967b, ‘The Seven-Sister-Spirits’; and Nash, 1966, ‘Anauk Mèdaw = Lady of 
the West); Vietnam (Hart et al., 1965, ‘Ba Co, the parental great-aunt spirit’); and China, Western Valley of 
Sining (Frick, 1951, Five-Way-Spirit). In 2004, I found in Dai villages in Yunnan a belief in a mae geb. 
Mae geb is seen as a former mother who comes to ‘tease the baby’, preventing the baby from falling asleep 
and causing it to cry a lot. 

29.  Phya Anuman Rajadhon (1961).

30.  Phya Anuman Rajadhon (1961, pp. 159–171).

31.  Phya Anuman Rajadhon (1952, p. 253). ‘The female supernatural being is called in Siamese Mae Sü a 
purely Thai word which means ‘Purchasing Mother’.

32.  Phya Anuman Rajadhon (1961). 

33.  S. J. Tambiah (1970, p. 313ff.).

34.  Phya Anuman Rajahhon (1961, p. 165).

35.  S. J. Tambiah  (1970, p. 312–326).

36.  Irwin (1907, p. 24); Rajadhon (1961, p. 118); Terweil  (1975, p. 48 ); Klausner (1981, p. 298); Phongphitt  
(1990, p. 70); Sparkes (1993); Whittaker (2000, p. 135).

37.  Irwin (1907, p. 19).
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38.  Bernot from the frontier area between Burma and Bangladesh (1967b, vol. 2, p. 511); Hart from the 
Philippines (1965, p. 50); Coughlin from Vietnam (1965, p. 262); Porée-Maspero from Cambodia (1951, p. 
145).  

39. Detailed descriptions by S. J. Tambiah from Baan Phraan Muean and information by S. Suwanlert show 
something about the extent of variations in the methods of treatment.

40.  Dr. Sangun Suwanlert (1968, 1969, and especially 1976).

41.  S. J. Tambiah (1970, p. 318ff.).

42.  All the following references confine phii porb  geographically mainly to regions in the present Northeastern 
Thailand and to Laos: Bastian (1866, vol. 3, p. 274); Berval (1959, p. 184); Bowring (1857, vol. 2. pp. 5–6); 
Henderson (1971, p. 160); Irwin (1907, p. 31); Klausner (1981, p. 299); Lebar (1960, p. 46; 1964, p. 220); 
Rajadhon (1961, p. 119); Seidenfaden (1958, pp. 44, 119); Phongphitt (1990, p. 70); Whittaker (2000,  
p. 135).

43.  Seidenfaden (1958, p. 44).

44.  Jane Richardson Hanks (1963, p. 80) and Attagara (1967, p. 27).

45.  Milne (1924, pp. 260–261).

46.  Bastian: ‘Schwangere Frauen sind den Nachstellungen der Dämone (Phii Phob und Phii Prai) besonders 
ausgesetzt’ (1866, vol. 3, p. 279).

47.  Terweil (1975, p. 41). 

48.  This belief is reflected in the ritual texts for both suukhwan maemaan (verse 84-85) and taengkae maemaan 
(verse 185–186). 

49.  Central Thai: kra-bok. Latin: Irvingia malayana, wild almond.

50.  Bulletin of the UNESCO Regional Office for Education in Asia and the Pacif ic, No 23, 1982  (p. 260-268).

51.  Rishøj Petersen (1967, p. 62; 1968, p. 137).

52.  Whenever the word ‘midwife’ is used it means a person who is functioning as a birth helper without having 
any training to function as such. The exception is the persons employed at the Health Centres who are all 
professionally trained.

53.  Phya Anuman Rajadhon (1961, p. 166); Rishøj (1968, p. 152); Hanks 1963 (p. 82 ff ).

54.  Rishøj Petersen (1968, p. 149).

55.  ‘The Three Gems’ are 1) Phra Phut: Lord Buddha ; 2) Phra Tham: Buddha’s dogma;  and 3) Phra Song,  
or in other words, Buddha’s disciples, monks, and priests.

56.  Phii faa:  According to our village elders phii faa is understood to be a special form, which the great creator 
puu thaen yaa thaen can assume. He can also in this connection appear in both female and male form. In 
reality it is understood that he will at times be teasing and a little ‘naughty’ towards certain persons. He will 
then enter into this person. That will appear as a long-lasting feeling of being unwell. The person will ail, 
feeling off-colour and weak without any specific symptoms. When phii faa takes possession of an individual, 
the possessed will often have a particular dream. If a woman dreams that she has intercourse with someone 
other than her husband, and a man dreams that he has intercourse with someone other than his wife, it is a 
sign that phii faa may have possessed this person. The person must then visit a mor sorng who can investigate 
whether or not it is a case of phii faa possession. If it is, the person must visit the mor phii faa, who can 
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exorcise this phii. In our village the mor phii faa was a very old woman who was considered best at it. This 
woman functioned as a ‘midwife’ in her heydays.

57.  Taapuubaan: a protecting spirit, understood to be the real owner of all land in the village.

58.  Isan word corresponds to poot-saa in Central Thai. Latin: Zizyphus jujuba – Chinese date or Indian 
jujube.

59.  Khamin (Curcuma longa L. reminiscent of ginger).

60.  Mudwasp: Maa-raa.

61.  Phya Anuman Rajadhon (1961, p. 156).

62.  Phya Anuman Rajadhon mentions (1961, p. 140) that the ‘protective’ or ‘magic’ thread relates to various 
important aspects of Buddhism. 

63.  Local dialect: kradong morn (kradong: basket of this type. morn: Indian mulberry).

64. Nok khao: either Horsfield’s Scops owl (scops lempifi) or collared pygmy owlet (glaucidium brodici). Some 
of the locals believed that a sick and perhaps weak person would die if the screech of this owl was heard.

65.  ‘The Three Gems’ are 1. Phra Phut: Lord Buddha ; 2. Phra Tham: Buddha’s dogma;  and 3. Phra Song: 
Buddha’s disciples, monks, and priests.

66.  The mothers had no real opinion about the reason for at least three nights in the kradong. It may have to 
do with the Three Gems mentioned above, but it may also be connected to the belief that the phii phraay 
and phii porb are especially dangerous for the baby the first three days of life. From many parts of the 
country is reported a belief that a newborn belongs to the spirit world the first three days, and may be 
taken back. 
     First on the fourth day is the baby regarded as human. Rajadhon (1961, p.133 and 171) deliberates 
about this, and it is with variations reported also by Rishøj (1968, p. 145); Kaufman (1960, p. 144); 
Attagara (1967, p.75); and Hanks (1963, p. 66); Whittaker (2000, p. 147).

67.  Ingersoll (1966, pp. 210 and 215).

68.  Terweil (1975, p. 47).

69.  Phya Anuman Rajadhon (1961, p. 107). 

70.  Phya Anuman Rajadhon (1961, p. 108).

71.  Terweil (1975, p. 37).

72.  Phya Anuman Rajadhon (1961, p. 107).

73.  Lebar (1964, p. 220).

74.  Milne (1924, p. 280).

75.  Jelliffe (1963, p. 135).

76.  Whiting (1963, p. 637).

77.  Rasmussen (1931, p. 258).

78.  Møller (1940, p. 147).

79.  See for example,: Kaufman (1960, p. 142), Kingshill (1960, pp. 178–87); Rajadhon (1961, p. 124); Hanks  
(1963, p. 45); Attagara (1967, p. 72); Rishøj (1968, p. 139); Mougne (1978, p. 75).
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80.  Ploss (1887, vol. 2. p. 175).

81.  de Young (1958, p. 49).

82.  Frazer (1971 edition, p. 51).

83.  Suvannathat (1967).

84.  Mougne (1978).

85.  Møller (1940, pp. 155–156).

86.  Faye, 1885 (p. 754) cited in: Edda-Lære, vol. 4, p. 35.

87.  Møller (1940, p. 150 ff ).

88.  Phya Anuman Rajadhon (1961, p.  157).

89.  Phya Anuman Rajadhon (1961, p. 132).

90.  Coughlin (1965, p. 241).

91.  Møller (1940, p. 153).

92.  Bock (1884, p. 223); Terweil (1975, p. 47), Whittaker (2000, p. 147).

93.  Phya Anuman Rajadhon (1961, p. 131),  Terweil (1975, p. 47) and Whittaker (2000, p. 29). 

94.  Møller (1940, p. 186 and p. 266).

95.  Phya Anuman Rajadhon (1961, p. 146).

96.  Mougne (1978, pp. 77–78).

97.  Mai tiw (Cratoxylon Pluniflorum).

98.  Mai khaam pom (Phyllanthus emblica).

99.  Dr Oudom Souvannavong  in: Berval (1959, p. 301).

100.  Jane Richardson Hanks (1963, pp. 16–17); Rishøj Pedersen (1968, p. 153); and Mougne (1978, p. 82).

101.  James Frazer (1971 ed.).

102.  Sir James Frazer (1971 ed., p. 851). 

103.  See for example, Okinawa (Whiting 1963, p. 458); the Philippines (Whiting 1963, p. 810; Hart 1965, p. 66); 
Vietnam (Hart 1965, p. 243; Hickey1964, p. 108); Burma (Foll 1959, p. 551; Smart 1931, p. 53; Nash 1966, p. 
110);  and besides from some tribes and groups, e.g. Thai Yai (Seidenfaden 1958, p. 115); Mon-Khmer in 
Burma, Khmer in Cambodia, Muong in Vietnam, and Malay Muslims (Lebar 1964).

104.  However, according to le May (1926, p. 41), Marco Polo never reached so far south of China that he reached 
Northern Siam.

105.  Ploss (1911, vol. 1. p. 390): ‘... vier Wochen lang an einem wohlunterhaltenen Feur sitzen und sich bald auf 
diese, bald auf jene Seite wenden müsse.’

106.  Bastian (1866, p. 29); Bowring (1857, p. 120); Bock (1884, pp. 224–25); Young (1907, p. 48); Curtis  
(1903, p. 169).

107.  Curtis (1903, pp. 169–70).
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108.  Bowring (1857, p. 120).

109.  Le May (1926, pp. 103–104).

110.  Wales (1933, pp. 442, 447).

111.  De Young (1958, pp. 50, 180).

112.  Blanchard (1958, p. 436).

113.  Kaufman (1960, p. 143), Hanks (1963), Attagara (1967, p. 74), and Rishøj Pedersen (1968, p. 143ff.).

114.  Rishøj Pedersen (1968, p.148).

115.  Rasmussen (1968, pp. 31 and 42).

116.  Terweil (1975, p. 51).

117.  Suvannathat (1971, p. 9); Mougne (1978, p. 80).

118.  Phya Anuman Rajadhon (1961, p. 146); Jane Richardson Hanks  (1961).

119.  Phya Anuman Rajadhon (1961, p. 147).

120.  Jane Richardson Hanks’ (1963, pp. 71, 73).

121.  Jane Richardson Hanks (1963, p. 73).

122.  Phya Anuman Rajadhon (1961); Hanks (1963).

123.  Although written /y-/ it is pronounced as /-gn/ as in French ‘campagne’. Most of the /y-/ in Isan are 
pronounced in this way. 

124.  However, condensed milk consists mainly of sugar and palm oil. 

125.  Varaswapati, (1977).

126.  Bronfenbrenner (Danish edition 1980, pp. 95, 104).

127.  Farang: a word used in Thai to refer to Caucasian foreigners.

128.  In the article ‘The Inculcation of Values in Thai children’ (1979), Professor Chancha Suvannathat discusses 
the requirements for ensuring the necessary balance between tradition and the introduction of new ideas 
that is a pre-condition for stable social and economic development.  Professor Chancha points to the 
following issues as determining for successful development in this respect:   
• to provide the child with certain values basic to the distinctiveness of Thai society;
• to help children to adjust to new values arising from the rapid socio-cultural changes;
• to carefully review traditional cultural values; and
• to ensure that while the co-operative effort between different socializing agents will introduce socio-

cultural changes they will also conserve and enhance Thai cultural tradition.
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Part 2
The Ritual Texts 

In this part of the book, I have collected examples from Baan Phraan Muean of the texts of the rites that are 
connected with pregnancy and childbirth. 
I have chosen to include the full texts in their Isan versions – which is the text used by the ritual masters now 
– and the English translation and recreation. The two texts are presented synoptically verse by verse so that 
each line in one text corresponds to the same line in the translation. Please note that the Isan version of the 
texts in the following reflects accurately what the ritual master chants. Hence the text is in Isan and the spelling 
is accordingly different from standard Thai. 
The texts were translated from their original versions into Isan by Phor Jampii and his son Khun Jan, a task 
that they undertook with pleasure hoping thereby to preserve their cultural heritage for future generations by 
making it known and available to a larger audience. Their translations were then translated into English by 
Mrs Supranee Khammuang and Mrs Pernille Askerud. Khun Jan helped in this translation, too, by clarifying 
many details of the text. 
Also reproduced here is the original palm-leaf manuscript of the suukwan maemaan. It would probably be 
possible to find palm leaf manuscripts in the village for the other rites as well but because of the small variations 
found from text to text they would not be exactly the same texts as the ones we have. 
The transcription of the original texts follows the rhythm of the spoken text and reflects Isan pronunciation. 
All the main texts can be downloaded as sound recordings at www.sac.or.th.

Phor Jampii and his son Khun Jan translating the 
ritual texts from their original versions into Isan 
(1978)
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Phor Tuu Phan (left) and Phor Jampii (right) were, for 
many years, the most employed and esteemed ritual 
masters in the village

(1961) (1978)
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their skills through apprenticeship with an older ritual 
master who has found him ethically suited to become a 
master. In Baan Phraan Muean, the two most respected 
practitioners of khwan rites in the 1960s and 1970s 
were also the most employed and esteemed practitioners 
of the two ‘strong’ kamlerd rites.
It is a different matter for the ‘weaker’ pau kamlerd rite. 
This rite does not involve ritual objects and the short 
magic invocation differs from one of its performers to 
another (mor pau kamlerd). The mor pau kamlerd have 
also undergone training in a teacher/apprentice relation-
ship but not nearly with the same expectations with 
regard to their personal background as in the case of 
practitioners of the ‘strong’ kamlerd rites. All in all, being 
mor pau kamlerd does not carry the same prestige as 
being mor kamlerd or mor khwan. The pau kamlerd rite 
rates in every respect lower in the minds of the people, 
and so do its practitioners.      
Great respect, honour, and reverence surrounded the 
village elders who performed the khwan rites and the 
taengkae maemaan. In 1968, all mothers except one had 
made use of only two different masters for their 
suukhwan maemaan rites. At that time, the same two 
masters were also in charge of the main part of all the 
taengkae maemaan rites performed in the village, but the 
oldest of the two, Phor Tuu Phan, then about 75 years 
old was regarded by some as the best and most 
competent. These two masters, Phor Tuu Phan and 
Phor Jampii, were both farmers and as regards income 
or wealth they did not differ greatly from most of the 
other villagers. Both were highly esteemed and respected, 
above all because of their personal character. They both 

Introduction

The Ritual Masters
The involvement and support from the surrounding 
community is an extremely important aspect of the 
prophylactic and therapeutic effect of the khwan rites 
discussed in Part 1, while this is not at all important in 
the kamlerd rites. However, in the local understanding, 
the ritual objects, the ritual text, and the integrity and 
force of the person performing the rite – the ritual 
master (phaam or mor khwan or mor kamlerd) – are just 
as important.

Etymologically the word phaam points to Indian 
Brahmanism and to cultural and religious relations 
between India and Farther India.  On the other hand, 
the term mor khwan or mor kamlerd is used just as often, 
and it is a term used in Thailand also to refer to a series 
of other persons that have special functions or expertise 
in the village. The word mor is used as a title of courtesy 
(of which there are very many in Thai) and its meaning 
is close to ‘expert’, one who masters something. Mor yaa 
is the designation for local physicians and experts in 
herbal medicine. Mor duu is the astrologer, mor sorng the 
diviner and diagnostician, mor lam the expert who can 
perform the local folk opera, mor tham the exorcist of 
malevolent spirits, mor tambon the everyday name for 
the nurse in the health centre of the district (tambon), 
and mor khwan the expert in khwan rites.

The ritual masters of the two ‘strong’ kamlerd rites are 
highly esteemed men, who must possess all the same 
qualities as the masters of the khwan rites. The mor 
kamlerd as well as the mor khwan must have obtained 
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had quite extraordinary qualities with regard to integrity, 
and were strong and gentle men with exceptional 
charisma. They were highly gifted and had great insight 
in religion and tradition. They knew of the human 
nature and possessed the wisdom that induced natural 
confidence and trust into their environment. Both had 
been monks in the local temple in their younger days 
and could read and write the languages in which both 
religious and ritual texts were available. Both were 
members of the temple committee. The elder, Phor Tuu 
Phan, was also a respected herbal specialist  (mor yaa) 
and Phor Jampii had been the headman (phuu yai baan) 
elected by the villagers.
Phor Tuu (‘grandfather’) Phan was invited by an older 
relative to learn to perform the rites when he was about 
50. About ten years later, when he himself wished to 
pass on his art, partly to share some of his workload and 
partly to have a proper and well-qualified successor, he 
proposed to train Phor (‘father’) Jampii, a distant relative 
living in the village.
He was definitely the right heir for Phor Tuu Phan and 
when Phan died around 1970 Jampii was already 
undisputedly the most esteemed and valued mor khwan, 
and mor kamlerd, in the village and in the neighbouring 
villages. 
Phor Jampii could not quite make up his mind whom to 
select as his successor. He regarded his eldest son as a 
potential successor and heir. This son, Khun Jan, was 
almost at the right age – 45 – in 1979. Admittedly, he 
had not been a monk and while he was fully literate in 
Lao script he could not read the nang suee tham, the 
language in which some of the ritual texts were written. 
He was, however, much respected in the village for his 
diligence and ability. He was a modern man who first 
and foremost had asserted himself in village politics; he 
was then the elected headman but had in this capacity 
acquired certain opponents. He had assisted his father in 
the rites so often, that, with his great talents, he was fully 
familiar with these ceremonies and their performance. 

But his involvement in politics might indicate that he 
was not the very best choice as successor to his father. 
For this reason, a younger cousin of Khun Jan who lived 
in another village of the district was also considered. He 
was then only about 37 years of age but had already 
proved to have the personal qualities which Phor Jampii 
considered essential for selecting him as his successor. 
As late as January 1979, I discussed this matter with 
Phor Jampii and with his son, Khun Jan, and it was 
understood that although the final decision was not yet 
made it was most likely that both cousins would be 
announced as Phor Jampii’s successors.

In January 1980, Phor Jampii died unexpectedly, 71 
years old, and neither Khun Jan nor his cousin, Khun 
Sukan, were by then well-established among the 
villagers as respected and powerful ritual masters. The 
villagers were in a situation corresponding to Tambiah’s 
discussions with village elders quite some years earlier: 

Q: What are the implications for traditional ritual 
and medicine of the fact that in recent years there 
have been hardly any young men in the village 
who can read the traditional manuscripts, both 
because of the government’s educational policy of 
teaching children only in Thai language and 
because the novices and monks today need not, 
and in the main do not, master the Tham script? 

A:  Village elders are very much aware of this as a 
problem, for the number of mau khwan and mau 
ya is dwindling, but not, as yet, the public demand 
for their services... Already, the death of elderly 
specialists is causing a visible shortage.’1

Tambiah presumably wrote these lines around 1966–67, 
and his discussions with the village elders on this 
question had taken place earlier. When we keep in mind 
the very extensive development and the many changes 
that had taken place, and also the more modern attitudes 
of large groups of younger people in the village by then, 
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it could be anticipated that these rites were about to 
outlive themselves and that the young and younger 
would merely take the death of Phor Jampii as an 
opportunity to stop having these old rituals performed. 
Not so. In the years immediately after 1980 there was 
no sign of this as a large proportion of the local villagers, 
young as well as older, as a matter of course expected 
Phor Jampii’s son, Khun Jan, to take over his father’s 
role and function as mor khwan and mor kamlerd. He 
was expected to possess his father’s knowledge of 
tradition so that he could successfully perform the 
ceremonies and everything related to this.

Khun Jan took on the role. albeit with hesitation. The 
first year he was not considered a powerful ritual master, 
and he felt that himself. He did not have the charisma 
that is necessary to release the ‘power’ of the texts. But 
he grew with the task laid upon him. 

Already by 1982, he was a highly respected mor kamlerd, 
and his cousin, Khun Sukan, had taken over the role as 
the most respected and powerful mor khwan in the 
district, also performing the rites connected with mae 
kamlerd. Since then I have had the opportunity to follow 
up on this many times both in discussions and by being 
present on occasions where one or the other of the two 
have performed some rite, latest in January 2004. 
Although many villages in the district still have local 
practising masters who perform the various types of 
rituals, Khun Jan and Khun Sukan have without doubt 
a particularly good reputation for the ‘strong’ and 
powerful results of the rites they perform, not only of 
the pregnancy rites but also of various other rites. For 
this reason they are much in demand in the many 
villages around, and even in the township of, Udorn. 

Khun Jan (2001)
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Ritual Texts
In Baan Phraan Muean and the neighbouring villages, 
as far as we were able to determine, there were no ritual 
texts in modern print, neither for the khwan nor for the 
kamlerd rites, and only few written in Indian ink on 
paper. 

Originally, the texts used were palm-leaf manuscripts 
(bai laan), a traditional form of books. In these, the 
characters were first scratched with a sharp instrument 
on the dry leaves of a particular suitable palm. Then 
soot mixed with oil was rubbed into the scratches which 
made the writing appear clearly. A cord was pulled 
through one end of the narrow, oblong pieces of leaf to 
make a continuous ‘book’. These books had mostly been 
copied from existing texts while the owner had been a 
monk in the local temple in his youth. The used language 
depended on the text available for copying and of course 
to a certain degree on the person who did the copying. 

Before the Thai alphabet and language were introduced 
as the language of instruction in schools, the people of 
Isan would use the Lao alphabet (tai noi) when writing 
ordinary text. 

In Baan Phraan Muean, the palm-leaf books for the 
khwan and the kamlerd rites were written in both the 
nangsuee tham and in tai noi. In some ‘books’ the two 
languages were mixed.

Most of the books still in use were made quite a long 
time ago. Owing to a series of alterations in temple 
practice in more recent times, palm-leaf books are no 
longer produced in Baan Phraan Muean, and only in 
few if any other places at all. In Baan Phraan Muean, it 
was estimated that no palm-leaf books had been 
produced for almost one hundred years. However, these 
palm-leaf books are incredibly durable. In the village we 
found books that had been stored in conditions where 

Khun Sukan (2004)
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they were not protected from damp, dirt, or insects, and 
still the books were entirely legible, supple and strong, 
even though they were about one hundred years old. 

The ritual master recited the text in the local Isan 
language, reading it from the palm-leaf book that was 
entrusted to him by the master who taught him his art. 
More recently, the ritual masters have begun to make 
written copies of the texts in Isan, using the Thai script. 
This is the case for Khun Jan as it was for his father, and 
for the texts that we have translated in the following. 

Most of the words used in the texts and the contents as 
such are intelligible to the villagers. Occasionally, the 
texts contain Pali words or sentences that are not 
commonly understood. Similarly, the references to the 
many gods, spirits, and other supernatural beings, which 
appear in the text, are not always fully understood by 
the villagers. In general, however, the ‘message’ in the 
texts is understandable, and what is not easily understood 
just adds to the authority – the importance and power 
of the text.

The ritual master’s power and ability are evaluated 
partly from the text he employs. The text works by the 
‘power in the word’ so the chanting must correspond 
exactly to that written on the leaf in order to have its 
full effect. He must adhere closely to the words of the 
text and improvisations are not accepted. Hence, the 
message in the text and the power of the words are 
entirely decisive for a successful outcome and depend to 
a great extent on the status and personal qualities of the 
ritual master.

Not all texts for the same rite are considered equally 
powerful but there is no doubt that the ritual master, 
the person behind the words (and the public respect 
and trust that he enjoys) is rated with regard to whether 
or not the villagers consider him to be in possession of 
a ‘strong and powerful’ text. 

There is nothing secretive in or about the texts, and 
there is really nothing standing in the way of ritual 
masters being able to borrow texts from each other.

The text itself differs in the various types of khwan 
ceremonies; it is adapted in content and message 
according to its purpose. Even for the same kind of 
ceremony, the ritual masters use slightly different texts. 
Certainly, all suukhwan maemaan texts contain the same 
main elements – just as the kamlerd rites do – but each 
text may differ in linguistic construction, in poetic 
expression, and figurative language. 

The variations in these texts for the same rite appear to 
have been introduced during repeated copying or when 
the copier made alterations to augment the beauty of 
the text and perhaps also its power, and to fit his personal 
linguistic sense. The same variations in style are also 
found, for the same reasons, in the kamlerd rites.

The texts that are translated here are beautiful and 
poetic, and characteristic by their complex and vivid 
imagery. The original texts as well as the Isan version 
are composed with attention to both rhythm and rhyme 
– which is more difficult to render in the English trans-
lation. When the texts are recited, the sound of the 
words is rhythmic and melodious. For more informa-
tion on the style and language please refer to Appendix 
II.
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Ritual texts presented in 
the book 

Original language Handwritten copy 
of the Isan Thai 
version of the 
manuscript

English 
translation

Recording

Suukwan Maemaan Nangsuee tham Yes – 

This version is 
typed out and 
reproduced in 
Poulsen, 2007 

Yes –

(Khammuang  
and Askerud, 
2004) 
 
 

Yes –

Chanted by Khun Sukan  
(new recording 2004) 

This is a recording of the 
text that is used by Khun 
Sukan and Khun Jan and 
which we have translated

Taengkae Maemaan A mixture of the 
sacred Tham 
script and the 
secular Lao script

Yes –

This version is 
typed out and 
reproduced in 
Poulsen, 2007

Yes –

(Khammuang 
and Askerud, 
2004)

Yes –

Chanted by Phor Jampii 
(1968)

This is a recording of the 
text that Phor Jampii and 
now Khun Jan uses, and 
which we have translated

Taengkae Mae Kamlerd The original palm 
leaf was written 
mainly in Lao 
with some words 
and sentences in 
the Tham script

Yes –

This version is 
typed out and 
reproduced in 
Poulsen, 2007

Yes

(Khammuang 
and Askerud, 
2004)

Yes – 

Chanted by Phor Jampii 
(1968)

This is a recording of the 
text that Phor Jampii and 
now Khun Jan uses and 
which we have translated

Small ritual texts 
included in the book 

Local dialect No Yes –

(Khammuang 
and Askerud, 
2004)

Only a few recordings – 

Unfortunately, some of the 
recordings of these rites 
have been lost
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Original  Palm-leaf  Manuscript of  the Suukhwan Maemaan  Rite
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  1 สีสีพระสิทธิพรไกรสรหอมเฮ้า  1 On this auspicious occasion, with fragrant flowers,

  2. จึงได้เต้าขวัญเข้ามาโฮม  2. I, thus, humbly request the khwan to come hither. 3 

  3. มื้อนี้แม่นมื้อสันวันนี้แม่นมื้อดีวันดิถีอะมุตตะโชค  3. Today is a happy day. It is a good and lucky day.

  4. 30พระหมอเฒ่าเขาก็ว่าดีมื้อนี้วันนี้  4. Thirty old mors say that this is an auspicious day. 4 
  5. 90ปากพระหมออามเขาก็ว่าดีมื้อนี้วันนี้  5. Ninety mouths of Mor Aam say the same thing. 5 

  6. 30ความพระลายเขาก็ว่าดีมื้อนี้วันนี้  6. Thirty statements of Phralaay pronounce it a good day, 6 
  7. หมอทวยและหมอขานเขาก็ว่าดีมื้อนี้วันนี้  7. Fortune-tellers and ritual masters say that today is an auspicious day.
  8. หมอฮูฮาผู้เขาเคยคูณลึกเมืองเขาก็ว่าดีมื้อนี้วันนี้  8. Mor Huuhaa who did the fortune telling for the town says so, too. 7 

  9. พือพระอยู่ในเมืองเขาก็ว่าดีมื้อนี้วันนี้  9. All the monks in town say, too, that it is a good day.

  10. พระบุญเรืองขึ้นนั่งแท่นเขาก็ว่าดีมื้อนี้วันนี้  10. From the throne the monk Bunrueang says this is a good day. 8, 9 

  11. แอ่นแก้วขึ้นแปงฮังก็ว่ามื้อนี้วันนี้  11. The delicate swallow making its nest also says this is a good day. 10 

Khun Jan Somnuek was 92 years old when 
he was photographed in 1961. His memory 
was surprisingly good. He had much to 
narrate about his youth as a monk in the wat 
of Baan Phraan Muean. During that time he 
copied a large number of palm-leaf books of 
which 40–50 were still in his possession. 
Some were holy Buddhist scripts, and many 
Isan non-Buddhist texts of rituals, herbal 
medicine, and love potions. There were also 
love stories used by the mor lam singers. In 
1978, I happened to pass by his house where 
a son was now living. His father’s non-
Buddhist palm-leaf books were in his 
possession, and he entrusted to me the 
palm-leaf with the suukhwan maemaan text 
(reproduced on pp. 131–135).
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RITUAL TEXTS 

Suukhwan Maemaan
As already mentioned, there are some variations in the texts used for the suukhwan maemaan in 
the village. Tambiah2 has a translation of the text used by Phor Tuu Phan and Phor Jampii. The 
ritual text reproduced and translated here is from Dorn Saang Kwaay, a hamlet next to Baan 
Phraan Muean. The owner, Khun Jan Somnuek copied it during his time as a monk in the wat 
of Baan Phraan Muean in the 1890s. It is written in the nangsuee tham script and is now 
translated into Isan. 

The suukwan maaemaan is intended to ensure that the ‘fleeting soul’, the khwan, remains with 
the pregnant women so that she will remain healthy and strong and is altogether comfortable 
with herself and the approaching birth; or it is intended to call back the khwan (suu khwan) in 
the case that it may have left the woman so that she can again become strong and healthy. 

The declared purpose of suukhwan maemaan is to give the mother strength and an easy delivery. 
The khwan rite aims to ease any anxiety and to give the mother peace of mind about the 
coming event. If the pregnant woman is well psychologically she will also feel better physically, 
and indirectly that will help her to an easy delivery. The concept encompasses a sprinkling of 
magic – hence it is believed that the suukhwan has the power to make the delivery easier.

  1 สีสีพระสิทธิพรไกรสรหอมเฮ้า  1 On this auspicious occasion, with fragrant flowers,

  2. จึงได้เต้าขวัญเข้ามาโฮม  2. I, thus, humbly request the khwan to come hither. 3 

  3. มื้อนี้แม่นมื้อสันวันนี้แม่นมื้อดีวันดิถีอะมุตตะโชค  3. Today is a happy day. It is a good and lucky day.

  4. 30พระหมอเฒ่าเขาก็ว่าดีมื้อนี้วันนี้  4. Thirty old mors say that this is an auspicious day. 4 
  5. 90ปากพระหมออามเขาก็ว่าดีมื้อนี้วันนี้  5. Ninety mouths of Mor Aam say the same thing. 5 

  6. 30ความพระลายเขาก็ว่าดีมื้อนี้วันนี้  6. Thirty statements of Phralaay pronounce it a good day, 6 
  7. หมอทวยและหมอขานเขาก็ว่าดีมื้อนี้วันนี้  7. Fortune-tellers and ritual masters say that today is an auspicious day.
  8. หมอฮูฮาผู้เขาเคยคูณลึกเมืองเขาก็ว่าดีมื้อนี้วันนี้  8. Mor Huuhaa who did the fortune telling for the town says so, too. 7 

  9. พือพระอยู่ในเมืองเขาก็ว่าดีมื้อนี้วันนี้  9. All the monks in town say, too, that it is a good day.

  10. พระบุญเรืองขึ้นนั่งแท่นเขาก็ว่าดีมื้อนี้วันนี้  10. From the throne the monk Bunrueang says this is a good day. 8, 9 

  11. แอ่นแก้วขึ้นแปงฮังก็ว่ามื้อนี้วันนี้  11. The delicate swallow making its nest also says this is a good day. 10 
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  12. เขียงคำขึ้นเกี้ยวค้างก็ว่ามื้อนี้วันนี้  12. The golden vine rambling around the poles says this is a good day.
  13. สาวแม่ฮ่างแม่หม่ายเข้าสู่จอมดอยก็ว่ามื้อนี้วันนี  13. The separated and divorced women say this is a good day.
  14. พระเจ้าเกิดสู่เม็ดหินทรายก็ว่ามื้อนี้วันนี้  14. The gods residing in the soil and the sand declare it a good day.
  15. ท้าวสงสัยก่อมน้องก็ว่ามื้อนี้วันนี้  15. Thaaw Songsai lulling his younger brother to sleep says it is a good day.11 
  16. พระลั่นฆ้องคันไซก็ว่ามื้อนี้วันนี้  16. The monk beating the gong for luck declares it a good day.
  17. พระเมตไตยสิไปตัดเกษก็ว่ามื้อดีนี้วันนี้  17. Phraa Meit Trai who comes to have his haircut says so, too.12

  18. ฮ้อยประเทศท้าวขึ้นคูณขวัญก็ว่ามื้อดีนี้วันนี้  18. The kings of a hundred countries coming to this khwan rite say this is an auspicious day.
  19. พระจันทร์เพ็ง15ค่ำก็ว่ามื้อดีนี้วันนี้  19. The full moon of the f ifteenth night says it is a good day.
  20. พระสุริยะพ้นพุ่งหน่ามาก็ว่ามื้อดีนี้วันนี้  20. The sunrise with its shinning rays says it is a good day.
  21. มะโนราแปงสร้อยก็ว่ามื้อดีนี้วันนี้  21. Manooraa, in her disguise, says it is a good day. 13 
  22. พระผู้น้อยแปงสมก็ว่ามื้อดีนี้วันนี้  22. The young monk, dressing himself neatly, says it is a good day, too.
  23. มาเยอขวัญเอย  23. I request the khwan to come.
  24. ขวัญแคงให้มาอยู่แคงลีลาลีลา  24. Khwan of the shin, please stay with the shin.
  25. ขวัญขาให้มาอยู่ขาลีล่าย  25. Khwan of the leg please stay with the leg.
  26. ขวัญแอกไค่นางเกิดในงามาเยอ  26. Khwan of Aekkhai, lady born in the elephant’s husk - please come.14

  27. ขวัญนางสีดาลูกช้างอย่าได้พ่างข้างพญาแถน  27. Khwan of Siidaa, daughter of the elephant, do not linger beside Baaw Thaen.15, 16

  28. มีคนแหนแห่ยานางนาถพี่เอย  28. Though there are many attendants around you, my lady,
  29. อดมาเมือกินเข่าต้มหนมไส่มันงา  29. Come to sample this khau tom – stuffed with sweet potato and sesamee.17

  30. มาเมือกินปลาแห้งคุดคู้  30. Come and taste the beautifully arranged dried f ish.
  31. อย่าได้อยู่นำเจ้าบ่าวแถน  31. Do not linger with the young Thaen
  32. มีคนแหนแห่เฝ้านางนาถเจ้าพี่เอย  32. Though surrounded by many attendants, my lady.
  33. อดเมือเยอขวัญเอย  33. Oh, khwan, do try to come.
  34. เจ้าอย่าได้ ไปอยู่ค้างฮั่วไฮ่ดอมสวน  34. Do not wander to the fences of the plantation, lingering in the garden;
  35. ยาเพินเนอ  35. Be not fascinated by it.
  36. เจ้าอย่าได้ ไปอยู่ค้างฮั่วนาและสวนห่อมเพินเยอ  36. Do not remain by the fences of the rice-field, enjoying the fragrant garden.
  37. อ้ายกล่าวแล้วน้องพี่อดมาเมือ  37. I have said it out loud, my young lady, try to return.
  38. มาเยอขวัญเอยขวัญหัวพร้อมขวัญอ่อนตีนแดง  38. Please come, and bring with your own khwan and the khwan of the little baby.
  39. ขวัญจอมแพงคั่วเมือเมืองฟ้า  39. My beloved khwan, wandering towards the sky.
  40. ลูกหล่าย่าแถนมีคนแหนแห่ยานางนาถพี่เอย  40. Youngest child of Yaa Thaen, with your many attendants,
  41. อดมาเมือมาเยอขวัญเอย  41. Khwan, please come, please come back.
  42. มาเมือมาผัวเจ้าบ่าวน้อยงามละห่อยเฝ่าหา  42. Come and take pleasure of your longing husband.
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  12. เขียงคำขึ้นเกี้ยวค้างก็ว่ามื้อนี้วันนี้  12. The golden vine rambling around the poles says this is a good day.
  13. สาวแม่ฮ่างแม่หม่ายเข้าสู่จอมดอยก็ว่ามื้อนี้วันนี  13. The separated and divorced women say this is a good day.
  14. พระเจ้าเกิดสู่เม็ดหินทรายก็ว่ามื้อนี้วันนี้  14. The gods residing in the soil and the sand declare it a good day.
  15. ท้าวสงสัยก่อมน้องก็ว่ามื้อนี้วันนี้  15. Thaaw Songsai lulling his younger brother to sleep says it is a good day.11 
  16. พระลั่นฆ้องคันไซก็ว่ามื้อนี้วันนี้  16. The monk beating the gong for luck declares it a good day.
  17. พระเมตไตยสิไปตัดเกษก็ว่ามื้อดีนี้วันนี้  17. Phraa Meit Trai who comes to have his haircut says so, too.12

  18. ฮ้อยประเทศท้าวขึ้นคูณขวัญก็ว่ามื้อดีนี้วันนี้  18. The kings of a hundred countries coming to this khwan rite say this is an auspicious day.
  19. พระจันทร์เพ็ง15ค่ำก็ว่ามื้อดีนี้วันนี้  19. The full moon of the f ifteenth night says it is a good day.
  20. พระสุริยะพ้นพุ่งหน่ามาก็ว่ามื้อดีนี้วันนี้  20. The sunrise with its shinning rays says it is a good day.
  21. มะโนราแปงสร้อยก็ว่ามื้อดีนี้วันนี้  21. Manooraa, in her disguise, says it is a good day. 13 
  22. พระผู้น้อยแปงสมก็ว่ามื้อดีนี้วันนี้  22. The young monk, dressing himself neatly, says it is a good day, too.
  23. มาเยอขวัญเอย  23. I request the khwan to come.
  24. ขวัญแคงให้มาอยู่แคงลีลาลีลา  24. Khwan of the shin, please stay with the shin.
  25. ขวัญขาให้มาอยู่ขาลีล่าย  25. Khwan of the leg please stay with the leg.
  26. ขวัญแอกไค่นางเกิดในงามาเยอ  26. Khwan of Aekkhai, lady born in the elephant’s husk - please come.14

  27. ขวัญนางสีดาลูกช้างอย่าได้พ่างข้างพญาแถน  27. Khwan of Siidaa, daughter of the elephant, do not linger beside Baaw Thaen.15, 16

  28. มีคนแหนแห่ยานางนาถพี่เอย  28. Though there are many attendants around you, my lady,
  29. อดมาเมือกินเข่าต้มหนมไส่มันงา  29. Come to sample this khau tom – stuffed with sweet potato and sesamee.17

  30. มาเมือกินปลาแห้งคุดคู้  30. Come and taste the beautifully arranged dried f ish.
  31. อย่าได้อยู่นำเจ้าบ่าวแถน  31. Do not linger with the young Thaen
  32. มีคนแหนแห่เฝ้านางนาถเจ้าพี่เอย  32. Though surrounded by many attendants, my lady.
  33. อดเมือเยอขวัญเอย  33. Oh, khwan, do try to come.
  34. เจ้าอย่าได้ ไปอยู่ค้างฮั่วไฮ่ดอมสวน  34. Do not wander to the fences of the plantation, lingering in the garden;
  35. ยาเพินเนอ  35. Be not fascinated by it.
  36. เจ้าอย่าได้ ไปอยู่ค้างฮั่วนาและสวนห่อมเพินเยอ  36. Do not remain by the fences of the rice-field, enjoying the fragrant garden.
  37. อ้ายกล่าวแล้วน้องพี่อดมาเมือ  37. I have said it out loud, my young lady, try to return.
  38. มาเยอขวัญเอยขวัญหัวพร้อมขวัญอ่อนตีนแดง  38. Please come, and bring with your own khwan and the khwan of the little baby.
  39. ขวัญจอมแพงคั่วเมือเมืองฟ้า  39. My beloved khwan, wandering towards the sky.
  40. ลูกหล่าย่าแถนมีคนแหนแห่ยานางนาถพี่เอย  40. Youngest child of Yaa Thaen, with your many attendants,
  41. อดมาเมือมาเยอขวัญเอย  41. Khwan, please come, please come back.
  42. มาเมือมาผัวเจ้าบ่าวน้อยงามละห่อยเฝ่าหา  42. Come and take pleasure of your longing husband.
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  43. ปานนี้ผัวเจ้าบ่าวน้อยให้เซ็ดน้ำมูกน้ำตาอยู่ลีลาลีลา  43. Until now, he has been busy wiping his tears.
  44. ปานนี้ผัวเจ้าเซ็ดน้ำตาอยู่ลีไล่ลีไล่  44. Until now, he has been weeping.
  45. นางแอกไค่นางเกิดในงานางสีดาลูกช้าง  45. Aekkhai, born in the elephant’s husk and Siidaa, the elephant’s daughter,
  46. เจ้าอย่าได้ ไปอยู่พ่างข้างพญาใหญ่แถน  46. Do not remain at the side of the great Thaen.
  47. ฮามหอโฮงงามบ่อได้ ไฮ้  47. That beautiful hall is not for you.
  48. ทัดดอกไม้บ่อไฮ้บ่อเคียง  48. It is not right to adorn your head with flowers.18 
  49. มาเยอขวัญเอย  49. Please come back.
  50. เจ้าอย่าได้ ไปอยู่ซ้อนเมงอาจและหมอนลาย  50. Do not lie with him, do not share his bed and his pillow.
  51. บุญเจ้าบ่อหลายบ่อได้มีผ่างข่าง  51. You do not have such luck as to be with him.
  52. บ่อมีได้เป็นเจ้าช้างเอกใหญ่ราชา  52. You will never be of prime importance to him.
  53. มาเยอขวัญเอย  53. So please come back.
  54. เมือทัดดอกไม้เกดข้างกอ  54. Come and decorate your head with flowers from the kaed bush.19

  55. เมือทัดดอกยอทั่งต้น  55. Come, arrange instead the flowers from the beautiful yor tree, behind your ears.20

  56. เมือทัดดอกขี้อ้นแกมดอกขูมพูม  56. Place the khii-on and the khuum phuum  flowers behind your ears.21, 22

  57. บานจูมจีนั้นดอกคัดเค้า  57. Blooming beautifully are the flowers khad khau. 23

  58. บานบ่อเศร้านั้นดอกสามปี  58. Blooming, knowing no sadness, are the flowers saam pii.24

  59. บานยาวฮีนั้นดอกงวงช้าง  59. Blooming, long and tapering, are the flowers nguang chaang.25

  60. คำเจ้าพี่มาเมือเยอมาเยอขวัญเอย  60. Please come back, my beloved.
  61. สามสิบพระหมอเฒ่าเขาจักมาถ่าคูณขวัญ  61. Thirty old mor have been waiting to perform this rite.
  62. สามสิบพระหมอหลวงเขาจักมาถ่าคูณขวัญอ่อนน้อยๆ  62. Thirty great mor have been atteding the rite for this tender little khwan.
  63. โตกนี้แม่นโตกไม้จัน  63. This phaakhwan is made of sandal wood.26

  64. ขันนี้แม่นขันไม้แก้ว  64. This bowl is made of the f inest wood.27

  65. ตกแต่งแล้วจึงยอมา  65. Beautifully adorned, they are carried here,
  66. มีทั่งผาลาทั้งกล้วยอ้อย  66. Full of fruits - bananas and sugarcane.
  67. ของเด็กน้อยพีตี๋ของกินดียอดยิ่ง  67. Healthy for the children, delicious food.
  68. มีทั่งเข่าสาละวนกงเกวียนหอมแซมซ้อย  68. There is also sweet-smelling rice,
  69. ของเด็กน้อยชวนกันมาลีลุดลีล่าย  69. Attracting many children here.
  70. ฝูงหมู่สาวแม่ฮ่างแม่หม่ายเขาแห่กันมา  70. Groups of young girls come; separated and divorced women, too.
  71. มาเยอขวัญเอย  71. Dear khwan, please come.
  72. มาทั้งผู้เพิ่นจับสายแฮ  72. She who cuts the umbilical cord will come.
  73. มาทั้งผู้เพิ่นจับสายบือ  73. She who carries the placenta will come, too.
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  43. ปานนี้ผัวเจ้าบ่าวน้อยให้เซ็ดน้ำมูกน้ำตาอยู่ลีลาลีลา  43. Until now, he has been busy wiping his tears.
  44. ปานนี้ผัวเจ้าเซ็ดน้ำตาอยู่ลีไล่ลีไล่  44. Until now, he has been weeping.
  45. นางแอกไค่นางเกิดในงานางสีดาลูกช้าง  45. Aekkhai, born in the elephant’s husk and Siidaa, the elephant’s daughter,
  46. เจ้าอย่าได้ ไปอยู่พ่างข้างพญาใหญ่แถน  46. Do not remain at the side of the great Thaen.
  47. ฮามหอโฮงงามบ่อได้ ไฮ้  47. That beautiful hall is not for you.
  48. ทัดดอกไม้บ่อไฮ้บ่อเคียง  48. It is not right to adorn your head with flowers.18 
  49. มาเยอขวัญเอย  49. Please come back.
  50. เจ้าอย่าได้ ไปอยู่ซ้อนเมงอาจและหมอนลาย  50. Do not lie with him, do not share his bed and his pillow.
  51. บุญเจ้าบ่อหลายบ่อได้มีผ่างข่าง  51. You do not have such luck as to be with him.
  52. บ่อมีได้เป็นเจ้าช้างเอกใหญ่ราชา  52. You will never be of prime importance to him.
  53. มาเยอขวัญเอย  53. So please come back.
  54. เมือทัดดอกไม้เกดข้างกอ  54. Come and decorate your head with flowers from the kaed bush.19

  55. เมือทัดดอกยอทั่งต้น  55. Come, arrange instead the flowers from the beautiful yor tree, behind your ears.20

  56. เมือทัดดอกขี้อ้นแกมดอกขูมพูม  56. Place the khii-on and the khuum phuum  flowers behind your ears.21, 22

  57. บานจูมจีนั้นดอกคัดเค้า  57. Blooming beautifully are the flowers khad khau. 23

  58. บานบ่อเศร้านั้นดอกสามปี  58. Blooming, knowing no sadness, are the flowers saam pii.24

  59. บานยาวฮีนั้นดอกงวงช้าง  59. Blooming, long and tapering, are the flowers nguang chaang.25

  60. คำเจ้าพี่มาเมือเยอมาเยอขวัญเอย  60. Please come back, my beloved.
  61. สามสิบพระหมอเฒ่าเขาจักมาถ่าคูณขวัญ  61. Thirty old mor have been waiting to perform this rite.
  62. สามสิบพระหมอหลวงเขาจักมาถ่าคูณขวัญอ่อนน้อยๆ  62. Thirty great mor have been atteding the rite for this tender little khwan.
  63. โตกนี้แม่นโตกไม้จัน  63. This phaakhwan is made of sandal wood.26

  64. ขันนี้แม่นขันไม้แก้ว  64. This bowl is made of the f inest wood.27

  65. ตกแต่งแล้วจึงยอมา  65. Beautifully adorned, they are carried here,
  66. มีทั่งผาลาทั้งกล้วยอ้อย  66. Full of fruits - bananas and sugarcane.
  67. ของเด็กน้อยพีตี๋ของกินดียอดยิ่ง  67. Healthy for the children, delicious food.
  68. มีทั่งเข่าสาละวนกงเกวียนหอมแซมซ้อย  68. There is also sweet-smelling rice,
  69. ของเด็กน้อยชวนกันมาลีลุดลีล่าย  69. Attracting many children here.
  70. ฝูงหมู่สาวแม่ฮ่างแม่หม่ายเขาแห่กันมา  70. Groups of young girls come; separated and divorced women, too.
  71. มาเยอขวัญเอย  71. Dear khwan, please come.
  72. มาทั้งผู้เพิ่นจับสายแฮ  72. She who cuts the umbilical cord will come.
  73. มาทั้งผู้เพิ่นจับสายบือ  73. She who carries the placenta will come, too.
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  74. มาทั้งผู้เพิ่นจับพือผ้าตุ้ม  74. As will she who who folds the diaper.
  75. แม่เจ้ามานถ้วนแก่แล้วเลยได้หลายเดือน  75. Your mother is at full pregnancy. 
  76. ขึ้นเมือเฮือนซำผั่นจ่มว่าโตเจ็บท้อง  76. Returning home, she complains of pain.
  77. ฝูงพี่น้องจึงปบมาหา  77. All the relatives then come.
  78. ฝูงตานายจึงปบมาฮอด  78. Your grandparents are here.
  79. มือทรวงกอดแม่เจ้าถือพา  79. Your mother is ready for the delivery.
  80. แม่กินยาคอยคั่งนั่ง  80. Taking the medicine, she sits,
  81. แล้วผั่นลุกลุกแล้วผั่นนอน  81. Then stands, then lies down.
  82. หัวใจแม่เจ้าจึงคอนอยู่จีจี  82. Your mother’s heart is shaking.
  83. บัดท่ากุมมารอ่อนน้อยประสูติออกพ้นแล้ว  83. Now the baby comes.
  84. เป็นผู้หญิงตกหงาย  84. With the navel up, it is a girl.
  85. เป็นผู้ชายตกข่วม  85. With the navel down, it is a boy.
  86. แล้วจึงตัดสายแฮ  86. The umbilical cord is cut.
  87. แล้วจึงแผ่สายบือ  87. The navel is unfolded.
  88. เขาจึงพือผ้าตุ้ม  88. The diaper is wrapped around it.
  89. นกเค้าฮ้องกูกกูกูกกู  89. An owl cries kuuk kuu, kuuk kuu.
  90. แมนลูกสูมาเอาเดี๋ยวนี้  90. If the baby is yours, come and take it now.28

  91. ตั้งแต่มื้อนี้เมือหน้าแมนลูกกู  91. Otherwise, it will be forever mine.
  92. แม่เจ้าจึงอิดสองมือจับเจ้าใส่นมอยู่ลีไล่ลีไล่  92. Your mother, with her two hands, carries you to breastfeed.
  93. แม่เจ้าจึงอาบน้ำป้อนเข่า  93. She bathes you and gives you rice,
  94. แล้วจึงไปนอนอู่สายไหม  94. She puts you in a cradle made of silk strings.
  95. สองมือแม่เจ้าจึงกวยอยู่ต่อนแต่นต่อนแต่น  95. She swings it with her two hands.
  96. หมอนแหนแล่นไปมา  96. The pillow moves to and fro.
  97. แม่เจ้ากินน้ำฮ้อนปากเปื่อยโพงสุก  97. Drinking hot water, her lips are swollen and burnt.
  98. ไฟแฮงลุกแม่เจ้าแฮงฮ้อน  98. The higher the f ire burns, the hotter she feels.
  99. แม่เจ้าจึงคัวเคียหาเอาฝ้ายอยู่เปียมาผูกแขน  99. Your mother hurriedly looks for a thread from the spinning reel to tie around your wrists.
  100. มัดสากุมมารอ่อนน้อย  100. To tie the tiny baby.
  101. ผูกเบื้องซ้ายให้เจ้าใหญ่เพียงลุง  101. Around the left, to make you grow as big as your uncle.
  102. ผูกเบื้องขวาให้เจ้าสูงเพียงป้า  102. Around the right, to make you grow as tall as you aunt.
  103. ให้เจ้าใหญ่หน้าเพียงตานาย  103. To make you become as great as your grandparents.
  104. มีลูกยิงมาแล้วให้เจ้าเลี้ยงดาย  104. Having a daughter, she will be an easy child.
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  74. มาทั้งผู้เพิ่นจับพือผ้าตุ้ม  74. As will she who who folds the diaper.
  75. แม่เจ้ามานถ้วนแก่แล้วเลยได้หลายเดือน  75. Your mother is at full pregnancy. 
  76. ขึ้นเมือเฮือนซำผั่นจ่มว่าโตเจ็บท้อง  76. Returning home, she complains of pain.
  77. ฝูงพี่น้องจึงปบมาหา  77. All the relatives then come.
  78. ฝูงตานายจึงปบมาฮอด  78. Your grandparents are here.
  79. มือทรวงกอดแม่เจ้าถือพา  79. Your mother is ready for the delivery.
  80. แม่กินยาคอยคั่งนั่ง  80. Taking the medicine, she sits,
  81. แล้วผั่นลุกลุกแล้วผั่นนอน  81. Then stands, then lies down.
  82. หัวใจแม่เจ้าจึงคอนอยู่จีจี  82. Your mother’s heart is shaking.
  83. บัดท่ากุมมารอ่อนน้อยประสูติออกพ้นแล้ว  83. Now the baby comes.
  84. เป็นผู้หญิงตกหงาย  84. With the navel up, it is a girl.
  85. เป็นผู้ชายตกข่วม  85. With the navel down, it is a boy.
  86. แล้วจึงตัดสายแฮ  86. The umbilical cord is cut.
  87. แล้วจึงแผ่สายบือ  87. The navel is unfolded.
  88. เขาจึงพือผ้าตุ้ม  88. The diaper is wrapped around it.
  89. นกเค้าฮ้องกูกกูกูกกู  89. An owl cries kuuk kuu, kuuk kuu.
  90. แมนลูกสูมาเอาเดี๋ยวนี้  90. If the baby is yours, come and take it now.28

  91. ตั้งแต่มื้อนี้เมือหน้าแมนลูกกู  91. Otherwise, it will be forever mine.
  92. แม่เจ้าจึงอิดสองมือจับเจ้าใส่นมอยู่ลีไล่ลีไล่  92. Your mother, with her two hands, carries you to breastfeed.
  93. แม่เจ้าจึงอาบน้ำป้อนเข่า  93. She bathes you and gives you rice,
  94. แล้วจึงไปนอนอู่สายไหม  94. She puts you in a cradle made of silk strings.
  95. สองมือแม่เจ้าจึงกวยอยู่ต่อนแต่นต่อนแต่น  95. She swings it with her two hands.
  96. หมอนแหนแล่นไปมา  96. The pillow moves to and fro.
  97. แม่เจ้ากินน้ำฮ้อนปากเปื่อยโพงสุก  97. Drinking hot water, her lips are swollen and burnt.
  98. ไฟแฮงลุกแม่เจ้าแฮงฮ้อน  98. The higher the f ire burns, the hotter she feels.
  99. แม่เจ้าจึงคัวเคียหาเอาฝ้ายอยู่เปียมาผูกแขน  99. Your mother hurriedly looks for a thread from the spinning reel to tie around your wrists.
  100. มัดสากุมมารอ่อนน้อย  100. To tie the tiny baby.
  101. ผูกเบื้องซ้ายให้เจ้าใหญ่เพียงลุง  101. Around the left, to make you grow as big as your uncle.
  102. ผูกเบื้องขวาให้เจ้าสูงเพียงป้า  102. Around the right, to make you grow as tall as you aunt.
  103. ให้เจ้าใหญ่หน้าเพียงตานาย  103. To make you become as great as your grandparents.
  104. มีลูกยิงมาแล้วให้เจ้าเลี้ยงดาย  104. Having a daughter, she will be an easy child.
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  105. มีลูกชายให้เจ้าเลี้ยงง่าย  105. Having a son, he will be easy to raise.
  106. มีช้างให้เจ้ามีตัวหลวง  106. Having an elephant, you will have a grand elephant,
  107. ให้เจ้าได้ขี่อานคำและแย่งแก้ว  107. You will ride in a golden saddle and a bright seat.
  108. ขึ้นขี่แล้วมีผู้แห่นำ  108. Riding on it, many will be in the procession.
  109. มีเงินให้เจ้ามีพอพัน  109. Having money, you will have up to a thousand.
  110. มีคำให้เจ้ามีพอฮ้อย  110. Having gold, you will have up to a hundred.
  111. มีข่อยเด็กน้อยให้เจ้ามีพอพัน  111. Having young attendants, there will be up to a thousand.
  112. ไปทางใดให้มีผู้แหนแห่หน้า  112. Wherever you go, many will lead the procession.
  113. ห้าฮ้อยนั้นให้แห่หลัง  113. Five hundred people will follow you.
  114. มาเยอขวัญเอย  114. Please come back.
  115. ขวัญเจ้าอยู่ป่านำนกก็ให้มาสามื้อนี้วันนี้  115. Khwan who is lingering in the forest among the birds,
  116. มาเยอขวัญเอย  116. Please come back.
  117. ขวัญเจ้าไปผกอยู่นำฮอกก็ให้มาเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้  117. Khwan who is away watching the squirrels,
  118. มาเยอขวัญเอย  118. Please come back.
  119. ขวัญเจ้าไปอยู่นำถ้ำสระใหญ่ดอมปูก็ให้มาเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้  119. Khwan who is in the cave and in the big pond with the crabs,
  120. มาเยอขวัญเอย  120. Please come back.
  121. ขวัญเจ้าไปอยู่ฮูนำเงือกก็ให้มาเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้  121. Khwan who is in the hole with the snakes,29

  122. มาเยอขวัญเอย  122. Please come back today.
  123. ขวัญเจ้าไปอยู่นำเผือกอยู่ป่าใหญ่ดงหนาก็ให้มาเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้  123. Khwan who is with the taroes in the large, thick forest,
  124. มาเยอขวัญเอย  124. Please come back today.
  125. ขวัญเจ้าไปเล่นอยู่ศาลาแคมท่าน้ำก็ให้มาเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้  125. Khwan who is playing in the shelter by the river,
  126. มาเยอขวัญเอย  126. Please come today.
  127. ขวัญเจ้าไปเล่นอยู่ปากน้ำและวังเวินก็ให้มาเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้  127. Khwan who is playing at the entrance to the cave and the whirlpool,
  128. มาเยอขวัญเอย  128. Please come back today.
  129. ฝนตกเจ้าอย่าได้ด่วนไปหน้า  129. When it rains, do not hurry ahead.
  130. ฟ้าฮ้องเจ้าอย่าได้ด่วนไปไกล  130. When it thunders, do not hurry farther away.
  131. ฝนตกมาโฮ่งแล้วเจ้าอย่าได้ ไปกินน้ำฮอยแฮด  131. When it pours down, do not go to drink water in the footprints of rhinocerous. 
  132. แดดออกเจ้าอย่าได้ ไปกินน้ำฮอยควาย  132. When the sun shines brightly, do not go to drink water in the footprints of buffaloes. 
  133. สวยพองายเจ้าอย่าได้ ไปกินน้ำฮอยช้าง  133. When it gets late, do not go to drink water in the footprints of elephants. 
  134. คำเมืองนางพี่เอย  134. My beloved lady.
  135. อดมาเมือมาเยอขวัญเอย  135. Try to come back.
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  105. มีลูกชายให้เจ้าเลี้ยงง่าย  105. Having a son, he will be easy to raise.
  106. มีช้างให้เจ้ามีตัวหลวง  106. Having an elephant, you will have a grand elephant,
  107. ให้เจ้าได้ขี่อานคำและแย่งแก้ว  107. You will ride in a golden saddle and a bright seat.
  108. ขึ้นขี่แล้วมีผู้แห่นำ  108. Riding on it, many will be in the procession.
  109. มีเงินให้เจ้ามีพอพัน  109. Having money, you will have up to a thousand.
  110. มีคำให้เจ้ามีพอฮ้อย  110. Having gold, you will have up to a hundred.
  111. มีข่อยเด็กน้อยให้เจ้ามีพอพัน  111. Having young attendants, there will be up to a thousand.
  112. ไปทางใดให้มีผู้แหนแห่หน้า  112. Wherever you go, many will lead the procession.
  113. ห้าฮ้อยนั้นให้แห่หลัง  113. Five hundred people will follow you.
  114. มาเยอขวัญเอย  114. Please come back.
  115. ขวัญเจ้าอยู่ป่านำนกก็ให้มาสามื้อนี้วันนี้  115. Khwan who is lingering in the forest among the birds,
  116. มาเยอขวัญเอย  116. Please come back.
  117. ขวัญเจ้าไปผกอยู่นำฮอกก็ให้มาเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้  117. Khwan who is away watching the squirrels,
  118. มาเยอขวัญเอย  118. Please come back.
  119. ขวัญเจ้าไปอยู่นำถ้ำสระใหญ่ดอมปูก็ให้มาเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้  119. Khwan who is in the cave and in the big pond with the crabs,
  120. มาเยอขวัญเอย  120. Please come back.
  121. ขวัญเจ้าไปอยู่ฮูนำเงือกก็ให้มาเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้  121. Khwan who is in the hole with the snakes,29

  122. มาเยอขวัญเอย  122. Please come back today.
  123. ขวัญเจ้าไปอยู่นำเผือกอยู่ป่าใหญ่ดงหนาก็ให้มาเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้  123. Khwan who is with the taroes in the large, thick forest,
  124. มาเยอขวัญเอย  124. Please come back today.
  125. ขวัญเจ้าไปเล่นอยู่ศาลาแคมท่าน้ำก็ให้มาเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้  125. Khwan who is playing in the shelter by the river,
  126. มาเยอขวัญเอย  126. Please come today.
  127. ขวัญเจ้าไปเล่นอยู่ปากน้ำและวังเวินก็ให้มาเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้  127. Khwan who is playing at the entrance to the cave and the whirlpool,
  128. มาเยอขวัญเอย  128. Please come back today.
  129. ฝนตกเจ้าอย่าได้ด่วนไปหน้า  129. When it rains, do not hurry ahead.
  130. ฟ้าฮ้องเจ้าอย่าได้ด่วนไปไกล  130. When it thunders, do not hurry farther away.
  131. ฝนตกมาโฮ่งแล้วเจ้าอย่าได้ ไปกินน้ำฮอยแฮด  131. When it pours down, do not go to drink water in the footprints of rhinocerous. 
  132. แดดออกเจ้าอย่าได้ ไปกินน้ำฮอยควาย  132. When the sun shines brightly, do not go to drink water in the footprints of buffaloes. 
  133. สวยพองายเจ้าอย่าได้ ไปกินน้ำฮอยช้าง  133. When it gets late, do not go to drink water in the footprints of elephants. 
  134. คำเมืองนางพี่เอย  134. My beloved lady.
  135. อดมาเมือมาเยอขวัญเอย  135. Try to come back.
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  136. ให้เจ้ามาอยู่เฮือนพื้นเป็นหญ้าแฝกมุงหนา  136. Come to stay at the wooden house, the roof is thickly thatched.
  137. มาอยู่เฮือนพื้นเป็นหญ้าคามุงถี่  137. Stay at the wooden house whose roof is closely thatched.
  138. ขวัญเจ้าไปเฮดไฮดงหนาก็ให้มาเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้  138. Khwan who is planting in the thick woods,
  139. ขวัญเจ้าไปโจนทะนาเล่นอยู่กลางท่งก็ให้มาเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้  139. Khwan who is adventurously playing in the midst of the f ield,
  140. ขวัญเจ้าไปขึ้นห้างผกป่งยิงกวางก็ให้มาเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้  140. Khwan who watches the salt lick from the shelter, waiting to shoot deer.
  141. ขวัญเจ้าไปตัดเสียงแมงงอดก็ให้มาเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้  141. Khwan who is out to still the noise of the scorpions, 
  142. มาเยอขวัญเอย  142. Please come back today.
  143. มาเฮือนอยู่ส้างเสื่ออิงหมอนลาย  143. Return home to weave the mat and sew the patterned cushion.
  144. คอยสะออนเนื้ออ่อนเกี้ยงคิงเจ้าหากงาม  144. Everyone looks forward to admire your beauty.
  145. ผู้สาวเขามานั่งล้อมอ้อมพาขวัญเจ้าอยู่ซอนลอน  145. Many young girls sit conspicuously around the phaa khwan.
  146. ผู้สาวแม่ฮ่างแม่หม่ายเขาแห่กันมาเบิกษาศรี  146. Young girls, separated and divorced women swarm in to join the rite.
  147. บักนี้ข่อยจักเชิญเอาท้าวคำฝั่น  147. Now I should like to invite Thaaw Khamfan,30 
  148. ผู้เพิ่นมาจับเสาเฮือน  148. Who comes to raise the house poles. 
  149. ก็ให้มาซ่อยคูณซ่อยยอมาเยอ  149. Please help raising this phaa khwan, please come.
  150. บัดนี้ข่อยจักเชิญเอาท้าวคำเฝือผู้เพิ่นมาเยือแคมม้า  150. Now I should like to invite Thaaw Khamfuea who stays around the horses. 31

  151. ก็ให้มาซ่อยคูณซ่อยยอมาเยอ  151. Please assist in the raising of this phaa khwan, please come.
  152. บัดนี้ข่อยจักเชิญเอาท้าวหล่าน้อย  152. Now I should like to invite Thaaw Laanory32

  153. ผู้อยู่ตั่งตีนหงาย  153. Who is on the seat with beautifully curved legs,
  154. ก็ให้มาซ่อยคูณซ่อยยอมาเยอ  154. Please assist in raising the phaa khwan, please come.
  155. บัดนี้ข่อยจักเชิญตานายพร้อมผู้ยิงเฒ่าแก่  155. Now I should like to invite the grandparents and the elderly ladies.
  156. เชิญทั้งพ่อแม่พร้อมลุงป้าซู่คน  156. I also invite the parents, every uncle and aunt.
  157. ชัยตุภวังชัยมังคลัง  157. Chaiyatuphawang chaiyamangkhalang 33

  158. ความสุขสมบูรณ์จ่งให้มีแก่เจ้าเฮือนฝูงนี้  158. May blessings and good fortune follow the members of this family,

  159. และแม่มานผู้นี้ให้มากๆทุกพวกทุกประการผู้ข้าเทอญ 159. And this pregnant lady.
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  136. ให้เจ้ามาอยู่เฮือนพื้นเป็นหญ้าแฝกมุงหนา  136. Come to stay at the wooden house, the roof is thickly thatched.
  137. มาอยู่เฮือนพื้นเป็นหญ้าคามุงถี่  137. Stay at the wooden house whose roof is closely thatched.
  138. ขวัญเจ้าไปเฮดไฮดงหนาก็ให้มาเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้  138. Khwan who is planting in the thick woods,
  139. ขวัญเจ้าไปโจนทะนาเล่นอยู่กลางท่งก็ให้มาเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้  139. Khwan who is adventurously playing in the midst of the f ield,
  140. ขวัญเจ้าไปขึ้นห้างผกป่งยิงกวางก็ให้มาเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้  140. Khwan who watches the salt lick from the shelter, waiting to shoot deer.
  141. ขวัญเจ้าไปตัดเสียงแมงงอดก็ให้มาเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้  141. Khwan who is out to still the noise of the scorpions, 
  142. มาเยอขวัญเอย  142. Please come back today.
  143. มาเฮือนอยู่ส้างเสื่ออิงหมอนลาย  143. Return home to weave the mat and sew the patterned cushion.
  144. คอยสะออนเนื้ออ่อนเกี้ยงคิงเจ้าหากงาม  144. Everyone looks forward to admire your beauty.
  145. ผู้สาวเขามานั่งล้อมอ้อมพาขวัญเจ้าอยู่ซอนลอน  145. Many young girls sit conspicuously around the phaa khwan.
  146. ผู้สาวแม่ฮ่างแม่หม่ายเขาแห่กันมาเบิกษาศรี  146. Young girls, separated and divorced women swarm in to join the rite.
  147. บักนี้ข่อยจักเชิญเอาท้าวคำฝั่น  147. Now I should like to invite Thaaw Khamfan,30 
  148. ผู้เพิ่นมาจับเสาเฮือน  148. Who comes to raise the house poles. 
  149. ก็ให้มาซ่อยคูณซ่อยยอมาเยอ  149. Please help raising this phaa khwan, please come.
  150. บัดนี้ข่อยจักเชิญเอาท้าวคำเฝือผู้เพิ่นมาเยือแคมม้า  150. Now I should like to invite Thaaw Khamfuea who stays around the horses. 31

  151. ก็ให้มาซ่อยคูณซ่อยยอมาเยอ  151. Please assist in the raising of this phaa khwan, please come.
  152. บัดนี้ข่อยจักเชิญเอาท้าวหล่าน้อย  152. Now I should like to invite Thaaw Laanory32

  153. ผู้อยู่ตั่งตีนหงาย  153. Who is on the seat with beautifully curved legs,
  154. ก็ให้มาซ่อยคูณซ่อยยอมาเยอ  154. Please assist in raising the phaa khwan, please come.
  155. บัดนี้ข่อยจักเชิญตานายพร้อมผู้ยิงเฒ่าแก่  155. Now I should like to invite the grandparents and the elderly ladies.
  156. เชิญทั้งพ่อแม่พร้อมลุงป้าซู่คน  156. I also invite the parents, every uncle and aunt.
  157. ชัยตุภวังชัยมังคลัง  157. Chaiyatuphawang chaiyamangkhalang 33

  158. ความสุขสมบูรณ์จ่งให้มีแก่เจ้าเฮือนฝูงนี้  158. May blessings and good fortune follow the members of this family,

  159. และแม่มานผู้นี้ให้มากๆทุกพวกทุกประการผู้ข้าเทอญ 159. And this pregnant lady.
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1 เทวบุตรเทวดาพญาอินทร์พญาพรหมพญายมนานาคครุฑเจ้าทั้งหลาย 1 Theiwadaa(s), Indra, Brahma, God of the Rivers, Naga, and Garuda -
2. มื้อนี้มีเหตุจั่งขานมีการจั่งเฮียก 2. On this occasion I have special reason to call your names,
3. จึงได้แต่งขันเข่าตอกดอกไม้ 3. Adorning a bowl with roasted un-husked rice and flowers, 
4. และธูปเทียน 4. Incense sticks and candles,
5. มาขอตั้งสักเคกล่าว 5. I shall pay my respect requesting
6. เอาเทวดาเจ้าลงมาเป็นสักขีพยาน 6. You to be present and bear witness to this rite.
7. สิได้แก้ท้องแม่มานคนนี้แหละ 7. I shall kae the pregnant mother34

8. ขอให้ ได้จักความมักความหมายของข้าพเจ้าทั้งหลายผู้ข่าเทอญ 8. May my intention be successful. 

[this incantation is followed by a prayer in Pali:]

9. นโมตัสสะภควโตอรหโตสัมมาสัมพุทธัสสะ 9. Namotassa bhagavato arahato sammasam buddhassa
10. นโมตัสสะภควโตอรหโตสัมมาสัมพุทธัสสะ 10. Namotassa bhagavato arahato sammasam buddhassa
11. นโมตัสสะภควโตอรหโตสัมมาสัมพุทธัสสะ 11. Namotassa bhagavato arahato sammasam buddhassa.35

12. อมส้มป่อยกูบ่อว่าส้มป่อย 12. Om – sompory, I do not call it sompory36, 37 
13. กูว่าแม่นส้มสะลันตา 13. I call it som salantaa.

(1961)
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RITUAL TEXTS 

Taengkae Maemaan
The original palm-leaf manuscript was written in a mixture of the sacred nangsuee tham script 
and the secular tai noi script. Phor Jampii and his son Khun Jan made the translation into Isan 
and this is the text now used by Khun Jan. It is also the text rendered here. 

The tangkae maemaan is performed closely before the birth to protect the mother from the 
dangers that might arise during delivery as the mae kamlerd might try to take the child back.

Note that the taengkae maemaan text has many explicit references to both Thai and Indian 
Gods, and that the text is addressed to these rather than to the khwan(s) as the suukwan 
maemaan is.

1 เทวบุตรเทวดาพญาอินทร์พญาพรหมพญายมนานาคครุฑเจ้าทั้งหลาย 1 Theiwadaa(s), Indra, Brahma, God of the Rivers, Naga, and Garuda -
2. มื้อนี้มีเหตุจั่งขานมีการจั่งเฮียก 2. On this occasion I have special reason to call your names,
3. จึงได้แต่งขันเข่าตอกดอกไม้ 3. Adorning a bowl with roasted un-husked rice and flowers, 
4. และธูปเทียน 4. Incense sticks and candles,
5. มาขอตั้งสักเคกล่าว 5. I shall pay my respect requesting
6. เอาเทวดาเจ้าลงมาเป็นสักขีพยาน 6. You to be present and bear witness to this rite.
7. สิได้แก้ท้องแม่มานคนนี้แหละ 7. I shall kae the pregnant mother34

8. ขอให้ ได้จักความมักความหมายของข้าพเจ้าทั้งหลายผู้ข่าเทอญ 8. May my intention be successful. 

[this incantation is followed by a prayer in Pali:]

9. นโมตัสสะภควโตอรหโตสัมมาสัมพุทธัสสะ 9. Namotassa bhagavato arahato sammasam buddhassa
10. นโมตัสสะภควโตอรหโตสัมมาสัมพุทธัสสะ 10. Namotassa bhagavato arahato sammasam buddhassa
11. นโมตัสสะภควโตอรหโตสัมมาสัมพุทธัสสะ 11. Namotassa bhagavato arahato sammasam buddhassa.35

12. อมส้มป่อยกูบ่อว่าส้มป่อย 12. Om – sompory, I do not call it sompory36, 37 
13. กูว่าแม่นส้มสะลันตา 13. I call it som salantaa.
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14. กูว่าแม่นส้มสาหัว 14. I think it is the plant used for washing hair.
15. กูจักสาหัวท้าวท้าวก็หาย 15. Washing the hair of a man, he will get well.
16. กูจักสาหัวนางนางก็ผู้ดีอ้อนแอ้น 16. Washing the hair of a woman, she becomes a beautiful high-class lady.
17. กูจักสาหัวช้างช้างจักเกิดเป็นช้างเผือกแลไพวัน 17. Washing the hair of an elephant, it becomes the white elephant in the forest.
18. กูจักสาหัวควายควายจักเกิดเป็นควายเขาแก้ว 18. Washing the hair of a buffalo, it will grow horns like jewels.
19. กูจักสาหัวม้าม้าจักเกิดเป็นม้าพนละหก 19. Washing the hair of a horse, it will be born vigorous and healthy.
20. กูสิมนหดไม้ ไม้ก็เกิดเป็นต้นเป็นลำ 20. Watering a plant, it will grow a huge trunk.
21. กูจักสาหัวสาสาจักเข้ามาสู่ 21. Washing the hair of a young girl, she will come to me.
22. กูจักสาหัวชู้ชู้ก็เข้ามาหา 22. Washing the hair of a lover, the lover will come to me.
23. อมพุธทามหาพุทธา 23. Om, Buddha, Maha Buddha  - 38

24. กูจักสาหัวพญา 24. I shall wash the hair of  Phayaa39

25. พญาจักได้นั่งแท่นแก้ว 25. He will be entitled to sit on a jewel throne.
26. กูจักสาหัวช้างช้างก็เป็นช้างแก่นควน 26. I shall wash the hair of an elephant; it will become the pride of its owner.
27. กูจักสาหัวนางนางก็ผู้ดียีแย้ม 27. I shall wash the hair of a woman; she will become a high-class lady.
28. อมอินทามะหาอินทา 28. Om, Indra, Maha Indra -
29. ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 29. I request your presence.
30. อย่าได้แพ้คิงบาง 30. Do not surrender to having a skinny body.40  
31. อมพรมมามหาพรมมา 31. Om, Brahma, Maha Brahma -
32. ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 32. I request your presence.
33. เพิ่นใส่หว่านก้านหนากูแก้กูสา 33. Should anyone add herbs with coarse stems: I shall wash and kae it.41 
34. เพิ่นใส่ยาก้านก่ำกูแก้กูสา 34. Should anyone add herbs with black stems: I shall wash and kae it.
35. เพิ่นใส่ฮุ่นเอาฮอยกูแก้กูสา 35. Should anyone add a trace pattern:, I shall wash and kae it.
36. นกเค้าฮ้องกูกเอาขวญกูแก้กูสา 36. If owls are to call out for the khwan: I shall wash and kae it. 42

37. ไข่ผอมเหลืองเป็นพยาดกูแก้กูสา 37. If there is fever, parasite worms – anyone who is skinny and pale: 43 I shall wash and kae it.
38. เคราะห์คาดเข้าอยู่ในคิงกูแก้กูสา 38. Any unexpected bad luck dwelling in the body: I shall wash and kae it.
39. ลางหมาและลางฟานเห่ากูแก้กูสา 39. The bad omen of dogs and barking deer: I shall wash and kae it.44

40. พายหลวงแห่งเทียวมากูแก้กูสา 40. Huge spirits that haunt more frequently: I shall wash and kae it.
41. หนูฮ้องอยู่ในเฮือนกูแก้กูสา 41. Mice squeaking in the house: I shall wash and kae it.
42. ลางงูและหนอนไต่กูแก้กูสา 42. The bad omen of snakes and creeping worms: I shall wash and kae it.
43. เลือดฮ้ายตกกลางเฮือนกูแก้กูสา 43. Poisonous blood dropping in the middle of the house: I shall wash and kae it.
44. ลางฮ้ายและหามผีกูแก้กูสา 44. The bad omen of carrying a corpse: I shall wash and kae it.
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14. กูว่าแม่นส้มสาหัว 14. I think it is the plant used for washing hair.
15. กูจักสาหัวท้าวท้าวก็หาย 15. Washing the hair of a man, he will get well.
16. กูจักสาหัวนางนางก็ผู้ดีอ้อนแอ้น 16. Washing the hair of a woman, she becomes a beautiful high-class lady.
17. กูจักสาหัวช้างช้างจักเกิดเป็นช้างเผือกแลไพวัน 17. Washing the hair of an elephant, it becomes the white elephant in the forest.
18. กูจักสาหัวควายควายจักเกิดเป็นควายเขาแก้ว 18. Washing the hair of a buffalo, it will grow horns like jewels.
19. กูจักสาหัวม้าม้าจักเกิดเป็นม้าพนละหก 19. Washing the hair of a horse, it will be born vigorous and healthy.
20. กูสิมนหดไม้ ไม้ก็เกิดเป็นต้นเป็นลำ 20. Watering a plant, it will grow a huge trunk.
21. กูจักสาหัวสาสาจักเข้ามาสู่ 21. Washing the hair of a young girl, she will come to me.
22. กูจักสาหัวชู้ชู้ก็เข้ามาหา 22. Washing the hair of a lover, the lover will come to me.
23. อมพุธทามหาพุทธา 23. Om, Buddha, Maha Buddha  - 38

24. กูจักสาหัวพญา 24. I shall wash the hair of  Phayaa39

25. พญาจักได้นั่งแท่นแก้ว 25. He will be entitled to sit on a jewel throne.
26. กูจักสาหัวช้างช้างก็เป็นช้างแก่นควน 26. I shall wash the hair of an elephant; it will become the pride of its owner.
27. กูจักสาหัวนางนางก็ผู้ดียีแย้ม 27. I shall wash the hair of a woman; she will become a high-class lady.
28. อมอินทามะหาอินทา 28. Om, Indra, Maha Indra -
29. ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 29. I request your presence.
30. อย่าได้แพ้คิงบาง 30. Do not surrender to having a skinny body.40  
31. อมพรมมามหาพรมมา 31. Om, Brahma, Maha Brahma -
32. ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 32. I request your presence.
33. เพิ่นใส่หว่านก้านหนากูแก้กูสา 33. Should anyone add herbs with coarse stems: I shall wash and kae it.41 
34. เพิ่นใส่ยาก้านก่ำกูแก้กูสา 34. Should anyone add herbs with black stems: I shall wash and kae it.
35. เพิ่นใส่ฮุ่นเอาฮอยกูแก้กูสา 35. Should anyone add a trace pattern:, I shall wash and kae it.
36. นกเค้าฮ้องกูกเอาขวญกูแก้กูสา 36. If owls are to call out for the khwan: I shall wash and kae it. 42

37. ไข่ผอมเหลืองเป็นพยาดกูแก้กูสา 37. If there is fever, parasite worms – anyone who is skinny and pale: 43 I shall wash and kae it.
38. เคราะห์คาดเข้าอยู่ในคิงกูแก้กูสา 38. Any unexpected bad luck dwelling in the body: I shall wash and kae it.
39. ลางหมาและลางฟานเห่ากูแก้กูสา 39. The bad omen of dogs and barking deer: I shall wash and kae it.44

40. พายหลวงแห่งเทียวมากูแก้กูสา 40. Huge spirits that haunt more frequently: I shall wash and kae it.
41. หนูฮ้องอยู่ในเฮือนกูแก้กูสา 41. Mice squeaking in the house: I shall wash and kae it.
42. ลางงูและหนอนไต่กูแก้กูสา 42. The bad omen of snakes and creeping worms: I shall wash and kae it.
43. เลือดฮ้ายตกกลางเฮือนกูแก้กูสา 43. Poisonous blood dropping in the middle of the house: I shall wash and kae it.
44. ลางฮ้ายและหามผีกูแก้กูสา 44. The bad omen of carrying a corpse: I shall wash and kae it.
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45. หนึ่งเข่าเหลืองเป็นเลือดกูแก้กูสา 45. Steaming rice that turns yellow and bloodlike: I shall wash and kae it.
46. กูจักสาเมือภูเขาข่วม 46. I shall wash, driving all these omens back yonder the mountains.
47. กูจักสาเมือน้ำเขาเขียว 47. I shall wash, expelling them all to the water and the green mountain.
48. กูจักปัดป่าป่าก็หาย 48. I shall wipe away the forest, and the forest will disappear.
49. กูจักปัดผีพายพายก็เว้น 49. I shall wipe away the phii phaay; they will be stopped.45

50. สานังสาเนภันเตสัพพะเคหังทุละตะจิตตาสามาคันทสันตุ 50. Saanang saanei phantei sappha kheihang thulatajidtaa saamaakhanthasantu46

51. อมหูนลูๆสั่วหายยะ 51. Om - hunlu hunlu – evils be gone.47

52. อมเครือเขากาดหมากน้ำเต้าตายพาย 52. Om - rambling vines; withering gourd, dead before its time.
53. ก่ออู่ท่อเก็ดหอย 53. Cradle as tiny as the husk of a shell.
54. ก่อเมืองก่อนาท่อฮอยไก้ 54. Town and rice f ields as tiny as the trace of kai.48

55. เครือ๑ถ่ายเมือเมืองแถน 55. One of the vines climbs back to the town of Thaen.49

56. เครือ๑ถ่ายเมือเมืองฟ้า 56. One of the vines climbs back to the town in the sky.50

57. เครือ๑ถ่ายเมือเมืองผี 57. One of the vines climbs back to the town of ghosts.
58. เครือ๑ไปเวียนอ้อมขอบจักกะวาน 58. One of the vines circles around the edge of the universe.
59. ย่าง่ามเจ้าตกแต่งลงมา 59. Grandmother Ngaam has made this decoration.
60. ทาง๑นั้นงัวควายเกิดแวนมาก 60. On one path, buffaloes and cows were born.
61. อันนี้กะย่าง่ามเจ้าตกแต่งลงมา 61. This path is decorated by grandmother Ngaam.
62. ทาง๑นั้นเด็กน้อยเกิดเหลือหลาย 62. On one path, several children were born.
63. อันนี้แถนเถ่าเจ้าตกแต่งลงมา 63. This path is decorated by the old Thaen.
64. ทาง๑นั้นคนเกิดมาแวนมาก 64. On the other path, several people were born.
65. อันนี้กะแถนเถ่าเจ้าตกแต่งลงมา 65. This path is also decorated by the old Thaen.
66. ปั้นฮูปเผิ่งให้เป็นควายก็ว่าแม่นมื้อนี้วันนี้ 66. Today is the day to mould the wax in the shape of buffaloes.
67. บักไม้ให้เป็นคนก็ว่าแม่นมื้อนี้วันนี้ 67. Today is the day to cut the wood in the shape of human beings.
68. หมอหนลงมาจากฟ้าก็แม่นว่ามื้อนี้วันนี้ 68. It is the day that the fortune-tellers come down from heaven.
69. อมสั่วหาย 69. Om – all evils be gone.
70. อมสีๆสิทธิไชยะมังคะลังปะวอละสีวิมนอมสาคะลาชา 70. Om – sii sii sit thi chaiya mangkhalangpaworlasiiwimon omsaakhalaasaa51

71. เทวดาเจ้าตน๑ชื่อว่าพระอาทิตย์ 71. Theiwadaa named Phathit (Sun),
72. ตนหนึ่งชื่อว่าพระจันทร์ 72. Theiwadaa named Phajan (Moon),
73. ตนหนึ่งชื่อว่าพระคาร 73. Theiwadaa named Phakhaan (Mars),
74. ตนหนึ่งชื่อว่าพระพุธ 74. Theiwadaa named Phaphut (Mercury),
75. ตนหนึ่งชื่อว่าพระหัส 75. Theiwadaa named Phahat ( Jupiter),
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45. หนึ่งเข่าเหลืองเป็นเลือดกูแก้กูสา 45. Steaming rice that turns yellow and bloodlike: I shall wash and kae it.
46. กูจักสาเมือภูเขาข่วม 46. I shall wash, driving all these omens back yonder the mountains.
47. กูจักสาเมือน้ำเขาเขียว 47. I shall wash, expelling them all to the water and the green mountain.
48. กูจักปัดป่าป่าก็หาย 48. I shall wipe away the forest, and the forest will disappear.
49. กูจักปัดผีพายพายก็เว้น 49. I shall wipe away the phii phaay; they will be stopped.45

50. สานังสาเนภันเตสัพพะเคหังทุละตะจิตตาสามาคันทสันตุ 50. Saanang saanei phantei sappha kheihang thulatajidtaa saamaakhanthasantu46

51. อมหูนลูๆสั่วหายยะ 51. Om - hunlu hunlu – evils be gone.47

52. อมเครือเขากาดหมากน้ำเต้าตายพาย 52. Om - rambling vines; withering gourd, dead before its time.
53. ก่ออู่ท่อเก็ดหอย 53. Cradle as tiny as the husk of a shell.
54. ก่อเมืองก่อนาท่อฮอยไก้ 54. Town and rice f ields as tiny as the trace of kai.48

55. เครือ๑ถ่ายเมือเมืองแถน 55. One of the vines climbs back to the town of Thaen.49

56. เครือ๑ถ่ายเมือเมืองฟ้า 56. One of the vines climbs back to the town in the sky.50

57. เครือ๑ถ่ายเมือเมืองผี 57. One of the vines climbs back to the town of ghosts.
58. เครือ๑ไปเวียนอ้อมขอบจักกะวาน 58. One of the vines circles around the edge of the universe.
59. ย่าง่ามเจ้าตกแต่งลงมา 59. Grandmother Ngaam has made this decoration.
60. ทาง๑นั้นงัวควายเกิดแวนมาก 60. On one path, buffaloes and cows were born.
61. อันนี้กะย่าง่ามเจ้าตกแต่งลงมา 61. This path is decorated by grandmother Ngaam.
62. ทาง๑นั้นเด็กน้อยเกิดเหลือหลาย 62. On one path, several children were born.
63. อันนี้แถนเถ่าเจ้าตกแต่งลงมา 63. This path is decorated by the old Thaen.
64. ทาง๑นั้นคนเกิดมาแวนมาก 64. On the other path, several people were born.
65. อันนี้กะแถนเถ่าเจ้าตกแต่งลงมา 65. This path is also decorated by the old Thaen.
66. ปั้นฮูปเผิ่งให้เป็นควายก็ว่าแม่นมื้อนี้วันนี้ 66. Today is the day to mould the wax in the shape of buffaloes.
67. บักไม้ให้เป็นคนก็ว่าแม่นมื้อนี้วันนี้ 67. Today is the day to cut the wood in the shape of human beings.
68. หมอหนลงมาจากฟ้าก็แม่นว่ามื้อนี้วันนี้ 68. It is the day that the fortune-tellers come down from heaven.
69. อมสั่วหาย 69. Om – all evils be gone.
70. อมสีๆสิทธิไชยะมังคะลังปะวอละสีวิมนอมสาคะลาชา 70. Om – sii sii sit thi chaiya mangkhalangpaworlasiiwimon omsaakhalaasaa51

71. เทวดาเจ้าตน๑ชื่อว่าพระอาทิตย์ 71. Theiwadaa named Phathit (Sun),
72. ตนหนึ่งชื่อว่าพระจันทร์ 72. Theiwadaa named Phajan (Moon),
73. ตนหนึ่งชื่อว่าพระคาร 73. Theiwadaa named Phakhaan (Mars),
74. ตนหนึ่งชื่อว่าพระพุธ 74. Theiwadaa named Phaphut (Mercury),
75. ตนหนึ่งชื่อว่าพระหัส 75. Theiwadaa named Phahat ( Jupiter),
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76. ตนหนึ่งชื่อว่าพระศุกร์ 76. Theiwadaa named Phasuk (Venus),
77. ตนหนึ่งชื่อว่าพระเสาร์ 77. Theiwadaa named Phasau (Saturn),
78. ตนหนึ่งชื่อว่าพระราหู 78. Theiwadaa named Pharahuu (Pluto).
79. ตนหนึ่งชื่อว่าพระเกตุ 79. Theiwadaa named Phakaet (Earth),
80. ทั้ง๙พระองค์นี้ก็ดี 80. I request the presence of these nine virtuous theiwadaa(s).
81. คือว่า 81. The following bad omens:
82. ปู่ทื้นขึ้น 82. Grandfather pushing up,
83. ย่าทื้นลง 83. Grandmother pushing down, 
84. ถือหม้อยาและถาดฮ่าง 84. Carrying an old herbal pot and a broken tray,
85. ตกต้นไม้ 85. Falling from the trees,
86. และควายชน 86. Being hit by the buffaloes,
87. เสือกิน 87. Being bitten by the tigers,
88. และงูตอด 88. Being bitten by the snakes,
89. ป่วยไข่และช้างแทง 89. Plagued by fever and being stabbed by the elephants,
90. หนังแข็งเป็นพยาดเกิดเหลือหลาย 90. Plagued by rough skin and many worms inside,
91. ผอมเหลืองแลคิงส่ม 91. Being skinny, with pale and yellowish skin. 
92. ทาดฮ่อนปานไฟเผา 92. Physical elements, hot like being burnt by f ire,
93. ก็ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 93. I request your presence to assist in this ritual.
94. เทวดาผู้ปั้นฮุ่นก็ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 94. Divine spirit, who makes the pattern, please come down to this kae.
95. ผู้ปั้นเบ้าหล่อคนก็ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 95. You, who moulds the pattern, please come down to this kae.
96. แม่มดผู้ป้อนข้าวม่ามก็ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 96. Witch who feeds us nuggets of rice, please come down to this kae.
97. ผู้เจ้าหล่อฮูปผีก็ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 97. The moulder of the pattern of phii, please come down to this kae.
98. นางนีผู้ตัดสายแฮก็ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 98. Naang Nii who cuts the placenta, please come down to this kae.52

99. แม่เลี้ยงผู้แผ่สายบือก็ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 99. The wet nurse who cuts the umbilical cord, please come down to this kae.
100. เทวดาเจ้าตนอยู่ภูผาและป่าไม้กะให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 100. Divine Spirit, who resides in the mountain and in the forest, please come down to this kae.
101. เทวดาเจ้าตนอยู่ปากถ่ำและเมืองผีกะให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 101. Divine Spirit, who resides in the mouth of the cave and the town of phii, come to this kae.53

102. เทวดาเจ้าตนอยู่ดอยหลวงและคอกช้างกะให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 102. You, who reside in the soaring mountain and the elephants enclosure, come down to this kae.
103. เทวดาเจ้าตนอยู่ดอยก่วงและชมพูกะให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 103. God, who resides in the spacious peak of Chomphuuthawiip, please come down to this kae.54

104. ขออัญเชิญเทวดาเจ้าทั้งหลายให้ลงมาพร้อมกันซ่วยล่วย 104. I humbly request all divine spirits to gracefully come down here,
105. มาแก้เคราะห์เข็นให้แก่คนผู้นี้เสียเทียวพลันเทอญ 105. And immediately kae the bad luck of this person today.
106. หมากแข้งสุกคาเคือ 106. Maak khaeng, left ripe on its stems,55
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107. หมากเขือสุกคาข่วน 107. Egg plants, left ripe on their twigs,
108. ก็ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 108. Please come down to this kae.
109. กล้วยอ้อยเหี่ยวเหลืองแดง 109. Withering bananas and sugar cane, red and yellow,
110. ก็ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 110. Please come down to this kae.
111. กล้วยแนนสุกเหลืองหลอด 111. Naen bananas, tiny but yellow and ripe,56

112. ก็ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 112. Please come down to this kae.
113. อยู่ฟากน้ำดอยภู 113. Though you are beyond the river, the hill and the mountain,
114. ก็ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 114. Please come down to this kae.
115. ให้เจ้าทั้งหลายพร้อมกันลงมาเสวยยังเครื่องกิยาบูชาฝูงนี้เทอญ 115. I am requesting all of you to come down and take this offering.
116. จัตตะโรธรรมาวุทธิศรีสวัสะดี 116. Jat taroo thammaa see sawat dii 57

117. คิงอ่อนให้เจ้าลงมาสาง 117. I request you to kae this weak body.
118. คิงบางให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 118. I request you to kae this skinny body.
119. อย่าได้แพ้คิงบาง 119. Please do not surrender it.
120. ให้เจ้าฮาบปานหน้าเขียง 120. Make it as smooth as the board of the chopping block.
121. ให้เจ้าเพียงปานหน้าต่าง 121. Make it as orderly as the windows.
122. คิงส่มให้เจ้าสง 122. I request you to wash off the pale skin,
123. คิงขมให้เจ้าแก้ 123. And to kae the coarse skin.
124. พยาดเกิดเหื่อในคิงให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 124. I request you to kae the disease that causes the body to perspire.
125. ในขันทะสันดานและธาตุไม่ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 125. I request you to kae the elements of human nature and the elements on f ire.
126. อย่าได้แพ้คิงบาง 126. Do not surrender to being skinny and pale.
127. ให้ฮาบปานหน้าเขียง 127. Make the body as smooth as the board of the chopping block.
128. ให้เพียงปานหน้าต่าง 128. Make it as orderly as the windows.
129. อมไชยะยันตุทันทะละนาลันทะเทวดาปาวิมะตะนีสีมา 129. Om chai ya yantu than thalana lantha theiwadaa paawimatanii siimaa58

130. ฝ่ายยอดขิดยอดตัดต่อค่อฟ้าค่อเมือง 130. Cotton thread, cut and connected to the sky.59

131. ปูกพูให้เป็นฮาก 131. Beetle trees planted but growing only roots.
132. ปูกหมากให้เป็นใบ 132. Areca trees planted but bearing only leaves.
133. กล้วยอ้อยเหี่ยวเหลืองแดง 133. Bananas, sugarcane – withering, yellow and red.
134. ก็ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 134. I request you to kae them.
135. แถนเถ่าผู้ว่าเฝ้ากกแนนให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 135. Old Thaen who guards the birth tree naen, please come down to this kae.
136. แถนเลิงและแถนตื้อผู้เจ้าเป็นย่า 136. Thaen Lerng and Thaen Tuee who are the grandmothers,
137. ก็ให้เจ้าลงมาสืบชาตาให้อ่อนน้อย 137. Please come down to lengthen the life of this baby,
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138. ให้ค่อยหมั่นเทือละคา 138. So that he may grow up year for year.
139. แถนลอและแถนตื้อผู้เป็นเจ้าย่า 139. Thaen Lor and Thaen Tuee who are the grandmothers,
140. อย่าได้เว้นคะไค 140. Do not neglect to visit him regularly.
141. ให้เจ้าลงมาสืบชาตาหลานน้อย 141. Please come down to lengthen the life of your little grandchild,
142. ให้อิ่นอ้อยในเมืองคนสนละวนฮ่ำฮ้อง 142. So that he may enjoy the human town, playing and crying.
143. เมือเมืองบนเจ้าใหญ่หน้า 143. If you go back to the upper town, you will become great in the future.60

144. เมือเมืองฟ้าเจ้าลืมหลัง 144. If you go back to the town in the sky, you will forget the past.
145. กกนิ่งเจ้ายังไป่แคน 145. Your ning tree is swaying.61

146. กกแนนเจ้าไปซ้าย 146. Your naen tree is leaning to the left.
147. เมือหลังเจ้าแบกพ้า 147. Going back, you carry a big knife. 
148. เมือหน้าเจ้าแบกขอ 148. Going ahead, you carry a big hook. 
149. เจ้ามาเมือเกิดเมืองฟ้าเจ้าว่ายามบ่อดี 149. Born in heaven, you think the time is not auspicious. 
150. เจ้าจึงหนีมาเกิดทีหน้า 150. Thus you decide to be born in the human town.
151. ผู้อยู่ถ่าย่อมคองหาเจ้าละนา 151.  People, waiting, are longing for you.
152. งัวควายอยู่เต็มคอก 152.  Many buffaloes and cows in the pen.
153. สาวชอกใช้เต็มเฮือน 153.  Many young girls in the house.
154. ใจเจ้าอย่าได้เบือนทางใหม่ 154. Do not change your mind.
155. ไก่กะตากเทิงเฮือน 155. Hens cackling inside the house.
156. ลางบ่อดีเจ้าจึงหนีมาเกิด 156. The bad omens make you flee down to be born. 
157. คิงส่มให้เจ้าย้อมฝาง 157. If you look pale, dye your skin with faang.62

158. คิงบางให้เจ้าย้อมคั่ง 158. If you look skinny, dye your skin with khang.63 
159. แถนหลวงเจ้าผู้หล่อฮูปคน 159. Thaen Luang, the moulder of human beings. 
160. ฝนตกเจ้าอย่าได้กล่าวเถิงหน้า 160. When it rains, do not mention the future.
161. ฟ้าฮ่องเจ้าอย่าได้กล่าวเถิงหลัง 161. When it thunders, do not mention the past.
162. แม่เจ้าอยู่เมืองคนคองถ่าเจ้านา 162. Your mother in the human town is looking forward to being with you.
163. แม่เจ้าปลูกกล้วยอ้อยเป็นหนามแม่นา 163. She grows bananas and sugarcane, but they turn thorny.
164. แม่เจ้าปลูกตานเป็นกิ่งเป็นหมาก 164. She grows sugar palms, but they turn out as areca palms, full of twigs.
165. แม่หน้าเจ้าว่าชัง 165. Your stepmother says she hates you. 
166. แม่หลังเจ้าว่าบ่อดี 166. Your previous mother says you are no good.
167. เจ้าจึงหนีมาเกิด 167. You flee down to be born,
168. เมืองเพียงอ่อนแอ่น 168. In this beautiful and orderly town.
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138. ให้ค่อยหมั่นเทือละคา 138. So that he may grow up year for year.
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141. ให้เจ้าลงมาสืบชาตาหลานน้อย 141. Please come down to lengthen the life of your little grandchild,
142. ให้อิ่นอ้อยในเมืองคนสนละวนฮ่ำฮ้อง 142. So that he may enjoy the human town, playing and crying.
143. เมือเมืองบนเจ้าใหญ่หน้า 143. If you go back to the upper town, you will become great in the future.60

144. เมือเมืองฟ้าเจ้าลืมหลัง 144. If you go back to the town in the sky, you will forget the past.
145. กกนิ่งเจ้ายังไป่แคน 145. Your ning tree is swaying.61

146. กกแนนเจ้าไปซ้าย 146. Your naen tree is leaning to the left.
147. เมือหลังเจ้าแบกพ้า 147. Going back, you carry a big knife. 
148. เมือหน้าเจ้าแบกขอ 148. Going ahead, you carry a big hook. 
149. เจ้ามาเมือเกิดเมืองฟ้าเจ้าว่ายามบ่อดี 149. Born in heaven, you think the time is not auspicious. 
150. เจ้าจึงหนีมาเกิดทีหน้า 150. Thus you decide to be born in the human town.
151. ผู้อยู่ถ่าย่อมคองหาเจ้าละนา 151.  People, waiting, are longing for you.
152. งัวควายอยู่เต็มคอก 152.  Many buffaloes and cows in the pen.
153. สาวชอกใช้เต็มเฮือน 153.  Many young girls in the house.
154. ใจเจ้าอย่าได้เบือนทางใหม่ 154. Do not change your mind.
155. ไก่กะตากเทิงเฮือน 155. Hens cackling inside the house.
156. ลางบ่อดีเจ้าจึงหนีมาเกิด 156. The bad omens make you flee down to be born. 
157. คิงส่มให้เจ้าย้อมฝาง 157. If you look pale, dye your skin with faang.62

158. คิงบางให้เจ้าย้อมคั่ง 158. If you look skinny, dye your skin with khang.63 
159. แถนหลวงเจ้าผู้หล่อฮูปคน 159. Thaen Luang, the moulder of human beings. 
160. ฝนตกเจ้าอย่าได้กล่าวเถิงหน้า 160. When it rains, do not mention the future.
161. ฟ้าฮ่องเจ้าอย่าได้กล่าวเถิงหลัง 161. When it thunders, do not mention the past.
162. แม่เจ้าอยู่เมืองคนคองถ่าเจ้านา 162. Your mother in the human town is looking forward to being with you.
163. แม่เจ้าปลูกกล้วยอ้อยเป็นหนามแม่นา 163. She grows bananas and sugarcane, but they turn thorny.
164. แม่เจ้าปลูกตานเป็นกิ่งเป็นหมาก 164. She grows sugar palms, but they turn out as areca palms, full of twigs.
165. แม่หน้าเจ้าว่าชัง 165. Your stepmother says she hates you. 
166. แม่หลังเจ้าว่าบ่อดี 166. Your previous mother says you are no good.
167. เจ้าจึงหนีมาเกิด 167. You flee down to be born,
168. เมืองเพียงอ่อนแอ่น 168. In this beautiful and orderly town.
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169. คิงเจ้าอ่อนปานเทา 169. Your body is as delicate as watery seed.
170. คิงเจ้าเบาปานนุ่น 170. Your body is as light as cotton wool.
171. กล้วยอ้อยสุกคาเคือ 171. Bananas and sugarcane are neglected, ripe on the branches.
172. หมากเขือสุกคาข่วน 172. Eggplants are left ripe on their stems.
173. ฟ้าใหม่เป็นปีใหม่ 173. A new sky means a new year.
174. ปู่แถนจึ่งปั้นเบ้าหล่อ 174. Thaen, the grandfather, then moulds the pattern,
175. ให้เป็นคนละงอก 175. To shape it human 
176. ให้เป็นฮูปละแงก 176. To reshape it – little by little.
177. เจ้าจึงแบกเอาลิงเอาลาย 177. Thus you carry the pattern.
178. เจ้าจึงไปบายเอาดอมพ่อหมอเถ่า 178. Thus you go to the old mor. 
179. เจ้าจึงลงมาดอมพ่อหมอหลวง 179. Thus you come to the great mor. 
180. แถนจึงยกเอาในเนื่อในเสื่อแถนมา 180. Thaen bestows you with his flesh and genes.
181. แล้วจึงลงมาเอาปติสนธิในท้องแม่มัน 181. In your mother’s womb, you are eventually fertilized.
182. ได้๒เดือน๓เดือน๔เดือนจึงตุ่มหน้า 182. After 2, 3, 4 months, your grow a face, 
183. ได้๕เดือน๖เดือนจึงเป็นละงอกละแงก 183. After 5, 6 months, the other parts grow,
184. ได้๙เดือน๑oเดือนจึงออกมาจากท้องแม่มัน 184. After 9, 10 months, you are delivered.
185. ตกข่วมเป็นผู้ชาย 185. If the navel is up, you are male.
186. ตกหงายเป็นแม่ยิง 186. If the navel is down, you are female.
187. ถือซื่อเป็นผู้ชาย 187. If the umbilical cord is straight, you are male.
188. ถือสายเป็นแม่ยิง 188. If the umbilical cord is long, you are female.
189. จึงฮู้แจ้งเมื่อยามมันออก 189. These are known when you are delivered.
190. จึงบอกแจ้งเมื่อยามมันมา 190. These are known when you arrive.
191. เจ้าจึ่งลงมาดอมพ่อหมอเถ่า 191. Thus you come down to the old mor.
192. เจ้าจึ่งลงมาดอมเจ้าพ่อหมอหลวง 192. Thus you come down to the great mor.
193. ว่าเจ้านี้เกิดมาบ่อถืกปี 193. Saying that you were born in the wrong year,
194. บ่อถืกเดือน 194. In the wrong month,
195. บ่อถืกยาม 195. At the wrong time,
196. บ่อถืกวัน 196. On the wrong day,
197. บ่อชอบ 197. You are not satisf ied,
198. คอบผีฮ้ายมาเถิง 198. The evil ghosts arrive,64

199. ผีเหิงชิงแหนแล่นมาใกล้ 199. Phii herng runs near. 
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176. ให้เป็นฮูปละแงก 176. To reshape it – little by little.
177. เจ้าจึงแบกเอาลิงเอาลาย 177. Thus you carry the pattern.
178. เจ้าจึงไปบายเอาดอมพ่อหมอเถ่า 178. Thus you go to the old mor. 
179. เจ้าจึงลงมาดอมพ่อหมอหลวง 179. Thus you come to the great mor. 
180. แถนจึงยกเอาในเนื่อในเสื่อแถนมา 180. Thaen bestows you with his flesh and genes.
181. แล้วจึงลงมาเอาปติสนธิในท้องแม่มัน 181. In your mother’s womb, you are eventually fertilized.
182. ได้๒เดือน๓เดือน๔เดือนจึงตุ่มหน้า 182. After 2, 3, 4 months, your grow a face, 
183. ได้๕เดือน๖เดือนจึงเป็นละงอกละแงก 183. After 5, 6 months, the other parts grow,
184. ได้๙เดือน๑oเดือนจึงออกมาจากท้องแม่มัน 184. After 9, 10 months, you are delivered.
185. ตกข่วมเป็นผู้ชาย 185. If the navel is up, you are male.
186. ตกหงายเป็นแม่ยิง 186. If the navel is down, you are female.
187. ถือซื่อเป็นผู้ชาย 187. If the umbilical cord is straight, you are male.
188. ถือสายเป็นแม่ยิง 188. If the umbilical cord is long, you are female.
189. จึงฮู้แจ้งเมื่อยามมันออก 189. These are known when you are delivered.
190. จึงบอกแจ้งเมื่อยามมันมา 190. These are known when you arrive.
191. เจ้าจึ่งลงมาดอมพ่อหมอเถ่า 191. Thus you come down to the old mor.
192. เจ้าจึ่งลงมาดอมเจ้าพ่อหมอหลวง 192. Thus you come down to the great mor.
193. ว่าเจ้านี้เกิดมาบ่อถืกปี 193. Saying that you were born in the wrong year,
194. บ่อถืกเดือน 194. In the wrong month,
195. บ่อถืกยาม 195. At the wrong time,
196. บ่อถืกวัน 196. On the wrong day,
197. บ่อชอบ 197. You are not satisf ied,
198. คอบผีฮ้ายมาเถิง 198. The evil ghosts arrive,64

199. ผีเหิงชิงแหนแล่นมาใกล้ 199. Phii herng runs near. 
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200. ผีไม้แล่นมาตาม 200. Phii mai runs after. 
201. ผีลักลานแล่นมาหลอก 201. Phii laklaan runs to haunt. 
202. ผีนอกบ้านแล่นตูมตาม 202. Noisy Phii(s) outside the house,
203. ผีหามเสียป่าช้า 203. Phii(s) in the cemetery,
204. ผีหน้าก่ำตาเขียว 204. Phii with the red face and green eyes,
205. ผีเทียวเมืองเมือค่ำ 205. Phii(s) frequently coming to town at night,
206. ผีหม่ายฮ้าง 206. Phii(s) of the divorced,
207. ให้มาเอาเครื่องแก้ 207. Please come to take this offering.
208. อย่าได้แพ้คิงบาง 208. Do not surrender to being skinny and pale.
209. เดือนหกคนหาแอก 209. On the sixth lunar month, people look for yokes.65

210. เดือนแปดคนหาไถ 210. On the eighth lunar month, people look for ploughs.
211. ลายมือเจ้าเป็นช่าง 211. Your palms say you are an artist.
212. แต่พิจาระนาแล้วมีฮูปท้าวแลกตา 212. After consideration, however, a pattern of Thaaw Laek Taa appears.66

213. มีฮูปหมาแหนแฮ่ฮ้อง 213. There is a pattern of a dog snarling.
214. ทางบกนกเขียนฮ้อง 214. On earth, the khian birds are calling.67

215. ทางฟ้าไก่กะตาก 215. In heaven, hens are cackling.
216. เมือกางคืนบ่างลั่วฮ้องเฝ้า 216. Coming back at night, the big bats are keeping watch and crying.
217. นกฮูกกูกเอาขวัญ 217. Owls are threatening the khwan.
218. แม่เจ้าอยู่เมืองคนคอยถ่า 218. Your mother, in the human town, is waiting.
219. ฟ้าฮ้องแผดเสียงวอน 219. Thunder rolls unceasingly.
220. น้ำถ่วมท่งแวนหนา 220. Flood overflows the rice f ields.
221. เฮดนายามเดือนเก้า 221. On the ninth lunar month, it is the ploughing time.
222. แถนเถ่าเฝ่ากกแนน 222. The old thaen who watches over the naen tree,
223. นางจันทาผู้เป็นเค้า 223. Naang Jantha who is the prototype,
224. ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 224. Please come to this kae.
225. เจ้าแม่เลี้ยงผู้แผ่สายบือ 225. The midwife who cuts the umbilical cord,
226. แม่นมผู้ป้อนเข่า 226. The wet nurse who feeds the baby,
227. ยังอยู่เฝ้าย่อมคองหา 227. They are still waiting for you.
228. อาสังสะละกังหุนลูๆสัวหายยะไชยยันตุโพนโตวุระสาลีสาลอด 228. Om sangsalakanghunluuhunluu suahaayya - chayyayantuphoontoo wulasaaliisaalord.68

(ยายเข่าตอก) [Not pausing in the chant, the ritual master scatters the roasted un-husked rice.]

229. ยอดติดยอดต่อก่อฟ้าก่อแนน 229. Tops after tops connected to the sky and to the naen tree.69
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213. มีฮูปหมาแหนแฮ่ฮ้อง 213. There is a pattern of a dog snarling.
214. ทางบกนกเขียนฮ้อง 214. On earth, the khian birds are calling.67

215. ทางฟ้าไก่กะตาก 215. In heaven, hens are cackling.
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218. แม่เจ้าอยู่เมืองคนคอยถ่า 218. Your mother, in the human town, is waiting.
219. ฟ้าฮ้องแผดเสียงวอน 219. Thunder rolls unceasingly.
220. น้ำถ่วมท่งแวนหนา 220. Flood overflows the rice f ields.
221. เฮดนายามเดือนเก้า 221. On the ninth lunar month, it is the ploughing time.
222. แถนเถ่าเฝ่ากกแนน 222. The old thaen who watches over the naen tree,
223. นางจันทาผู้เป็นเค้า 223. Naang Jantha who is the prototype,
224. ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 224. Please come to this kae.
225. เจ้าแม่เลี้ยงผู้แผ่สายบือ 225. The midwife who cuts the umbilical cord,
226. แม่นมผู้ป้อนเข่า 226. The wet nurse who feeds the baby,
227. ยังอยู่เฝ้าย่อมคองหา 227. They are still waiting for you.
228. อาสังสะละกังหุนลูๆสัวหายยะไชยยันตุโพนโตวุระสาลีสาลอด 228. Om sangsalakanghunluuhunluu suahaayya - chayyayantuphoontoo wulasaaliisaalord.68

(ยายเข่าตอก) [Not pausing in the chant, the ritual master scatters the roasted un-husked rice.]
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230. ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ยังชาตาอันนี้ 230. Please come to lengthen the life-line of this person.
231. คิงอ่อนให้เจ้าสาง 231. If the body is fragile, you should comb it out.70

232. คิงบางให้เจ้าแก้ 232. If the body is skinny, you should kae it.
233. ไก่กะตากหนีเห็นให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 233. Frightened hens cackling, trying to escape the hen – please kae these.71

234. เคราะห์เข็นมีในเนื้อกะให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 234. Bad luck existing in the flesh – please kae it. 
235. พยาดเกิดเหื่ออยู่ในคิงให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 235. Disease that causes the body to perspire – please kae it.
236. ผอมเหลืองและคิงส่มให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 236. Sickly and pale body – please kae it.
237. เคราะห์ฮ้ายแลลางงูให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 237. Omens of bad luck and snakes – please kae it.
238. ลางหนูและฟานเห่าให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 238. Omens of rats and barking deer – please kae it.
239. นกไซฮ่องเป็นลางให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 239. Bad omen of the bird sai crying – please kae it.72

240. ในขันทะสันดานแห่งเจ้าชาตาอันนี้จักมา 240. Elements of human nature of this life – please come.
241. เป็นฮ่างเป็นหม่ายในเนื้อในคิง 241. Separated, divorced in flesh and body.
242. ฮาฮ่างแขนท่อคันจ่องให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 242. If the arms, separated, are as big as the handle of the ladle – please kae it.
243. ผอมเหลืองเป็นพยาดให้เจ้าแก้ 243. Skinny, pale, and plagued by worms – please kae it.
244. ให้แก่ดวงชาตาอันนี้ 244. For the sake of the owner of this life.
245. จัดตาโรธรรมะวุดธิสีสวัสดีลุกขาธรรมะเตลาสุกขังพุทธังธรรมังสังฆังสัวหายยะ 245. Jattaloo thamma wuthisiisawatdii lukkhaathammateilaasukkhang phuthang thammang  

sangkhang suahaayya.
246. อมสิทธิการปัดหน้าเจ้าฟ้าใหญ่แถนลอเทิงแถนตื้อ 246. Om -  king of Thaen, Thaen Lor, and Thaen Tue
247. ผู้ชื่อว่าแถนหล่อแถนลอ 247. And you who are known as Thaen Lor and Thaen Lor 73

248. ให้เจ้าลงมาติดต่ออันยอดชาตาอันนี้ 248. Please come down to connect the birth line today.
249. ให้หมั่นปั้นเบ้าหล่อเป็นฮูปคน 249. To mould industriously the pattern of human beings,
250. ก็ว่ามื้อนี้วันนี้ 250. Please do it today.
251. แถนเถ่าเจ้าทายแนน 251. The old Thaen who must interpret the naen tree,
252. แถนหลวงเจ้าทายนิ่ง 252. The great Thaen who must interpret the ning tree,
253. ก็ว่าเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 253. It should be done today.
254. เลี้ยงลูกฮู่หลอดตาย 254. Raising an easy child who dies prematurely;
255. ก็ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้สามื้อนี้วันนี้ 255. Please come down to kae it on this particular day.
256. ผีตานายฮู่มากวดกินไก่ 256. Phii Taanaay, knowing, coming to eat the chickens;
257. ก็ให้เจ้าหนีเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 257. On this particular day you will be chased away.
258. ผีฮู่ไล่กินกา 258. The ghost, knowing, hunting for crows;
259. ก็ให้เจ้าหนีเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 259. On this particular day you will be chased away.
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230. ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ยังชาตาอันนี้ 230. Please come to lengthen the life-line of this person.
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260. ผีอยู่นาฮู่ให้เจ็บท้อง 260. The ghost in the rice f ield, knowing, and causing pain in the stomach;
261. ก็ให้เจ้าหนีเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 261. On this particular day you will be chased away.
262. ผีพี่น้องฮู่มายาม 262. The ghosts of the relatives, knowing, coming to visit;
263. ก็ให้เจ้าหนีเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 263. On this particular day you will be chased away.
264. อมสั่วยะสั่วหาย 264. Om - all evils be gone.
265. บัดนี้ข่อยจักเชิญเอาหูละมาน 265. On this occasion, I humbly request the presence of Huulamaan74

266. ผู้มีลิดทีมาก 266. Who possesses supernatural power,
267. ให้มานาบเคราะห์หนี 267. To drive away the bad luck,
268. ให้มาตีเคราะห์แล่น 268. To strike away the bad luck,
269. ไปอยู่ฟากน้ำคุงคาพุ้นเยอ 269. Beyond the Khongkhaa river.75

270. กูบอกแล้วศรแก้วกูจักยิง 270. I have stated that my shiny arrow will shoot,76

271. ฆ้อนสั่นกูจักตี 271. My short hammer will hit,
272. ฆ้อนฮีกูจักฟาด 272. My oblong hammer will strike,
273. ให้สูล้มลอดตายกองกันไป 273. To massacre you, scattering you in piles
274. เป็นดั่งทรายไหลแล้ง 274. Like sand in the dry season.
275. สูบ่อหนี 275. If you do not escape,
276. กูจักจับเอาแม่กำเลิดมาใส่คอกทอง 276. I shall catch Mae Kamlerd and put her in the golden cage.
277. ให้สูปองหนีบ่อมีได้ 277. To make you unable to escape as intended,
278. ให้สูฮ่องไห่อยู่ลีลันลีลัน 278. To make you sob and cry.
279. หนีเนอ 279. Run away now.
280. ให้สูหนีเมือเมืองบนดั่งเก่า 280. Return to the upper home where you lived.
281. ให้สูเต้ากันสู่เมืองหลัง 281. Return to your previous home.
282. แกงส่ม 282. When I cook the sour curry,
283. กูสิไปวาน 283. I shall ask for your favour.
284. แกงหวาน 284. When I cook the sweet curry.
285. กูสิไปผอก 285. I shall bestow it to you.
286. มีทั้งเหมี่ยงและส่อมซ้อนกูก็มี 286. Both miang, forks and spoons I have here.77

287. น้ำหอมและเหล่าใส่กระบอก 287. Scented water and whisky in a bamboo jar,
288. ของกูก็มี 288. I have, too.
289. เป็ดใส่ข่องจ่องแจ่งไก่ใส่กระบอก 289. Duck in the swaying basket, chicken in a bamboo rod,
290. ของกูก็มี 290. I have, too.
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291. อันนี้แม่นแตงและเต้า 291. Here is a cucumber and a gourd.
292. อันนี้แม่นกะเช่าและกะบุง 292. Here is a small basket and a bigger basket.
293. อันนี้แม่นทุงและพัด 293. Here is a flag and a fan.
294. อันนี้แม่นสาดและวี 294. Here is a mat and another fan.
295. อันนี้แม่นปลีและกล้วย 295. Here are the bananas and their cluster of flowers.
296. อันนี้แม่นถ่วยและหมากเขือ 296. Here are the cups and eggplants.
297. อันนี้แม่นเทียนและธูป 297. Here are incense sticks and candles.
298. อันนี้ปั้นฮูปไว้ตางตน 298. Here are the replicas representing the human self.
299. อันนี้ปั้นฮูปคนไว้ตางชื่อ 299. Here are the replicas representing the human name.
300. อันนี้แม่นแพรตางเนื้อ 300. Here is the cloth representing the flesh.
301. อันนี่แม่นเสื่อตางคิง 301. Here are the clothes representing the body.
302. ให้มาเอาเยอ 302. Please come to take them all.
303. ของกูมีทุกสิ่ง 303. I have everything.
304. ซิงๆหน่านางแถน 304. All fresh and good in front of Naang Thaen,
305. แหวนตันและต่างโค่ง 305. Solid rings and earrings,
306. ของกูก็มี 306. I have them.
307. ทงหอและขั่นใดแก้ว 307. This lofty container with its bright stairs,78

308. ของกูก็มี 308. I have it.
309. กูแต่งแล้วจึงยอ 309. I have decorated it and carry it
310. เอามาถวย 310. To bestow it to you.
311. ซวยเงินเลียงพาน 311. Well-arranged, money on the tray,
312. บ่วงปิ่นแก้วและหวีพันทอง 312. Spoons, beautiful pins and a gold-plaited comb,
313. ของกูมีพรั่งพร้อม 313. I have everything ready.
314. ขออย่าให้คนผู้นี้อย่าได้เดือดฮ่อนนอนตาย 314. I simply demand that this person be no longer in trouble.
315. กายฮ่อยปีสูอย่ามาพ่อ 315. During these hundred years and more, do not come across.
316. สูลงมาพ่อ 316. If you dare to come,
317. น่ำบ่อแก้วกูแช่ด้วยหมากส้มป่อยและหมากส้มดง 317. In the water of this glassy well, I have put both sompory and somdong.79

318. กูปงลงใส่หัวสู 318. I shall pour it over your head.
319. บัดนี้อมสั่วฮับสั่วหาย 319. Now, all evils be gone.
320. บัดนี้กูจักเชิญเอาแถนใหญ่เจ้าทั้งปวง 320. On this occasion, I shall invite all the great Thaen 
321. ให้ลงมาปัดขอด 321. To wipe away the bad luck,
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322. ลงมาลอดชั้นกลาง 322. To walk under the middle tier.80

323. ลงมาปะติสนธ์อนตายเชิญอ่อนน้อย 323. Many are still born.
324. ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 324. Please come down to this kae.
325. พยาดเกิดเหื่ออยู่แฮมปี 325. The disease causing fever for over a year,
326. ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 326. Please come down to this kae.
327. ถือหม้อยาและถาดฮ่าง 327. You with the broken herbal pots and the old tray,
328. ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 328. Please come down to this kae.
329. ฝันฮ่ายแม่นนอนกลางคืนกลางวัน 329. The bad dreams of day and night,
330. ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 330. Please come down to this kae.
331. คิงเหลืองปานกล้วยบ่ม 331. Skin as pale as ripened bananas,
332. ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 332. Please come down to this kae.
333. นมสี่เต้าฮูปเขดขวง 333. The bad breasts with four nipples,
334. ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 334. Please come down to this kae.
335. เป็นปานดำปานแดง 335. Birthmarks, black and red,
336. ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 336. Please come down to this kae.
337. สายเข็ญตกกลางห่อง 337. Weaving thread dropping in the middle of the room;
338. สายฟ้าต้องกลางนา 338. Flash of lightning striking in the middle of the rice f ields;
339. ให้เจ้าแก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 339. Please come to kae it on this particular day.
340. แก้ทั้งนมเป็นงาฮู่แท่งลูกหลอด 340. Husk-like breasts, miscarriage, and premature birth,
341. แก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 341. Please kae it today.
342. แก้ทั้งตะแหล็วหลวงจับหน้าผาก 342. The whorl in the forehead,
343. เพิ่นว่าคนขวง 343. Said to be the mark of a troublesome person,
344. แก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 344. Please kae it today.
345. แก้ทั้งได้เฮียนมนยำยาแฝก 345. The learning of black magic and spell throwing,
346. แก้เสียวันนี้ 346. Please kae it today.
347. แก้ทั้งยาแฝกช้างและนางนี 347. And the black magic of the elephants and that of Naang Nii,81

348. แก้เสียวันนี้ 348. Please kae it today.
349. อมต่อฮับต่อหาย 349. Om - connect and disconnect.
350. อมหมากน้ำเต้าปุงหน่วยท่อเล่า 350. The gourd bearing fruit as big as a barn,
351. เค่าฮากมันท่อเขาสุเมร 351. Its root as big as the Sumein mountain,82 
352. เครือมันท่อเขาสีนีโนลาด 352. Its creeping stem as large as the Siiniinoolaat mountain.83
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322. ลงมาลอดชั้นกลาง 322. To walk under the middle tier.80

323. ลงมาปะติสนธ์อนตายเชิญอ่อนน้อย 323. Many are still born.
324. ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 324. Please come down to this kae.
325. พยาดเกิดเหื่ออยู่แฮมปี 325. The disease causing fever for over a year,
326. ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 326. Please come down to this kae.
327. ถือหม้อยาและถาดฮ่าง 327. You with the broken herbal pots and the old tray,
328. ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 328. Please come down to this kae.
329. ฝันฮ่ายแม่นนอนกลางคืนกลางวัน 329. The bad dreams of day and night,
330. ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 330. Please come down to this kae.
331. คิงเหลืองปานกล้วยบ่ม 331. Skin as pale as ripened bananas,
332. ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 332. Please come down to this kae.
333. นมสี่เต้าฮูปเขดขวง 333. The bad breasts with four nipples,
334. ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 334. Please come down to this kae.
335. เป็นปานดำปานแดง 335. Birthmarks, black and red,
336. ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 336. Please come down to this kae.
337. สายเข็ญตกกลางห่อง 337. Weaving thread dropping in the middle of the room;
338. สายฟ้าต้องกลางนา 338. Flash of lightning striking in the middle of the rice f ields;
339. ให้เจ้าแก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 339. Please come to kae it on this particular day.
340. แก้ทั้งนมเป็นงาฮู่แท่งลูกหลอด 340. Husk-like breasts, miscarriage, and premature birth,
341. แก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 341. Please kae it today.
342. แก้ทั้งตะแหล็วหลวงจับหน้าผาก 342. The whorl in the forehead,
343. เพิ่นว่าคนขวง 343. Said to be the mark of a troublesome person,
344. แก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 344. Please kae it today.
345. แก้ทั้งได้เฮียนมนยำยาแฝก 345. The learning of black magic and spell throwing,
346. แก้เสียวันนี้ 346. Please kae it today.
347. แก้ทั้งยาแฝกช้างและนางนี 347. And the black magic of the elephants and that of Naang Nii,81

348. แก้เสียวันนี้ 348. Please kae it today.
349. อมต่อฮับต่อหาย 349. Om - connect and disconnect.
350. อมหมากน้ำเต้าปุงหน่วยท่อเล่า 350. The gourd bearing fruit as big as a barn,
351. เค่าฮากมันท่อเขาสุเมร 351. Its root as big as the Sumein mountain,82 
352. เครือมันท่อเขาสีนีโนลาด 352. Its creeping stem as large as the Siiniinoolaat mountain.83
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353. ย่าง่ามเจ้าผู้ปลูกกกแนน 353. Grandmother Ngaam, grower of the naen tree,
354. ขอให้เจ้าลงมาติดต่ออย่าช้า 354. Please come immediately to ensure the connection.
355. ยังยอดชาตาหากมาขาด 355. If the line of birth is broken,
356. ให้ย่าง่ามเจ้าสืบให้ดี 356. Please re-connect it with care.
357. ให้เจ้าไปเอาน้ำเต้าแก้วนำพญาอินทร์ 357. Please go to the god Indra, and take his beautiful pot. 
358. ยอหลั่งหดคนเถ่าส่ำปานเล่าเป็นสาว 358. Pour from it over the old; the old will become young,
359. นมจูมจาวใส่ส่อง 359. With blooming and shining breasts.
360. หดคนหลังค่อมกะให้เลาคืนดี 360. Pour from it over the hunchback; so he will become normal.
361. ขอให้ย่าง่ามเจ้าลงมาแก้เยอ 361. Please, Grandmother Ngaam, come to this rite. 
362. แก้ทั้งเคราะห์เข็นอนตายทุกสิ่ง 362. Of all the bad luck causing death,
363. พ้าวตาลมิ่งกกแนน 363. Coconuts and sugar palms disturbing the naen tree,
364. ให้ย่าง่ามเจ้าลงมาแก้ 364. Please, Grandmother Ngaam, come down to this kae. 
365. หมาสวงเฝ้ากกนิ่ง 365. The dog suang watching the naen tree,84

366. ให้ย่าง่ามเจ้าลงมาแก้ 366. Please Grandmother Ngaam, come down to this kae.
367. หนึ่งเข่าเหลืองเป็นเลือด 367. Steamed rice turning yellow and bloodlike,
368. ให้ย่าง่ามเจ้าลงมาแก้ 368. Please, Grandmother Ngaam, come down to this kae.
369. เลือดฮ่ายตกถืกคิง 369. Bad blood dropping on the body,
370. ให้ย่าง่ามเจ้าลงมาแก้ 370. Please, Grandmother Ngaam, come down to this kae.
371. ลางงูและปิงไต่ 371. Bad omens of snakes and creeping leeches,
372. ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 372. Please come down to this kae.
373. เคราะห์เกิดใหม่เห็นหนอน 373. Bad luck of the newborn baby seeing worms,
374. ให้เจ้าแก้ 374. Please kae it.
375. ย่าเจ้าเหงานอนอยู่ถืกดิน 375. Your grandmother being drowsy and falling to the ground,
376. ก็ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 376. Let it be kaed.
377. ป่วยเฮื่ออยู่ฮามปี 377. Continuing illness through many years,
378. ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 378. Please come down to this kae.
379. นอนกลางคืนฮู่เขี้ยวปาก 379. Grinding teeth at night,
380. ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 380. Please come down to this kae.
381. เอาหน้าผากเป็นฮูปงูซวง 381. Having the shape of a snake suang on the forehead,85

382. ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 382. Let it be kaed.
383. ขวญหัวเจ้าคืนไปกินเหล่า 383. The khwan of the head going back to drink whisky,
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353. ย่าง่ามเจ้าผู้ปลูกกกแนน 353. Grandmother Ngaam, grower of the naen tree,
354. ขอให้เจ้าลงมาติดต่ออย่าช้า 354. Please come immediately to ensure the connection.
355. ยังยอดชาตาหากมาขาด 355. If the line of birth is broken,
356. ให้ย่าง่ามเจ้าสืบให้ดี 356. Please re-connect it with care.
357. ให้เจ้าไปเอาน้ำเต้าแก้วนำพญาอินทร์ 357. Please go to the god Indra, and take his beautiful pot. 
358. ยอหลั่งหดคนเถ่าส่ำปานเล่าเป็นสาว 358. Pour from it over the old; the old will become young,
359. นมจูมจาวใส่ส่อง 359. With blooming and shining breasts.
360. หดคนหลังค่อมกะให้เลาคืนดี 360. Pour from it over the hunchback; so he will become normal.
361. ขอให้ย่าง่ามเจ้าลงมาแก้เยอ 361. Please, Grandmother Ngaam, come to this rite. 
362. แก้ทั้งเคราะห์เข็นอนตายทุกสิ่ง 362. Of all the bad luck causing death,
363. พ้าวตาลมิ่งกกแนน 363. Coconuts and sugar palms disturbing the naen tree,
364. ให้ย่าง่ามเจ้าลงมาแก้ 364. Please, Grandmother Ngaam, come down to this kae. 
365. หมาสวงเฝ้ากกนิ่ง 365. The dog suang watching the naen tree,84

366. ให้ย่าง่ามเจ้าลงมาแก้ 366. Please Grandmother Ngaam, come down to this kae.
367. หนึ่งเข่าเหลืองเป็นเลือด 367. Steamed rice turning yellow and bloodlike,
368. ให้ย่าง่ามเจ้าลงมาแก้ 368. Please, Grandmother Ngaam, come down to this kae.
369. เลือดฮ่ายตกถืกคิง 369. Bad blood dropping on the body,
370. ให้ย่าง่ามเจ้าลงมาแก้ 370. Please, Grandmother Ngaam, come down to this kae.
371. ลางงูและปิงไต่ 371. Bad omens of snakes and creeping leeches,
372. ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 372. Please come down to this kae.
373. เคราะห์เกิดใหม่เห็นหนอน 373. Bad luck of the newborn baby seeing worms,
374. ให้เจ้าแก้ 374. Please kae it.
375. ย่าเจ้าเหงานอนอยู่ถืกดิน 375. Your grandmother being drowsy and falling to the ground,
376. ก็ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 376. Let it be kaed.
377. ป่วยเฮื่ออยู่ฮามปี 377. Continuing illness through many years,
378. ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 378. Please come down to this kae.
379. นอนกลางคืนฮู่เขี้ยวปาก 379. Grinding teeth at night,
380. ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 380. Please come down to this kae.
381. เอาหน้าผากเป็นฮูปงูซวง 381. Having the shape of a snake suang on the forehead,85

382. ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 382. Let it be kaed.
383. ขวญหัวเจ้าคืนไปกินเหล่า 383. The khwan of the head going back to drink whisky,
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384. ดอมผีแม่เก่า 384. To be with the ghost of your previous mother,
385. ก็ให้เจ้าแก้ 385. Let it be kaed.
386. ช้างน้ำแล่นแทงเงา 386. The water elephant playing, stabbing its shadow,
387. ให้เจ้าแก้ 387. Please kae it.
388. หนูซิ่งฮู่เลียปาก 388. The tame sing mouse, licking your lips,86 
389. ให้เจ้าแก้ 389. Please kae it.
390. แม่ไส่แห่งลงมาสูน 390. Mae Sai Haeng coming down to make people upset,87

391. ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 391. Please come down to this kae.
392. พุทธคุณนังธรรมคุณนังสังฆคุณนังอมสัวหายยะ 392. By the merits of the Three Gems, all the evils be gone.
393. บัดนี้อมสิทธิการ 393. On this occasion, Om Sidthikaan,88

394. ครูอาจารย์กล่าวไว้ให้กู 394. The teachers who have taught me,
395. บัดนี้จงมานั่งเหนืออาสนา 395. On this occasion, please come kindly to sit on the throne,
396. ด้วยยศศักดิ์บริวารทั้งสองประการ 396. Surrounded by honours and attendants
397. ตามอาจารย์กล่าวไว้แต่ประถมมะหัวที 397. As described in the old writings.
398. อาราทนาเทวดาเจ้าทั้งหลายจงมาเอาเครื่องสักกาละบูชา 398. I invite all mighty gods to take this offering.
399. กล้วยอ้อยสดของดี 399. Fresh bananas, sugarcane and all excellent items,
400. ราทนาทั้งมหาลักษมีเจ้า 400. I invite the great goddess Laksaamii.89

401. ขออาจารย์เจ้าผู้แก่กวดกฎหมาย 401. I invite my teacher who is experienced in legal knowledge.
402. ให้ฮู่ว่าแก้หูลาสาดและตับบอละเมสวน 402. To let him know that everything is in accordance with the wisdom of astrology and Borlameisuan90

403. เจ้าตนองอาจจงมาฮับเอาเครื่องบูชานี้ 403. Mighty gods, please come and take this offering.
404. ให้หายเคราะห์โศกอันมาเถิง 404. To be rid of the bad luck among us
405. ค่ำหงำเพิงตามกูแต่ง 405. Hiding in nooks and corners decorated by me.
406. ว่าตามพรหมชาติอายุขาดเขินบางทุกขนาด 406. According to Phommasaad, the age is short and thin in any way.91

407. เคราะห์มิ่งอย่าเข้ามาแขน 407. The bad luck of ming, do not hang around.92

408. เคราะห์แนนอย่าเข้ามาซ้าย 408. The bad luck of  naen, do not come near. 
409. เคราะห์เจ้าชาตาผู้นี้เฮียวแห่ง 409. The luck of this life owner is withering.
410. ไฝคอแดงบ่อชุ่มบาน 410. The red disagreeable spots in the throat,
411. ฮดบ่อหอมหวานฮ่วงเฮ้า 411. Neither the taste nor smell is sweet.
412. กกมิ่งเส่า 412. The ming tree is sad.93

413. ฮากเข่าบ่อขึ้นดี 413. The roots of the rice do not grow well.
414. เคราะห์หลวงหลายปีมีมากในตน 414. Great bad luck residing in the body for years 
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384. ดอมผีแม่เก่า 384. To be with the ghost of your previous mother,
385. ก็ให้เจ้าแก้ 385. Let it be kaed.
386. ช้างน้ำแล่นแทงเงา 386. The water elephant playing, stabbing its shadow,
387. ให้เจ้าแก้ 387. Please kae it.
388. หนูซิ่งฮู่เลียปาก 388. The tame sing mouse, licking your lips,86 
389. ให้เจ้าแก้ 389. Please kae it.
390. แม่ไส่แห่งลงมาสูน 390. Mae Sai Haeng coming down to make people upset,87

391. ให้เจ้าลงมาแก้ 391. Please come down to this kae.
392. พุทธคุณนังธรรมคุณนังสังฆคุณนังอมสัวหายยะ 392. By the merits of the Three Gems, all the evils be gone.
393. บัดนี้อมสิทธิการ 393. On this occasion, Om Sidthikaan,88

394. ครูอาจารย์กล่าวไว้ให้กู 394. The teachers who have taught me,
395. บัดนี้จงมานั่งเหนืออาสนา 395. On this occasion, please come kindly to sit on the throne,
396. ด้วยยศศักดิ์บริวารทั้งสองประการ 396. Surrounded by honours and attendants
397. ตามอาจารย์กล่าวไว้แต่ประถมมะหัวที 397. As described in the old writings.
398. อาราทนาเทวดาเจ้าทั้งหลายจงมาเอาเครื่องสักกาละบูชา 398. I invite all mighty gods to take this offering.
399. กล้วยอ้อยสดของดี 399. Fresh bananas, sugarcane and all excellent items,
400. ราทนาทั้งมหาลักษมีเจ้า 400. I invite the great goddess Laksaamii.89

401. ขออาจารย์เจ้าผู้แก่กวดกฎหมาย 401. I invite my teacher who is experienced in legal knowledge.
402. ให้ฮู่ว่าแก้หูลาสาดและตับบอละเมสวน 402. To let him know that everything is in accordance with the wisdom of astrology and Borlameisuan90

403. เจ้าตนองอาจจงมาฮับเอาเครื่องบูชานี้ 403. Mighty gods, please come and take this offering.
404. ให้หายเคราะห์โศกอันมาเถิง 404. To be rid of the bad luck among us
405. ค่ำหงำเพิงตามกูแต่ง 405. Hiding in nooks and corners decorated by me.
406. ว่าตามพรหมชาติอายุขาดเขินบางทุกขนาด 406. According to Phommasaad, the age is short and thin in any way.91

407. เคราะห์มิ่งอย่าเข้ามาแขน 407. The bad luck of ming, do not hang around.92

408. เคราะห์แนนอย่าเข้ามาซ้าย 408. The bad luck of  naen, do not come near. 
409. เคราะห์เจ้าชาตาผู้นี้เฮียวแห่ง 409. The luck of this life owner is withering.
410. ไฝคอแดงบ่อชุ่มบาน 410. The red disagreeable spots in the throat,
411. ฮดบ่อหอมหวานฮ่วงเฮ้า 411. Neither the taste nor smell is sweet.
412. กกมิ่งเส่า 412. The ming tree is sad.93

413. ฮากเข่าบ่อขึ้นดี 413. The roots of the rice do not grow well.
414. เคราะห์หลวงหลายปีมีมากในตน 414. Great bad luck residing in the body for years 
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415. ใจกางวนเดือดฮ่อน 415. Worrying and troubling the mind.
416. โพยพยาดข่อนหากเถิงตน 416. All diseases, if there are any, in the body.
417. เหตุว่าเทวดาเจ้าทั้งหลายยังทัวละเทียวไปใน12นทีลาด 417. The fact is that all the gods are still wandering around the twelve spacious rivers.
418. พยาดจึงได้เกิดเถิงถอง 418. Many diseases occur in the body.
419. เคราะห์ไต่ตองในตน 419. Bad luck swarms in the body.
420. เพื่อว่าชีวิตบ่อยืนยาว 420. Life is not meant to be long.
421. แนนใบเหลืองเหี่ยวแห้ง 421. The leaves of the naen tree turn yellow and withering.
422. ไฝคอแดงบ่อชุ่ม 422. The throat is red and parched.
423. ขอแก่เทวดาเจ้าทั้งหลาย 423. May all mighty gods
424. จ่งมาฮดสงเจ้าชาตาผู้นี้ 424. Come to water the owner of this life.
425. จึ่งให้มีแนนชื่นบานล้ำเลิศ 425. To make the naen tree cheerful, superior,
426. ประเสริฐกว่าท่านทั้งหลาย 426. More prosperous than any other tree.
427. เหมือนดั่งพระจันทร์เพ็งงาม15ค่ำ 427. Like the full moon of the f ifteenth night
428. บ่อต่ำจากรัศมี 428. That has never been beneath the rays of the sun.94

429. เทวดาเจ้าตนอยู่เทิงอากาศทั้งหลาย 429. Theiwadaa(s) who are in the sky above,
430. จงกูนายังชาตาผู้นี้ 430. May you come to the life of this person, 
431. ให้สืบยาวนานอย่าได้ขาด 431. To everlastingly lengthen it.
432. เคราะห์ฮ่ายให้กวดหนีเสียวันนี้ 432. Let the bad luck be chased far away.
433. เพิ่นใส่ขื่อลำหนา 433. Chained to a thick piece of wood, 
434. เพิ่นใส่คาลำดั้ว 434. Shackled to a beautiful piece of wood,
435. กูจักแก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 435. I shall kae it on this particular day.
436. ทางหน้าเพิ่นใส่กัง 436. In the front, there are traps.
437. ทางหลังเพิ่นใส่แฮ่ว 437. At the back, there are snares.
438. กูจักแก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 438. I shall kae it today. 
439. ฝนตกเจ้าอย่าได้ปิ่นหน้า 439. When there is rain, keep your face straight.
440. ฟ้าฮ่องเจ้าอย่าได้อ่าวคะเนิงเถิง 440. When there is thunder, suppress your yearning.
441. อมสัวหายยะ 441. May all evils disappear. 
442. อมสิทธิมหาไชยะทำโมอิติปิโสภะควานาลังนาลาอิติปิโสภะควาสัมพังสัมพะทุทะทุทัง

ทุนังสัพเพเวโลวินาสันตุกุสาเลเมมายาทุละจิตตะปริตเตไชยะวะลุกขามุเลวะ

ธัมมัสสะวะสาๆวะเตวะนาทุเตอิติปิโสภคะวาอาระหังสัมมาสัมพุทโธ

442. Om sidthi mahaachaiya thammoo itipisoo phakhawaa naalang naalaa 
itipisoo phakhawaa samphang sampha thuthathungthang thunangsamphei 
weiloowinaasantu kusaaleimei maayaa thula jidta paridtheichaiya walukkha 
muleiwa thammatsawasaa thammatsawasaa wateiwanaathutei itipisoo phakhawaa 
aarahangsammaasamphudthoo
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415. ใจกางวนเดือดฮ่อน 415. Worrying and troubling the mind.
416. โพยพยาดข่อนหากเถิงตน 416. All diseases, if there are any, in the body.
417. เหตุว่าเทวดาเจ้าทั้งหลายยังทัวละเทียวไปใน12นทีลาด 417. The fact is that all the gods are still wandering around the twelve spacious rivers.
418. พยาดจึงได้เกิดเถิงถอง 418. Many diseases occur in the body.
419. เคราะห์ไต่ตองในตน 419. Bad luck swarms in the body.
420. เพื่อว่าชีวิตบ่อยืนยาว 420. Life is not meant to be long.
421. แนนใบเหลืองเหี่ยวแห้ง 421. The leaves of the naen tree turn yellow and withering.
422. ไฝคอแดงบ่อชุ่ม 422. The throat is red and parched.
423. ขอแก่เทวดาเจ้าทั้งหลาย 423. May all mighty gods
424. จ่งมาฮดสงเจ้าชาตาผู้นี้ 424. Come to water the owner of this life.
425. จึ่งให้มีแนนชื่นบานล้ำเลิศ 425. To make the naen tree cheerful, superior,
426. ประเสริฐกว่าท่านทั้งหลาย 426. More prosperous than any other tree.
427. เหมือนดั่งพระจันทร์เพ็งงาม15ค่ำ 427. Like the full moon of the f ifteenth night
428. บ่อต่ำจากรัศมี 428. That has never been beneath the rays of the sun.94

429. เทวดาเจ้าตนอยู่เทิงอากาศทั้งหลาย 429. Theiwadaa(s) who are in the sky above,
430. จงกูนายังชาตาผู้นี้ 430. May you come to the life of this person, 
431. ให้สืบยาวนานอย่าได้ขาด 431. To everlastingly lengthen it.
432. เคราะห์ฮ่ายให้กวดหนีเสียวันนี้ 432. Let the bad luck be chased far away.
433. เพิ่นใส่ขื่อลำหนา 433. Chained to a thick piece of wood, 
434. เพิ่นใส่คาลำดั้ว 434. Shackled to a beautiful piece of wood,
435. กูจักแก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 435. I shall kae it on this particular day.
436. ทางหน้าเพิ่นใส่กัง 436. In the front, there are traps.
437. ทางหลังเพิ่นใส่แฮ่ว 437. At the back, there are snares.
438. กูจักแก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 438. I shall kae it today. 
439. ฝนตกเจ้าอย่าได้ปิ่นหน้า 439. When there is rain, keep your face straight.
440. ฟ้าฮ่องเจ้าอย่าได้อ่าวคะเนิงเถิง 440. When there is thunder, suppress your yearning.
441. อมสัวหายยะ 441. May all evils disappear. 
442. อมสิทธิมหาไชยะทำโมอิติปิโสภะควานาลังนาลาอิติปิโสภะควาสัมพังสัมพะทุทะทุทัง

ทุนังสัพเพเวโลวินาสันตุกุสาเลเมมายาทุละจิตตะปริตเตไชยะวะลุกขามุเลวะ

ธัมมัสสะวะสาๆวะเตวะนาทุเตอิติปิโสภคะวาอาระหังสัมมาสัมพุทโธ

442. Om sidthi mahaachaiya thammoo itipisoo phakhawaa naalang naalaa 
itipisoo phakhawaa samphang sampha thuthathungthang thunangsamphei 
weiloowinaasantu kusaaleimei maayaa thula jidta paridtheichaiya walukkha 
muleiwa thammatsawasaa thammatsawasaa wateiwanaathutei itipisoo phakhawaa 
aarahangsammaasamphudthoo
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443. อมสิทธิการ 443. Om – all the success.
444. กูกู่แม่นแถนหลวงฟ้าก่อเค้าก่อแนน 444. I call the presence of the great thaen who makes and builds the naen. 
445. ให้เจ้าลงมา 445. To come down 
446. ย้ายนิ่งย้ายแนนให้แก่สองผัวเมียนี้ 446. And move the naen of this husband and wife.
447. กูเฮียกหาท้าวพญาเทพดานาคาเทพบุตรครุฑา 447. I call the presence of the great gods, nagas, theiwadaa(s), and Garuda.
448. พระอาทิตย์พระจันทร์พระคารพระพุทธพระหัสพระศุกร์พระเสาร์พระราหู

พระลัคณาเทวดาเจ้าทั้งหลาย

448. The Sun, the Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Saturn, Pluto, and the Earth

449. เทวดาเจ้าทั้งหลายจ่งพร้อมกันลงมา 449. Theiwadaa(s), please come down all
450. เสวยเครื่องบูชาแห่งเจ้าชาตาอันนี้ให้แล้ว 450. To take the offering bestowed to you by the owner of this life.
451. ขอนใหญ่ล้มทับทาง 451. Though a huge log is blocking you the way,
452. ให้เจ้าลงมาเกิดเมืองเพียงดังเก่า 452. Please come down to be born in this orderly town as intended.
453. จัตตาโรทัมมามังคะละหูลู 453. Jadtaaroo thammaa mangkhala huuluu
454. เทวดาตนอยู่ภูเขาและป่าไม้ 454. Theiwadaa(s), who reside in the mountain and forest,
455. ปากถ่ำและเมืองผี 455. In the cave and the town of ghosts.
456. ลุกขาเทวดาเจ้าทั้งหลาย 456. All the theiwadaa(s), living in the trees.
457. เทวดาหกหมื่นเทวดา 457. Sixty thousand theiwadaa(s).
458. ภูมมาเทวดาลุกขาเทวดานาโมนาโถนาคาครุฑา 458. The earth god whom one can depend on, Nagas and Garudas,
459. ปากห้วยและลาวเขา 459. The beginning of the stream and the strip of the hill,
460. ให้พร้อมกันลงมาเสวยยังเครื่องทิพย์บูชาเจ้าชาตาอันนี้ 460. Please come down to take the divine offering of this life owner.
461. ให้เคราะห์เข็นผูกนี้ให้หายเสียทุกเมื่อเทอญ 461. To make disappear forever the bad luck of this person.
462. บัดนี้ข่อยขออัญเชิญแถนหลวง 462. On this occasion, I request the presence of Thaen Luang
463. เจ้าผู้แก้แฮธาตุเหลืองแต่น้อย 463. Who kae the placenta, the yellow element of birth.
464. ให้มาแก้เคราะห์เข็นอันนี้ให้หายเสีย 464. The bad luck will be chased away today.
465. แก้ทั้งเคราะห์สองผัวเมียเลี้ยงลูกยาก 465. The bad luck of the husband and wife raising the child with diff iculty will be chased away today. 
466. เลี้ยงลูกยิงให้ลอดตาย 466. Having born a child, it will not die at birth.
467. เลี้ยงลูกชายให้เจ้าใหญ่หน้า 467. Having born a son, he will be healthy.
468. เลี้ยงลูกหล่าให้ใหญ่เพียงลุง 468. Having born the youngest among siblings, he will be as tall as his uncle,
469. ให้สูงเพียงฟ้า 469. As tall as the sky.
470. บาดเฮดนาให้หมานเข่า 470. If planting rice, the harvest will be abundant.
471. ทั้งพ่อแม่ลูกเต้าและหลานเหลน 471. Parents, children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren, 
472. ให้งามล่วยช่วย 472. May they all be good-looking.
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443. อมสิทธิการ 443. Om – all the success.
444. กูกู่แม่นแถนหลวงฟ้าก่อเค้าก่อแนน 444. I call the presence of the great thaen who makes and builds the naen. 
445. ให้เจ้าลงมา 445. To come down 
446. ย้ายนิ่งย้ายแนนให้แก่สองผัวเมียนี้ 446. And move the naen of this husband and wife.
447. กูเฮียกหาท้าวพญาเทพดานาคาเทพบุตรครุฑา 447. I call the presence of the great gods, nagas, theiwadaa(s), and Garuda.
448. พระอาทิตย์พระจันทร์พระคารพระพุทธพระหัสพระศุกร์พระเสาร์พระราหู

พระลัคณาเทวดาเจ้าทั้งหลาย

448. The Sun, the Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Saturn, Pluto, and the Earth

449. เทวดาเจ้าทั้งหลายจ่งพร้อมกันลงมา 449. Theiwadaa(s), please come down all
450. เสวยเครื่องบูชาแห่งเจ้าชาตาอันนี้ให้แล้ว 450. To take the offering bestowed to you by the owner of this life.
451. ขอนใหญ่ล้มทับทาง 451. Though a huge log is blocking you the way,
452. ให้เจ้าลงมาเกิดเมืองเพียงดังเก่า 452. Please come down to be born in this orderly town as intended.
453. จัตตาโรทัมมามังคะละหูลู 453. Jadtaaroo thammaa mangkhala huuluu
454. เทวดาตนอยู่ภูเขาและป่าไม้ 454. Theiwadaa(s), who reside in the mountain and forest,
455. ปากถ่ำและเมืองผี 455. In the cave and the town of ghosts.
456. ลุกขาเทวดาเจ้าทั้งหลาย 456. All the theiwadaa(s), living in the trees.
457. เทวดาหกหมื่นเทวดา 457. Sixty thousand theiwadaa(s).
458. ภูมมาเทวดาลุกขาเทวดานาโมนาโถนาคาครุฑา 458. The earth god whom one can depend on, Nagas and Garudas,
459. ปากห้วยและลาวเขา 459. The beginning of the stream and the strip of the hill,
460. ให้พร้อมกันลงมาเสวยยังเครื่องทิพย์บูชาเจ้าชาตาอันนี้ 460. Please come down to take the divine offering of this life owner.
461. ให้เคราะห์เข็นผูกนี้ให้หายเสียทุกเมื่อเทอญ 461. To make disappear forever the bad luck of this person.
462. บัดนี้ข่อยขออัญเชิญแถนหลวง 462. On this occasion, I request the presence of Thaen Luang
463. เจ้าผู้แก้แฮธาตุเหลืองแต่น้อย 463. Who kae the placenta, the yellow element of birth.
464. ให้มาแก้เคราะห์เข็นอันนี้ให้หายเสีย 464. The bad luck will be chased away today.
465. แก้ทั้งเคราะห์สองผัวเมียเลี้ยงลูกยาก 465. The bad luck of the husband and wife raising the child with diff iculty will be chased away today. 
466. เลี้ยงลูกยิงให้ลอดตาย 466. Having born a child, it will not die at birth.
467. เลี้ยงลูกชายให้เจ้าใหญ่หน้า 467. Having born a son, he will be healthy.
468. เลี้ยงลูกหล่าให้ใหญ่เพียงลุง 468. Having born the youngest among siblings, he will be as tall as his uncle,
469. ให้สูงเพียงฟ้า 469. As tall as the sky.
470. บาดเฮดนาให้หมานเข่า 470. If planting rice, the harvest will be abundant.
471. ทั้งพ่อแม่ลูกเต้าและหลานเหลน 471. Parents, children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren, 
472. ให้งามล่วยช่วย 472. May they all be good-looking.
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473. บัดนี้ให้พร้อมกัน 473. Now please come all.
474. ปลูกกล้วยนิ่งอย่าได้แคน 474. Growing a banana tree, it will not grow on a slant.
475. ปลูกกล้วยแนนอย่าได้ช่าย 475. Growing a naen tree, it will not sway to the left.
476. ปลูกกล้วยตีบแม่นว่าหน่วยลีบก็ให้หวาน 476. Growing the tiip banana, tiny as they are, but sweet.95

477. ให้มีอาจารย์เจ้าผู้ฉลาด 477. May you have a knowledgeable teacher.
478. คองธรรมเป็นพี่น้องอ้อมเฮือน 478. Morally upright are your relatives. 
479. ให้มีงัวควายหลายลื่นเก่า 479. May you have more buffaloes and cows than ever before.
480. ให้มีเยืยเข่าเปลือกเข่าสารหลายแสนเล่า 480. May you have ten thousand barns of rice, husked and unhusked.
481. ขออัญเชิญแถนหลวงเจ้าผู้ใหญ่ 481. I humbly request the greatest among the thaen
482. ลงมาแก้เคราะห์ฮ่างหม่ายสองผัวเมียเจ้าเฮือนนี้ให้หายเสีย 482. To eliminate the bad luck, the broken luck of this couple
483. ทุกคนทุกคนผู้ข้าเทอญ 483. And of us all.
484. อิมัสะมิงกาเยเกษาผมโลมาขนนขาเล็บทันตาแข่ว

ตะโจหนังมังสังเนื้อนะหะลูเอ็นอัตถีกระดูกมิงสังสมอง

หากังหมากไข่หลังหัตถะยังหมากหัวใจยะกะนังตับ

กิโลมะกังผังผืดปิหากังม่ามสัพพะสังปอดอันตังไส้ใหญ่

อัดทะคะยังไส้น้อยอุตาริยังอาหารใหม่กาลิดสังอาหารเก่า

ปิดตังน้ำดีเสมหังน้ำเสลดปุบโพน้ำหนองโลหิตตังน้ำเลือด

เสโทน้ำเหื่อเมโทน้ำใคอัดสูน้ำตาอัดสาน้ำมันเหลว

เขโลน้ำลายสิงคายิกาน้ำมูกระสิกาน้ำเหลืองมุตตังน้ำมูด

มัตถะเกกระโบงหัวมัตถะลุงคังกระหมองขันติติงทวดติงสาคะลัง

484. The uncertainty of physical organs: hair, skin, body hair, nails, teeth, skin, muscles, tendons,  
bones, cerebrum, testis, heart, liver, lung, intestine, small intestine, old food, new food, bile,  
sputum, pus, blood, sweat, tears, fat, saliva, nasal mucus, vomit and skull.

485. อายุวัฒโกธนวัฒโกสิริวัฒโกพละวัฒโกวัณวัฒโกสุขวัฒโกโหตุสัพพะนา 485. May everyone be blessed. 
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473. บัดนี้ให้พร้อมกัน 473. Now please come all.
474. ปลูกกล้วยนิ่งอย่าได้แคน 474. Growing a banana tree, it will not grow on a slant.
475. ปลูกกล้วยแนนอย่าได้ช่าย 475. Growing a naen tree, it will not sway to the left.
476. ปลูกกล้วยตีบแม่นว่าหน่วยลีบก็ให้หวาน 476. Growing the tiip banana, tiny as they are, but sweet.95

477. ให้มีอาจารย์เจ้าผู้ฉลาด 477. May you have a knowledgeable teacher.
478. คองธรรมเป็นพี่น้องอ้อมเฮือน 478. Morally upright are your relatives. 
479. ให้มีงัวควายหลายลื่นเก่า 479. May you have more buffaloes and cows than ever before.
480. ให้มีเยืยเข่าเปลือกเข่าสารหลายแสนเล่า 480. May you have ten thousand barns of rice, husked and unhusked.
481. ขออัญเชิญแถนหลวงเจ้าผู้ใหญ่ 481. I humbly request the greatest among the thaen
482. ลงมาแก้เคราะห์ฮ่างหม่ายสองผัวเมียเจ้าเฮือนนี้ให้หายเสีย 482. To eliminate the bad luck, the broken luck of this couple
483. ทุกคนทุกคนผู้ข้าเทอญ 483. And of us all.
484. อิมัสะมิงกาเยเกษาผมโลมาขนนขาเล็บทันตาแข่ว

ตะโจหนังมังสังเนื้อนะหะลูเอ็นอัตถีกระดูกมิงสังสมอง

หากังหมากไข่หลังหัตถะยังหมากหัวใจยะกะนังตับ

กิโลมะกังผังผืดปิหากังม่ามสัพพะสังปอดอันตังไส้ใหญ่

อัดทะคะยังไส้น้อยอุตาริยังอาหารใหม่กาลิดสังอาหารเก่า

ปิดตังน้ำดีเสมหังน้ำเสลดปุบโพน้ำหนองโลหิตตังน้ำเลือด

เสโทน้ำเหื่อเมโทน้ำใคอัดสูน้ำตาอัดสาน้ำมันเหลว

เขโลน้ำลายสิงคายิกาน้ำมูกระสิกาน้ำเหลืองมุตตังน้ำมูด

มัตถะเกกระโบงหัวมัตถะลุงคังกระหมองขันติติงทวดติงสาคะลัง

484. The uncertainty of physical organs: hair, skin, body hair, nails, teeth, skin, muscles, tendons,  
bones, cerebrum, testis, heart, liver, lung, intestine, small intestine, old food, new food, bile,  
sputum, pus, blood, sweat, tears, fat, saliva, nasal mucus, vomit and skull.

485. อายุวัฒโกธนวัฒโกสิริวัฒโกพละวัฒโกวัณวัฒโกสุขวัฒโกโหตุสัพพะนา 485. May everyone be blessed. 
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สักเคกาเมจะรูเปสิริสิขารัตตะเตจันตะลิเข

วิมาเนทิเปรัตเถจะคาเมตะลูวะนะคะหะเน

เคหาวะตุงเหเคเตพรหมาจะยันตุเทวา

สะละทะละวิสะเมยะขาคันทะยะขาปะนาคา

ติดทันตาสันติเกยังมุนีวะละวะจะนัง

สาทุโวเมสุนันตุ

I humbly request the presence of all deities who reside in any level of Heaven;  
The theiwadaa(s) who reside in the mountains, in the air, in the country, in the house,  
in the trees and the jungle, who reside in the house compound and the plantation;  
The spiritual beings who reside in the water or on land,  
whether in places that are far away or near, gather here.  
May the virtuous listen to the words of the Supreme Sage.

ธัมมะสะวะนะกะโลอะยัมปะทันตา(3ครั้ง) Now is the time to listen to the Teachings.96
Now is the time to listen to the Teachings.
Now is the time to listen to the Teachings.

นโมตัสสะภควโตอรหโตสัมมาสัมพุทธตัสสะ

นโมตัสสะภควโตอรหโตสัมมาสัมพุทธตัสสะ

นโมตัสสะภควโตอรหโตสัมมาสัมพุทธตัสสะ

Namotassa Bhagavato Arahato Sammasambudhtassa97
Namotassa Bhagavato Arahato Sammasambudhtassa
Namotassa Bhagavato Arahato Sammasambudhtassa

1. เทวบุตรเทวดาพญาอินทร์พญาพรหมนาคครุฑ 1. All theiwadaa(s), Indra, Bhrama, God of the rivers, Naga, and Garuda.
2. มื้อนี้มีเหตุจั่งขานมีการจั่งเฮียก 2. On this occasion, I have a special reason to call your names.
3. จึ่งได้แต่งขันข้าวตอกดอกไม้ 3. Decorating a bowl with roasted unhusked rice and flowers 

(2003)
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RITUAL TEXTS 

Taengkae Mae Kamlerd
This palm leaf manuscript belonged to Phor Jampii. He had inherited the book from his father. 
The original palm leaf was written mainly in tai noi with some words and sentences written in 
nangsuee tham. 

In the case of a sudden childbirth there may not be time to perform the taengkae maemaan 
before the birth. In such cases, it is possible to perform a special rite with the same purpose 
soon after the birth. After the birth, the rite is called taengkae mae kamlerd or often just kae 
kamlerd. The name means an action (taeng) that is to deliver from or banish (kae), mae kamlerd. 
Besides the prophylactic aim, the taengkae mae kamlerd can also be performed if the child has 
symptoms which the mor sorng attributes to mae kamlerd. It can therefore be performed 
throughout the childhood. 

Like the taengkae maemaan, this rite starts with a summons to all theiwaadaa(s) to come and 
attend the ceremony, followed by a prayer in Pali:  

สักเคกาเมจะรูเปสิริสิขารัตตะเตจันตะลิเข

วิมาเนทิเปรัตเถจะคาเมตะลูวะนะคะหะเน

เคหาวะตุงเหเคเตพรหมาจะยันตุเทวา

สะละทะละวิสะเมยะขาคันทะยะขาปะนาคา

ติดทันตาสันติเกยังมุนีวะละวะจะนัง

สาทุโวเมสุนันตุ

I humbly request the presence of all deities who reside in any level of Heaven;  
The theiwadaa(s) who reside in the mountains, in the air, in the country, in the house,  
in the trees and the jungle, who reside in the house compound and the plantation;  
The spiritual beings who reside in the water or on land,  
whether in places that are far away or near, gather here.  
May the virtuous listen to the words of the Supreme Sage.

ธัมมะสะวะนะกะโลอะยัมปะทันตา(3ครั้ง) Now is the time to listen to the Teachings.96
Now is the time to listen to the Teachings.
Now is the time to listen to the Teachings.

นโมตัสสะภควโตอรหโตสัมมาสัมพุทธตัสสะ

นโมตัสสะภควโตอรหโตสัมมาสัมพุทธตัสสะ

นโมตัสสะภควโตอรหโตสัมมาสัมพุทธตัสสะ

Namotassa Bhagavato Arahato Sammasambudhtassa97
Namotassa Bhagavato Arahato Sammasambudhtassa
Namotassa Bhagavato Arahato Sammasambudhtassa

1. เทวบุตรเทวดาพญาอินทร์พญาพรหมนาคครุฑ 1. All theiwadaa(s), Indra, Bhrama, God of the rivers, Naga, and Garuda.
2. มื้อนี้มีเหตุจั่งขานมีการจั่งเฮียก 2. On this occasion, I have a special reason to call your names.
3. จึ่งได้แต่งขันข้าวตอกดอกไม้ 3. Decorating a bowl with roasted unhusked rice and flowers 
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4. ฮ้องป่าวกล่าวสักเค 4. To announce to all, in prayer and worship.
5. เอาคุณเทวบุตรเทวดาเจ้าทั้งหลาย 5. I should like to draw on the merit of all deities 
6. ลงมาย่ำง่ำค่ำชู 6. To support and assist in this rite.
7. มื้อนี้ผู้ข่าจะได้แต่งแก้กำเลิดให้เด็กน้อยผู้นี้แหละ 7. Today I shall perform this rite in order for this baby to live happily.
8. เกิดเย็นเห็นฟ้ามาแล้วแม่เก่าแม่หลังเขาบ่อลืม 8. After being born, it is not forgotten by its previous mother.
9. ผู้ข่าจึงได้แต่งเครื่องสักการะบูชามาขอถวยแก่เทวดาแล้วสิได้แต่งแก้ให้เด็กน้อยผู้นี้ 9. I bestow this offering as a sacrif ice to the theiwadaa(s) to taengkae for this baby.
10. ขอให้ส่วงหายไว 10. So that it may quickly recover from sickness.
11. ไข่หายเสียแต่มื้อนี้วันนี้ผู้ข้าเทอญ 11. So that it may recover from the fever it is suffering from now. 
12. นโมตัสสะภควโตอรหโตสัมมาสัมพุทธตัสสะ 12. Namotassa Bhagavato Arahato Sammasambudhtassa98

13. นโมตัสสะภควโตอรหโตสัมมาสัมพุทธตัสสะ 13. Namotassa Bhagavato Arahato Sammasambudhtassa
14. นโมตัสสะภควโตอรหโตสัมมาสัมพุทธตัสสะ 14. Namotassa Bhagavato Arahato Sammasambudhtassa
15. สิทธิการครูบาอาจารย์ให้กูไปจ่มมนอยู่เทิงฟ้า 15. Sidtikarn –  my teachers had me pray to the sky above.99

16. ๓คืนน้ำจึงบก 16. At the end of the third night, the water had lessened.
17. ๖คืนน้ำจึ่งแห้ง 17. At the end of the sixth night, the water had run dry.
18. เมื่อเห็นน้ำแห้งแล้วอยู่เมืองฟ้าว่าบ่อแก่น 18. Seeing the water dry, Heaven was no longer a proper place to live, you thought.
19. แล่นเมืองฟ้าว่าบ่อเพียง 19. Neither was Heaven an orderly place.
20. เจ้าจึงตกลงมาเมืองลุ่ม 20. Thus you decided to come down to the lower town, 
21. หาแม่เกิดเอากำเลิดดอมตน 21. To your new mother, to be born human.
22. เอาปะติสนธิ์ในท้องแม่น้อยหนึ่งแล้วจึงหายเลือด 22. Fertilized, staying in your mother’s uterus for a while – until the blood all has gone.
23. ได้เดือนหนึ่งจึงละงอก 23. After one month, you start to grow.
24. ได้สิบเดือนจึงออกมา 24. After ten months, you are delivered.100

25. ตกข่วมเป็นผู้ชาย 25. If the navel is down, you are a boy.
26. ตกหงายเป็นผู้ยิง 26. If the navel is up, you are a girl.
27. ถือซื่อเป็นผู้ชาย 27. If the umbilical cord is straight, you are male.
28. ถือสายเป็นผู้ยิง 28. If the umbical cord is long and linear, you are female.
29. โอมติงๆตังๆ 29. Om, ting ting tang tang.101 
30. กูจักเชิญแถนหลวงลงมาซ่อยแก้ดอมเยอ 30. I humbly request the assistance of Thaen Luang;102

31. แถนหลวงเจ้าผู้ปั้นหล่อฮูปคน 31. Thaen Luang who moulds the pattern of human beings,
32. ให้เจ้าลงมาซ่อยแก้ดอมเยอ 32. Please come.
33. แถนเลิงผู้ต่อมไคให้เป็นหน้า 33. Thaen Lerng who molds an egg to shape a face,
34. ก็ให้ลงมาซ่อยแก้ดอมเยอ 34. Please come down.
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4. ฮ้องป่าวกล่าวสักเค 4. To announce to all, in prayer and worship.
5. เอาคุณเทวบุตรเทวดาเจ้าทั้งหลาย 5. I should like to draw on the merit of all deities 
6. ลงมาย่ำง่ำค่ำชู 6. To support and assist in this rite.
7. มื้อนี้ผู้ข่าจะได้แต่งแก้กำเลิดให้เด็กน้อยผู้นี้แหละ 7. Today I shall perform this rite in order for this baby to live happily.
8. เกิดเย็นเห็นฟ้ามาแล้วแม่เก่าแม่หลังเขาบ่อลืม 8. After being born, it is not forgotten by its previous mother.
9. ผู้ข่าจึงได้แต่งเครื่องสักการะบูชามาขอถวยแก่เทวดาแล้วสิได้แต่งแก้ให้เด็กน้อยผู้นี้ 9. I bestow this offering as a sacrif ice to the theiwadaa(s) to taengkae for this baby.
10. ขอให้ส่วงหายไว 10. So that it may quickly recover from sickness.
11. ไข่หายเสียแต่มื้อนี้วันนี้ผู้ข้าเทอญ 11. So that it may recover from the fever it is suffering from now. 
12. นโมตัสสะภควโตอรหโตสัมมาสัมพุทธตัสสะ 12. Namotassa Bhagavato Arahato Sammasambudhtassa98

13. นโมตัสสะภควโตอรหโตสัมมาสัมพุทธตัสสะ 13. Namotassa Bhagavato Arahato Sammasambudhtassa
14. นโมตัสสะภควโตอรหโตสัมมาสัมพุทธตัสสะ 14. Namotassa Bhagavato Arahato Sammasambudhtassa
15. สิทธิการครูบาอาจารย์ให้กูไปจ่มมนอยู่เทิงฟ้า 15. Sidtikarn –  my teachers had me pray to the sky above.99

16. ๓คืนน้ำจึงบก 16. At the end of the third night, the water had lessened.
17. ๖คืนน้ำจึ่งแห้ง 17. At the end of the sixth night, the water had run dry.
18. เมื่อเห็นน้ำแห้งแล้วอยู่เมืองฟ้าว่าบ่อแก่น 18. Seeing the water dry, Heaven was no longer a proper place to live, you thought.
19. แล่นเมืองฟ้าว่าบ่อเพียง 19. Neither was Heaven an orderly place.
20. เจ้าจึงตกลงมาเมืองลุ่ม 20. Thus you decided to come down to the lower town, 
21. หาแม่เกิดเอากำเลิดดอมตน 21. To your new mother, to be born human.
22. เอาปะติสนธิ์ในท้องแม่น้อยหนึ่งแล้วจึงหายเลือด 22. Fertilized, staying in your mother’s uterus for a while – until the blood all has gone.
23. ได้เดือนหนึ่งจึงละงอก 23. After one month, you start to grow.
24. ได้สิบเดือนจึงออกมา 24. After ten months, you are delivered.100

25. ตกข่วมเป็นผู้ชาย 25. If the navel is down, you are a boy.
26. ตกหงายเป็นผู้ยิง 26. If the navel is up, you are a girl.
27. ถือซื่อเป็นผู้ชาย 27. If the umbilical cord is straight, you are male.
28. ถือสายเป็นผู้ยิง 28. If the umbical cord is long and linear, you are female.
29. โอมติงๆตังๆ 29. Om, ting ting tang tang.101 
30. กูจักเชิญแถนหลวงลงมาซ่อยแก้ดอมเยอ 30. I humbly request the assistance of Thaen Luang;102

31. แถนหลวงเจ้าผู้ปั้นหล่อฮูปคน 31. Thaen Luang who moulds the pattern of human beings,
32. ให้เจ้าลงมาซ่อยแก้ดอมเยอ 32. Please come.
33. แถนเลิงผู้ต่อมไคให้เป็นหน้า 33. Thaen Lerng who molds an egg to shape a face,
34. ก็ให้ลงมาซ่อยแก้ดอมเยอ 34. Please come down.
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35. แถนฟ้าผู้เจ้าต่อคอ 35. Thaen Faa who connects the neck,
36. ก็ให้ลงมาซ่อยแก้ดอมเยอ 36. Please come down.
37. แถนลอผู้แปงแขนขัวและแขนซ่าย 37. Thaen Lor who builds up the left and right arms,
38. ก็ให้ลงมาซ่อยแก้ดอมเยอ 38. Please come down.
39. แถนผ่ายเจ้าผู้แปงปากและหูตา 39. Thaen Phaay who adorns the face with lips, ears, and eyes,
40. ก็ให้ลงมาซ่อยแก้ดอมเยอ 40. Please come down.
41. แถนพิจารณาผู้แปงแขนขาเพียงฮาบ 41. Thaen Phijaranaa who reshapes the arms and legs,
42. ก็ให้ลงมาซ่อยแก้ดอมเยอ 42. Please come down.
43. แถนผาบเจ้าผู้แปงสม 43. Thaen Phaab who is responsible for the f inishing touches,
44. ก็ให้ลงมาซ่อยแก้ดอมเยอ 44. Please come down.
45. แถนลมผู้สูบจิตให้เป็นท้าวเป็นนาง 45. Thaen Lom who blows at the mind making it a man or a woman,
46. ให้ลงมาซ่อยแก้ดอมเยอ 46. Please come down.
47. แถนห่าวผู้สูบจิตให้เป็นคน 47. Thaen Haaw who blows at the mind to make it human,
48. ก็ให้ลงมาซ่อยแก้ดอมเยอ 48. Please come down.
49. กูจักแก้ทั้งแม่ตอบซอบนมยาน 49. I shall  kae also Mae Torbsorb, with her drooping breasts.103

50. กูจักแก้ทั้งแม่พานลานนมหย่อน 50. I shall kae also Mae Phaanlaan, with her sagging breasts.
51. กูจักแก้ทั้งแม่ก่อนกี้แต่ภายหลัง 51. I shall kae also all the mothers in the past.
52. กูจักแก้ทั้งแม่สะลังงังแห่งเที่ยวมาหลอก 52. I shall kae also Mae Salang Ngang who haunts more frequently.
53. กูจักแก้ทั้งแม่กอกซอกเที่ยวมาหลอกกลางคืน 53. I shall kae also Mae Kork Sork who haunts at night.
54. กูจักแก้ทั้งแม่นมลืนเหลือกตาใส่ 54. I shall kae also Mae Nom Lueen, her unbalanced breasts and her eyeballs upside down.
55. กูจักแก้ทั้งแม่ใหม่นมยอคอ 55. I shall kae also the new mother whose breasts are full and bouncing.
56. กูจักแก้ทั้งหม่อยาหน่วยเข็ดขวง 56. I shall also perform this rite to kae the bad herbal pots.
57. กูจักแก้ทั้งฮากไม้บาดเป็นแสง 57. I shall also perform this rite to kae the sharp plant root that cuts.
58. กูจักแก้ทั้งผ้าอ้อมแขงใหลหลอก 58. I shall also perform this rite to kae the diaper so stiff that it makes you talk in your sleep.
59. กูจักแก้ทั้งผ้าอ้อมออกเป็นขี่ไก่ขาง 59. I shall also perform this rite to kae the diaper so rotten that it turns mouldy.
60. กูจักแก้ทั้งกางและเม่า 60. I shall also perform this rite to kae the diaper spread or wrapped around the baby.104

61. กูจักแก้ทั้งก้อนเส่าหน่วยแบน 61. I shall also perform this rite to kae the poor stove rock.105 
62. กูจักแก้ทั้งสะแนนหน่วยแขนห่อย 62. I shall also perform this rite to kae the bamboo bed that is stowed away.
63. กูจักแก้ทั้งหืดคะเยอไอ 63. I shall perform this rite to kae asthma and coughs.
64. กูจักแก้ทั้งฝดไฝและหมากไม่ 64. I shall perform this rite to kae prickly heat and shivering fever.
65. กูจักแก้ทั้งผีไข่และหนาวเลิง 65. I shall also perform this rite to kae fever spells and shivering coldness.
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35. แถนฟ้าผู้เจ้าต่อคอ 35. Thaen Faa who connects the neck,
36. ก็ให้ลงมาซ่อยแก้ดอมเยอ 36. Please come down.
37. แถนลอผู้แปงแขนขัวและแขนซ่าย 37. Thaen Lor who builds up the left and right arms,
38. ก็ให้ลงมาซ่อยแก้ดอมเยอ 38. Please come down.
39. แถนผ่ายเจ้าผู้แปงปากและหูตา 39. Thaen Phaay who adorns the face with lips, ears, and eyes,
40. ก็ให้ลงมาซ่อยแก้ดอมเยอ 40. Please come down.
41. แถนพิจารณาผู้แปงแขนขาเพียงฮาบ 41. Thaen Phijaranaa who reshapes the arms and legs,
42. ก็ให้ลงมาซ่อยแก้ดอมเยอ 42. Please come down.
43. แถนผาบเจ้าผู้แปงสม 43. Thaen Phaab who is responsible for the f inishing touches,
44. ก็ให้ลงมาซ่อยแก้ดอมเยอ 44. Please come down.
45. แถนลมผู้สูบจิตให้เป็นท้าวเป็นนาง 45. Thaen Lom who blows at the mind making it a man or a woman,
46. ให้ลงมาซ่อยแก้ดอมเยอ 46. Please come down.
47. แถนห่าวผู้สูบจิตให้เป็นคน 47. Thaen Haaw who blows at the mind to make it human,
48. ก็ให้ลงมาซ่อยแก้ดอมเยอ 48. Please come down.
49. กูจักแก้ทั้งแม่ตอบซอบนมยาน 49. I shall  kae also Mae Torbsorb, with her drooping breasts.103

50. กูจักแก้ทั้งแม่พานลานนมหย่อน 50. I shall kae also Mae Phaanlaan, with her sagging breasts.
51. กูจักแก้ทั้งแม่ก่อนกี้แต่ภายหลัง 51. I shall kae also all the mothers in the past.
52. กูจักแก้ทั้งแม่สะลังงังแห่งเที่ยวมาหลอก 52. I shall kae also Mae Salang Ngang who haunts more frequently.
53. กูจักแก้ทั้งแม่กอกซอกเที่ยวมาหลอกกลางคืน 53. I shall kae also Mae Kork Sork who haunts at night.
54. กูจักแก้ทั้งแม่นมลืนเหลือกตาใส่ 54. I shall kae also Mae Nom Lueen, her unbalanced breasts and her eyeballs upside down.
55. กูจักแก้ทั้งแม่ใหม่นมยอคอ 55. I shall kae also the new mother whose breasts are full and bouncing.
56. กูจักแก้ทั้งหม่อยาหน่วยเข็ดขวง 56. I shall also perform this rite to kae the bad herbal pots.
57. กูจักแก้ทั้งฮากไม้บาดเป็นแสง 57. I shall also perform this rite to kae the sharp plant root that cuts.
58. กูจักแก้ทั้งผ้าอ้อมแขงใหลหลอก 58. I shall also perform this rite to kae the diaper so stiff that it makes you talk in your sleep.
59. กูจักแก้ทั้งผ้าอ้อมออกเป็นขี่ไก่ขาง 59. I shall also perform this rite to kae the diaper so rotten that it turns mouldy.
60. กูจักแก้ทั้งกางและเม่า 60. I shall also perform this rite to kae the diaper spread or wrapped around the baby.104

61. กูจักแก้ทั้งก้อนเส่าหน่วยแบน 61. I shall also perform this rite to kae the poor stove rock.105 
62. กูจักแก้ทั้งสะแนนหน่วยแขนห่อย 62. I shall also perform this rite to kae the bamboo bed that is stowed away.
63. กูจักแก้ทั้งหืดคะเยอไอ 63. I shall perform this rite to kae asthma and coughs.
64. กูจักแก้ทั้งฝดไฝและหมากไม่ 64. I shall perform this rite to kae prickly heat and shivering fever.
65. กูจักแก้ทั้งผีไข่และหนาวเลิง 65. I shall also perform this rite to kae fever spells and shivering coldness.
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66. กูจักแก้ทั้งทางเทิงและทางลุ่ม 66. I shall perform this rite to kae both the above and the underneath.
67. กูสิจักเชิญเอาแถนหลวงและแถนงึ่มลงมาซ่อยแก้ 67. And I shall request the presence of Thaen Luang and Thaen Nguem to come down to assist.
68. ทางลุ่มนั้นกูจักเชิญเอาแถนตื้อและนางธรณินลงมาซ่อยแก้ 68. From below, I shall invite Thaen Tuee and Naang Thoranin, the goddess of Earth, to come.
69. กูจักแก้ทั้งแฮบ่อตก 69. I shall kae, too, the umbilical cord that does not come out with ease.
70. กูจักแก้ทั้งพกบ่อหลอด 70. I shall also kae, too, the placenta that is too big.
71. กูจักแก้ทั้งลูกอ่อนน่อยคาดมาตาย 71. I shall kae the baby who dies unexpectedly at birth.
72. กูจักแก้ทั้งผีพายกุมกินเลือด 72. I shall kae the Phii Phaay that greedily sucks the blood.
73. กูจักแก้ทั้งฮ้อนเดือดในขัน 73. I shall kae the heat boiling in the water bowl.
74. กูจักแก้ทั้งไข่ดิ้น 74. I shall kae the convulsion.
75. กูจักแก้ทั้งตาเหลือกปิ้นขึ้นเมือเทิง 75. I shall kae the eyeballs that turn upside to the above.
76. กูจักแก้ทั้งผีเขมรและผีห่อ 76. I shall kae the ghosts of Khmer and of Hor.106

77. กูจักแก้ทั้งย่อและผียวน 77. I shall kae the ghosts of Yor and Yuan.107

78. กูจักแก้ทั้งผีพวนและผีม่าน 78. I shall kae the ghosts of Phuan and Maan.108

79. กูจักแก้ทั้งผีขาก่านแห่งเทียวมาหลอก 79. I shall kae the ghost with tattooed legs that comes around more frequently.109

80. กูจักแก้ทั้งตานายแหงเทียวมาเยี่ยม 80. I shall kae the Phii Taa Naay coming here more frequently.110

81. กูจักแก้ทั้งผีเสียมดวงมันขุดฝังแฮ 81. I shall kae the ghost of the spade that is used to dig the burial site of the placenta.
82. กูจักแก้ทั้งมีดน้อยๆดวงมันแผ่สายบือ 82. I shall kae the tiny knife that is used for cutting the umbilical cord.
83. กูจักแก้ทั้งสะพือหน้าง้ำ 83. I shall kae Mae Saphuee whose face is jutting out.111

84. กูจักแก้ทั้งสะพ้ำง้ำตา 84. I shall kae Mae Sapham whose eyes are jutting out.112

85. กูจักแก้ทั้งสายสะพายแขนอู่ฮ่อนอุดอู่นอนตาย 85. I shall kae even the strings of the cradle with the heat inside and the rash it causes. 
86. กูจักแก้สามื้อนี้วันนี้ 86. I shall destroy them on this particular day.
87. หรือว่านมแม่มันลายเป็นฮูปผีเป้า 87. Or, if the mother’s breasts have the shape of Phii Pau,113 
88. กูจักแก้สามื้อนี้วันนี้ 88. I shall kae it on this particular day.
89. นมแม่มันเส่าเป็นฮูปผีโพง 89. The sad breasts of the mother that have the shape of Phii Phoong.114

90. กูจักแก้สามื้อนี้วันนี้ 90. I shall kae on this particular day.
91. นมเข็ดขวงเป็นงาช้างเผือก 91. The unlucky breasts that look like a white elephant’s husks,
92. กูจักแก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 92. I shall kae on this particular day.
93. นมเป็นเหลือกงูซวง 93. The breasts that have patterns of the snake suang 115

94. กูจักแก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 94. I shall kae on this particular day.
95. นมเป็นคางแลบลิ้น 95. The breasts that look like chins with tongues drawn out.
96. กูจักแก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 96. I shall kae on this particular day.
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66. กูจักแก้ทั้งทางเทิงและทางลุ่ม 66. I shall perform this rite to kae both the above and the underneath.
67. กูสิจักเชิญเอาแถนหลวงและแถนงึ่มลงมาซ่อยแก้ 67. And I shall request the presence of Thaen Luang and Thaen Nguem to come down to assist.
68. ทางลุ่มนั้นกูจักเชิญเอาแถนตื้อและนางธรณินลงมาซ่อยแก้ 68. From below, I shall invite Thaen Tuee and Naang Thoranin, the goddess of Earth, to come.
69. กูจักแก้ทั้งแฮบ่อตก 69. I shall kae, too, the umbilical cord that does not come out with ease.
70. กูจักแก้ทั้งพกบ่อหลอด 70. I shall also kae, too, the placenta that is too big.
71. กูจักแก้ทั้งลูกอ่อนน่อยคาดมาตาย 71. I shall kae the baby who dies unexpectedly at birth.
72. กูจักแก้ทั้งผีพายกุมกินเลือด 72. I shall kae the Phii Phaay that greedily sucks the blood.
73. กูจักแก้ทั้งฮ้อนเดือดในขัน 73. I shall kae the heat boiling in the water bowl.
74. กูจักแก้ทั้งไข่ดิ้น 74. I shall kae the convulsion.
75. กูจักแก้ทั้งตาเหลือกปิ้นขึ้นเมือเทิง 75. I shall kae the eyeballs that turn upside to the above.
76. กูจักแก้ทั้งผีเขมรและผีห่อ 76. I shall kae the ghosts of Khmer and of Hor.106

77. กูจักแก้ทั้งย่อและผียวน 77. I shall kae the ghosts of Yor and Yuan.107

78. กูจักแก้ทั้งผีพวนและผีม่าน 78. I shall kae the ghosts of Phuan and Maan.108

79. กูจักแก้ทั้งผีขาก่านแห่งเทียวมาหลอก 79. I shall kae the ghost with tattooed legs that comes around more frequently.109

80. กูจักแก้ทั้งตานายแหงเทียวมาเยี่ยม 80. I shall kae the Phii Taa Naay coming here more frequently.110

81. กูจักแก้ทั้งผีเสียมดวงมันขุดฝังแฮ 81. I shall kae the ghost of the spade that is used to dig the burial site of the placenta.
82. กูจักแก้ทั้งมีดน้อยๆดวงมันแผ่สายบือ 82. I shall kae the tiny knife that is used for cutting the umbilical cord.
83. กูจักแก้ทั้งสะพือหน้าง้ำ 83. I shall kae Mae Saphuee whose face is jutting out.111

84. กูจักแก้ทั้งสะพ้ำง้ำตา 84. I shall kae Mae Sapham whose eyes are jutting out.112

85. กูจักแก้ทั้งสายสะพายแขนอู่ฮ่อนอุดอู่นอนตาย 85. I shall kae even the strings of the cradle with the heat inside and the rash it causes. 
86. กูจักแก้สามื้อนี้วันนี้ 86. I shall destroy them on this particular day.
87. หรือว่านมแม่มันลายเป็นฮูปผีเป้า 87. Or, if the mother’s breasts have the shape of Phii Pau,113 
88. กูจักแก้สามื้อนี้วันนี้ 88. I shall kae it on this particular day.
89. นมแม่มันเส่าเป็นฮูปผีโพง 89. The sad breasts of the mother that have the shape of Phii Phoong.114

90. กูจักแก้สามื้อนี้วันนี้ 90. I shall kae on this particular day.
91. นมเข็ดขวงเป็นงาช้างเผือก 91. The unlucky breasts that look like a white elephant’s husks,
92. กูจักแก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 92. I shall kae on this particular day.
93. นมเป็นเหลือกงูซวง 93. The breasts that have patterns of the snake suang 115

94. กูจักแก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 94. I shall kae on this particular day.
95. นมเป็นคางแลบลิ้น 95. The breasts that look like chins with tongues drawn out.
96. กูจักแก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 96. I shall kae on this particular day.
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97. ขวนนมปิ้นเป็นตา 97. The nipples that look like eyes,
98. กูจักแก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 98. I shall kae on this particular day.
99. นมยอคอตอดลูก 99. The breasts that look like necks raised to nibble at the baby,
100. กูจักแก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 100. I shall kae on this particular day.
101. กูจักแก้ทั้งนาค๓หัว 101. I shall kae also the three-headed Naga.
102. กูจักแก้ทั้งสองผัวเมียเลี้ยงลูกยิ่งยาก 102. I shall kae the married couple who bring up their children with much diff iculty.
103. กูจักแก้ทั้งผากผีเฮด 103. I shall kae all the phii that haunt.
104. กูจักแก้ด้วยคาถาพระยาแถนแม่นตาทอกว่า 104. I shall destroy them with the magic words of the great Thaen just like Grandfather Thork:
105. อะๆวะลุงลังมัดซังสวาหมอมวะๆอมวันๆมะตังละตัง 105. A a walunglangmatsang sawaahom omwa omwa omwan omwan matanglatang.116

(ให้ยายเข่าตอก) [chanting and scattering the roasted unhusked rice]

106. ตั้งเกี้ยวซ้ายแห่งเทียวมา 106. Scattering this rice to the left, the phii that wanders even more frequently,
107. กูจักแก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 107. I shall kae on this particular day.
108. ผีตานายแห่งเที่ยวมาหลอก 108. Phii Taanaay who comes more often to tease us,
109. กูจักแก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 109. I shall kae on this particular day.
110. แขนแม่ก่ำเป็นงา 110. The mother’s arms that have become black like sesame,
111. กูจักแก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 111. I shall kae on this particular day.
112. แขนแม่ชาปักง่อน 112. The mother’s arms that become numb, painful up to the nape,
113. กูจักแก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 113. I shall kae on this particular day.
114. กูแก้แล้วสูอย่าสุมา 114. Now that I have performed this kae, shall you dare to come? 
115. ทางไฮ่นั้นกูจักใส่ขวกหนามคา 115. The path to the plantation, I shall obstruct with thorns.
116. ทางนานั้นกูจักใส่เฝือกเก้าล้าน 116. On the path to the ricef ield, I shall put nine million rods.117

117. ทางบ้านนั้นกูจักใส่หลาวคันเหล็ก 117. On the path to the house I shall put pointed metal pikes.
118. ทางผักตูเฮือนกูจักใส่ขวกหลวง 118. On the doors, I shall put huge barbs,
119. ขวนฟ้าผ่าหัวผีให้ทลายให้กองกันตายอเนกนอง 119.  And the heavenly axe I shall use to chop off the phii’s heads so that they may die in piles and piles.
120. ป่องเอี้ยมนั้นกูจักใส่หลาวเพ็ดบ่วงบาดพญาอินทร์ 120. On the windows, I shall put the diamond spear and the loop of Indra.118

121. ทางหลวงกูสิใส่หน่วงบ่วงน้อยๆฮัดคอผี 121. On the main path, I shall put tiny loops fastened to strangle the phii’s heads.
122. ผีย่าแห่งเทียวมาเยี่ยมหลายก็ซ้ำสิถืกตาย 122. Phii Grandma coming here more often to visit will be trapped to death.
123. ผีตานายแห่งเที่ยวมากินเข่าก็ซ้ำสิถืกตาย 123. Phii Taanaay coming here more often to eat rice will be trapped to death.
124. ผีตัวมันแห่งตอมกินเลือดก็ซ้ำสิถืกตาย 124. The phii swarming more frequently to suck blood will be trapped to death.
125. กูจักแก้ทั้งเดือดฮ้อนนอนอนละหนในเมืองคนทะแหล่งหล่า 125. I shall kae all the trouble, the turmoil overall in the town.
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97. ขวนนมปิ้นเป็นตา 97. The nipples that look like eyes,
98. กูจักแก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 98. I shall kae on this particular day.
99. นมยอคอตอดลูก 99. The breasts that look like necks raised to nibble at the baby,
100. กูจักแก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 100. I shall kae on this particular day.
101. กูจักแก้ทั้งนาค๓หัว 101. I shall kae also the three-headed Naga.
102. กูจักแก้ทั้งสองผัวเมียเลี้ยงลูกยิ่งยาก 102. I shall kae the married couple who bring up their children with much diff iculty.
103. กูจักแก้ทั้งผากผีเฮด 103. I shall kae all the phii that haunt.
104. กูจักแก้ด้วยคาถาพระยาแถนแม่นตาทอกว่า 104. I shall destroy them with the magic words of the great Thaen just like Grandfather Thork:
105. อะๆวะลุงลังมัดซังสวาหมอมวะๆอมวันๆมะตังละตัง 105. A a walunglangmatsang sawaahom omwa omwa omwan omwan matanglatang.116

(ให้ยายเข่าตอก) [chanting and scattering the roasted unhusked rice]

106. ตั้งเกี้ยวซ้ายแห่งเทียวมา 106. Scattering this rice to the left, the phii that wanders even more frequently,
107. กูจักแก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 107. I shall kae on this particular day.
108. ผีตานายแห่งเที่ยวมาหลอก 108. Phii Taanaay who comes more often to tease us,
109. กูจักแก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 109. I shall kae on this particular day.
110. แขนแม่ก่ำเป็นงา 110. The mother’s arms that have become black like sesame,
111. กูจักแก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 111. I shall kae on this particular day.
112. แขนแม่ชาปักง่อน 112. The mother’s arms that become numb, painful up to the nape,
113. กูจักแก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 113. I shall kae on this particular day.
114. กูแก้แล้วสูอย่าสุมา 114. Now that I have performed this kae, shall you dare to come? 
115. ทางไฮ่นั้นกูจักใส่ขวกหนามคา 115. The path to the plantation, I shall obstruct with thorns.
116. ทางนานั้นกูจักใส่เฝือกเก้าล้าน 116. On the path to the ricef ield, I shall put nine million rods.117

117. ทางบ้านนั้นกูจักใส่หลาวคันเหล็ก 117. On the path to the house I shall put pointed metal pikes.
118. ทางผักตูเฮือนกูจักใส่ขวกหลวง 118. On the doors, I shall put huge barbs,
119. ขวนฟ้าผ่าหัวผีให้ทลายให้กองกันตายอเนกนอง 119.  And the heavenly axe I shall use to chop off the phii’s heads so that they may die in piles and piles.
120. ป่องเอี้ยมนั้นกูจักใส่หลาวเพ็ดบ่วงบาดพญาอินทร์ 120. On the windows, I shall put the diamond spear and the loop of Indra.118

121. ทางหลวงกูสิใส่หน่วงบ่วงน้อยๆฮัดคอผี 121. On the main path, I shall put tiny loops fastened to strangle the phii’s heads.
122. ผีย่าแห่งเทียวมาเยี่ยมหลายก็ซ้ำสิถืกตาย 122. Phii Grandma coming here more often to visit will be trapped to death.
123. ผีตานายแห่งเที่ยวมากินเข่าก็ซ้ำสิถืกตาย 123. Phii Taanaay coming here more often to eat rice will be trapped to death.
124. ผีตัวมันแห่งตอมกินเลือดก็ซ้ำสิถืกตาย 124. The phii swarming more frequently to suck blood will be trapped to death.
125. กูจักแก้ทั้งเดือดฮ้อนนอนอนละหนในเมืองคนทะแหล่งหล่า 125. I shall kae all the trouble, the turmoil overall in the town.
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126. เคราะห์อันจักมาต่อหน้าและภายหลังก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 126. The bad luck of the future and the past, let it be gone on this particular day.
127. เคราะห์คิงไฟใหม่ย้าวก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 127. The misfortune of a house on f ire, let it be gone on this particular day.
128. เคราะห์หมากพร้าวหล่นจากแซงก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 128. The misfortune of the coconuts falling from the trees, let it be gone on this particular day.
129. เคราะห์เข่าดำเข่าแดงจักเกิดเป็นเลือดก็ให้แก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 129. The misfortune of rice, black and red, turning bloodlike, let it be gone on this particular day.
130. เคราะห์ขำเขือกและลางงูก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 130. The bad, poisonous luck and omen of snakes, let it be gone on this particular day.
131. เคราะห์หนูกัดเสื้อผ้าก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 131. The misfortune of mice ruining the clothes, let it be it gone on this particular day.
132. เคราะห์อันจักเป็นก่ำพร้าพัดแม่อยู่นอนเคียงก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 132. The misfortune of orphanage, separating the baby from its parents sleeping nearby, let it be gone.
133. เคราะห์สอยวอยผ้าขาดก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 133. The misfortune of exhaustion and torn clothes, let it be gone on this particular day.
134. เคราะห์อนละหนในเนื้อก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 134. The misfortune of turmoil in the human flesh, let it be gone on this particular day.
135. เคราะห์สองผัวเมียหมั่นผิดข้องก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 135. The bad luck of frequent arguments between husband and wife, let it be gone on this particular day.
136. เคราะห์งัวควายถืกแอกและบ่วงน้อยยักขาคาก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี 136. Bad luck of buffaloes and cows yoked and fastened by the feet by snaring loops, let it be gone.
137. เคราะห์ไปมาเห็นเหตุอุบัติเหตุเป็นลางก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 137. Ominous luck of seeing an accident while traveling, let it be gone on this particular day.
138. เคราะห์หมั่นคางป่วยไข่ก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 138. The misfortune of moans and fever, let it be gone on this particular day. 
139. เคราะห์ทุกข์ยากไฮ้บ่อมีสังก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 139. The misfortune of extreme poverty, let it be gone on this particular day.
140. กูจักผาบหมู่เคราะห์กำเลิบให้เพิก 140. I shall banish all the current misfortune.
141. กูจักแก้หมู่แม่กำเลิดให้หนี 141. I shall banish all the Mae Mamlerd. 
142. ให้สูหนีเมือภูตกข่ามพู้นเยอ 142. Make them escape to the yonder mountains.
143. ให้สูหนีเมือน้ำตกเขียวพู้นเยอ 143. Make them escape to the water in the green mountain over there.
144. สูเหลียวมาให้สูตาแตก 144. If you dare look back, your eyes will be broken.
145. ยามฝนสูอย่าได้มาถืกบ่วงหนังแห่งกูเยอ 145. During the rainy season, please do not come to this leather trap of mine.
146. ยามแล้งสูอย่าได้มาถืกบ่วงทองแห่งกูเยอ 146. During the dry season, please do not come to this golden trap of mine.
147. ให้สูกองกันตายเต็มท่องท่ง 147. Die in heaps scattered all over the rice f ield.
148. กูส่งแล้วสูอย่าสู่มาเท่าวันเทอญ 148. I have driven you away, do not ever return.
149. อมสมเด็จเจ้าตนฉลาดผู้ข่าทั้งหลายจักขออัญเชิญเจ้าตนฉลาดมาลักสา 149. Om, sages, we invite your protection. 
150. ขวัญอ่อนสีไวได้ ไปอยู่เมืองม่อย 150. This delicate young khwan, who went to the town of Mory,119

151. ก็ให้มาสามื้อนี้วันนี้ 151. Please return on this particular day.
152. ขวัญอ่อนน้อยผู้คิงแดง 152. Delicate young khwan of the red skinned baby,
153. ก็ให้มาสามื้อนี้วันนี้ 153. Please return on this particular day.
154. ขวัญจอมแพงผู้คิงก่ำ 154. Beloved khwan of the dark skinned baby,
155. ก็ให้มาสามื้อนี้วันนี้ 155. Please return on this particular day.
156. ขวัญเจ้าถืกกะต่ำเมืองแถน 156. Khwan that has been under the spell in the town of Thaen,
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126. เคราะห์อันจักมาต่อหน้าและภายหลังก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 126. The bad luck of the future and the past, let it be gone on this particular day.
127. เคราะห์คิงไฟใหม่ย้าวก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 127. The misfortune of a house on f ire, let it be gone on this particular day.
128. เคราะห์หมากพร้าวหล่นจากแซงก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 128. The misfortune of the coconuts falling from the trees, let it be gone on this particular day.
129. เคราะห์เข่าดำเข่าแดงจักเกิดเป็นเลือดก็ให้แก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 129. The misfortune of rice, black and red, turning bloodlike, let it be gone on this particular day.
130. เคราะห์ขำเขือกและลางงูก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 130. The bad, poisonous luck and omen of snakes, let it be gone on this particular day.
131. เคราะห์หนูกัดเสื้อผ้าก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 131. The misfortune of mice ruining the clothes, let it be it gone on this particular day.
132. เคราะห์อันจักเป็นก่ำพร้าพัดแม่อยู่นอนเคียงก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 132. The misfortune of orphanage, separating the baby from its parents sleeping nearby, let it be gone.
133. เคราะห์สอยวอยผ้าขาดก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 133. The misfortune of exhaustion and torn clothes, let it be gone on this particular day.
134. เคราะห์อนละหนในเนื้อก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 134. The misfortune of turmoil in the human flesh, let it be gone on this particular day.
135. เคราะห์สองผัวเมียหมั่นผิดข้องก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 135. The bad luck of frequent arguments between husband and wife, let it be gone on this particular day.
136. เคราะห์งัวควายถืกแอกและบ่วงน้อยยักขาคาก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี 136. Bad luck of buffaloes and cows yoked and fastened by the feet by snaring loops, let it be gone.
137. เคราะห์ไปมาเห็นเหตุอุบัติเหตุเป็นลางก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 137. Ominous luck of seeing an accident while traveling, let it be gone on this particular day.
138. เคราะห์หมั่นคางป่วยไข่ก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 138. The misfortune of moans and fever, let it be gone on this particular day. 
139. เคราะห์ทุกข์ยากไฮ้บ่อมีสังก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 139. The misfortune of extreme poverty, let it be gone on this particular day.
140. กูจักผาบหมู่เคราะห์กำเลิบให้เพิก 140. I shall banish all the current misfortune.
141. กูจักแก้หมู่แม่กำเลิดให้หนี 141. I shall banish all the Mae Mamlerd. 
142. ให้สูหนีเมือภูตกข่ามพู้นเยอ 142. Make them escape to the yonder mountains.
143. ให้สูหนีเมือน้ำตกเขียวพู้นเยอ 143. Make them escape to the water in the green mountain over there.
144. สูเหลียวมาให้สูตาแตก 144. If you dare look back, your eyes will be broken.
145. ยามฝนสูอย่าได้มาถืกบ่วงหนังแห่งกูเยอ 145. During the rainy season, please do not come to this leather trap of mine.
146. ยามแล้งสูอย่าได้มาถืกบ่วงทองแห่งกูเยอ 146. During the dry season, please do not come to this golden trap of mine.
147. ให้สูกองกันตายเต็มท่องท่ง 147. Die in heaps scattered all over the rice f ield.
148. กูส่งแล้วสูอย่าสู่มาเท่าวันเทอญ 148. I have driven you away, do not ever return.
149. อมสมเด็จเจ้าตนฉลาดผู้ข่าทั้งหลายจักขออัญเชิญเจ้าตนฉลาดมาลักสา 149. Om, sages, we invite your protection. 
150. ขวัญอ่อนสีไวได้ ไปอยู่เมืองม่อย 150. This delicate young khwan, who went to the town of Mory,119

151. ก็ให้มาสามื้อนี้วันนี้ 151. Please return on this particular day.
152. ขวัญอ่อนน้อยผู้คิงแดง 152. Delicate young khwan of the red skinned baby,
153. ก็ให้มาสามื้อนี้วันนี้ 153. Please return on this particular day.
154. ขวัญจอมแพงผู้คิงก่ำ 154. Beloved khwan of the dark skinned baby,
155. ก็ให้มาสามื้อนี้วันนี้ 155. Please return on this particular day.
156. ขวัญเจ้าถืกกะต่ำเมืองแถน 156. Khwan that has been under the spell in the town of Thaen,
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157. ก็ให้มาสามื้อนี้วันนี้ 157. Please return on this particular day.
158. ขวัญเจ้าไปยามป้าอยู่เมืองเสลายน 158. Khwan that has visited the aunt in the town of Seilayon,120

159. ก็ให้มาสามื้อนี้วันนี้ 159. Please return on this particular day.
160. ขวัญเจ้าไปดอมคนอยู่เมืองลุ่ม 160. Khwan that has been with the people of the plain, 
161. กะให้มาเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 161. Please return on this particular day.
162. ขวัญเจ้าไปถืกสุ่มอยู่กางหนอง 162. Khwan that was caught in the f ishing net in the middle of the pond,
163. กะให้มาเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 163. Please return on this particular day.
164. ขวัญเจ้าไปซมซอนหาคู่ 164. Khwan that has been staying amorously with the lover,
165. กะให้มาสามื้อนี้วันนี้ 165. Please return on this particular day.
166. ขวัญเจ้าไปยามปู่อยู่เมืองมัดตะบอง 166. Khwan that has visited the grandfather in the town of Mudtaborng,121

167. กะให้มาสามื้อนี้วันนี้ 167. Please return on this particular day.
168. ขวัญเจ้าลงไปตีกองอยู่เมืองนาค 168. Khwan that has been down to beat drums in the town of Naga, 
169. กะให้มาสามื้อนี้วันนี้ 169. Please return on this particular day.
170. ขวัญเจ้าทุกข์ยากฮ้ายไปเที่ยวขอกิน 170. Khwan that has been wandering in poverty, begging for food,
171. กะให้มาสามื้อนี้วันนี้ 171. Please return on this particular day.
172. ข่อยจักเชิญเอาขวัญอ่อนสีให้มาอย่าช้า 172. I shall invite this f ine young khwan to come without delay.
173. ข่อยจักเชิญเอาขวัญอ่อนหล้าให้มาโดยพลัน 173. I shall invite this delicate young khwan to come in a sudden.
174. ขวญหัวเจ้าขึ้นเมือยามแม่เก่าแม่หลัง 174. Khwan that has been up to visit Mae Kau Mae Lang,122

175. เจ้าผู้ชื่อว่าแถนตื้อ 175. Please, god whose name is Thaen Tuee,
176. บัดนี้ข่อยไถ่ซื่อเอาแล้วหมื่นแปดพันคำ 176. Now, that I have paid a ransom of eighteen thousand pieces of gold to you.
177. ทางฮกฮ้ายเป็นป่าคาก็ให้เจ้าบุ๊ลงมา 177. If the path is covered with tall grass, please struggle down.
178. ทางเป็นน้ำให้เจ้าขี่เฮือทองลงมา 178. If the path is flooded with water, please sail down here in the golden boat.
179. ทางเป็นหนองให้เจ้าขี่เฮือไม้ลงมา 179. If the path leads through swamps, please sail down here in the wooden boat.
180. ลงบ่อได้ให้ ไต่หลังฮุ่งลงมา 180. If you cannot walk down, climb on the back of rainbow.
181. เจ้าบ่อมานมแม่เจ้าเบื้องซ้ายเขาสิยาดกันกินอยู่ลีลาลีลาแลนา 181. If you do not come down, your mother’s milk of the left breast will be shared by other greedy babies. 
182. เจ้าบ่อลงมาผ้าฮมเจ้าสิหมองแลนา 182. If you do not come down, your blanket will lose its colour. 
183. เจ้าบ่อลงมาบ่อนนอนเจ้าสิเส่า 183. If you do not come down, your bed will be sorrowful.
184. แม่เจ้าจี่ซิ้นเหน็บฝาไว้ถ่า 184. Your mother, waiting, has grilled pieces of beef and put it up in the wall for you.123

185. แม่เจ้าจี่ปาเหน็บหญ่าไว้ถ่า 185. Your mother, waiting, has grilled f ish and put it up in the thatch for you.
186. เจ้าหล้าน้อยแม่น้อยลงมาเทียวปะลันเทอญ 186. Beloved tiny one, please come down immediately. 
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157. ก็ให้มาสามื้อนี้วันนี้ 157. Please return on this particular day.
158. ขวัญเจ้าไปยามป้าอยู่เมืองเสลายน 158. Khwan that has visited the aunt in the town of Seilayon,120

159. ก็ให้มาสามื้อนี้วันนี้ 159. Please return on this particular day.
160. ขวัญเจ้าไปดอมคนอยู่เมืองลุ่ม 160. Khwan that has been with the people of the plain, 
161. กะให้มาเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 161. Please return on this particular day.
162. ขวัญเจ้าไปถืกสุ่มอยู่กางหนอง 162. Khwan that was caught in the f ishing net in the middle of the pond,
163. กะให้มาเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้ 163. Please return on this particular day.
164. ขวัญเจ้าไปซมซอนหาคู่ 164. Khwan that has been staying amorously with the lover,
165. กะให้มาสามื้อนี้วันนี้ 165. Please return on this particular day.
166. ขวัญเจ้าไปยามปู่อยู่เมืองมัดตะบอง 166. Khwan that has visited the grandfather in the town of Mudtaborng,121

167. กะให้มาสามื้อนี้วันนี้ 167. Please return on this particular day.
168. ขวัญเจ้าลงไปตีกองอยู่เมืองนาค 168. Khwan that has been down to beat drums in the town of Naga, 
169. กะให้มาสามื้อนี้วันนี้ 169. Please return on this particular day.
170. ขวัญเจ้าทุกข์ยากฮ้ายไปเที่ยวขอกิน 170. Khwan that has been wandering in poverty, begging for food,
171. กะให้มาสามื้อนี้วันนี้ 171. Please return on this particular day.
172. ข่อยจักเชิญเอาขวัญอ่อนสีให้มาอย่าช้า 172. I shall invite this f ine young khwan to come without delay.
173. ข่อยจักเชิญเอาขวัญอ่อนหล้าให้มาโดยพลัน 173. I shall invite this delicate young khwan to come in a sudden.
174. ขวญหัวเจ้าขึ้นเมือยามแม่เก่าแม่หลัง 174. Khwan that has been up to visit Mae Kau Mae Lang,122

175. เจ้าผู้ชื่อว่าแถนตื้อ 175. Please, god whose name is Thaen Tuee,
176. บัดนี้ข่อยไถ่ซื่อเอาแล้วหมื่นแปดพันคำ 176. Now, that I have paid a ransom of eighteen thousand pieces of gold to you.
177. ทางฮกฮ้ายเป็นป่าคาก็ให้เจ้าบุ๊ลงมา 177. If the path is covered with tall grass, please struggle down.
178. ทางเป็นน้ำให้เจ้าขี่เฮือทองลงมา 178. If the path is flooded with water, please sail down here in the golden boat.
179. ทางเป็นหนองให้เจ้าขี่เฮือไม้ลงมา 179. If the path leads through swamps, please sail down here in the wooden boat.
180. ลงบ่อได้ให้ ไต่หลังฮุ่งลงมา 180. If you cannot walk down, climb on the back of rainbow.
181. เจ้าบ่อมานมแม่เจ้าเบื้องซ้ายเขาสิยาดกันกินอยู่ลีลาลีลาแลนา 181. If you do not come down, your mother’s milk of the left breast will be shared by other greedy babies. 
182. เจ้าบ่อลงมาผ้าฮมเจ้าสิหมองแลนา 182. If you do not come down, your blanket will lose its colour. 
183. เจ้าบ่อลงมาบ่อนนอนเจ้าสิเส่า 183. If you do not come down, your bed will be sorrowful.
184. แม่เจ้าจี่ซิ้นเหน็บฝาไว้ถ่า 184. Your mother, waiting, has grilled pieces of beef and put it up in the wall for you.123

185. แม่เจ้าจี่ปาเหน็บหญ่าไว้ถ่า 185. Your mother, waiting, has grilled f ish and put it up in the thatch for you.
186. เจ้าหล้าน้อยแม่น้อยลงมาเทียวปะลันเทอญ 186. Beloved tiny one, please come down immediately. 
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Phor Torng Dii is a farmer as everybody 
else in the village. Besides this, he is a 
many-sided and inventive talent. In the 
1960s he made a primitive bellow and 
forged sickles and knives. He also repaired 
the old muzzle loaders in the village, and 
was very creative making various utensils 
from buffalo horn. Also, he is a reputed 
herbalist and was for years a master of 
various rites. In 2004, at 75 years of age, he 
was still active from early morning. Now 
his main interest is astrology and he also 
helps some ritual masters by making the 
krathong(s) used in various rites
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RITUAL TEXTS

Smaller Rites
The following texts are not to be found in the palm leaf books or in any other written format. 
Hence, the texts are all transcriptions and translations based on tape-recordings made in the 
village and published here with the villagers’ permission.

A. The Pau Kamlerd Rite
The pau kamlerd rite is a smaller and less demanding rite than the taengkae mae kamlerd (also 
just called kae kamlerd) but the purpose is the same, namely to free the child from the symptoms 
caused by the mae kamlerd.  If the child is only slightly ill it may be sufficient to perform the 
pau kamlerd ceremony. In the ceremony, the ritual master ‘blows’ or ‘puffs’ (pau) magic words 
onto the child whereby the kamlerd symptoms vanish.

The pau kamlerd rite does not involve ritual objects and the short magic invocation differs from 
one performer to another. While the stronger kamlerd rites must be performed by a mor kamlerd, 
who has obtained his skills through apprenticeship with an older ritual master who has found 
him ethically suited to become a master, the ‘weaker’ pau kamlerd rite is performed by mor pau 
kamlerd. A mor pau kamlerd has also undergone training in a teacher/apprentice relationship 
but not with nearly the same expectations with regard to their personal background and 
insight. 

Text A1 - Informant: Phor Thorng Dii

The second line of the verse is obscene. Like in the following texts, the purpose is to drive away 
the kamlerd. The use of dirty language and rude expressions as well as the references to scary 
situations is intended to distract the interest of the mae kamlerd and make her want not to come 
near or stay.  The text is very difficult to translate. 

In this version, the introduction is made up of fragments in Pali, which Phor Thong Dii 
remembered from his time as a monk in the local temple.  After this, words in Phor Thorng 
Dii’s own dialect followed:
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1. Om - blow out, blow out – the causes of kamlerd.
2. The cause that makes the woman’s cunt feel like it was made of toad’s skin. 
3. Dead phii(s) go towards the above. 
4. Dead people go towards the sky.124
5. The baby’s step-father is called Chiang Ling.125
6. Its real father is called Chiang Ngae.126

7. My real father is called Yae Long Huu.127
8. My bonfire (my knowledge) is called Phaya Long Lueem.128

9. Om - blow away, blow away.
10. My real father is called old Sii Son Sai.129
11. Because our penises are inserted into many cunts. 
12. Om - be gone.

Text A2 - Informant: Phor Mun

1. Om - Phii Kam dies in the saalaa,130

2. Grandfather Khai is in the town of Thua,131 
3. Grandmother Khai is in the town of Thua,
4. Om - be gone.

Text A3 - Informant: Phor Phan

1. I will blow away the kamlerd,
2. Whether she originated in the town in the sky or on this earth.
3. I will blow to disperse poisons of every kind.
4. Om - be gone.

B. Spells for Nam Mon (Magic Water)
Various types of spells are used in the preparation of nam mon (magic water) that the mother 
must drink just before the birth. These are some examples of the texts used. Other villagers who 
were also preparing nam mon informed that they would chant fractions of Pali prayers as a kind 
of spell.
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Text B1 – Informant: Phor Pia

1. Here is the mighty worship
2. Whose power eliminates all illnesses and all diff iculties.

These words are repeated several times interspersed with fragments of Pali prayers.

Text  B2 – Informant: Mae Mai

1. Om ------
2. Stems of saang phai bamboo.
3. Ghosts tell us to leave paths for buffaloes.
4. Om ------

Text  B3 – Informant: Phor Lory 

1. Om ------
2. I recite this spell to make elephants drop their babies at birth.
3. They do drop them, consequently.
4. I recite this spell to make women drop their babies at birth.
5. They drop them, consequently.
6. Performing this sacred rite, bamboo strips are scattered.
7. Om ------ run as eel oil,
8. Flow as sesame oil.
9. Om ------

C.  Spells Used in Connection with the Kan Haay 
The following are examples of the spells used by some of the village elders either while they 
produce the kan haay, the powerful magic thread used in the ceremonies – or while tying them 
to the mother just after the birth for protection against evil. 
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Text  C1 – Informant: Phor Mun

1. Om - with these magic words,
2. Om - with  these magic words and the f ive Lord Buddhas132
3. Om - I should like to pay my obeisance 
4. and make this request to all theiwadaa(s).
5. Om - you Mighty, I shall pull out the heads of the ghosts, 
6. the so-called phii faa and naang thaeng,133 
7. I shall destroy them all.
8. I shall destroy phii paa and the phii kaa.134

9. Om - you Mighty,
10. Om ------

Text  C2 – Informant: Phor Phorng

1. All mighty and superb wishes,
2. Crystallized thread born in Heaven,
3. Scented thread born of the sky, 
4. The excellent Heaven of Dusit.
5. This perfect crystallized thread of Heaven, 
6. Divided and delivered to seven areas by the God Indra.
7. Put in the spinning wheels, and woven in a f ine thin thread.
8. Delicate thread presented by one thousand eyed Indra.
9. The physical uncertainty –
10. Coughs, brain, bone joints, and necks,
11. Eye-sickness and stomach ache, excretion, fever, and colds.
12. A charm that will never be defeated,
13. This thread worth ten hundred thousands nuggets of gold, deserves to be kept.
14. From the South, people come to help.
15. From the North, people come to construct.
16. May people walk behind you.
17. May people help carrying silver and gold flowers after you.
18. Om ------  [followed by a few words in Pali]
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Text  C3 – Informant: Phor Phrom

1. Lord Buddha protects everything.
2. His teachings protect everything. 
3. His successors protect everything.
4. They are powerful.
5. They protect the f ive sensational paths of human beings.135 

Text  C4 – Informant: Phor Tuu Phan

1. Om ------
2. I shall select a phii porb or a phii phraay.
3. Phii naay, do not look.
4. I shall pronounce these magic words
5. To the elephants in their enclosure.
6. I shall pronounce these magic words
7. To the people in their homes. 
8. Surrender to me as crows to a trap.136 

Text  C5 – Informant: Phor Lory

1. Om ------
2. I shall select phii porb and phii phraay.
3. May you surrender to me as crows to a trap.
4. May you come to me cowardly as crows come before eagles.
5. I say these magic words to elephants, they will roam in the jungle.
6. I say these magic words to people in their homes, they will cry.
7. Tell them to young female elephants, they will sob.
8. You cannot resist, but will cross thirty paddy f ields to come to me.
9. You cannot resist, thirty rice f ields, you cross to come to me.
10. You cannot stay, you cry for me.
11. Om – be gone.
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D. Spells Used in Connection with Praab Fai
As described in Part 1, a small rite is observed at the beginning of the confinement in order to 
praab fai – to kill the heat from the fire as much as possible. There were many different ways of 
doing this but in almost all cases salt is involved. Most would perform this little ritual standing  
and facing the fire, then bending the knees slightly and throwing a handful of salt from behind 
between the parted legs into the fire.

Text D1 – Informant: Phor Thorng Dii

Phor Thorng Dii uses a Pali prayer, repeating the words three times for this small ceremony: 

1. Namo tassa
2. Bhaga vato
3. Namotassa, bhagavato, bhagavato 
4. Namotassa, bhagavato 

Text D2– Informant: Phor Mun

1. Om ------
2.  Red iron during the f ifth lunar month.
3. Om ------
4. Evening sky.
5. Om ------
6. Red iron to be perfectly red.
7. Om ------
8. Evening sky to be bright as daytime.

Text D3 – Informant: Phor Pia

For this ceremony Phor Pia needs a ‘five item bowl’ (khan haa) which is in fact a bowl filled with 
the following: five flowers – preferably white, five candles, and five incense sticks. The bowl is 
placed near the fireplace. Phor Pia then takes a mouthful of whisky and blows it onto the fire 
while he chants:

1. sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa sahaay …..wa
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The Pali text means ‘wash away and disappear’.  Phor Pia is the only person we know of who 
is not using salt as part of the praab fai. For him the procedure is the same for praab fai as for 
sia phit fai (a small ceremony which is used to ‘kill the fire’ at the end of the yuu fai period (see 
further below). 

Text D4 – Informant: Phor Phrom

Phor Phrom also brings a ‘five item bowl’ (mentioned above) and one and a half baht (Thai 
coins) as offerings, then he throws the salt and he chants :

1. Do not lay eggs in pus. 
2. Swell not in blood.
3. Stretch out as flatly as (vegetable) beds.
4. Dry out as lime.

Text D5 – Informant: Midwife Mae Daa 

1. Keep in the mouth, the unclear water to blow out the f ire,137 
2. Keep in the mouth, the clear water to blow at the charcoals,138 
3. I shall extinguish it – turn the ashes as f ine as powder, as dry as lime.

Text D6 – Informant: Phor Tuu Phan

1. Defeat the f ire of the f ifth lunar month.139 
2. Defeat the thunderbolt of the dry season.
3. Defeat the bright red iron.
4. Defeat in the day time and in the night time.
5. Be gone.
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Text D7 – Informant: Phor Lory

1. Keep in the mouth, the f ire, in the f ifth lunar month
2. Keep in the mouth, the sky, in the evening
3. Keep in the mouth, the red iron, at night
4. Keep in the mouth, the dark iron, in the daytime.
5. I will blow it as if it was powder,
6. May it become dry as lime.140

E. Spells Used in Connection with Sia Phit Fai  
Sia phit fai is a ceremony that takes place at the very end of the yuu fai period. It is aimed, 
literally, at ‘killing the fire and removing its after effects’ discussed in Part 1.  

Text E1 - Informant: Phor Tuu Phan

1. Om ------
2. I shall eliminate all disease.
3. I shall flush out all the poison.
4. May my words be powerful
5. As a medicine.
6. Blow away the poison, the rashes
7. Om ------

Text E2 - Informant: Phor Phrom 

Phor Phrom uses a Pali prayer related to the Three Gems of Buddhism. He repeats this prayer 
three times.

Text E3 - Informant: Phor Lory

Phor Lory uses the same wording for this ceremony as he uses for praab fai. 
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RITUAL TEXTS

Traditional Recipes

A.  Recipes for Herb Decoctions  
for Hot Ablutions during Yuu Fai

Note: Bai means ‘leaf ’, and it is therefore in all cases the leaves of the plants that are used.

A1 – Informant: Phor Tuu Phan 

Phor Tuu Phan, the village’s most esteemed herbalist (mor yaa), recommended the use of the 
following herbs:

• (ใบหนาด) [bai naad] :  Blumea balsamifera (L.) DC., Compositae 
  It has a scent of menthol. In the villages, it is often mixed with tobacco and the inhalation 

of this is considered beneficial against nasal congestion and disease. When taken orally, it is 
considered a treatment for excess stomach acid.

• (ใบข่า) [bai khaa] : Alpinia galanga (L.) SW., Zingiberaceae  
 Of the gingerfamily. Galanga is also used for the treatment of flatulence.

• (ใบตะใคร้) [bai takhrai] : Cymbopogon citratus (DC.) Stapf, Poaceae  
 The roots of lemon grass are also used in the village for the treatment of gallstone and 

urinary tract problems.

A2 – Informant: Midwife Mae Mai

Mae Mai uses only (ใบหนาด) [bai naad]. 

A3 – Informant: Midwife Mae Bua

Mae Bua uses (ใบหนาดและใบข่า) [bai naad and bai khaa].  
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B.  Recipes for Herb Decoctions  
for Drinking during Yuu Fai

Note:  The word raak means ‘root’.

B1 – Informant: Phor Tuu Phan 

The mor yaa recommends using: 

• (รากชะมด) [raak chamot]: Abelmoschus moschatus Medik., (syn. Hibiscus abelmoschus L.) 
Malvaceae 

 Varied use as medicinal plant in the village. Besides the roots for the yuu fai decoction, 
other parts of the plant are used, too: 

- the leaves and the root: against skin diseases, hair problems and dandruff
- the flowers: against intestinal worms
- the fruits: against boils 

• (รากกระชาย) [raak krachaay] probably Zingiberacea Boes Embergia Rotunda Mons F. (Linn.)  
 In the village the plant (of the ginger family) is also used as a remedy against dry lips and 

infection in oral passages. The burnt roots mixed with limejuice are thought to be good 
against dysentery. The shoots of the plant are regarded a component in the treatment of 
impotence. 

• (รากเอ็นอ้า) [raak en-aa]: Caesalpinia bonduc (L.) Roxb. Leguminosae  
 The leaves are also used to treat flatulence; the fruits against urinary problems, bladder, and 

kidney diseases. 

B2 – Informant: Mae Mai 

All of the following ingredients are boiled together in the water: 

• (โกฐน้ำเต้า) [kood nam tau] : Rheum palmatum L., Polygonaceae 
 It is supposed to treat indigestion and is used as a laxative. Also used as a treatment for eye 

sickness and haemorrhoids.

• (รากขี้แรด)[raak khii raed]: Caesalpinia digyna Rottler, Leguminosae 

• (รากเอ็นอ้า) [raak en-aa]: Caesalpinia bonduc (L.) Roxb. Leguminosae, see above. 

• (มะขาม) [ma khaam]: Tamarindus indica L., Leguminosae (tamarind) for this decoction she 
uses a piece of the core-wood of tamarind. 
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• (มะเฟือง) [ma fueang]: probably Averrhoa carambola L., Oxalidaceae, Artemisia, Compositae  
 She also uses a piece of core-wood of this tree. Ma fueang is also used in the treatment of 

fever.

B3 – Informant: Mae Bua 

Mae Bua uses a simpler but similar recipe that includes:

• A piece of the core-wood of (มะขาม) [ma khaam] (tamarind)  

• A piece of core-wood of (มะเฟือง) [ma fueang], see above 

C. Recipes for Yaa Kam
Yaa kam is considered to be a contraceptive; it is a decoction that is taken by the end of yuu fai 
to prevent pregnancy. Some - perhaps all - of the masters who were able to prepare yaa kam 
have a magical spell that they use either when collecting the herbs or when mixing them. 

C1 – Informant: Phor Thorng Dii

To make yaa kam Phor Thorng Dii uses a herb of the Compositae family (Artemisia) that has 
many different medicinal uses. Unfortunately, I do not know the Thai name of this woody herb, 
which is very common in Southeast Asia. Most likely it is the plant Triumfetta bartramia, 
which is part of the lime family (not the lemon family).  

While mixing and boiling these herbs, Phor Thorng Dii recites:

1. At this moment I shall defeat Phayaathorn141

2. Whose white hair can be seen from far away.
3. My hammer will knock on the head of Phayaathorn.142
4. Om - I shall awaken these herbs.
5. I shall make them get up and get up. 
6. Your trunks are not permitted to wander away. 
7. Your trunks stand in the sand. 
8. Your tops point to the sky. 
9. I request the presence of the old Thaaw Laa at the sacred
10. Mixing of this yaa kam.
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C2 – Informant: Phor Phorng 

Phor Phorng is married to the midwife Mae Bua. While collecting herbs for the yaa kam he 
says:

1. Om - wake up, wake up.
2. I shall wake up these herbal roots.
3. The herbs that have wandered away, please come back.
4. The herbs that have returned, belong to me and stay with me.
5. Om ------

The herbs he uses are the roots of two plants from the same family:

• (เข็มขาว) [khem khaaw: probably Chasalia curviflora Thw., Rubiaceae  
 a shrub with fragrant white flowers that belongs to the Rubia family. This shrub is also 

used for the treatment of eye sickness and to stimulate the appetite.

• (คัดเค้า) [khad khau]: probably Randia siamensis Craib, Rubiaceae  
 of the same family khad khau is a climbing vine with white flowers. The plant is also used 

to treat anemia, and to drive out waste fluid from the uterus after the birth. 

C3 – Informant: Phor Tuu Phan 

While collecting the herbs Phor Tuu Phan says:

1. Om - Phayaathorn143

2. My hammer will knock thy head
3. Om ------
4. I shall wake up these herbs,
5. Up, up, up, ..
6. I shall wake up these herbs,
7. Up, up, up, ..
8. Awake, the herbs flock to me.
9. Three thousand herbs run to me.
10. Nine thousand herbs gather around me.

The ingredients he uses are: 

• A type of Boraginaceae, probably Cordia myxa L., Boraginaceae.  
It is a herb with rough leaves.
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• A piece of root from a large tree, (หมากหวด) [maak huad]: probably Lepisanthes rubiginosa 
(Roxb.) Lennh (Syn. Erioglossum rubiginosum (Roxb. Blume) Sapindaceae 

• A piece of root from (กระบก)[kkra-bok], ((หมากบก)[maak-bok] in Northeastern dialect): 
probably wild almond, Irvingia malayana Oliver, Simaroubaceae 

C4 – Informant: Phor Pia

Before picking the roots that he needs for the yaa kam, Phor Pia buries an offering consisting 
of flowers, candles, a cigarette, and a mouthful of spit from a betel quid on the site. The plants 
he uses are:

• The root of (เล็บแมว) [leb maew]: probably Ziziphus brunoniana C.B Clarke ex Brandis, 
Rhamnaceae 

• The root of (คอม) [khorm] (not otherwise identified) 

C5 – Informant: Phor Sau

• The root of (หัวหวาย) [hua waay]: Palmae (not otherwise identified) 

• The root of (นมวัว) [nom wua]: Artabotrys harmandii Finet & Gagnep., Annonaceae 

• The vine (เขากาบ) [khau kaab]: Ventilago calyculata Tul., Rhamnaceae 

• Root of (ผักทุง) [phak thung]: Ocimum teniflorum L., Labiatae 

• Root of (เอ็นอ้า) [en-aa]: Caesalpineae bonduc (L.) Roxb., Leguminosae 

• The vine (หมากแตก) [maak taek]: Celastrus paniculatus Willd., Celastraceae 

C6 – Informant: Mae Thorng Bai

The following items are buried close to where the plant that she uses grows: flowers, candles, 
one cigarrette, and one mouthful of betel.

The name of the plant is (ต้นเงี่ยงปลาดุก) [ton ngiang plaa duk]. The plant is named after its 
shape, which looks like the pectorial fins of the fresh-water cat fish. It belongs to the Labiatae 
family. 

C7 – Informant: Phor Chuay  

The ingredients Phor Chuay used are: 

• The root of (รางจืด) [raang jueed]: Milletia kityana, Leguminosae 
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• The root of (แข้งขม)[khaeng khom]: Solanum trilobatum L., Solanaceae 

• The root of (หมากนาว) [maak naaw]: Citrus aurantiifolia (Christm.) Swingle, Rutaceae 

While collecting the plants, he, too, buries candles and flowers nearby while he chants:

1. Om - white haired Phayaathorn
2. I shall knock thy head with my hammer.
3. Om - white haired Phayaathorn
4. I shall knock thy head with my hammer.
5. Om - white haired Phayaathorn
6. I shall knock thy head with my hammer.

In addition, Phor Chuay informed that the woman has to be naked while she is drinking the 
yaa kam and she must not talk to anyone until she has drunk everything in the cup.

C8 – Informant: Phor Pan 

Phor Pan uses the following plants:

• (คัดเค้า) [khad khau] : probably Randia siamensis Craib, Rubiaceae  
 of the same family. Khad khau is a climbing vine with white flowers. The plant is also 

used to treat anemia, and to drive out waste fluid from the uterus after the birth. 

• (ต้นเล็บแมว) [ton leb maew]: Ziziphus brunoniana, Rhamnaceae 

• (ต้นซายเต็น) [ton saay ten]: Diospyros variegata Kurz, Ebenaceae 
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Notes to ritual texts

1.  S. J. Tambiah, 1970 (p. 136) – please note that Tambiah uses a different norm for transcription than applied 
here. Hence we would write mau khwan: ‘mor khwan’, and mau ya:  ‘mor yaa’. 

2.  S. J. Tambiah, 1970 (p. 248).

3.  In this case the khwan implies the multitude of khwan.

4.  For the meaning of mor, see Glossary.

5.  The name of a man; it means that he said it 90 times.

6.  The name of a monk; it possibly refers to Narai in Ramayana.

7.  The name of a fortuneteller. Huuhaa is an unsual name which denotes that the person is very well reputed.

8.  The throne is the elevated seat which the monk sits on when he preaches.

9.   Bunrueang is a common name that has a good meaning. Bun means merit and rueang is progress.

10.  The word used here is glassy, an adjective that is used to express that something is good, bright, delicate, or 
clear.

11.  Thaaw means ‘Mister’. Thaaw Songsai is, in other words, a man.

12.  The name of the next Lord Buddha. According to the scriptures there were three Lord Buddhas before the 
current Buddha. The fifth Lord Buddha (called Phra Meit Trai) will appear during a coming time of utopia.

13.  Manooraaa is a leading female character in Thai literature. Originating from India, the character is half 
human, half bird. When she wants to swim she sheds her wings and turns into a beautiful woman.

14.   Aek khai is a female leading character in a Northeastern folk tale.

15.   Siidaa is a character in a folk tale. Siidaa is also the name of the wife of the God Narai in Ramayana but 
this Siidaa is another woman.

16.   Baaw Thaen is the king of a town who falls in love with Siidaa. Baaw means young man.

17.  Khau tom - sticky rice cooked with coconut cream (often stuffed with banana) and wrapped in banana 
leaves.

18.  Meaning the flowers of Heaven.

19.   The kaed is a bushy plant, Pandamas tectorius Bl., Pandanaceae.

20.  The yor tree - Morinda Citrifolia Lin. Rubiaceae. Its common name is noni.

21.  Khii-on is an annual plant, Xantium strumarium Linn., Compositae.

22.  Khum phuu is a kind of climbing plants that are usually found in the rice-field. It is similar to dork leb muee 
naang (Quisqualis Indica Linn., Combretaceae) in Central Thai except that the flowers of this plant are light 
green while the flowers of the latter are red and white.

23.  Khad khau - Randia saimensis Craib, Rubiaceae.

24.  Saam pii - Gomphrena globosa Linn., Amaranthaceae. The literal translation of saam pii is ‘three years’ – 
referring to the long blooming of the flower. 

N
otes to Ritual Texts
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25.  Nguang chaang - Heliotropium indicum R. Br., Boraginaceae.

26.  The phaa khwan is the container that is used in the rite. 

27.  See Note 10.

28.  See explanation in the main text.

29.   The Isan word ngueak means ‘mermaid’ in Central Thai. Here it is a kind of legendary snake, not very big, 
but black with a red comb.

30.  Thaaw Khamfan is a name.

31.  Thaaw Kamfuea is a name that rhymes with verse.

32.  Thaaw Laanory is a name.

33.   A Pali blessing.

34.  Kae is the main verb used in this and other rites. It means ‘to dispel and chase away something’. 

35.  The words of the prayer means: We worship the Blessed One, Arahat, Supreme Lord Buddha. (Source:  
Tambiah, 1970, p. 244)

36.   Om is a magic word used at the beginning of an incantation; it equals the long Oom in Central Thai.

37.  Sompory is a herbal plant of the acacia family. The fruit is very aromatic, especially when roasted and is used 
to purify the water used in this ceremony. In every-day life it is used as hair shampoo.

38.   The Great Lord Buddha.

39.   Phayaa denotes the high rank of courtiers in the old days. It is also the rank/title used to address the highest 
of all. In Central Thai the same word is pronounced Phrayaa.

40.  The notion of skinny is used repeatedly in this text as another word for sickly, unhealthy, weak. 

41.   The coarse stems (line 33) refer to plants that are not proper for the ritual as the only proper plant to use is 
sompory.

42.   Line 36 refers to the figures of a man and a woman prepared by the family as part of the items in the ritual 
container, and the undesirability of using any other pattern or models.

43.   Line 37 refers to a bad omen. If such a thing happens and the khwan of someone in the family were to 
follow the call of the owl, he or she might fall ill.

44.   In the Thai text, it refers to a kind of ruminants, Muntiacus Muntjak of the Cervidae family. This kind of 
deer is widely known in Thailand. 

45.    Phii paay is the same as phii phraay – an evil spirit. See also Part 1.

46.  Words of blessing in Pali.

47.    Originally, the expression in Pali ‘sua haaya is used to end the magic chanting. When pronunced in 
Northeastern dialect Isan it sounds like: ‘evils be gone’ – and this is how it is used and understood here.

48.   Kai is the smallest ruminant of the Tragulidae family.

49.    Thaen means ‘God in the Northeast’. There are many thaen with different capabilities and responsibilities. 
The greatest of all is named Thaen Luang or Phaya Thaen.

50.    The sky here refers to the Heavens.
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51.  Words of blessing in Pali recited in the Isan language.

52.   Naang Nii is a female spirit who resides in a particular kind of banana tree (Musa balbisiana Colla, of the 
musaceae family). She is a lovely young girl who possesses some magical power, and so is a spirit who is 
ready to help good people. She is named after the tree in which she resides.

53.    The town of phii(s) refers to the place where theiwadaa who have not collected sufficient bun to reside in 
heaven live. The town of phii(s) could for example be a place where people have been dying of the plaque 
and these lower theiwaadaa(s) also live here. 

54. One of the legendary continents, Chomphuuthawiip is believed to be the present-day India.

55.  Maak khaeng is a plant that is commonly grown in the kitchen garden - the solanaceae family. The name of 
this plant rhymes with aubergine (in Isan maak khuea) mentioned in the following verse.

56.  The name must be derived from a birth tree called naen. Ning and naen are names of the birth trees in 
Heaven. It is also the name of a local, wild sort of bananas. 

57.  Blessing words in Pali.

58.  Blessing words in Pali.

59.  This is  a reference to the phaa khwan. 

60.  The following verses are directed at the baby. 

61.    Ning and naen are names of the birth trees in Heaven. The lines to climb down in order to be born are 
known as saay ning and saay naen. It is unclear whether ning and naen are the same tree or whether there 
are in fact two birth trees. 

62.    Faang is a small tree of Caesalpinia Sappan Linn of the Leguminosae family. Besides using the leaves and 
sprigs as a herb, the wood is used for colouring and dyeing.

63.    Khang – Laccifer Lacca, Lacciferidae – in Central Thai: khrang. It is used for dyeing.

64.  The spirits mentioned in the following verses are different kinds of evil ghosts but not as dangerous as phii 
porb and phii phraay. 

65. It is simply a reference to everyday farming life and is used here to rhyme with the following verse. 

66.    Thaaw Laek Taa is male spirit. Its name signifies bad luck – an exchange for eyes. The spirit comes to take 
your eyes (i.e.to make you blind).

67.    Khian is a kind of bird.

68.  Blessing in Pali.

69.  A reference to the krathong and the thread that are used in the ceremony.

70.  To ‘comb it out’ is a Thai expression that fits in this context. 

71.   A hen is a mammal of the viverridae family.

72.  A nok sai is a kind of pecking bird.

73.   These are two different gods. One name is pronounced with the low tone while the other is pronounced 
with the common tone.

74.  Huulamaan – the monkey king in the Ramayana. The name slips from Hanumaan in Central Thai.

N
otes to Ritual Texts
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75.  Khongkhaa is the Ganges river.

76.  From line 270, ‘I’ refers to the ritual performer.  

77.   Miang is a dish that consists of different ingredients that are cut into tiny pieces (for example lime, ginger, 
dried shrimp, green banana, fried coconut, peanuts) – when eaten, all the ingredients are wrapped together 
inside a leaf. It is interesting that forks are mentioned here: they are a relatively recent implement in 
Northeastern culture. 

78.  This line and the following make reference to the phaa khwaan and the other items that are part of the 
ceremony. 

79.   The literary meaning of somdong is wild orange. 

80.  The middle tier of the phaa khwaan.

81.  For Naang Nii, see note 51.

82.   Sumein is the name of the mountain where a high level heaven is located.

83.  Siiniinoolaat is another name of the Sumein mountain. In Central Thai, it is called the Sineiru mountain.

84.  The dog suang is guarding the birthtree, naen. 

85.   The shape refers to the long, snakelike black pattern that is the symptom of shingles.

86.  Sing is a species of mice commonly found in the houses.

87.   Mae Sai Haeng is a female spirit whose stomach is empty.

88.  Introductory expression used to ask for a successful outcome.

89.   Laksaamii is the goddess of fortune and the beautiful wife of Narai also known as Vishnu, one of the 
Brahman gods.

90.   Borlameisuan, Isan pronunciation corresponding to the Central Thai Porrameisuan, refers to the great Siwa 
– Shiva, a Brahman god.

91.   A reference to the life-line of the hand – a short and thin life-line is a sign in fortune-telling of a short and 
uncertain life. Phommasaad is a text that is used in fortune-telling.

92.  Ming is here the same as ning – it is probably a slip by the ritual master. Ning and naen are birth trees. 

93.  See note 92.

94. The full moon has never been beneath the rays of the sun – when the moon is waning it falls beneath the 
rays of the sun. 

95.  Kluay tiip is a kind of bananas of the family Musa Sapientum Linn. As the name implies the bananas are 
tiny and less sweet than other bananas and therefore not well liked. Anyhow it grows among many other 
kinds of bananas.

96.  The words are in Pali. Buddhists commonly know this prayer as ‘the worship to deities (theiwadaa)’. Here it 
is written and recited in the Northeastern Isan language pronunciation. The introductory part is called 
paaw sak khei; paaw means to announce, sak khei is the first word of the incantation.

97.  The words of the prayer mean: ‘We worship the Blessed One, Arahat, Supreme Lord Buddha”’(Tambiah, 1970 
(p. 244)). 

98.  See note 97.
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99.  Sidtikarn is an introductory word used in prayers to ask for success.

100.  Note that in Thai tradition counting age or duration start from 1, not from 0.

101.  Poetic expression with magic power.

102.  Thaen Luang – the greatest of the Gods (thaen).

103.  Mae means mother. Therefore, the spirits are female. These spirits are not really bad but they come to ‘tease’ 
people. The names listed reflect their peculiar feature and character.

104.  Two different ways of wrapping a diaper around the baby.

105.  The text mentions the stove rocks that are flat or falling down – i.e. that cannot support the pot. 

106.  Khmer and Hor are two different minority tribal groups in Thailand.

107.  Yor and Yuan are two different minority tribal groups in Thailand. 

108.  Phuan and Maan are two different minority tribal groups in Thailand

109.  The Lao Phuan often tattoo their legs. The mentioning of the tattooed legs is a kind of abuse as ordinary 
Thai people do not tattoo their legs and consider this practice ugly. 

110.  Some ritual masters said that the phii taa naay were the phii taayaay, the ghosts of the grandparents.

111.  Mae saphuee is a female phii or spirit.

112.  Mae sapham is a female phii or spirit.

113.  Phii pau refers to the spirit of a woman who studies black magic. At night her spirit will leave the body to 
look for food, i.e., fish in the pond.

114.  The phii phoong is the spirit of the big, black cat. 

115.  The snake-like pattern on the body that is a symptom of shingles, cf. note 85. 

116.  A Pali prayer and blessing.

117.  The nine million rods refer to a kind of fish trap – the rods are plaited or woven into a mat that obstructs 
the water flow and catches the fish – the mat is made from the ‘nine million sticks’. 

118.  The loop is a rope used by the god Indra as a weapon (like a lasso). 

119.  Mory is most likely a legendary town.

120.  Seilayon is a legendary town in a Northeastern folk-tale.

121.  Mudtaborng – the same as Battambang in Cambodia.

122.  Mae kau mae lang – a more proper name for mae kamlerd.

123.  For keepsake the meat is stuck between the rafters of the house.

124.  The point is that the thought of dead phii and dead people trying to go to heaven is frightening and this is 
exactly why it is mentioned here. 

125.  The name of the baby’s step-father is ling, which is not a nice name as it also means monkey. Chiang is a 
title used for a man who used to be a Buddhist novice. 

126.  The father’s name, Ngae is not a nice name either – it has associations to the sound of a baby crying – a 
different child of his.  Chiang is a title used for a man who used to be a Buddhist novice. 

N
otes to Ritual Texts
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127.  ‘My’ refers to the ritual master himself but here it is more likely a case of poetic license. The name yae long 
huu has the following components: yae – a large lizard that lives on the ground and which is most hated or 
feared by the people; long – to come down or enter;  huu – a hole. In Northeast Thailand the name roughly 
translates: the lizard comes down into its hole – an expression used to describe a coward, always hiding himself 
in the hole. It has also an obscene connotation because of the words long (to enter) and huu (hole). 

128.  According to Khun Jan, ‘bonfire’  is another word for knowledge. Phaya long lueem is another unpleasant 
name. Phaya: the title of a high-ranking courtier; long lueem: forgetful. 

129.  Sii Son Sai is a name with good connotations but it indicates that the real father is old. The meaning of 
these lines may be that the mother has been sleeping around with the so-called ‘stepfathers’.

130.  The meaning of the text may be: ‘Grandma and Grandpa are not here – and there is a dead phii in the salaa 
[kam means “black”– here it is a reference to a black ghost] – therefore do not come here – this is not a 
good place to be.’ 

131.  Thua is the name of a town – nobody knows where it is.  

132.  According to the scriptures there were three Lord Buddhas before the current Buddha. The fifth Lord 
Buddha (called Phra Meit Trai) will appear during a coming time of utopia. 

133.  Both phii faa and naang thaen are ghosts. 

134.  Phii paa: the fish ghost; phii kaa: the crow ghost.

135.  Eye (sight), ear (hearing), nose (smell), tongue (taste), and body (touch). 

136.  This expression is used in several versions of the text; it may be an allusion to a Thai saying.  

137.  Rice whisky. 

138.  Another kind of rice whisky. 

139.  The fifth lunar month is the hottest month of the year. 

140.  It is the wound caused to the womb during the birth, that needs to become dry as lime.

141.  Phayaathorn is the same as Withayaathorn who in the folktales is known to secretly make love to Kaakii, the 
wife of king Phrommathat. He is mentioned here because of his adultery as the rite is also about restoring 
sexual potency and interest to the woman after the birth and pregnancy.    

142. See note 141.
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From above: Tuan, Prawong, Sawang and Koon from the research sample, photographed in 1962, 1978 and 1988
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APPENDIX  I

Research Process and Methodology
Professor S. J. Tambiah, who was a member of our team, 
described the field-work within his professional area in 
detail in one of his main works and also utilized data in 
several articles.2

The Institute has published the results from the 
interviews with the families in a large work in Thai. A 
summary of this is available in English.3 Results from 
the study inspired the Institute to make several 
subsequent country-wide curriculum studies. 

In 1965, I produced an educational film ‘A Village in 
Thailand’ for Mellemfolkeligt Samvirke (The Danish 
Association for International Co-operation). The film 
has been used widely in teaching in Denmark, first and 
foremost in the higher grades of the elementary school 
for whom it was intended, but also in higher education 
and in several University departments. 

Generally speaking, the Institute completed this research 
project in a manner that created respect for its activities.

During our period of work in the village, questions arose 
that we never had thought to include in the research. 
Unfortunately, we were not able to devote our time to 
everything we wanted to study. Financial and other 
constraints forced us to limit the area of research and to 
refrain from studying areas with no direct relevance to 
our project. We noted in passing, however, that these 
areas might deserve attention if a possibility should later 
be found.

Among these areas were the customs and traditions 
related to a woman’s pregnancy and the childbirth. 

In the early 1960s, the International Institute for Child 
Study1 in Bangkok conducted extensive studies in 
typical villages in Thailand focusing on the children 
and their living conditions.

The studies aimed to provide answers to questions such 
as: How were the children and their living conditions in 
those village communities where 90 per cent of the 
population then lived? To what influences were the 
children exposed? What did parents do for and with 
their children? How did their school function? And how 
should an educational system be organized and perhaps 
adjusted to better respond to the realities of life in the 
villages, and in such a way that it, at the same time, 
would support and promote a positive development?

I had the good fortune from October 1961 to April 1962 
to take part in the Institute’s field-work in the village of 
Baan Phraan Muean – at the time a typical village in the 
Udorn province in the Northeastern part of Thailand.

Our team was to concern itself with everything that 
took place in the village. In fact nothing was irrelevant 
because everything that happened had some influence 
on the children who were the target of our study.

Our many and long interviews and conversations in the 
home, weeks of systematic work directly with the 
children and the teachers in the school, and our presence 
at all forms of social activities during these six months  
gave us much insight as well as understanding of the 
subjects that we were to study and describe. 

Essential parts of the material from the project have 
gradually been utilized. 
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During our time in the village, we witnessed the important 
role played by traditions and customs based on faith, 
superstition, prejudice and magic, and how these were 
expressed in daily life as well as through various cere-
monies. 

At that time, nothing that the modern world found 
necessary and important to ensure the health and well-
being of a pregnant woman was available. It was 
intriguing to witness the measures by which the villagers 
tried to help themselves and to meet the need for 
support and the feeling of confidence in this situation. 
My curiosity made me search for literature about 
Thailand in Western languages but I found no studies 
that dealt systematically with this important aspect of a 
family’s life.  However, reading increased my interest for 
pursuing the subject, not least because I also found 
obviously incorrect information related to the topic 
even in then very recent books. It had to be at least of 
folkloristic importance to have this area properly 
described, as the ongoing development in Thailand 
would most likely change these old traditions and 
customs totally over a relatively short number of years. 
Radical changes were to be expected for every woman, 
and these changes would influence the social and 
cultural life of the family as well as that of the village. 

I found it of personal interest to be able to follow the 
changes and the variety of their consequences. My 
absorption in the Northeastern Thai family and the 
traditions related to impending childbirth has been a 
fascinating and enriching commitment to me for more 
than four decades. As the years passed, I realized that I 
had become eye-witness to a radical transition of 
cultural patterns in a topic of importance to families 
world-wide. I felt it almost an obligation to study and 
document this process and the related traditions thereby 
contributing positively to the understanding and 
appreciation of the Isan village culture.

The material presented in this book is based on data 
obtained as described below.

1961–62 and the follow-up in 1968 

In the extensive and comprehensive study undertaken 
in 1961–62 by the team from the International Institute 
for Child Study in Baan Phraan Muean our basic sam-
ple consisted of the 47 children (23 boys and 24 girls) in 
the local school’s Grade 1, and their parents. The pre-
liminary information gained during this fieldwork 
formed the basis of my studies of pregnancy and its cus-
toms and rites. In 1968, the sample was the same as in 
1961–62. However, in 1968 only 33 families were in-
cluded. These mothers were not in their first youth. 
None of them was under 30 years old: 14 were between 
31 and 40, 11 between 41 and 50, and eight between 51 
and 60 years old. Seventeen of the mothers did not 
know their exact ages but through conversations with 
older relatives we agreed to an estimated age for each of 
the women. The 33 women had borne a total of 260 
children (3–13 children each with an average of 7.9 
children), and of these a total of 209 were alive (an aver-
age of 6.3 per family). Nine of the mothers had all their 
children alive in 1968.

The original interviews with the families in 1961–62 
were based on a schedule ad modum Sears, Maccoby & 
Levin: Patterns of Child Rearing (1957), adapted to the 
Thai culture during some pilot interviews in a village 
about one hundred kilometres East of Bangkok. From 
these we had obtained a certain but rather superficial 
knowledge about customs, faith, prejudice, rites, etc. 
connected to pregnancy and childbirth. 

Hence, we knew enough to be able to ask the relevant 
questions of those who were experts in the area: the 
women functioning as midwives in the village, the 
village headman, and the three most respected and 
knowledgeable ritual masters among the villagers. The 
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head teacher, a long-time resident of the village, was 
included in the interviews as well. Based on this, the 
final interview schedule was developed. The interviews 
were made jointly by the author and a Thai staff-
member from the Bangkok Institute for Child Study 
(previously the International Institute for Child Study) 
during January 1968. 

By the very end of the 1968 work period, every question 
of doubt that had arisen was placed before a joint 
meeting with the above-mentioned advisory group. 
Such a group of the most competent and respected 
villagers has continually been functioning as an advisory 
team, and has also over the years been consulted by 
letters. Throughout they have been extremely supportive 
also in terms of collecting ritual texts, etc.

For me, this work has fully emphasized the basic fact 
that one condition of getting to know something of im-
portance is to be able to ask the right question in the 
right manner. In a foreign culture, this is of course even 
more difficult than in your own culture. Getting de-
tailed information of and insight into the area that we 
were interested in was not without problems. As the 
work in all its phases and over all the years was carried 
out with very capable and knowledgeable Thai col-
leagues, and in so close co-operation with the village 
elders that they were, in reality, regarded as particularly 
competent co-workers, I believe that there is very little 
that we did not examine and about which we have not 
obtained detailed knowledge.

The 1978  follow-up

Many changes took place in Thai community from 
1968 to 1978, resulting in considerable changes to the 
daily life of the population.

In the district around Udorn, the change was drastic and 
rapid. The town and the area were then estimated to be 

a politically sensitive region where large investments 
were made. During the Vietnam War, the USA had 
large military forces stationed in Udorn from where 
bombers were dispatched over Vietnam. When I visited 
Udorn in 1968, the town itself was entirely different 
from what it had been in 1962. The lifestyle of the many 
foreign troops and the consequent economic boom had 
made imprint. The population of the town had almost 
doubled from 30,000 inhabitants to around 60,000 by 
1970. Employment opportunities of many kinds attract-
ed young villagers, both men and women, to the town.

With all these changes, what was the influence in terms 
of our particular interest in the village of Baan Phraan 
Muean, some seventeen kilometres from Udorn? What 
was the attitude of the young people to the customs and 
traditions that were maintained in a group of rather old 
mothers in 1968? As in 1968, DANIDA was willing to 
support my return to the village during December/
January 1977–78 to gain more information about this 
aspect of our study.

Our 1961–62 sample were the pupils of Grade 1 who 
were all born during 1953 and 1954, and who, in 1978, 
were 24–25 years old. Some had married and had their 
own children. Considered as a group they were possibly 
not representative of the entire younger generation of 
the village as they were ‘their mothers’ children’, and 
therefore to some extent bearers of certain customs and 
traditions more so than other young people from the 
same village. For that reason it was desirable also to 
include families from outside our original sample. 

Hence, our 1978 sample consisted of 12 girls and seven 
boys of the village school’s 1961–62 Grade 1 pupils who 
had children of their own and who lived either in the 
village itself, or in villages not too far away, or in the 
town of Udorn. These 19 young people from the original 
sample were supplemented with eight of the youngest 
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mothers in the village. In this way, the 1978 research 
sample came to consist of 27 young families in total.

The families were visited several times during the 
month of January 1978. The interviews were made in 
close cooperation with Mrs Supranee Khammuang 
from the Teachers’ College in Udorn. The interviews 
were conducted as conversations based on the same 
questions as those we had used in 1968. Of course, the 
young person in our sample had to be present. If this 
was a married young man, his wife also had to be there 
to complement the information. If it was a married 
young woman, we endeavoured to have her husband 
present but in this we did not always succeed. Often he 
was present only during parts of the conversation, and 
some husbands we never saw at all. They worked far 
away from home, or they were doing their military 
service, or they simply had left their wives. On the other 
hand, small children were sure to take part in the 
interviews and very often one or more of older relatives 
with whom the young people lived. Sometimes good 
friends or neighbours and their children were also 
present, and naturally all took part in the conversation. 
One might assume that the resulting jollity – always on 
the open veranda – would distract from the professional 
gain of the conversation. Perhaps the interviewees under 
the circumstances might have been a little more shy and 
reticent in answering many of the slightly special 
questions that we wished to have cleared up. This was, 
however, never the case. First and foremost, we were 
welcome acquaintances who had come to visit. Second, 
the villagers had since long become familiar with my 
particular interest. They eagerly told me of anything I 
wanted to know. In 1968, it had been the same. One just 
had to be prepared for a visit to take its own time and to 
arrange matters accordingly. 

During my month-long 1978 stay in the village, I 
recorded few more ritual texts, magic spells, and medical 
recipes, and in this form the texts were entrusted to us 

by the villagers in the understanding and hope that, if at 
all possible, they would be published together with my 
findings at a later time. 

Reporting the results

During shorter visits in 1979, 1980, 1981, and 1982, I 
updated my interviews and had discussions with the 
villagers about matters of doubt. I felt that my material 
was complete by then – that not much was missing – 
and that it was time to make an honest, sensible, and 
comprehensive representation of an aspect of everyday 
life in rural Thailand that is important to the villagers 
and that, to my knowledge, had not yet been described 
systematically in English. 

By early 1983, I accomplished this goal with a 269-page 
report to DANIDA entitled: ‘Pregnancy and Childbirth 
– its Customs and Rites in a Northeastern Thai Village’.

After the writing of this report, it was in one way my 
intention then to end my systematic study of this area 
of rural Isan life. But it turned out differently. Personally, 
I could not let go of my interest in seeing, how the fast 
moving modernization in Thailand would affect this 
particular area of village life and culture.  

International colleagues and some in the village urged 
me to continue as they, too, found it of interest that this 
part of family life and Isan folk culture be followed 
through a time of transition. 

And so, I visited the village again to follow up on my 
systematic studies in 1988, supported financially by 
DANIDA, again in February 1999, this time supported 
financially by VELUX FONDEN.

1988

Again, the decade following 1978 was a period in which 
all areas of life in Thailand underwent many changes. 
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Our research sample, the pupils from Grade 1 in the 
local school in 1961–62 were now 34–35 years old, and 
of such age that they could be regarded as fully integrated 
adult persons within their local cultural setting. 

How did this group relate to the subject under study? 
Further, what was the relationship of a group of very 
young mothers to the traditions we had been dealing 
with since 1961–62?

My intention was to make a follow-up on all the 27 
families from the 1978–79 sample (see above). We 
almost succeeded as only two families from this group 
had moved away from the village. The 25 families were 
supplemented with the 9 youngest mothers, who had 
recently given birth, to give a total of 34 families as our 
sample in 1988.

During this visit, I was able to extend my study to a 
wider area outside this specific village. I had, for a long 
time, felt uncomfortable at not having any kind of 
documentation for the traditions from outside this 
village. Was what I had found here narrowly restricted 
to this and nearby villages only? Or was the information 
more or less representative for a larger area of the 
Northeastern region? For years it had been my strong 
wish to visit villages in as large a geographical area as 
possible. This time my wish was realized. 

I shall dwell on the approach to this part of the study, as 
it tells so much about Northeastern rural Thailand at 
the time. Our considerations and experience are also 
very informative in terms of what ‘research’ is and can 
be, and still in my best opinion very reliable and 
trustworthy. We considered many ways in which to 
perform this part of the study in a reasonable, un-
complicated fashion, and at the same time feel assured 
that the information obtained was reliable. How best to 
contact local people in often very isolated places, and 
question them about their personal things? How to 

make them respond openly and freely when a foreigner 
turns up in their village? I felt sure that it would be no 
good to arrive together with Government officials in 
their uniforms, and yet an introduction was needed in a 
place where I was a total stranger. 

We decided to try the following: the former headmaster 
of the school in Baan Phraan Muean, by then a retired 
superintendent of primary education, and his wife, 
joined me and my wife. So did the headman of Baan 
Phraan Muean village, who was a very capable local 
man who knew Isan people and their way of socializing 
with one another. Of course, my highly qualified inter-
preter, Mrs Supranee, herself from Isan, also helped us. 
All in the group were people who easily established 
open and direct contact with other people in full respect 
for their integrity. But how to find the people who 
would be able to inform us in detail about the local cul-
ture and traditions in this area? 

The first strategy went wrong: we stopped at the school 
in the villages and contacted the headmaster but found 
that his knowledge about the families in his village was 
very limited because he rarely lived in the village himself. 

Taught by this experience, we tried another strategy: 
driving slowly through a village lane we found a place 
where we could stop. In just a few minutes a group of 
people, mostly women of all ages and children, gathered 
around us. Then we introduced ourselves and started 
talking with them about the issues that concerned us. 
This proved to be completely uncomplicated, and I feel 
sure that we got a good and reliable overview of the 
local traditions in the total of 30 localities where we 
made a stop. In some places a family also invited us 
inside, where we conducted detailed interviews similar 
to those in Baan Phraan Muean.

We drove more than one thousand kilometres in the 
three changwats (provinces) of Udorn, Loei, and Nong 
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Khai (highlighted in the above map). After about each 
thirty-to-forty kilometres we made a stop. Every second 
time we wanted to make a stop, we turned away from 
the road and followed a narrow wheel-track to its very 
end. Here, amongst a little group of primitive farm-
houses, we made our stop. From these experiences we 
gained much, not only about the subject under study, 
but about rural people and their life in general in 
outlying places in this fraction of the upper Northeast 
Thailand.

1999

A decade had passed since the last systematic follow-up 
of the study. Short visits to Baan Phraan Muean in 1991 
and 1997, and information received through the 
exchange of letters, indicated that considerable changes 
had occurred in the intervening period. The follow-up 
in 1999 concentrated first and foremost on interviews 
with village elders, local health persons, and the most 
respected ritual masters in the village and in two other 

villages in the neighbourhood. The five very young 
mothers and the seven female teachers in the local 
school were included as well, as were a few mothers 
from neighbouring villages. I found it important also to 
try and obtain updated information from Laos, which 
by then welcomed visitors crossing the border from 
Thailand. In Laos, we had discussions with people who 
had insight into the local culture and visited mothers in 
childbed, but unfortunately only in Vientiane and in its 
closer outskirts.

2000–2005

In February 2001, I again spent a few days in Baan 
Phraan Muean to follow-up on older data and to obtain 
new data. During this tour I also visited women in 
childbed in and around Siem Reap in Cambodia.

THAILAND
0 50 100

km

Ban Phran Muean
(Baan Phraan Muean)

Udon Thani
(Udorn)

LAO PDR

Nong Khai

Ban Chiang

Ban Lerng Thon

Sakon Nakon

Nakhon Phanom

Khon Kaen

Pak Chom

Loei

Vientiane

Mae Khong River

Group-interviews were made in 30 localities within the area 
highlighted in the map above
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Forty years had passed since I designed my research 
project and started collecting and analysing my first 
data about customs and rites connected to pregnancy 
and childbirth. Now it was time to make a status report 
for the whole period!

In 2003 and again in 2004, I went back – this time as 
part of the process of preparing my material for 
publication. We were especially interested in checking 
certain information and in obtaining copies of the texts 
for the different rites. In the aftermath of this trip, we 
recorded the suukhwan maemaan, which we did not have 
on tape and translated anew. 

I was particularly gratified to be able to observe this 
time, too, both a traditional yuu fai and a taengkae mae 
kamlerd (kae kamlerd) rite for a almost new-born sick 
child, that took place during the few days we were in 
Baan Phraan Muean.   

In 2003, 2004, and 2005 I also visited the neighbouring 
countries of Myanmar, Yunnan (China), and Laos. 

Notes

1.   The International Institute for Child Study in Bangkok was established by and until 1963 jointly run by UNESCO and the Thai 
Government. Today the Institute is named Behavioral Science Research Institute. 

2. S. J. Tambiah: Buddhism and Spirit Cults in North-east Thailand (1970),  –  various professional articles (among other: 1968a, 
1968b, 1968c, 1973). 

3.  C. Suvannathat (ed.) ( 1971): Summaries of the Study of Social Influences on the Development of Thai Children in the Villages of  Ban 
Pranmuen and U-Meng.
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Both Khun Supranee and Khun Jan are very 
special persons.

Khun Supranee’s insight in the Isan culture 
and its traditions, combined with her 
linguistic abilities is unique, as is Khun Jan’s 
critical, but detailed familiarity with the local 
culture and traditional beliefs.

Since the late 1970s, their positive co-
operation and their respect for each others 
particular qualifications have contributed 
greatly to bring forth the material presented 
in this book.

I am deeply indebted to both of them.
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APPENDIX II*

A Note on the Isan Language 

The Northeast region of Thailand is also referred to as 
Isan. The large area, which covers 160,000 square km, 
has been part of Siam since the 17th century. The 
treaties between the French and the Siamese from 1893 
and 1904 made Isan the border area between Siam and 
French Indochina.

The language that the people of Isan speak at home is 
also called Isan. It is a language linguistically closer related 
to Lao than to Central Thai.1 The estimated number of 
people who speak Isan is 23 million. Though Thai, Lao, 
and Isan are substantially mutually understandable, Isan 
is not easily understood for a person who speaks Central 
Thai: the pronunciation is quite different, and so is the 
meaning of many words, many of which are the same as 
in Lao.2

According to Professor Suwilai Premsilat from Mahidol 
University, there are almost 70 indigenous languages in 
Thailand but generally Thailand has promoted Central 
Thai as the only official language: only Central Thai 
has officially been used as the language of instruction in 
the schools.3 Hence over the past many years, Isan has 
been considered a dialect of Central Thai.

In recent years, there has, however, been a trend to 
emphasize the need to maintain the diversity of cultures 
and languages as a tool for social development and sus-

tainable economic growth. This new recognition was, 
among others, expressed by His Majesty King Bhumibol 
in 1989: ‘Languages are a tool of humanity. They are a 
way to express opinions and are things of beauty, for 
example in the form of literature. It is necessary to 
carefully preserve languages.’4

Today Isan is not used often as a language of written 
communication but when it is, the Thai script is used.

Before the Thai alphabet and language were introduced 
as the only language of instruction in schools, the people 
of Isan would use the Lao alphabet, tai noi, when 
writing ordinary text. Another script, nangsuee tham, 
was originally used for the writing of religious texts, and 
was an important medium of education when monks 
were in charge of education in these areas.5 While the 
nangsuee tham alphabet is that of the ancient Lao 
language mixed with the ancient language of the Mon-
Khmer sub-group (in Thai known as aksorn khorn) and 
today only used in the religious manuscripts, the tai noi 
script is the current script used in Laos.

Most of the texts in the palm leaf manuscript reproduced 
in this book are written in the nangsuee tham. But 
according to Khun Jan, there are also passages in the 
original manuscript that are written in tai noi.

* Appendix II was written by Mrs Supranee Khammuang and Mrs Pernille Askerud
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Poetic Techniques in the Ritual Texts
When discussing literary techniques in Isan poetry, the most important thing to keep in mind 
is that contrary to English, Isan and Thai are monosyllabic languages, i.e., each word consists 
of only one syllable. Because English is not monosyllabic it is impossible to make a translation 
that reflects the rhyme pattern in Isan and Thai. When listening to the chanting of the ritual 
texts it is, however, possible – even for those who do not understand the language – to hear 
these rhythmic patterns and get an impression of the energy and beauty that they render the 
texts.

For the benefit of those who are able to read Thai we have, after the description of each of the 
different rhyme patterns, listed one or more examples from the Isan versions of ritual texts 
discussed in this book. In each of the examples, the literary technique applied has been 
highlighted in the verses themselves with contrast colour which can perhaps also help the non-
Isan speaker to understand the principles described. As a translation would not make any sense 
in this particular discussion, we have not reprinted it here.

Description and narration

The main literary techniques used in the ritual texts are description and narration, both of 
which reflects the way of life in the village and the villagers perception of the world, as illustrated 
in the following verses:

เดือนหกคนหาแอก On the sixth lunar month, people look for yokes. 
เดือนแปดคนหาไถ On the eighth lunar month, people look for ploughs. 
(Taengkae Maemaan – Verses 209–210)

แม่เจ้าอยู่เมืองคนคอยถ่า Your mother, in the human town, is waiting. 
ฟ้าฮ้องแผดเสียงวอน Thunder rolls unceasingly. 
น้ำถ่วมท่งแวนหนา Flood overflows the rice f ields. 
เฮดนายามเดือนเก้า On the ninth lunar month, it is the ploughing time. 
(Taengkae Maemaan – Verses 218–221)
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Raay rhyme patterns

Most parts of the ritual texts employ the rhyme pattern known from traditional Thai poetry 
that is called raay. In the traditional raay, every line has eight words – or syllables. (Note 
however, that the rule concerning the length of each line is not always observed in the ritual 
texts discussed in the book.) In this rhyme  pattern, for every two lines the last word or syllable 
in the first line must rhyme with one of he five initial words or syllables in the following line, 
as illustrated in the diagram below.6

Occasionally the rhyme pattern will even be applied between the two-line segments to provide 
additional variation and melody to the verses.

เมือทัดดอกไม้เกดข้างกอ

เมือทัดดอกยอทั่งต้น

เมือทัดดอกขีอ้้นแกมดอกขูนพูม

บานจูมจีนั้นดอกคัดเค้า

บานบ่อเศร้านั้นดอกสามปี

บานยาวฮนีั้นดอกงวงช้าง

(Suukhwan Maemaan – Verses 54–59) 

Repetition and emphasis

There is only one example in our texts where the last word of a verse rhymes with the last word 
of the following verse (see below the first example – Taengkae Maemaan, Verses 300–301) – 
though this is a rhyming pattern often used in other Isan poetry and also is often used in 
European poetry. 

When the regular raay rhyme pattern is not employed, the texts make use of repetition of lines, 
as a kind of refrain, to create rhythm and emphasis, as illustrated in the continuation of the 
Taengkae Maemaan text (verses 302–304) and in the other examples on the next page.

O O O O O O O O     O O O O O O O O

O O O O O O O O     O O O O O O O O
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อันนี้แม่นแพรตางเนื้อ

อันนี่แม่นเสื่อตางคิง

ให้มาเอาเยอ

ของกูมีทุกสิ่ง

ซิงๆหน่านางแถน
(Taengkae Maemaan – Verses 300–304)

ปานนี้ผัวเจ้าบ่าวน้อยให้เซ็ดน้ำมูกน้ำตาอยูล่ีลาลีลา

ปานนี้ผัวเจ้าเซ็ดน้ำตาอยู่ลีไล่ลีไล่
(Suukhwan Maemaan – Verses 43–44)

ของเด็กน้อยชวนกันมาลีลุดลีล่าย
(Suukhwan Maemaan – Verse 69)  

หัวใจแม่เจ้าจึงคอนอยูจ่ีจี
(Suukhwan Maemaan – Verse 82)

นกเค้าฮ้องกูกกูกูกกู
(Suukhwan Maemaan – Verse 89)

สองมือแม่เจ้าจึงกวยอยุต่่อนแต่นต่อนแต่น
(Suukhwan Maemaan – Verse 95)

แม่เจ้าจึงคัวเคียหาเอาฝ้ายอยู่เปียมาผูกแขน
(Suukhwan Maemaan – Verse 99)

This technique is widely used throughout the texts. Repetition is a distinctive characteristic of 
the Isan language even in everyday usage. As noted by Chaakrit Ananthrawan: ‘Word play is 
used to emphasize the holiness of the text. The repetition of certain phrases and words 
underlines this and is at the same time a reference technique for meditation practice.’  This is 
particularly seen (or heard) in the Taengkae Mae Kamlerd text, which is full of such repetitions. 

เคราะหอ์ันจักมาต่อหน้าและภายหลังก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้

เคราะหค์ิงไฟใหม่ย้าวก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้

เคราะหห์มากพร้าวหล่นจากแซงก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้

เคราะหเ์ข่าดําเข่าแดงจักเกิดเป็นเลือดก็ให้แก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้

เคราะหข์ําเขือกและลางงูก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้
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เคราะหห์นูกัดเสื้อผ้าก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้

เคราะหอ์นัจกัเปน็ก่าํพรา้พดัแมอ่ยูน่อนเคยีงก็ใหห้ายเสยีมือ้นีว้นันี้

เคราะหส์อยวอยผ้าขาดก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้

เคราะหอ์นละหนในเนื้อก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้

เคราะหส์องผัวเมียหมั่นผิดข้องก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้

เคราะหง์วัควายถกืแอกและมว่งนอ้ยยกัขาคาก็ใหห้ายเสยีมือ้นีว้นันี้

เคราะห์ไปมาเห็นเหตุอุบัติเหตุเป็นลางก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้

เคราะหห์มั่นคางป่วยไข่ก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้

เคราะหท์ุกข์ยากไฮ้บ่อมีสังก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้

กูจักผาบหมู่เคราะห์กําเลิบให้เพิก

กูจักแก้หมู่แม่กําเลิดให้หนี

ให้สหูนีเมือภูตกข่ามพู้นเยอ

ให้สหูนีเมือน้ําตกเขียวพู้นเยอ

กูจักแก้หมู่แม่กำเลิดให้หนี

ให้สหูนีเมือภูตกข่ามพู้นเยอ

ให้สหูนีเมือน้ำตกเขียวพู้นเยอ
(Taengkae Mae Kamlerd – Verses 123–143)

Alliteration and assonance

Finally, the use of alliteration and assonance also appears throughout the texts as a successful 
literary and narrative technique.  

เคราะห์คิงไฟใหม่ย้าวก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้

เคราะหห์มากพร้าวหล่นจากแซงก็ให้หายเสียมื้อนี้วันนี้

เคราะหเ์ข่าดําเข่าแดงจักเกิดเป็นเลือดก็ให้แก้เสียมื้อนี้วันนี้
(Taengkae Mae Kamlerd – Verses 127–129)
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Though the translation is quite literal and cannot reflect the rhyme patterns and other stylistic 
characteristics of the texts, the translations will hopefully give the reader an impression of both 
the form and the beauty of the texts in their original version, as well as of the complexity of the 
universe they spring from.

Because the Isan language is monosyllabic, it leaves more room for variations in the recital than 
for example an English text does. The way the metre falls on any word, or the use of cadences 
and breathing pauses, all depend on the skills of the individual ritual master. Phor Jampii was 
such a recognized authority not least because of his ability to recite the text in a masterful way 
– as can still be heard in the recordings. His art, or his ability to do this, made the text more 
powerful. Hence the texts only really come to life when they are recited.

Notes
1.  For more information on the Isan language, see for example http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isan_language or 

Ethnologue: Languages of the World available at www.ethnologue.com  

2.  See also Suwilai Premsilat et al. 2004. 

3.  Mrs Suwilai Premsilat is Professor at the Institute for Language and Culture for Rural Development 
(ILCRI) at Mahidol University where she has been spearheading a programme for minority languages in 
development for the last 30 years. Other institutions, including Khon Kaen University, the most influential 
university in the Northeast, are also working to promote the recognition and wider use of Isan language. 

4.  Translation of a quotation from the preface of The Isan–Central Thai Dictionary, Khon Kaen University & 
Sahawittayalai Isan, 1989, here quoted from Draper, John (2004) Isan: The Planning Context for Language 
Maintenance and Revitalization. In SLLT, vol. 4, 2004-www.usq.edu.au/opacs/sslt/4 

5. Saan Saarathasananan, 1986 (p. 53) and Jarubut Ruangsuwan, 1977 (p. 13).

6. Chaakrit Ananthrawan: Bot Suud Khwan (Changwat Loei). Odeon Store Press, Bangkok 1995 (p. 53).
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APPENDIX III*

Principles for the Transcription of 
Isan Names and Words 
Several different systems for transcribing Thai letters to English are currently in use in Thailand, 
as easily observed in traffic signs and maps. Furthermore, there are distinct differences between 
Thai and Isan pronunciation of the same words. The principles used for transcription in this 
book aim at rendering the pronunciation as close to Isan pronunciation as possible. 
Some notes on the principles followed in this book when transcribing Isan names and words 
into English script are presented below. In order to facilitate the reader’s understanding of the 
text we have compiled a pronunciation guide as well as a glossary of the Isan terms used in the 
text when no easy translation was identified. 
Please note that there are distinctive differences between the Central Thai and the Isan language 
that go beyond the lexical differences. The following are a few examples of such differences 
that are important when one reads the book or wants to study the matter more deeply.
1. There is no  /r-/ sound in Northeastern dialect. The /r-/ sound in Central Thai will be 

pronounced  as /h-/ in Northeastern dialect, for example: 
• ‘bad’ in central Thai is /raay/, 
• in Northeastern dialect it becomes /haay/.

2. There is neither an /l/ nor an /r/ cluster in the Northeastern dialect, for example: 
• praab fai in Central Thai will be pronounced 
• paab fai in Northeastern dialect.

3. The /w/ cluster in the Northeastern dialect is pronounced differently, for example:
• the word /khwan/ in Central Thai 
• will be /khwuan/ in Northeastern dialect.

4. Some words (not every word though) with the high tone in Central Thai tend to be 
pronounced in the low tone in Northeastern dialect, for example: 
• the word  rice /khaaw/ (high tone) in Central Thai
• in Northeastern dialect it is /khau/, shorter and in the low tone.

* Appendix III was written by Mrs Supranee Khammuang and Mrs Pernille Askerud
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5. There is no /ch-/ in the Northeastern dialect. The /ch-/ of Central Thai is pronounced 
as /s-/ (if it appears in a word with the same meaning of Northeastern dialect and 
Central Thai),  for example: 
• The word /mor wichaa/ in Central Thai
• in Northeastern dialect is pronounced /mor wisaa/.

 In writing, however, one might see more often /ch-/ pronounced as /ch-/ by educated 
people and when it is used in a formal context. The fact remains that in everyday life 
ordinary villagers will normally pronounce it as /s-/. 

 The Isan versions of the ritual texts printed here reflect these general differences 
between Central Thai and Isan. However, as there is no standard for Isan spelling and 
usage, the texts are not always absolutely consistent. Please note that the Isan versions 
of the ritual texts rendered here follow the writing and spelling of the ritual master.

Guidelines for Pronunciation and Transcription
CONSONANTS

THAI/ISAN ENGLISH EXAMPLES  
 words used in the present book

Initial Final Thai script English transcription
ก k- -k แก้

หมากบก

kae  
maak bok

ข,ค,ต kh- -k ขวัญ
ควดเข่า

khwan 
khwuad khau

ง ng- -ng แต่ง
งาม

taeng 
ngaam 

จ j- -t จำปี
เข่าจี่

jam pii 
khau jii

ฉ,ช,ฌ ch- -t หมอวิชา mor wichaa
ย,ญ y- -y ยากำ

พราย

yaa kam  
phraay

ด,ฎ d- -d ดอก
กำเลิด

dork 
kamlerd
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CONSONANTS
THAI/ISAN ENGLISH EXAMPLES  

 words used in the present book
Initial Final Thai script English transcription

ต,ฎ t- -d กุฏิ
พ่อตู้

kuti 
phor tuu

ถ,ท,ธ,ฐ,ฑ,ฒ th- -t แถน thaen
น,ณ n- -n น้ำมนตร์

โนนงาม

nam mon  
noon ngaam

บ b- -b โบสถ์
ผีปอป

Bood 
phii porb

ป p- -p ผีปอป
ปราบไฟ

phii porb 
praab fai

ผ,ภ,พ ph- -p ผีพราย phii phraay
ฝ,ฟ f- อยู่ไฟ yuu fai
ม m- -m แม่มาน maemaan
ย y- -y อยู่กำ

ผีตายโหง

yuu kam 
phii taay hoong

ร r- -n -- --
ล,ฬ l- -n แถนหลวง

ตำบล

thaen luang 
tambon

ว w- -w หมอวิชา
ไม่ติ้ว

mor wichaa

mai tiw
ศ,ษ,ส s- -t เสียพิษไฟ sia pit fai
ห,ฮ h- - หอม horm
อ - - -- --
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VOWELS
THAI/ISAN ENGLISH EXAMPLES   

words used in the book

Thai script English transcription

อะ,อา a,aa ขวัญ

พาขวัญ

khwan  
phaa khwan

อิ,อี i, ii เสียพิษไฟ

ผี

sia phit fai  
phii  

อึ,อือ ue, uee หนังสือ

แม่ซื้อ

nang suee 
mae suee

อุ,อู u, uu สู่ขวัญ suu khwan

เอะ,เอ e, ei เอ็นอ้า

เทวดา

en - aa 
theiwadaa

แอ ae แต่งแก้ taengkae

เออะ,เออ oe, er กำเลิด kamlerd

โอะ,โอ o, oo ตำบล

โบสถ์

tambon 
bood

เอาะ,ออ or หมอส่อง mor sorng

เอียะ,เอีย ia เสีย sia

เอือะ,เอือ uea พรานเหมือน phraan muean

อัวะ,อัว ua กล้วย kluay

ไอย,อัย ai อยู่ไฟ yuu fai

เอา au เป่ากำเลิด pau kam lerd
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Names of places and locations. Besides the names of the target province, Udornthani, the 
other proper names of provinces and places are spelled in the book according to the current 
official spelling – Isan, Chieng Mai, Nakhon Phanom, Loei, Pak Chom, Sakon Nakhon, 
Ubon, Nong Khai, Tha Bo, Khon Kaen, Saraburi, and Ratchaburi – even though this is not 
always consistent with the transcription rules otherwise applied. 

For the target province, the names are transcribed in line with the Isan-Thai transcription 
used otherwise in the book. Both Udornthani and Udon Thani are acceptable transcriptions 
though the latter is gaining in popularity. In this context we have chosen the more traditional 
transcription /Udornthani/ or it’s shorter form /Udorn/.  

The place names used in the book include the following:

Official transcription Our Isan transcription 
Udon Thani Udorn Thani (Udorn)
Names of locations in Udorn province:
Ban Phran Muean Baan Phraan Muean
Ban Non Ngam Baan Noon Ngaam
Ban Yai Baan Yai
Ban Noy Baan Nory
Ban Na Kha Baan Naa Khaa
Ban Khaw Baan Khaaw
Ban Phue Baan Phuee
Ban Chiang  Baan Chiang
(Menam) Kong [the Mekong] Mae Khong (River)
Names of locations in Laos:
Thakhek Thaakhaek
Viangchan Vientiane
Luang Prabang Luang Phrabaang
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APPENDIX IV

Glossary

A / B 

Baab บาป Disadvantage  (opposite of merit)

Baan Noon Ngaam บ้านโนนงาม The ‘small hamlet’ in Baan Phraan Muean grew over the years and 
was accepted by the authorities in 1980 as an independent 
administrative unit under this name, which means ‘the beautiful 
small hill’

Baan  nory บ้านน้อย ‘Small hamlet’, the extension of the village along the road to Udorn

Baan yai บ้านใหญ่ ‘Big hamlet’, the largest and oldest core part of the village Baan 
Phraan Muean

Bai  laan  ใบลาน Palm leaf manuscript

Bood  โบสถ์ The name of the holiest house in the temple compound

Bun บุญ Merit  
Bun and baab are verbal categories frequently used by the villagers. 
They are essential in their everyday thinking about how to ‘make 
merit’ (tam bun)

C 

Changwat จังหวัด Province, e.G. Changwat Udorn

D 

deva เทวดา God, Sanskrit word; from the Indian world of god. In Thai these 
gods or divine beings are called theiwadaa(s)

E / F 

Faay mongkhon ฝ้ายมงคล ‘Thread of good fortune’ – the cotton thread that is attached to the 
phaa khwan and connects this with the officiant of the ceremony 
(mor khwan) and the audience
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Farang   ฝรั่ง Caucasian foreigner – a word which denotes white-skinned 
foreigners; the word is derived from ‘français’ (farangseit) – the 
French

G 

Garuda ครุฑ A mythical sky bird, in Thai called khrut

H / I 

Isan อีสาน Thai name for the region covering the Northeastern Thai provinces 
– today it is often transcribed Isan but it is also found as Isarn, 
Esarn, Isaan, Esaan

J / K 

Kae แก้ Kae is the main verb used in the rites. It means to dispel and chase 
away the evil – or to deliver someone from that evil.

Kae kamlerd  แก้กำเลิด A rite performed to dispel sickness in children caused by ‘former 
spiritual mothers’ (mae kau mae lang)

Kae mae kau mae 
lang 

แก้แม่เก่าแม่หลัง To dispel mae kau mae lang

Kan haay กันฮ้าย Kaen means ‘to protect’, haay means ‘evil’ or ‘danger’; to give 
protection against any evil

Kan phraay kan porb กันพรายกันปอบ To ‘protect against’ the two spirits mentioned

Khaa saang ข่าซาง

ไทยกลาง:ฆ่าซาง

Local dialect ‘to kill the worm’, a small rite performed to kill saang – 
the sickness that makes you pale, weak and skinny. Saang must refer 
to intestinal worms

Khaay คาย A small container or jar in which a present (or payment) to the ritual 
master is placed

Khamin ขมิ้น The root of Curcuma Longa L. – reminiscent of ginger, in the 
Northeast it is called khiimin 

Khan haa ขันห่า

ไทยกลาง:ขันห้า

A small bowl (khan) filled with five (haa) flowers, preferable white, 
five candles, and five incense sticks

Khau daeng เข่าแดง

ไทยกลาง:ข้าวแดง

‘Red’ rice – rice mixed with (brown) palm sugar to make it red
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Khau dam เข่าดำ

ไทยกลาง:ข้าวดำ

‘Black’ rice – naturally black (or purple) rice, or white rice mixed 
with black sesame to make it black

Khau  jii เข่าจี

ไทยกลาง:ข้าวจี

Steamed and grilled glutinous rice 

Khau khaaw เข่าขาว

ไทยกลาง:ข้าวขาว

Plain rice

Khau lueang เข่าเหลือง

ไทยกลาง:ข้าวเหลือง

‘Yellow rice’  – rice  mixed with egg yolk to make it yellow

Khau yam เข่าหย่ำ

ไทยกลาง:ข้าวหย่ำ

An Isan word referring to the local steamed sticky rice chewed by 
the mother, then mixed with banana and roasted in a banana leaf, to 
make a supplementary food for babies

Khuad khau ควดเข่า

ไทยกลาง:คดข้าว

The ceremonial master will use  a lump of sticky rice (khau) to pull 
out (khuad) all illnesses 

Khun คุณ Common title of courtesy used for both sexes in front of the name 
instead of Mr or Mrs 

Khwan ขวัญ One half of the dual human soul, the khwan  connotes a kind of 
‘spirit essence’ or ‘life soul’

Kradong กระด้ง The general name for the flat plaited tray used for all sorts of 
purposes in the village

Kradong morn กระดง้หมอ่น,กะดง้มอน A special basket tray used in the breeding of silkworms

Krathong กระทง A word that covers many kinds of containers – in the context of the 
book it is used for ceremonial purposes

Kuti กุฏิ Monks’ dwellings or residence

L 

Lao tham ลาวธรรม







A script, often just named tham; the language in which (all or most) 
sacred or ritual literature in the village is written 
Locally it is referred to as nangsuee tham (see below). According to 
Tambiah (1970, p. 119), the word tham derives from the Pali word 
Dhamma, which means Buddhist doctrine and is used to refer to the 
corpus of Buddhist sacred texts
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Lord  Abbot  เจ้าอาวาส The head monk in the temple

Luuk bok  ลูกบก Local name for wild almond, in central thai called: kra-bok

M 

Maak than หมากทัน Dialect, corresponding to phutsaa in central thai: chinese date or 
Indian jujube

Mae kamlerd แม่กำเลิด See: mae kau mae lang

Mae kau mae lang แม่เก่าแม่หลัง The name of the ‘former spiritual mother(s)’ who allow children to 
be born as humans. In everyday language she also appears under the  
name mae kamlerd, because she represents a series of symptoms in he 
baby described as kamlerd

Mae suee แม่ซื้อ ‘The purchasing mother’

Mae tamyae แม่ตำแย ‘The mother who receives’ is the everyday name for the local woman 
who assists in childbirth and who functions as midwife though she 
does not have any formal training to do so. However, the trained 
midwives from the newly established district health centers are also 
called mae tamyae

Mai ben rai ไม่เป็นไร A commonly used comment in Thailand which indicates a ‘never 
mind’ attitude to the subject under discussion

Mathayom มัธยม Grades 7–12 of secondary school

Mor หมอ Title used in front of a qualifier to indicate a specialization in 
something – an expert; it doesn’t necessarily relate to any formal 
qualification

Mor duu หมอดู Astrologer, fortune-teller

Mor khwan หมอขวัญ Lay officiant performing khwan rites. Phaam is colloquially used by 
the northeasterner; in central thai this person is called phraam

Mor lam หมอลำ Performer of a ‘folk opera’. The content of these performances are 
often somewhat daring

Mor leik  หมอเลข Astrologer, fortune-teller

Mor pau kamlerd หมอเป่ากำเลิด Performer of the pau kamlerd rite
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Mor sorng หมอส่อง Diviner; the expert (mor) who can ‘search’ and find by ‘seeing’ (sorng).

Mor tambon หมอตำบล The local people’s name for the head nurse in the District Health 
Clinic

Mor tham หมอธรรม exorcist of malevolent spirits

Mor wichaa  หมอวิชา ‘Expert in magic’, especially in love magic and protective magic, such 
as making amulets

Mor yaa หมอยา Herbal specialist, herbalist

N 

Naen แนน Birth tree  – see ning below

Naga นาค The water-serpent. The symbol of a Buddha who preceded the 
historical Gotama Buddha

Nam horm น่ำหอม

ไทยกลาง:น้ำหอม

Perfumed water

Nam mon น่ำมนต์

ไทยกลาง:น้ำมนต์

‘Magic’ water

Nam maak น่ำหมาก

ไทยกลาง:น้ำหมาก

Betel or lime water, produced by chewing a betel quid  
(a combination of areca nut, betel leaves, and lime) and mixing this 
in the mouth with water 

Nangsuee tham หนังสือธรรม



The language most often used in Buddhist texts in the Northeast of 
Thailand. In addition, some of the ritual texts for khwan and 
kamlerd are written in nangsuee tham. The language is also called  
Lao tham.

Ning นิ่ง Birth tree 
The birth tree(s) contain both good and evil qualities and are the 
source of this in human nature. The child is said to come down – to 
be born on Earth – by the line going from Heaven to Earth called 
saay (line) ning saay naen 
It is unclear, whether both ning and naen refer to the same tree and 
are used as reduplication, or there are two trees and not one
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O / P 

Pali บาลี The Indian literary language in which the holy texts of the 
Buddhists are written; closely related to Sanskrit

Pau kamlerd เป่ากำเลิด A smaller rite aimed at removing symptoms in the child caused by 
mae kamlerd. Pau means to ‘blow’ or to ‘puff ’

Phaa khau maa  ผ่าเข่าม่า

ไทยกลาง:ผ้าขาวม้า

A man’s loincloth

Phaa khwan 

Phaa khwuan
พาขวัญ

พาขวญ

Conspicuous ritual item in all khwan ceremonies. It is a tiered coni-
cal structure build on a tray, often a beautifully executed decoration. 
On the tray are placed a boiled egg, bananas, flowers and a lump of 
rice. Placed on the tray are also the short ‘sacred threads’ that will be 
bound around the wrist of the celebrant after the rite to ‘bind the 
khwan’ phuuk khaen to the body. In Isan often called phaa khwuan

Phaa sin ผ่าสิ่น

ไทยกลาง:ผ้าซิ่น

Woman’s skirt

Phaam พ(ร)าหมณ์ See mor khwan 

Phii ผี Spirit

Phii faa ผีฟ้า A special form which the great creator puu thaen yaa thaen can 
assume

Phii nok khau ผีนกเค้า An evil spirit who appears in the form or shape of a nok khau – an 
owl

Phii phraay ผีพราย A malevolent spirit who is particularly dangerous for the woman in 
childbirth – the spirit possibly comes into existence in connection 
with a woman’s death in childbirth

Phii porb ผีปอบ An evil spirit considered particularly dangerous for the woman in 
childbirth. This spirit can be/is hosted by a living person.

Phii taay hoong ผีตายโหง The soul (winyaan) may become this very dangerous spirit if the 
death is unnatural and sudden, brought about by e.g. child birth, 
accidents, homicide and sudden virulent disease, before a normal 
life-cycle is completed

Phor พ่อ Father
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Phor tuu พ่อตู้ Grandfather, commonly preceding the name of elderly and respected 
male persons

Phuu yai baan ผู้ใหญ่บ้าน The elected village headman

Plaa haeng ปลาแห้ง Dried and salted (fresh water) fish

Praab fai ปราบไฟ To ‘kill the heat’; a rite that is performed in order to minimize the 
unpleasant side-effects of lying by a fire after the birth

Prathom ประถม Name of the grades of the elementary school

Puu thaen yaa thaen ปู่แถนย่าแถน Paternal grandfather and paternal grandmother in heaven; 
connected to the taengkae maemarn rite

Q / R / S 

Saalaa ศาลา The assembly hall in the temple compound

Sia phit fai เสียพิษไฟ ‘To kill the fire’; a rite held by the end of yuu fai to remove the 
possible unpleasant after effects of having been exposed to the heat 
of the fire for some time

Suay dork ส่วยดอก ‘Something pretty with flowers’, offering to the fire by the end of 
yuu fai

Suukhwan kong 
khau 

สูดขวัญก่องเข่า A khwan rite for sick children up to the age of about ten years

Suukhwan luang สูดขวัญหลวง Ceremony for adults suffering from absence of the khwan

Suukhwan สู่ขวัญ Suu (‘to call’) – suukhwan (‘calling the khwan’). In Isan often 
procounced ‘suudkhwan’

Suukhwan maemaan สู่ขวัญแม่มาน Rite for the pregnant woman, calling the khwan of the mother and 
of the child in her womb

Suukhwan 
thammadaa 

สู่ขวัญธรรมดา ‘Ordinary’ khwan ceremony performed on a number of occasions, 
e.g. before a man goes on a trip or a youth into military service

Suukwan naak สู่ขวัญนาค A rite that is performed when  a (young) man enters the monkhood 

T 

Taapuubaan ตาปู่บ้าน Guardian spirit, understood to be the real owner of all land in the 
village
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Taeng แต่ง An action              

Taengkae mae 
kamlerd   

แต่งแก้แม่กำเลิด Often called just kae kamlerd: it can be performed as a treatment 
throughout childhood if the child has symptoms attributed to mae 
kamlerd

Taengkae maemaan แต่งแก้แม่มาน An action (taeng) that is to deliver (kae) the pregnant woman 
(maemaan). Addressed to supernaturals pictured as ‘old mothers’ 
(mae kau mae lang) who allow children to be born as humans

Tambon ตำบล An administrative unit or district consisting of a number of villages

Thaen  แถน The divine beings or gods, part of the Northeastern universe. There 
are many thaen(s) and all have different capabilities and 
responsibilities. Within this hierarchical system the greatest of all is 
named thaen luang or phaya thaen who is close to a concept of the 
great creator. The thaen(s) of lower rank under him are responsible 
for the creation of humans with the involvement of the ‘birth tree(s)’ 
– called ton ning ton naen. Hence the thaen(s) form or shape human 
with different components from the birth tree(s)

The place where the thaen(s) reside is called mueang thaen – this is 
heaven 

Theiwadaa เทวดา Guardian and divine beings, benevolent in nature. The word refers 
to a wide range of beings of more and less importance of which 
some are god-like, some like angels, and some are guardian ‘spirits’. 
While many theiwadaa(s) resides in the different levels of heaven, 
some live on earth as illustrated in the ritual texts. The word 
theiwadaa is derived from the Pali  deva

Thian khuu aayu เทียนคู่อายุ Short wax candle prepared for  a purpose in connection with a rite

Thian wian hua   เทียนเวียนหัว A special wax candle used in various village ceremonies; has the 
length of the circumference of the head of the celebrant

Three Gems พระรัตนตรัย Refer to
Phra Phut: Lord Buddha 
Phra Tham: Buddha’s dogma 
Phra Song: Buddha’s disciples, monks and priests
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U 

Udornthani  อุดรธานี also transcribed into English as Udonthani. Today most often  
called Udon

V / W 

wai ไหว้ a customary Thai greeting and a manner of paying respect to 
someone

wat วัด Buddhist temple

winyaan วิญญาน the part of the dual human soul that only leaves man when he dies

X / Y 

yaa kam ยากรรม a herbal decoction that the mother drinks at the end of yuu fai to 
prevent another pregnancy from coming too soon. In Baan Phraan 
Muean, yaa kam is drunk at the end of the yuu fai while in other 
areas it is being drunk during the period of yuu fai

yaa kamlang ยากำลัง this is a patent medicine that is sold by itinerary traders. Yaa means 
medicine and kamlang means energy and strength and so the 
mothers take this medicine to feel stronger and more energetic 

yaad nam หยาดน่ำ

ไทยกลาง:หยาดน้ำ

the sprinkling of magic water (nam mon) by hand over the krathong 
as an offering 

yuu fai อยู่ไฟ ‘to lie by the fire’  

yuu kam อยู่กรรม a more original Northeastern designation for yuu fai
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APPENDIX V

A Brief Survey of Literature
ditions, or alterations, depending on the ability, beliefs, 
nationality, class and knowledge of the people.’1 The 
very title Life and Ritual in Old Siam and its use of the 
word ‘old’ undoubtedly indicates that, at the moment of 
writing, he considered a great deal of it as belonging to 
a former time.

The dissertation does not deal solely with customs and 
traditions in a restricted sense. There is also abundant 
material about various types of rituals. He treats the 
ritual side of pregnancy, childbirth and childhood in 
several of his other works, and together they provide the 
best source for this aspect of the traditional culture in 
Thailand.

Dr Jane Richardson Hanks: Maternity and its Rituals in 
Bang Chan is another source of knowledge and 
understanding in this subject area. Her research was 
conducted in 1953-54 as a part of Cornell University’s 
Thailand project. It was conducted just twenty miles 
Northeast of Bangkok in a typical Central Plain rice-
growing village with 1,700 inhabitants, split into 336 
families, of which around 10 per cent were Muslims.

She stated that the purpose of the study was ‘to set down 
ethnographic data concerning childbirth, following out 
the economic, social, religious and cosmological aspects 
as needed to clarify the behaviour and the psychological 
attitudes noted’. Referring to Kaufman (1960) who 
undertook research in a village only eight kilometres 
from Bang Chan, she pointed out that there were 
‘striking differences’, and used this observation to warn 
about just how careful one must be in making 
generalizations based on individual observations.

Few scholarly works have pregnancy and childbirth in 
Thailand as their main subjects.

Phya Anuman Rajadhon’s Customs Connected with Birth 
and Rearing of Children, originally published in Thai in 
1949, was, on publication in English in 1961, immediate-
ly considered as a classic; the well from which one could 
draw when this aspect of  Thai folklore was to be 
elucidated. Professor William J. Gedney wrote of 
Rajadhon in his preface to Rajadhon’s Life and Ritual in 
Old Siam, part of which was about birth customs: ‘He 
has a position in the field of Thai letters and scholarship 
which is unique and paradoxical. Though he is not an 
academician by training, his scholarly attainments have 
placed all younger teachers and students at his feet and 
made him one of Thailand’s most highly respected 
university professors.’

Rajadhon’s sources are first and foremost oral legends 
but his unique insight into the classical literature, both 
from Thailand and from neighbouring countries, con-
tributes significantly to the whole that his dissertation 
constitutes.

His basic material did not make it possible for him to 
state anything decisive as to whether this or that custom 
is general for Thailand, or to which extent it is observed 
in given regions or by population groups. In this respect, 
how he himself evaluated his material is evident from a 
quotation: ‘There are some that are still observed in 
certain localities, and some that have been given up. 
Even in the same locality there are practices and beliefs 
which are not uniform; there are certain omissions, ad-
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This social and cultural-anthropological work has, as 
far as I know, never been published in other than the 
original, mimeographed edition from 1963. This may 
seem strange, considering the knowledgeable solidity 
and thoroughness of the dissertation. The fact that there 
is a delightful, humane warmth shining throughout the 
book makes it even more valuable and worth of reading.

In her work, she occupied herself with the whole 
spectrum of events and functions during the period of 
pregnancy and in connection with the childbirth itself, 
but there is practically nothing about to what extent the 
patterns she described were observed by the women in 
the village. Nor is there anything about the many 
variations that undoubtedly also existed within the 
boundaries of this village.

Lise Rishøj Pedersen’s Aspects of Woman’s Life in Rural 
Thailand, published in 1968, is a third scholarly work in 
which pregnancy and childbirth are included. She 
worked on the subject in several villages, and also had 
the opportunity of a short stay in Laos. Her dissertation 
is, however, most essentially based on studies of a Lao 
Song Dam wet-rice village 24 kilometres West of 
Ratchaburi. The material was collected through 
interviews and conversations during a longish stay in 
the region in 1965–66. She concentrated mainly on 
major and general behaviour patterns and had no 
intention to identify which variations were found within 
the village itself, or the changes that occurred over the 
years.

Christine Mougne’s Changing Patterns of Fertility in a 
Northern Thai Village (1978) is based on research done 
in the first half of the 1970s. There is a special section 
on ‘Ethnography of Reproduction’ in which there also 
are deliberations and information of importance to my 
work. Major and general behaviour patterns are 
described, with customs and traditions not given any 
profound or detailed treatment as such.

Valuable material is also found in two theses from 1962, 
written by students at the Bangkok Institute for Child 
Study (S. Cholvisuthi and C. Pitugsapol). They do not 
have extensive and representative data illustrating the 
topics of pregnancy and childbirth, but there are 
interesting accounts from the metropolitan area 
concerning 60 representatively selected mothers, in equal 
numbers from middle-class and lower-class families.

Also in Attagara’s thorough and valuable book from 
1967, about the Folk Religion in a village Southeast of 
Bangkok, there is a single section, ‘Rites of Passage 
among the Laity’ with the sub-section ‘Childbirth’, in 
which she described in general terms and without any 
great detail, rites during and after a childbirth.

The relatively few authors mentioned here are to my 
knowledge the only ones who have conducted research 
which has a direct connection with the subject of 
pregnancy and childbirth – and to several of them this 
theme is but a minor and less essential part of their 
research.

Perhaps H. Quaritch Wales ought to be included in this 
group. In 1933 he wrote an article, which he called 
‘Siamese Theory and Ritual Connected with Pregnancy, 
Birth and Infancy’. He stated that his sources had been  
‘a high nobleman and his wife’, a pamphlet ‘published 
some years ago’ – the ‘Code of Palace Law’, and, finally, 
a medieval script ‘Khun Jan Khun Phen’. It is interesting 
to note that in his opinion, most traditional customs 
and beliefs in connection with childbirth were rapidly 
about to vanish, so that one must presumably go to the 
‘more primitive Lao People’ in Thailand’s marginal 
regions to obtain further knowledge of customs and 
traditions of former times. 

Many older authors have included remarks about 
childbirth customs. Many are romantic and adventurous 
descriptions, but some are solid reports written by 
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religious or foreign states’ emissaries. One cannot, of 
course, attach much importance to these references, but 
they are not without interest in an overall assessment.

Several of the ‘village studies’ from the 1940s to the 
1960s and some of the more popular books about 
Thailand from the same period mention aspects of 
traditional culture that may be of interest to this study. 
Some of these are also included in the references in the 
text though the ‘information’ in these books is more 
often misleading than guiding.

This section cannot, however, be concluded without 
giving special mention and emphasis to Professor S. J. 
Tambiah’s highly-esteemed, scholarly works on social 
anthropology (1968, a, b, c; 1970, 1973) from his and 
my own simultaneous stays and work in Baan Phraan 
Muean. Whenever Tambiah has dealt with themes 
from this village it has been done so thoroughly that 
nothing has been omitted, overlooked, or ignored. Each 
individual work is an entirety, about which only the 
term ‘eminent’ can be used.

Apart from the fact that some of the existing pregnancy 
rites are included in his descriptions and assessments of 
the world of faith in the village, he does not occupy him-
self directly with pregnancy and childbirth. But indirectly, 
each work of his that relies on data from the village makes 
a considerable contribution to my own work.

From the last two or three decades of the 20th century 
almost nothing is to be found about this aspect of village 
culture, neither in relation to the development process 
and to changes in customs or traditions nor in relation 
to the consequences of these changes in society. 
Fortunately, Andrea Whittaker recently (1998, 1999, 
2000, 2002 and 2004) contributed to our knowledge 
about the present day life of Isan rural women in her 
very careful, warm and valuable writings from a place 
not far from Khon Kaen. 

Literature about childbirth and pregnancy from 
culturally related neighbouring countries is included in 
my search for studies and descriptions. It is astonishingly 
little that I have succeeded in bringing to light so far.

From Laos I only found the chapter ‘Birth Rites’ in 
Berval’s beautiful and sympathetic book of 1959. This 
chapter, written by Charles Archaimbault, is very 
general. Nevertheless one gets a definite feeling that 
customs and traditions in this area agree to a wide extent 
with those found in Baan Phraan Muean in the early 
1960s and my own not too systematic interviews in 
various places in Laos during the last few years leave the 
impression that this area of traditions has not changed 
nearly as much there, as it has on the Thai side of the 
Mekong River. 

Just as general are C. V. Foll’s descriptions in  An Account 
of some of the Beliefs and Superstitions about Pregnancy, 
Parturition and Infant Health in Burma of 1959. Here 
also some relationship with Northeastern Thailand is 
reflected.

The regional similarities in these aspects of everyday 
life are corroborated also in Hart, Rajadhon and 
Coughlin: Southeast Asian Birth Customs from 1965. 
Rajadohn’s part on Thailand is a reprint of the already-
mentioned dissertation ‘Life and Ritual in Old Siam’. 
Hart writes from the Philippines and Coughlin from 
Vietnam. They are survey works based on sources from 
literature and conversations with individual people, 
presumably predominantly people with a higher 
education.

From Vietnam a little about the subject is found also 
from a Mekong Delta village in G. C. Hickey’s Village 
in Vietnam (1964). This book is based on studies on the 
location from 1959 to 1964. Eveline Porée-Maspero 
(1951, 1954) has written about faith and cult at village 
level in Cambodia, and has given valuable material also 
about faith and superstition in connection with 
pregnancy and childbirth.
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The above works are what I have found containing as a 
minimum one section of importance for my study of 
childbirth and its traditions. Several other works in the 
bibliography have also been referred to in the text. 
Others have just been consulted for possible inspiration 
and insight. 

It should be noted that works on my subject, the tradi-
tional practice and beliefs connected with pregnancy 
and childbirth, especially as far as more recent research 
is concerned, are not only relatively few but – apart from 
Andrea Whittaker’s – practically non-existent. This 
may partly be due to that the interests of international 
research have changed since I defined my research topic. 
However, research is scarce even into the highly inter-
esting and topical issue of the impact of the develop-
ment process on traditional belief and customs, and the 
results or consequences of such changes. This is not 
only surprising, but also disappointing. Surprising, be-
cause such changes and developments, the progress so 
to say, have long-term influence on the conditions of 
everyday life for the mother and the future of her child; 
disappointing, as my study has given evidence that the 
traditional Isan oral heritage relating to this subject is 
rich and much of it so undocumented that it should 
invite further serious research. My brief study visits to 
more than 30 villages besides my main target confirmed 

not only existing common traits but demonstrated as 
well a cultural diversity that ought to be studied and the 
knowledge of this cultural heritage preserved, before it 
is too late.  

I can only hope there are studies written in Thai, which 
I have been unable to trace. If there are none, I cannot 
believe that it is because the area is evaluated as of no 
interest or importance. Perhaps the reason is rather to 
be found in a traditional reluctance and shyness 
preventing people from studying and dealing in the 
open with this subject which has been, and still is, a 
taboo in many cultures.

It may be almost too late to enter in studies of the old 
traditions and customs. However, I would not regard it 
as totally impossible in the Northeastern Thailand to 
find places where most of the traditions still exist and 
are followed by a rather large proportion of the families. 
As I have personally established there are still many 
places in Laos where this is the situation. Finally, 
considering that the subject area is so essential a part of 
the women studies domain, I would think that women 
researchers should be able to obtain more details than a 
male researcher.

Note
1. Phya Anuman Rajadhon ( 1961, p. 109)
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afterbirth. See placenta
ancestor spirit  47, 49, 75
angles. See theiwadaa(s)
animism  26
aristocratic spirit  47
astrologer. See mor leik/mor duu
auspicious day  38

bai laan. See palm-leaf book
baht  42
Bangkok Institute for Child Study  221
basket tray. See kradong morn
birth

attendants  74
control. See contraception
cultural change  73
hospital  73, 74, 76, 81
position  72, 74, 85

blood/ bleeding  50, 52. See also phii phraay
bood   18, 230
Brahmanism  30, 47, 125
bre   54
breast-feeding  109, 112
Buddhism  26, 30
Buddhist temple  9, 12, 19, 20, 30, 49, 109, 125, 
bun/bab, 238. See also merit
‘bundle of silver /gold’. See ritual objects
   
charms  82
confinement  73

changes  96–98
duration  95
food  98

contraception  91, 102, 113
cremation  49, 50

cultural heritage  123
cycle of rebirths  123

death  26, 27, 28
in childbirth  28, 32, 47, 50, 52
natural  49
‘unnatural’/violent  28, 49

‘demand feeding’  111
devas  48, 238
diagnostician. See mor sorng
District Health Nurse. See mor tambon
doctors, medical/practising  11, 57, 64
dual soul  26. See also khwan

emotional care  112
even/ uneven, importance of  77, 83, 95, 96
exorcism  50, 51

faay mongkhon  33, 238
farang  114, 239
Father Thaen/Mother Thaen  44
fear of childbirth  32, 58, 68–70, 74

change over time  69, 75   
‘five item bowl’  202, 203 
‘folk opera’. See mor lam
food restrictions

confinement  98, 99 
pregnancy  65, 68, 72 

fortune-teller  64. See also mor duu/mor leik

general taboo  69
Great Creator  36
guardian spirit. See mae suee

handedness  74, 88, 89
healing  37
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health
first years of life  85, 112
school age  10
mothers  64–67

Health Centre, District/Village  20, 56, 57, 60, 65, 73, 85
heat rashes  93, 105
herbal decoctions  91, 94, 108, 205

change over time  94
herbal specialist, herbalist. See mor yaa
hospital  11, 38, 56, 64, 73 
hysterical symptoms  52 

illness  10, 34, 37, 42, 48, 85
individual therapy  28
‘infant’/‘trick child’ (in rituals)  37, 39, 43, 47
infant mortality  15
International Institute for Child Study  219 
intestinal worms  112
Isan language  7, 123, 227

kae kamlerd. See mae kamlerd
kan haay 82, 199, 239
‘kan phraay, kan porb’ (protection against)  77, 239
khaa saang (‘to kill the worm’)  59, 239
khaay  42, 43, 239
khan haa  202, 239
khau daeng, khau dam, khau khau, khau lueang  39, 239. See 

also ritual objects
khau jii 99, 240. See also food restrictions
khau yam 42, 240. See also supplementary feeding
khuad khau, 42, 240. See also ritual objects
khwan 25, 26, 240
khwan rites 25, 26, 28, 33, 135
‘kill the fire’. See sia phit fai
‘kill the heat’. See prab fai
kong khau   34
kradong morn  83–85, 240
krathong  39, 40, 42, 43, 196, 240
kuti  20, 240

Lao alphabet  129
Lao script  126, 130
Laotian Thai  7

literacy  12, 13
Lord Buddha  75, 92 

mae kamlerd  25, 44, 239
change over time  56–60, 85
extent  44–46
nature of  36, 47
results/risks  36, 58
symptoms  36
See also taengkae maemaan, taengkae mae kamlerd, pau 
kamlerd 

mae kau mae lang  25, 36, 42, 44, 58, 241. See also mae kamlerd
mae suee  44, 47, 241
mae tamyae  11, 55, 70, 73, 241
magic 

incantation  75, 76, 82, 93, 101, 125, 137
spell  207
thread, 36, 199. See also kan haay
water. See nam mon

magic related to 
birth  48, 60, 68, 69 72, 74. 75
child  64, 68, 78, 79, 81–85, 87, 89, 99
mother  32, 63, 77, 92, 96, 137

magical arts  52
malnourishment  112
medical care  60, 112
medicine

‘miracle’/ ‘patent’  10, 64, 94
yaa kamlang  64, 246

mental development  109
mental welfare  57
merit/demerit  19, 36, 238  
midwife  20, 69, 70–73. See also mae tamyae  

estimation  72–73
training  70–74
‘unclean’  72, 73

Ministry of Public Health  20
modernization  114
monks  30, 43, 49, 109, 125, 
mor  125, 241
mor khwan 241. See also khwan rites
mor kamlerd. See mae kamlerd
mor lam  31, 125, 241
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mor leik/mor duu  31, 125, 241
mor pham  241. See also ritual masters
mor phii  38, 48, 52
mor phii phraay. See phii phraay
mor phii  porb. See phii porb
mor sorng  34, 37, 52, 55, 85, 125, 183, 242
mor tambon  11, 20, 64, 67, 73, 112, 125, 242. See also Health 

Centre
mor tham 52, 125, 242. See also phii porb
mor wichaa  38, 242. See also magical arts
mor yaa  38, 101, 126, 205, 242
‘mother drying’  105
‘mother roasting’  105  
Mueang Thaen 36. See also mae kamlerd

nam horm 72, 242
nam mon  42, 76, 198, 242
namegiving  109
nang suee tham  126, 130, 149, 183, 242
nuclear family  112
number of children  15, 63, 113, 220
nutrition (baby)  67, 70, 109, 112

omens  34, 64, 69
out-patients department  11

padkae maemarn  38
Pali  42, 129, 183, 197–199, 203, 204, 243
palm-leaf book/manuscript  123, 131–136, 238
pau  37
pau kamlerd,  37, 38, 125, 197, 243. See also mae kamlerd
permissiveness  111
phaa khaumaa  42, 243
phaa khwan  33, 243
phaa sin  68, 74, 243
phaam  31, 125, 243
pharmacy  39
phau koed mae koed  44
phii(s), 27, 28, 70, 72. See also spirits, phii phraay, and phii porb
phii phraay 

belief in  49, 50
change over time  50, 76
childbirth, related to  25, 28, 49, 50, 76

extent  50 
nature of  56, 243
protection  50, 75, 78, 81–82, 84
symptoms  50
treatment  50   
See also phii porb

phii porb
belief in  49, 51
change over time  50, 76 
childbirth, related to 25, 28, 52, 76
extent  53
nature of  53, 243
protection  75–77, 81, 84
symptoms 52
treatment  52 

phuu yai baan  126, 244
placation techniques 51
placenta  64, 77, 79

disposal  79–80 
red-hot fire  79, 88 

‘power of the word’  127
praab fai  92, 202, 244
pregnancy

food  65 
health  64 
rituals. See taengkae maemaan and suukhwan maemaan
sex-preference  63
work  65

‘previous mother(s)’  25, 36, 43, 47. See also mae kau mae lang 
prophylactic  31, 38, 125
protection against phii(s)  75, 76, 81, 82, 84
psychiatry  52
psychological development  113
psychology  30, 31, 48, 108 

world of  27 – 28, 52 
‘purchasing mother’  47. See also mae kamlerd
puu thaen yaa thaen  36, 39, 42, 47, 244  

rai  8
rainbow  34
rebirth  28
rehabilitation  31
research sample,  23, 219–225
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ritual cleansing  103, 106
ritual masters/experts/specialists in pregnancy rites  25, 31, 

32, 36, 37, 39, 56, 123, 125  
mor kamlerd  129, 197
mor khwan  31–33, 38,  241
pham  31, 46

ritual objects  31–33, 39, 42
ritual texts  131, 123, 228

saalaa  10, 12, 30, 244
school  9,10, 12, 20
sia phit fai  191, 204, 244
soul  49

dual soul  76
‘fleeting soul’  25, 28, 137

spirits (phii)  17, 18, 27, 36, 55, 56, 72
phii faa  75, 243
phii krasüü  53
phii nok khau  83, 243
 phii taay hoong  50, 243
See also phii phraay and phii porb

spirit possession neurosis and psychosis  53  
sterilization  56, 91, 92, 106, 113     

husband  102  
still-born child  58, 96
suay dork  101, 244
subsistence economy  8
supernaturals  27, 38
superstition  11, 67
supplementary feeding  111
supporting network  29–30, 125
suukhwan  28, 244
suukhwan dek nory  35
suukhwan kong khau  34, 244
suukhwan luang  34, 244
suukhwan mae yuukam  34
suukhwan maemaan  28, 123, 244

change over time  56–60
extent  35 
purpose  32, 33
ritual text  125, 130, 137–147 

suukhwan naak  30, 244
suukhwan thammadaa  30–31, 244

taapuubaan  75, 244
taengkae mae kamlerd,  36, 43, 245

change over time  46, 56–60
extent  44
purpose  37
ritual text  123, 130, 182–195
See also taengkae maemaan and mae kamlerd

taengkae maemaan  36, 245
case story  39–43
change over time  46, 56–60
extent  46
purpose  36, 37, 56
ritual text  43, 125, 130, 148–181
See also taengkae mae kamlerd and mae kamlerd

tai noi 128, 149, 183
tambon  120, 125, 245
tham,  240. See also nangsuee tham
theiwadaa  27, 42, 183, 245
therapy  28, 32, 125
thian khuu aayu  42, 245
thian wian hua  33, 40, 245
thirty-two khwans  33
Three Gems  76, 83, 204, 245
thread of good fortune. See faay mongkhon

umbilical cord  77– 79, 89
UNESCO  9, 10, 67
under-nourishment  8  

verbal restrictions  92

wat  246. See also Buddhist temple
Wat Po  47
water

drinking  10, 16
sacred/magic/purifying. See nam mon

weaning  111
winyaan  26, 49, 246
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Index

witch  51
work

abroad  22 
outside village  21
pregnancy  65

yaa kam  102, 207, 246
yaa kamlang  246. See also medicine
yaad nam  42, 246

yuu kam  91, 246
yuu fai  35, 44, 72, 246

duration of  72, 94, 95 
effects of  106–107
extent  103–106
how general is  91–93, 106
tradition of  91
wood for  92.  
See also herbal decoctions
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